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ABSTRACT
EVERYDAY VODUN: AFFECT, MATERIALITY AND KNOWLEDGE IN SOUTHERN BENIN
Venise Nichole Adjibodou
Anthea D. Butler

Vodun is an African religion in southern Benin who shares its cosmology and
divination system with the Yoruba orisha tradition. Vodun’s historical and cultural
influences extend throughout the Americas and the Caribbean. Additionally, Vodun is the
entanglement of spirit agency and desire with human politics, economics, and
sociocultural expectations. In daily life in southern Benin, the fluid interplay between
spirits and humans shows ordinary events can become cosmic and cosmic events can
become ordinary. How do Vodun practitioners know what they know about spirits? How
does the body (trans)form knowledge about causes and effects in the world? This project
answers these questions through the examination of personal oral narratives. Vodun
praticioners initiated into the Gorovodu and Tchamba orders in Agata and Porto-Novo,
Benin provide the narratives. The oral narratives become data to dissect, analyze, and
interpret. The uniqueness to these stories speaks to the local, personal, lived, and
embodied knowledge mobilizing Vodun epistemology. The consultants’ narrations
describe spirits who are actors generating consequential effects. In addition, the
consultants describe spirits who have complex emotional lives. Spirit affect catalyzes
lived religious practice. The diverse spirit bodies featured in these narratives expand the
concept of materiality in Vodun studies. Spirit bodies, especially those the consultants
say humans did not create, are trans-corporeal and transphysical. As a result, Vodun has a
nonlinear ontological continuum. I argue the materiality of Vodun is best studied through
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a quantum approach. A quantum approach applies new materialism to the study of lived
religion. This approach builds its epistemological location upon indigenous concepts and
indigenous forms of knowing. Both embodied knowledge and the speech acts attributed
to spirits serve as epistemological resources. Since this method is presence-oriented, it
theorizes the agency Vodun practitioners attribute to spirits. A quantum approach
examines spirits as affective participants in sociogeographic relationships. The
ontological statements embedded in these personal oral narratives expand the conclusions
a material study of African religion creates.
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Preface
Midnight comes in Agata; it is December 25th and the prayers and offerings made
at the crossroad have ended. The remaining festivities for the Mami Wata and Mama
Tchamba Festival at Temple Guda Fli Gbé will commence inside the Bankole family
compound.1 Adepts and hounons process barefoot down the unpaved ochre road back to
the Bankole residence. Their white cloths, colorful beaded strands around their necks,
and headties of blue, yellow or white fabric signal their affiliation with the marine
divinities and the divinity who governs the dead, especially those who were slaves.
Drummers play vodun music as the procession enters the earthen courtyard. The song
dribbles to a stop as the adepts seat themselves in plastic picnic chairs to chat and wait
while the next offering to Mama Tchamba takes place.
Once the hounons seat themselves on the other side of the yard, some adepts lay
out a goatskin at their feet and rest a large white basin on top. One hounon stands to place
three eggs inside and pour perfume, powder, gin, and soda on top. An assistant brings
over a pure white ram. Mr. Bankole’s eldest son, Mobolaji, whispers a prayer into the
ram’s ear, a message it must deliver to the divinities upon its death. The drummers begin
a rapid rhythm and the hounon who poured the mixture begins singing. Another adept, a
man, helps Mr. Bankole’s son lift the white ram’s body over the white basin and, with a
swift cut, the animal’s essence cascades into the basin. The men lay the animals body on
the ground as it breathes its last breath.

1

I refer to the temple and each participant in this study pseudonymously. The names of the divinities,
however, remain unchanged.
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Suddenly, an adept shouts, tosses her head back and clasps her hands above her
head, her palms facing the black sky. Her back arches and her neck cranes backward as
her eyes roll into her head. She looks as if she has been knocked on the head by a force
unseen but indelibly felt. Adepts near her stand alert, waiting to witness who has arrived.
The woman jumps from her chair, marches toward the white ram sacrificed for Mama
Tchamba, and grabs its white fleece with both hands. She drags the ram’s body in a circle
on the ground and continues traveling in circles, gradually raising the animal’s entire
body up to her chest. Mama Tchamba has arrived to claim her offering. Adepts nearby
scramble to move their chairs out of the way. The woman shouts in a hoarse voice as she
maintains her grip on the animal and spins in a circle twelve times before plopping the
ram on the ground and dragging it by its pelt to a chair near the drummers.
The woman’s body lays limp in the chair, her arms splay at her sides as her fellow
adepts retie the white fabric she wears around her chest. One adept rushes to grab a large
plastic bottle of perfume. She stands near the incognizant woman, waiting. The woman is
an adept from a visiting Temple, so her priestess also stands at the ready to help the
vodun leave her body. In a flash, the spirit possession resumes: the woman’s body lurches
from the chair and the vodun, Mama Tchamba, uses the woman’s hands to grab and pull
the white ram. She stands, holds the animal by one hoof, and marches in step to the music
throughout the courtyard. The percussionists continue drumming while the deity drags
the animal before of them and begins dancing. The deity resumes her fierce romp through
the courtyard and travels across the threshold to the Mami Wata Temple and back again.
Now, the woman’s head is wrapped in a tricolor headwrap, its red, white, and black
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confirming Mama Tchamba’s identity. Having set aside the ram, Mama Tchamba begins
dancing, smiling, and greeting the adepts, commanding them to join her.
Concurrently, Mama Tchamba is present at the midnight festival via a shallow,
white porcelain bowl of water inside the Mami Wata sanctuary at Temple Guda Fli Gbé.
This bowl of water is the key piece to oracular divination at this temple, drawing visitors
from throughout Benin, Togo, Ghana, Nigeria, Cameroon, France, Brazil, and the United
States of America. Mama Tchamba makes herself visible and audible to virgins only.
This mode of oracular divination enables the deity to live-stream herself to Temple Guda
Fli Gbé and communicate with any patron seeking her assistance. At the time of this
research, a young virgin man had undergone a special ceremony to increase his capacity
to see and hear Mama Tchamba through the bowl of water. Inquisitors who speak
Gungbe or Fongbe pose their question to the young man and he repeats it to the bowl of
water. He pauses as if listening, and he fixes his eyes on the bowl of water. After a
moment, he utters words he and those in attendance attribute to the divinity herself.
Visitors who speak French or other foreign languages pose their questions to a translator
who then renders the person’s comment in Gun for the young man. No matter the
language spoken, the responses often contain striking specificity and accuracy, which the
young virgin man attributes to the deity. Mama Tchamba’s direct access to human society
through oracular divination characterizes not only ritual engagement at Temple Guda Fli
Gbé, but also the Bankole family’s daily life. The Bankoles conduct formal consultations
with Mama Tchamba when patrons visit and they speak with Mama Tchamba throughout
the day regarding matters as menial as the weather and as urgent as how to cure a sick
family member. The goddess is as much a cosmogonic entity as she is an actor in
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household affairs. The fluid interplay between the vodun and human beings evinces how
the common becomes cosmic and the cosmic is common. This is everyday vodun.

1

Introduction
Everyday Vodun explores an idea familiar to scholars of religious studies and
anthropologists of religion: Spirits have bodies. Statues, calabashes, mounds, humans
overcome by spirit possession, and iconography continually attract attention in
ethnographies on Vodun in West Africa. These studies also relate the idea the vodun are,
in their most basic form, air. Similarly, the oral narratives in this project describe the
vodun as vibrations as well as concrete objects created by human beings whose liveliness
the consultants attribute to spirits. This project examines personal oral narratives
describing lived religious experiences among Vodun practitioners initiated into the
gorovodu and Tchamba orders in Agata and Porto-Novo, Bénin. Based on eight months
of fieldwork, the study examines what lived religion teaches individuals about the spirits
they worship. Since lived religion is the main topic, formalized proscriptions are
secondary to the actual contexts in which people find their divinities and the actual
contacts (physical, verbal, visual, etc.) practitioners make with their gods.2 Lived religion
links the spiritual to the material.3
It is beyond the scope of this introduction to compare and contrast every
scholar’s discussion about spirits. Relevant work on parapsychology, extrasensory
perception, spirit encounters, sorcery, and their intersections with anthropology have
emerged in the anthropology of humanism and the anthropology of religion.4 To note,
2

Meredith B. McGuire, Lived Religion: Faith and Practice in Everyday Life (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2008), 12.
3
McGuire, 13.
4
A few examples include Ruy Blanes and Diana Espírito Santo, eds., The social life of Spirits (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 2013); Jack Hunter, “‘Between Realness and Unrealness’: Anthropology,
Parapsychology, and the Ontology of Non-Ordinary Realities,” Diskus: The Journal of the British

2

Edith Turner’s writing about spirits as empirical phenomena has inspired anthropological
discourse on the epistemological and methodological boundaries in anthropology.5 On
the other end of the spectrum, the field of the cognitive science of religion examines how
the brain’s behavior can explain religious concepts like spirits.6 With respect to Mami
Wata, a divinity central to Temple Guda Fli Gbé where this research took place, Henry
John Drewal’s decades’ worth of research has shaped the discourse on this and other
African and African diasporan marine spirits.7 In general, Drewal describes Mami Wata
as a seductive marine spirit who requests a high price, such as infertility, for the wealth
Association for the Study of Religions 17. No. 2 (2015): 4-20, http://dx.doi.org/10.18792/diskus.v17i2.68;
Martha Lincoln and Bruce Lincoln, “Toward a Critical Hauntology: Bare Afterlife and the Ghosts of Ba
Chúc,” Comparative Studies in Society and History 57, no. 1 (2015): 191-220,
https://doi.org/10.1017/S0010417514000644; Bonnie Glass-Coffin, “Anthropology, Shamanism, and
Alternate Ways of Knowing-Being in the World: One Anthropologist’s Journey of Discovery and
Transformation,” Anthropology and Humanism 35, no. 2 (2010): 204-217, https://doi.org/10.1111/j.15481409.2010.01067.x; Bettina E. Schmidt, Spirits and Trance in Brazil: An Anthropology of Religious
Experience (London: Bloomsbury Publishing, 2017); Joan Koss‐Chioino, “Introduction to Do Spirits Exist?
Ways to Know,” Anthropology and Humanism 35, no. 2 (2010): 131-141, https://doi.org/10.1111/j.15481409.2010.01062.x; David J. Hufford, “Visionary Spiritual Experiences in an Enchanted World,”
Anthropology and Humanism 35, no. 2(2010): 142-158, https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1548-1409.2010.01063.x;
Evgenia Fotiou, “Encounters with Sorcery: An Ethnographer's Account,” Anthropology and Humanism 35,
no. 2 (2010): 192-203, https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1548-1409.2010.01066.x.
5
Edith Turner, Experiencing Ritual: A New Interpretation of African Healing (Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 1992); Edith Turner, "Anthropologists and Healers," Social Analysis 60, no. 1 (Spring
2016): 129-139, https://doi.org/10.3167/sa.2016.600109; Edith Turner, "The Reality of Spirits: A Tabooed
or Permitted Field of Study?," Anthropology of Consciousness 4, no. 1 (1993): 9-12,
https://doi.org/10.1525/ac.1993.4.1.9.
6
Pascal Boyer, The Fracture of an Illusion: Science and the Dissolution of Religion, Vol. 20,
(Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2010); Pascal Boyer, "Religious Thought and Behaviour as By-products of
Brain Function," Trends in Cognitive Sciences 7, no. 3 (2003): 119-124, https://doi.org/10.1016/S13646613(03)00031-7; Ilkka Pyysiäinen, How religion works : Towards a New Cognitive Science of Religion
(Leiden: BRILL, 2003), ProQuest Ebook Central.
7
Henry John Drewal, Marilyn Houlberg, and Fowler Museum at UCLA, Mami Wata: Arts for Water
Spirits in Africa and Its Diasporas (Los Angeles: Fowler Museum at UCLA, 2008); Henry John Drewal,
ed., Sacred Waters: Arts for Mami Wata and Other Divinities in Africa and the Diaspora, African
Expressive Cultures, (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2008); Henry John Drewal, "Mermaids,
Mirrors, and Snake Charmers: Igbo Mami Wata Shrines," African Arts 21, no. 2 (1988): 38-96,
https://www.jstor.org/stable/3336527; Henry John Drewal, "Performing the Other: Mami Wata Worship in
Africa," TDR 32, no. 2 (1988): 160-185, https://www.jstor.org/stable/1145857; Henry John Drewal, "Mami
Wata and Santa Marta: Imag(in)ing Selves and Others in Africa and the Americas," in Images and
Empires: Visuality in Colonial and Postcolonial Africa, eds. Paul Landau and Deborah Kaspin (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 2002), 193-211; Henry John Drewal, “Beauteous Beast: The Water Deity
Mami Wata in Africa,” in Ashgate Research Companion to Monsters and the Monstrous, ed. A. Mittman
and P. Dendle (Farnham, Surrey-UK: Ashgate Publishing, Ltd.), 77-101, Routledge Handbooks Online.

3

and power she bestows her adepts. The consultants in my study, however, did not speak
this way about the marine spirits. They concur the spirits can provide a person with the
power to heal. The marine spirits in the lives of the consultants in this study, however, are
complex emotional entities who cannot be reduced to sexy symbols of an infatuation with
foreigness.
In general, the literature on gorovodun and, especially, on the Tchamba order of
spirits has proven most influential to this project. Melville J. Herskovitz’s extensive
discussion on the Vodun cosmos describes pantheons of sky, earth, and thunder gods in
addition to cults of the serpent and beliefs about personal gods who accompany human
souls. Herskovitz points out the Dahomeans think “spirits, while philosophically
conceived as existing everywhere in space, must also have definite places to which it can
be summoned.”8 Spirits are out there in the ether and yet they are anchored by concrete,
tangible things. In either form, however, they facilitate Herskovits’s study of the “beliefs
and practices” of “native life in Dahomey.”9 For him, a discussion about spirits is less so
a discussion about bodies than it is a conversation about how ideas and practices
communicate a people’s interpretation of the world in which they live.
The following texts exemplify the literary history contextualizing more recent
studies on Vodun.10 Judy Rosenthal wrote Possession, Ecstasy and Law in Ewe Voodoo,
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an ethnography about spirit possession in Vodun framed by three specific theoretical
moves.11 First, Rosenthal examines “rituals and relationships as texts,” and uses James
Boon’s idea of “text.” Boon states, “I call a ‘text’ any body of data in any sorts of
units...which smacks of systematization…. In my usage a ‘text’ could be composed of
persons...the important point is that it be observed from without, with an inkling as to its
systematic basis.”12 In addition, she emphasizes Afa divination’s role as a text (literally
and theoretically) attaching spirits to human beings and to the natural word. In her words,
“[e]ach Gorovodu life is constructed as it takes part in the construction of particular
events of social and political significance as well as in public and private lineage battles,

(Rome: Viella, 2012). If anything, Brivio’s articles in English and French about Mama Tchamba seem
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d'histoire des arts 8 (2008): 64-79, http://gradhiva.revues.org/1188. Nevertheless, I find Brivio’s recent
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ritual secrets, and world histories, all writhing within upheaval and change.”13 This
emphasis on observation and language indicates Rosenthal’s second move. She assumes a
Lacanian stance on spirits: “As for the ‘Real’ unleashed during Vodu possession…, it
cannot as such be represented and therefore is not a text. Outside the symbolic system, it
is the fullness of being prior to and underlying language.”14 Rosenthal claims language
cannot grasp the Real; consequently, the Real escapes analysis.15 This language-based
theory of the Real means the limits of language restrict what researchers can know, or
say, about entities typically considered metaphysical. Third, Rosenthal concentrates on
spirit possession’s mimetic quality and its demonstration of political, economic, and
social complexities. Human bodies take center stage because they are the texts she can
use to read the iterations of the spirits in specific sociopolitical and socioeconomic
contexts. Possession, Ecstasy, and Law offers groundbreaking interpretations of the
vodun and of spirit possession. Rosenthal’s work remains a seminal text on Tchamba
worship. It is important to note, however, Rosenthal examines the spirits as texts read
through the human body and the human milieu. The personal oral narratives examined in
this dissertation, however, recall spirits that do not always need humans to channel their
will into the world. The “Real,” becomes accessible through corporeal encounters. The
bodies highlighted in the oral narratives in this study illustrate the expressions of the
“Real” Vodun practitioners say they can sense materially without spirit possession.
Therefore these chapters turn away from a language-based approach to the numinous and
embarks on a quantum and new materialist interpretation.
13
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To note, some of Rosenthal’s published essays reiterate topics explored in her
monograph. One particular topic pertains to am argumentative strand in the works of later
writers, who I discuss below. Rosenthal observes among the Ewe:
The Vodu (or tro) shrine is also called a home--voduxome or troxome. Not only
the shrines and alcoves for each Vodu, but the Vodus themselves and the spirit
hosts, are all in the sense receptacles. But receptacles are also spirit, also alive and
in movement. We could say that it is ‘receptacle all the way down’ in Vodu logic,
just as it is ‘spirit all the way,’ given that each moveable piece of the Vodu
universe, each actor or agent, is both spirit and receptacle in one way or another,
both home and inhabitant.16
The indigenous concepts in the Ewe community Rosenthal studied include an ontology
where humans are not the only beings with agency. In addition, because the human can
be a container for the spirits, the spirits can manipulate the agency humans display.
“Receptacle all the way down” suggests humans receive the spirits and a human body is a
distinct container spirits manipulate. “Spirit all the way up” implies humans see shrines
as places where humans access spirits in a vertical relationship. Rosenthal contends both
humans and spirits are both “home and inhabitant,” which is easy to see in spirit
possession. During spirit possession, humans become homes for spirit inhabitants.
Conversely, when humans enter the shrine, they become inhabitants in the vodu’s home.
Rosenthal misses, however, an underlying question: how it is possible for a vodun, as an
entity apart from a shrine, to be a receptacle? If “shrine,” in her usage refers to a space
and “Vodu” refers to a human-made object containing the Vodu, then how does the
Vodun, the entity filling the object, become a receptacle? It may seem like an overreading
of Rosenthal’s statement, but the question pinpoints an instance where the current
theorization on materiality in Vodun overlooks key ontological statements. What does a
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spirit-beyond-a-shrine contain? Said differently, what is it made of? Approaching this
question requires looking for diagonal arrows in the way humans relate to spirits. It
requires looking for human-to-vodun relationships in configurations other than the
vertical examples Rosental identifies.
Everyday Vodun is deeply indebted to the groundwork Rosenthal has laid,
especially her writing about Tchamba spirits. The project at hand adds dimensions to an
already complex discussion on Vodun. To begin, the attention paid to shrines may cause
some scholars to miss the other human-to-spirit relationships embodied spirits engage.
Before explaining my argument, it is worth noting what other scholars have written about
Vodun.
In Cord of Blood: Possession and the Making of Ewe Voodoo, Nadia Lovell
explains Watchi personhood is connected to the vodhun and to geography.17 She finds the
relationships between the Watchi people and the vodhun informs the Watchi
community’s sense of belonging within a specific geographic location. Simultaneously,
Vodun cosmology is malleable and can adapt to new locations.18 Lovell arrives at several
important conclusions about the vodhun and their emergence in space. The vodun, she
explains, attain “an identifiable and bounded body” through spirit possession.19 In
addition, her consultants state the spirits can decide on their own to reside in a particular
feature in nature (i.e. baobab trees, termite mounds, or animals like pythons and
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panthers).20 Finally, humans crafting dwellings for spirits such that the vodhun become
“domesticated” and safely accessible to human beings.21 In other words, humans fashion
bodies for the gods. In sum, Lovell’s observations focus on two types of spirit bodies: the
dwellings humans make for the gods and the human bodies in which spirits dwell. Lovell,
like the aforementioned authors, speaks about spirits insofar as they are components of a
community’s or an individual’s identity. This dissertation, in contrast, mines personal
oral narratives for evidence of the spirit bodies Vodun practitioners say humans do not
make. This study considers what those bodies indicate about Vodun cosmology and
Vodun ideas about the person.
According to Lovell, the vodhun’s power is contingent on “the intentions and
skills of their human counterparts on whom they depend and to whom they offer their
protection. … Yet if humans act as agents for their gods, bringing them to life and
manipulating means at their disposal to enhance the power of their own associated gods,
they have little control of what goes on [with their neighbor’s vodun].”22 This quote
communicates the interdependence between humans and spirits. Humans need spirits for
protection, healing, and prosperity. Spirits need humans so they may become accessible
and receive the offerings they crave. In Lovell’s ethnography, spirits have bodies because
humans make dwellings for them. Lovell writes about spirits in a way that mirrors how
the Watchi would speak about the vodhun. The active voice in the previous quote, such
as “spirits...depend” and “spirits...offer their protection” shows the Watchi think the
spirits are agential entities. She bases her statement on Watchi articulations about the
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vodhun, but she has not examined how the variable of spirit agency would affect her
interpretation of Vodun. Lovell writes in a fashion that attributes action to spirits without
theorizing spirit agency. In another sense, Lovell misses the opportunity to theorize the
co-constituted agency spirit-human relations create. Everyday Vodun addresses these
lacunae by examining the ontological and epistemological implications spirit agency
creates and by applying a new materialist perspective to human-spirit relationships.
Dana Rush’s Vodun in Coastal Benin: Unfinished, Open-Ended, Global examines
vodun iconography in southern Benin. En route to interpreting dynamic murals, posters,
and other 2-D and 3-D images found on temple walls and on personal altars, Rush
outlines a framework for thinking about spirits. According to Rush, “Vodun coalesces
around the active, participatory presence of both practitioners and spirits. For this
symbiotic relationship to work, there must be a consciousness and an experience in which
the participant(s) and spirit(s) are mutually engaged.”23 In Rush’s formulation, the vodun
are present but only if the human being interacting with them enters a specific type of
consciousness.24 Though Rush emphasizes Vodun consists of experiences and it
“prioritizes action,” she contextualizes this action in a thoughtlife rather than in an
23
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empirical context.25 She claims Vodun is “a system that is fundamentally opposed to
making any empirical sense.”26 What Rush misses is an awareness of the tactile
encounters informing Vodun ideas about the world. As the narratives explore in this
dissertation suggest, Vodun makes empirical sense but it follows laws quantum physics
has yet to explain. Quantum theory helps move a theorization of vodun materiality closer
to a description that can include tactile encounters with non-human generated spirit
bodies. Rush is on the right track to argue “‘The Vodun religious system is best
understood as a network that is open-ended and incorporative, and thus ‘unfinished.’”27
As the following chapters show, however, the record of human-spirit activity present in
personal oral narratives contribute to Vodun’s unfinished nature. The phenomena humans
and spirits co-produce continually revises what Vodun practitioners know about spirits.
In addition, the surprising forms spirits can assume continually modifies what
practitioners and scholars know about the breadth of Vodun’s ontological scale. Because
the activity shared by vodun and humans produces “a trail along which life is lived” and
produces “the texture of a lifeworld,” Vodun constitutes what Tim Ingold calls a
“meshwork” rather than a network.28 As discussed below, this meshwork is critical to
theorizing Vodun cosmology anew. It also exemplifies why ethnographers researching
Vodun would do well to theorize agency from both a classical sense and also a new
materialist sense. These two ideas may seem contradictory, but the complexity of Vodun
lived religious experience calls for accounting for agency in various forms.
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Timothy R. Landry offers an insightful explanation of vodun materiality in his
article, “Incarnating Spirits, Composing Shrines, and Cooking Divine Power in Vodún.”29
Shrines, in Landry’s view, are “the material incarnation of the spirit itself” and are not
merely locations where practitioners venerate the sacred.30 The objects practitioners use
to create and adorn the shrines provide the spirits’ power on earth.31 According to
Landry, “a spirit’s materiality is simply an earthly extension of a deity’s spiritual body.”32
There is much to appreciate about Landry’s clear, forward-thinking interpretation of
shrines as embodied spirits. Indeed, shrines are one of the many forms spirits take in the
personal oral narratives discussed in this dissertation. My consultants would concur with
Landry’s consultant who describes everything in the natural world as a music note.
Landry’s interlocutor says shrine building aims to combine those notes into “music [that
works]--music that sounds good,” which means the objective is to create an effective
shrine.33 Sound constitutes music and sound is made of vibrations. Though Landry does
not mention it, his consultant in fact connects the materiality of the shrine to vibrations.
Vibrations are felt through their movement through air. Vibration is what the consultants
in my study mean when they say the vodun are in the air. Vibrations are a distinct part of
vodun materiality, part of the “dark matter” coexistent alongside the visible matter
scholars and practitioners may observe when standing before a shrine. The comparison of
vodun-as-vibrations to dark matter signals how the earthly/spiritual binary creates
blindspots in a theorization of materiality in Vodun. To begin, in Vodun, the earthly is
29
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spiritual and the spiritual is earthly. If acὲ is a “supernatural force that can cause an action
to occur” and it rests within all entities, then something cosmic characterizes entities who
dwell within the earth as well as those that dwell beyond it.34 Basically, “earthly” and
“spiritual” conflate what is actually one enmeshed cosmos. As such, shrines are one
possible material mode the vodun may assume in the world, where world refers to the
intersecting dimensional planes constituting the environment in which human and spirit
engage one another.
Next, dark matter is invisible but detectable based on its gravitational effects.35
With respect to vodun materiality, this means scholars need to theorize the relationship
between the vodun as vibration and the vodun’s other material forms. The range of
ontological possibilities evident in studies on Vodun indicates spirits are either intangible
air-like forms that can overcome human bodies (e.g. possession) or they are concrete,
measurable, physical things human beings assemble and manipulate (i.e. shrines, statuepersons, etc.). These are only two nodes in a far more expansive scale of possibility.
Vodun materiality spans a nonlinear ontological continuum, a collection of embodiments
that are not hierarchical or absolute but are constitutive of Vodun materiality. The
embodied forms in between vibrations and shrines include apparitions, animals, living
inanimate objects, and humanoid forms the consultants in this study say no human
created.36 Thomas Csordas explains, “embodiment is our fundamental condition, our
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corporeality or bodiliness in relation to the world and other people.”37 In Vodun,
embodiment is not anthropocentric, but rather posthumanist. All things have bodies.
Spirit bodies, therefore, include not only shrines, but all the forms of being spirits use in
relation to the cosmos and to human beings. A Vodun perspective on embodiment would
agree with Csordas: “...embodiment is a matter of shared, mutually implicating, and
never completely autonomous flesh.” The spirit bodies discussed in the narratives in this
study exemplify the spontaneous forms the vodun can take. These bodies are often in
relation to other entities, like other spirits or human beings. A spirit may occupy multiple
forms concurrently; the “gravitational effects” scholars should theorize are the agential
exchanges between humans and spirits that transpire through the voduns’ unstable
embodiments. Unstable embodiments include vibrations, apparitions, and the concrete
forms humans can touch once but, depending on the circumstance, may not touch ever
again. Like an unstable element on the periodic table, their traceable effects are evident
only in the materials and consequences they leave in their wake.
Timothy R. Landry’s interpretation poses a direct contradiction to Eric
Montgomery and Christian Vannier’s interpretation of Vodun shrines. In An Ethnography
of a Vodu Shrine in Southern Togo: Of Spirit, Slave, and Sea, Montgomery and Vannier
claim shrines are places where activity happens. They agree the spirits assume material
form in the statues and consecrated objects placed inside the shrine, but they insist the
shrine is equally a distinct space with various utilities such as “church, hospital, court,
37
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carnivalesque theatre, and social spaces of memory and assimilation.”38 Montgomery and
Vannier agree the statues and consecrated objects inside the temple embody the spirits;
they also agree spirit possession is an opportunity for adepts to indicate their devotion to
the spirits and for the spirits to respond to activities human beings perform in their
honor.The debate between these three thinkers is not actually about the word “shrine” as
much as it is about the conflation of bodies and spaces. Montgomery and Vannier agree
the statues and consecrated objects inside the temple are manifestations of the gods. What
Landry seems hesitant to agree upon is the idea that a shrine can be stage where various
human-to-human and human-to-spirit activities take place.
If one sets aside the verbage, “shrine,” what remains is a pair of peculiar
questions: Can a body be a space? Can a space be a body? Answering these questions
requires a new materialist theorization of matter because, as both Landry’s and
Montgomery and Vannier’s ethnographic research discloses, Vodun practitioners
recognize spaces are full of agential entities, including humans, spirits, and objects.
Everyday Vodun acknowledges the shrines in the consultants’ narratives, but the
study focuses on another spirit manifestation. Vodun practitioners say spirits have bodies
humans do not make but humans can feel. Personal narratives describing lived religious
experiences among Vodun practitioners recount spirits whose physical emergence in the
world happens by surprise. The consultants interviewed over eight months of fieldwork
in Agata and Porto-Novo, Bénin claim to have had intimate, tactile encounters with
nonhuman entities. Some of these beings appeared in human form, but their flesh was
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different from human flesh. Others appeared in nonhuman forms but their contact with
the consultant’s human senses left a data trail the consultant uses to substantiate what she
or he knows about the vodun. Spirit bodies, the myriad embodiments the vodun assume,
raise questions about agency. The practitioners whose stories guide this study attribute
agency to spirits. It becomes necessary to theorize spirit agency in two ways. First, the
consultants convey spirits have agency in the classical sense. They are actors who
generate causes and effects.39 Second, the personal oral narratives show spirit agency is
responsive and entangled with human agency. In this way, the materiality of vodun
includes phenomena humans and spirits make together. Everyday Vodun is not about
belief. Nor is it an attempt to prove spirits are real. Rather, this study demonstrates the
theorization made possible when the scholar enables the consultants’ corporeal
experience to expand the parameters for theory. Touch produces empirical data
recognizable from the vantage point of Vodun concepts as well as Western reasoning.
Some consultants in this study claim to experience physical contact with a type of body
Western thought deems impossible. Consequently, though touch is the starting point, the
researcher should take one step back and begin at ground zero: epistemological location.

Epistemological location in the Study of Vodun as a lived religion
Lived religion, in Meredith McGuire’s view, examines “how…embodied
practices can effectively link the material aspects of people’s lives with the spiritual.”40
Her definition tritangulates embodied practices, materiality, and the “spiritual.” One
39
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could say recent studies on religion in Africa have an interest “lived religion” because
they examine where bodies, performance, materiality, and experience meet.41 In PortoNovo and Agata, the “spiritual” infuses a person’s negotiations with a consternatious
neighbor, politics at work between jealous colleagues, and domestic affairs between
husband and wives. It affects they way individuals responds to social environments and
how they adjudicate unwritten rules about social decorum. Spirits also infuse day-to-day
problem solving. For example, when a goddess gives a person directions on where to
sleep in order to overcome a respitory infection, it becomes clear the “spiritual” infuses
the most mundane corners of everyday life. Yet these corners are where micropractices
stand out.42 The everyday-ness of religion transforms “routine and intimate sequence of
operations” into affective bonds and epistemological units.43
What happens when the familiar is no longer ordinary, when the making of
religion becomes more micro than micropractices? “Lived religion,” as an attention to
these twists in daily life, centers on how irruptions in ordinary spaces leave behind new
religious meanings. Robert Orsi calls such irruptions “abundant events,” occurrences
exceeding the boundaries of socioculturally acceptable experiences.44 He recommends
scholars enter discussions about abundant events through a “third way,” a hybrid
41
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epistemological orientation consisting of the interlocutor’s moral world and the
scholar’s.45 This third way should maintain its neutrality; neither worldview has
dominance over the other. “On this ground...,” Orsi proposes, “each person experiences
the taken-for-granted world as vulnerable, decontextualized, realigned.”46 Ideally, this
third way would permit the scholars “to engage the other as subject” and “become
subject[s] as well.”47 Orsi urges scholars of religion to “restore” to a theory of religion
the “unexpected intimacies” in the lives under study, to include once more “the gnarled
tangle of [the subject’s] emotions and motivations, and the pressures of local
contingencies.”48 It seems Orsi wants a “knowledge of religious others” to reflect the
affective bonds between the subject, their community, and all the presences whose
agency shapes the subject’s religious experience.49 Ultimately, Orsi advocates for a
“history of presence,” a historicization and theoriziation of religion inclusive of
presences, meaning spirits in their various forms. Because “the routes of presence go
right through the material and political circumstances of everyday life,” the study of lived
religion should reflect upon how presences take action or fail to take action in the
subject’s life.50 Presences are at the core of abundant events and, as such, Orsi argues
they should be important to theory.
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Who or what presences are and how an individual or a community interprets them
varies by sociocultural location. For this reason, Jacob Olupona contends scholars should
interpret lived religion through an “indigenous hermeneutic,” thereby “exploring
paradigms and modes of interpretation that are explicitly embedded in the traditions we
study.” 51 Olupona envisions a phenomenology informed by indigenous concepts. In this
way, it dialogues with the ontological turn in anthropology. Describing religious practices
and their meanings requires using the consultant’s interpretations as viable explanations
in and of themselves. For Olupona, the greatest intellectual significance to a study of
religion “is an understanding of what a religion means to the participant-insider. Thus it
is important to allow ourselves to develop modalities, methodologies, and theories that
emanate from the insider’s perspective” and “focuses on a culture’s orientation to the
transcendent and the sacred.”52 Like Orsi, Olupona asks the scholar to use “the
perspectives of both ‘insider’ and ‘outsider’.”53 Ultimately, however, an indigenous
hermeneutic “requires a willigness to go outside Western conceptions of rationality.”54
An indigenous hermeneutic deployed in the study of lived religion will need a new
epistemological framework.
Both Orsi and Olupona describe an “orientation” the scholar should use to study
religion. Yet neither scholar explains what an “orientation” is or how is operates. Nor do
they engage directly Thomas Tweed’s reminder: “...it is always embodied beings who do
the orienting… .”55 For this reason, Sara Ahmed’s thinking about the significance of
51
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orientations proves useful to the methodology in Everyday Vodun.56 I will argue Vodun is
an orientation; the narratives in this study suggest spirits interact with humans because
they want particular individuals to orient themselves toward the spirits. At the same time,
Vodun is an orientation because a person can inherit their proximity to the spirits through
their family’s culture and practices.
Orsi and Olupona both envision the scholar implementing indigenous concepts,
but they leave unanswered a question about what happens to the scholar’s thinking as a
result. In a “third way,” the scholars ideas may change radically. But how radical is the
change if the scholar begins with radical theories in the first place? When the method
begins with a new materialist foundation, certain indigenous concepts about agency and
matter feel familiar. Thus the implimentation of an indigenous hermeneutic generates a
dialogue between theories. This dialogue between theories expands like a rhizome and
pulls together what seem to be disparate intellectual modalities. Similar to the ecology of
knowledges Bonaventura de Sousa Santos advocates, a study of lived religion benefits
from an epistemological location comprised of indigenous concepts and indigenous forms
of knowing.57 Western knowledge is only one expression of human awareness of the
world. As such, it is only one knowledge among many other (especially indigenous)
knowledges to use to construct theory. I join Orsi and Olupona in developing further the
integration of indigenous knowledge in the theorization of human experiences such as
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lived religion. My approach, however, takes interest in how the materiality of religion
changes when the study implements indigenous concepts of matter.
Everyday Vodun emerged from two questions. First, how do Vodun practitioners
know what they know about spirits? Second, why do Vodun practitioners maintain their
practices in the new millenium? Certainly efficacious ritual encourages practitioners to
continue their practices. What’s more, Vodun’s adaptablity to a globalized sociocultural
milieu enables it to renew its relevance in the twenty-first century.58 Vodun rituals evince
converging worldviews; Vodun practitioners combine indigenous and exogenous
knowledges into dynamic, layered practices.59 Vodun knowledge is embodied.60 While in
the field, I heard the saying, “There are spirit things and there are human things,”
meaning there are causes and effects attributable to spirits and, in contrast, there are
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causes and effects humans create. If one interprets this saying to mean the humans and
spirits have separate domains entirely independent of one another, then the phrase
establishes a false dichotomy at odds with Vodun cosmology.61 Moreover, evidence from
this dissertation research indicates embodiment muddles the distinction between these
two fields. If, however, one interprets the phrase to mean both humans and spirits are
actors who produce effects, the question becomes how can one tell the difference
between who causes what? Said differently, how does the body (trans)form knowledge
about causes and effects in the world? Thus the dissertation emerges from a materialist
core wherein questions about religion investigate “belief as an embodied epistemology”
and materiality refers to the nexus of tangible objects, feelings, the senses, and memory;
materiality points to the physical, psychological, and emotional interactions people have
with the physical world.62 In particular, the idea a person can “make belief in the things
they do” relates to questions about the embodied knowledge Vodun practitioners hold.63
What do they know and how do they know it? What does this information have to do
with the belief they create through embodied practices?

Materiality in Lived Religion
Key themes in studies on the materiality of religion reoccur in this dissertation.
The personal oral narratives contain insights on the felt-life of belief, embodiment, and
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space.64 The emotions and senses (i.e. taste, touch, sight, hear, smell) featured in a
religious encounter constitute the felt-life of belief; “felt-life” has to do with an
individual’s or a community’s psychoemotional and sensory engagement during a
religious experience.65 The senses included in the “felt-life of belief” will vary depending
on the individual’s or the community’s sensorium.66 An investigation in to the felt-life of
Vodun should include attention to inner forms of sensing and knowing, what some
scholars have called ESP or intuition.67 Religious experience, one must remember, bears
a broad definition in Vodun. It includes not only ritual activities at temples or during
festivals, but also encounters with spirits in night clubs, in bedrooms, on the street, or in
the bush. The adjective “religious” aims to encapsulate any encounter with anything or
anyone extrahuman. In Vodun, it is difficult to draw a firm line between “religious” and
“nonreligious” if by “religious” one means “having to do with the more-than-human
world.” The term “more-than-human” is also misleading because, as the accounts in this
project demonstrate, the binary between human and nonhuman, between spirit and earth,
collapses. The felt-life examined in this research project is the felt-life of the everyday in
a context where boundaries between “this-worldly” and “otherworldly” remain blurred.68
Crucially, the “felt-life of belief” in this study involves the information practitioners
attain through the body’s nervous system as well as the affective responses these
64
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corporeal encounters produce. As discussed in a later section, the attention to affect in the
materiality of religion offers an opening to new materialist interpretations of “felt-life.”
For now, it is important to note the materiality of religion focuses on how individuals and
groups use the senses and emotions to create what they know and to convey it.
Attention to the felt-life of belief presumes a study of religion pays acute attention
to the body. David Morgan explains “the body of the believer is made to mediate the
individual and his tradition as well as the individual and the divine.”69 Simultaneously,
the body “...is the seat of experience in the sense that the body registers in feelings and
moods what it experiences beyond itself. … This means that the body serves as a hidden
interior, which is where many cultures locate an inner self as opposed to a more publicly
accessible self or selves.”70 Without question, Morgan’s view of the body and
embodiment eschews the linguistic turn and advances a more sensory- and flesh-based
interpretation of the body and embodiment such that the body becomes “the site of
religion” and not only its sign.71 Morgan’s perspective on embodiment echoes some of
Thomas Csordas’s early calls for anthropologists to examine embodiment “as an
indeterminate methodological field defined by perceptual experience and mode of
presence and engagement in the world.”72 Csordas argues embodiment means the body is
“the subject of culture, or in other words as the existential ground of culture.”73 Morgan,
too, considers the body a site through which people create the practices and beliefs
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defining their culture. In this way, Csordas and Morgan would agree studying the body as
a subject is central to studying a culture, including the religion encompassed within it.
Both Morgan and Csordas take interest in how lived experience and being-in-theworld produce the stuff religion is made of.74 Morgan leans heavily on the body as a
container and the body as a site. He might answer the question posed earlier in the debate
between Landry and Montgomery and Vannier by saying, “Yes, a body can be space.” In
Morgan’s configuration, individuals and groups use the body as a space upon which to
map and express identity, to bear practices and objects used to express culture.75
Simultaneously, the body is a space because of its ability to function as a container; it
contains emotions and, in some religions, it can contain the divine.76 Morgan’s
materiality of religion, however, is not enough to explain how human bodies and spirit
bodies operate as spaces in Vodun. If the vodun are vibrations, what is the spatial
relationship between the vodun-as-vibration and the embodied spirit? Furthermore, what
is the spatial relationship between the human body that is said to touch the spirit body
that the practitioner says contains the vodun-as-vibration? Take it one step further: If Fon
and Gun ideas about personhood say humans contain the vodun, then what is the spatial
relationship between the fourway contact of the vodun-in-the-human-person, the vodunas-vibration, the embodied vodun, and the human being? The case calls for a theory of
materiality and agency that accounts for the connectivity between the small parts shared
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by humans and spirits. In other words, whereas embodiment, in Morgan’s view, refers to
how the body “shapes, colors, tunes, tastes, and performs belief,” a new materialist
approach to the materiality of religion questions how human bodies co-produce new
embodied phenomena.77
A third theme Everyday Vodun shares with scholarship on the materiality of
religion is space.78 Space, Thomas A. Tweed argues, is differentiated.79 Tweed’s
continuum for differentiated space proves useful for thinking about space in the personal
oral narratives the consultants in this study recount. Some spaces featured in this study
are highly differentiated; they “are sites most fully marked by multisensorial encounters
and colored by affective attachments.”80 Sites such as Temple Guda Fli Gbé and
Étienne’s altar to Mami Sika fit this description. Most sites presented through these
narratives, in contrast, exist somewhere between the highly differentiated and the
“unnamed generic locales farthest from the devotee’s sensorial range and beyond the
community’s cognitive map.”81 The crossroads where Alice meets the mami garçon, a
papi wata who rides a motorcycle; the roadside tea shop where Étienne meets Wabisa
(Mami Sika, a marine spirit) and the nightclub where they dance; and the neighborhood
street where Zangbéto polices the night each exist in between the poles on Tweed’s
continuum. These spaces are not technically “sacred” spaces; nonetheless, these spaces
are well within the practitioners’ and their communities’ sensorial range.
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Per Tweed’s theory of religion, if “[r]eligions enforce socially constructed spatial
codes,” then the narratives in Everyday Vodun illustrate the ways spirits break the rules,
step out of bounds, and participate in crossings Vodun practitioners do not anticipate.82
Tweed argues religions provide individuals and communities with “ultimate horizons and
the means of crossing it.”83 The personal oral narratives recounted in this study suggest
spirits also have a horizon to cross. The porous boundaries between the heavens and the
earth and between the earth and the ancestral realm in indigenous African cosmologies
are bidirectional transfer points through which spirits enter (and exit) the human world.84
Therefore, Everyday Vodun focuses upon spirit bodies and spirit agency in order to
examine spirit movement through space.
Perhaps Tweed would answer the second question underlying the disagreement
between Landry and Montgomery and Vannier by saying: Yes, a space can be a body if
‘body’ indicates the biological and cultural processes that converge to produce a religious
body as well as the physical body’s ability to make and be made.85 For Tweed, the body
is inherently spatiotemporal, but its convergence with time and space happens in
culturally specific ways.86 The body, for Tweed, is an enfleshed, human body and his
thinking about the nexus of body, space, and time does not revert to textual
interpretations. Nevertheless, Tweed’s theory takes for granted the body’s discrete
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separation from other phenomena in the world. Whereas Tweed acknowledges social
processes that shape what bodies become and how they behave, he seems to overlook the
body’s imbrication with other phenomena in its environment. To this end, Stacy Alaimo’s
trans-corporeal perspective becomes useful for thinking about bodies, spirits, and space.
The Fon and Gun people of Bénin claim claim spirits are part of a human’s
constitution. At the same time, they claim spirits are distinct from human beings.87 In
between both concepts are the material practices that show humans and spirits rely on one
another for a sense of situatedness.88 The behavior of humans toward spirits and of
spirits toward humans resembles quarks, the nanoparticles central to the Standard Model
of Particle Physics.89 Quarks are distinct from one another but their differences and their
behaviors with one another generate unique phenomena. Similarly, the oral narratives
about lived religious experiences with vodun show humans and spirits differ but their
behavior toward one another generates remarkable phenomena. Quantum physics is an
apt tool for theorizing spirits, humans, and their activity. Indeed, the spirit bodies Vodun
practitioners describe call for a quantum theorization of materiality, and in tow, agency.
Just as the vodun are innumerable, so are their embodied forms. This means the science
of quantum physics should inform the theory of materiality scholars use to interpret lived
religious experiences. It also means scholars would do well to add new materialism to
their methodological tool kits.
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“New materialism” describes an interdisciplinary group of thinkers who argue
human bodies are only one of many embodied entities who participate in the process of
materialization.90 Diana Coole and Samantha Frost explain new materialism involves
three themes: (1) “an ontological reorientation that is posthumanist in the sense that it
conceives of matter itself as lively or exhibiting agency”; (2) “biopolitical and bioethical
issues”; and (3) “a critical and nondogmatic reengagement with political economy.”91
The first theme relates most directly to an investigation of lived religion among Vodun
practitioners. As Coole and Frost explain, new materialist theories contend matter has
agency; because materialization is a process, it becomes necessary to re-evaluate
causation and agency such that one may describe the human and nonhuman entities
involved in the process of materialization.92 Typically, the posthumanist leanings in new
materialism leads to discussion about animals, plants, and other inanimate objects as
agential beings. In addition, new materialist theories resist the idea that bodies are signs
and they resist the hegemony of language in discourses about ontology. Their
phenomenological approach to embodiment involves thinking on a particle level about
matter. For this reason, some new materialists use quantum physics “to consider anew the
location and nature of capacities for agency.”93 Theories based in quantum physics bear
relevance to this study on materiality in Vodun.
I argue for a quantum approach to lived religious experience in the study of
Vodun. Quantum refers to the new materialism quantum physics inspires. It is an
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interdisciplinary method born from the ontological turn in anthropology, the participatory
turn in religions studies, and feminist new materialisms.94 It also arises from my concern
about the marginalization indigenous people’s epistemologies endure in academic
research; therefore, my method desires to be a decolonizing methodology.95
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A Quantum Approach to Lived Religious Experience in Vodun
A quantum approach uses indigenous concepts of agentic matter to create
connections to new materialist ideas. In doing so, it locate a common denominator
between indigenous concepts and Western knowledge. The concept of sɛ (ase in Yoruba)
partners with Jane Bennet’s vital materialism and “thing-power.” In Vodun, nature,
humans, and immaterial objects all possess a vital force. The posthumanism in new
materialism encounters a discursive partner in the oral narratives about Mama Tchamba
that arose during oracular divination at Temple Guda Fli Gbé. Ultimately, it is the organic
similarities between indigenous concepts of agentic beings that opens an opportunity to
new materialist interpretations of Vodun.
Second, a quantum approach focuses on embodiment. The practitioner’s body
becomes integral to analysis because the practitioner uses sensory information attained
through the body to rationalize encounters with spirits. The practitioner’s sensorium is
key to thinking about what people know about spirits and how they know it.96 I follow
Katheryn Linn Geurts in thinking about inner states included in my consultants’
sensorium. Geurts finds the Anlo-Ewe senses include several inner senses attached to
motion that also communicate an affective state.97 In my research, I encountered
consultants who mention an inner type of hearing, a capacity to feel a verbal
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communication rather than hear it. It resembles extrasensory perception, but the
consultants indicate spirits are part of the mechanics in this form of knowing. I propose
this form of knowing is a motile quantum knowledge created by interaction between a
spirit (as an agentic force) and humans. Vodun practitioners also speak about spirit
phenomena reliant on the conjunction of humans and spirits. Instances occur where the
phenomena happens only because of the entanglement humans and spirits share. The
“quantum” component in motile quantum knowledge puts a finger on the co-constitutive
aspect of the internalized auditory function a consultant in this study uses to “hear” a
spirit.
Motility is important in this process. The concept of motile knowledge comes
from Martin Holbraad’s theorization of truth in Ifá divination wherein he argues, “truth
must in this case be defined precisely as the event that results out of the meeting of
causally independent trajectories of meaning, which is just the kind of meeting that
diviners are able to induce through interpretative metamorphosis.”98 Motility refers to the
process of causality leading to a particular conclusion. The diviner creates one trajectory
of causation and the client creates the other. A “true” verdict, in Holbraad’s theory,
emerges where these two processes meet. Truth, as a revelatory phenomena, results from
co-creation. Thus the “motile” in motile quantum knowledge refers to the revelatory
(revolving?) quality knowledge takes when it emerges at the nexus where human and
spirit meet.
A quantum approach also theorizes spirit bodies. The goal is to explore what the
consultant knows through his or her way of knowing it and develop an ontology inclusive
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of all agentic entities he or she encounters. Stacy Alaimo proposes “trans-corporeality,”
the inherent entanglement of agentic matter, abolishes the separation between humans
and nature.99 Trans-corporeality finds organic expression in concepts such as ase, or vital
force, in Fon and Yoruba worldviews. Thus an investigation into lived religion in Vodun
considers how indigenous concepts of agentic matter inform the embodiments with which
consultants interact. Because the spirits in this study shift forms and sometimes occupy
multiple forms at once, I suggest pairing trans-corporeality with transphysicality.
Transphysicality identifies a spirit’s ability to change form and skip across Vodun’s
nonlinear ontological continuum. The vodun need not pass through each node on the
continuum. Spirits, as described by the consultants in this study, are entangled, agentic,
and transphysical entities.
The body is integral to indigenous forms of knowing in southern Bénin. The
body, however, is never simply dull matter. Transcorporeality and transphysicality
require a quantum approach to Vodun to use new materialist interpretations to articulate
the nanoscopic contact between spirits and humans. I draw on Sara Ahmed’s theorization
of orientations to explain how spirits enter a human’s “bodily horizion.”100 Then, using
Ahmed’s definition of “co-incidence,” I propose the node where human flesh meets spirit
flesh produces a somatic co-incidence, a node created when spirits and humans draw near
to one another and create the shape of the node.101 This node is a thin yet fleshy object
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generated when, according to my consultants, a human shakes hands with spirit in
humanoid form. Somatic co-incidences are one type of matter missing from current
studies on materiality in Vodun.
New materialism plays a meaningful role in a quantum approach. Its relevance
pertains not only to theorizing spirit bodies, but also to theorizing spirit agency. As a
discussion in chapter 5 will show, using Diana Coole’s concept of agentic capacity
illuminates how an embodied goddess could take action in an adept’s life.
Phenomenological affect theory, a branch within new materialism, enables a deeper
discussion on spirit affect. Spirits have affect; their emotional lives resemble a human
being’s. What, however, is the purpose for these emotions? What effects does spirit affect
produce? Inspired by Sara Ahmed’s theorization of affect, I will suggest spirits use affect
to orient humans toward themselves. According to Ahmed, affect is sticky; it “sustains, or
preserves the connection between ideas, values, and objects.”102 Vodun practitioners
maintain their religious practices not only because Vodun works, but because the vodun
stick.
Because indigenous concepts inform a quantum approach, one must also keep in
view the idea in Vodun that spirits are vibrations. The consultants in this study encounter
spirits as forces. For this reason, it is also helpful to consider a Deleuzian approach to
affect, wherein affect does not refer to emotions but rather to the forces beyond one
consciousness. Brian Massumi’s thinking about forces as emergent in space-time, a fluid
field, pairs fruitfully with indigenous concepts of the universe. Ethnic groups in southern
Bénin envision the cosmos as a closed calabash divided into three distinct realms. Spirits
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can move back and forth between realms. Massumi’s idea fascilitates a quantum
approach to ask what happens to agency and relationships across this cosmos. In other
words, how do sociogeographic relationships transpire in the meshwork of the cosmos?
How does emergence in a fluid field relate to the ontological statements present in the
oral narratives in this study? I pursue these questions in chapter 3.
The emphasis a quantum approach places on indigenous concepts and indigenous
forms of knowing is worth demarcating as its third trait. This method asks scholars to
inhabit a new epistemological location wherein Western knowledge loses its hegemony.
Following Bonaventura de Sousa Santos, a quantum approach considers Western
knowledge as one type of knowledge among the infinite knowledges humans generate.103
Similar to Eduardo Vivieros de Castro, I am interested in what indigenous African
communities say the subject of ethnographic research can be.104 Spirits, including their
bodies, agency, affect, and effects, emerge as subjects for study. These bodies remain
inaccessible in a logical positivist epistemological frame. A quantum approach uses, in
this case, indigenous African concepts to theorize the kind of materiality that often slips
through the cracks in religious studies and the anthropology of religion.
Tactility operates as an epistemological resource. Consultants know what they
know because they have touched it. How, too, might scholars touch these same bodies
who are now out of reach? A quantum approach uses personal oral narratives as a
databank of tactile data. In addition, visual perception proves important to the
consultant’s meaning-making process. They have also seen spirits in transition from one
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form to another. Some consultants have seen the same spirit in more than one form. For
this reason, I use William E. Connolly’s new materialist approach to visual perception to
articulate visual perception’s operation in the experiences described here. Overall, a
person’s entire sensorium generates the data points the resercher and the consultant use to
arrive at an interpretation.
A quantum approach is presence-oriented. This is its fourth trait. “The study of
religion,” Robert Orsi contends, “is or ought to be the study of what human beings do to,
for, and against the gods really present….and what the gods really present do with, to ,
for, amd against humans.”105 The study of religion in a quantum approach examines how
spirits operate as forces compelling humans as well as how spirits behave as classical
agents in the stories people tell about them. In addition, an attention to presence involves
examining spirit affect. Spirits have emotional lives; their emotions relate to
consequences shaping lived religious experience. Like Orsi’s attention to presence in
history, a quantum approach acknowledges “the routes of presence go right through the
material and political circumstances of everyday life. … The implication of this nearness
of the gods to humans as they live in the world is that the gods are not innocent… .”106 A
study of lived religion inclusive of presence examines the fraught, emotionally charged
dynamics between humans and their deities. The goal is to understand how these
engagements (trans)form the knowledge Vodun practitioners use to rationalize their
religious practices.
A quantum theorization of Vodun brings into view the spirit agency, spirit affect,
and spirit effects characterizing lived religious experiences among Vodun practitioners.
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In addition, a quantum theorization enables the researcher to grasp the somatic coincidences that, like the elusive nanoparticles present in matter, emerge only when
human bodies and spirit bodies connect. These co-produced, empirical phenomena
emerge and disappear rapidly, but their record—a data ledger, per se—appearss in the
practitoners’ personal oral narratives. These narratives become additional epistemological
resources for what contemporary practitioners know about the spirits they live with.
Personal narratives do not supercede the relevance or influence of divination in the daily
lives of Benin’s Vodun practitioners. Rather this study advances the idea that personal
narratives contain epistemological statements anchored in a complex web of ontology.

Spirit Bodies, but not Spirit Possession
The illustration of Temple Guda Fli Gbé in this dissertation’s preface is somewhat
a red herring because the following chapters avert an extensive discussion on possession
trance. These pages explore the spontaneous, at times elusive, embodied forms spirits
take. The oral narratives recounted in this research discuss the ontological states the
consultants say spirits craft for themselves. Possession trance occurs frequently at Temple
Guda Fli Gbé, but “the agency of possessed bodies,” what Mary Keller calls
“instrumental agency” is not the subject under study.107 Spirit possession occurs in some
narratives contained here, but possession is not the main idea. The dissertation focuses on
bodies and agency in a manner far different from studies on spirit possession where spirit
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possession is a tool for the marginalized, a mimetic device, or a brain behavior.108 Some
narratives in this study mention statues, altars, and other human-made forms for spirits;
however, in several instances, the dissertation focuses on spirits who materialize without
humans assembling the substances constituting the spirit’s physical form.
Mama Tchamba in the bowl of water exemplifies the embodied states examined
in this research. According to practitioners at Temple Guda Fli Gbé, Mama Tchamba in
the bowl of water is not a chimera, a figment, or a vision. She is a material body visible
through the water the way an interlocutor on Skype becomes accessible through a
computer screen. At Temple Guda Fli Gbé, there is a body on the other end of oracular
divination and it possesses its own agency. According to my consultants at Temple Guda
Fli Gbé, Mama Tchamba is a material entity separate and distinct from the objects human
beings create when they fashion statues or other iconographic images. Interestingly,
Mama Tchama may inhabit wooden statues. She becomes portable and able to traverse
transatlantic expanses in the form of a consecrated, empowered statue nested within a
shallow glass bowl. As evinced in the previous ethnographic description, Mama Tchamba
is well known for using possession trance to interact with humans. Limiting her mobility
to the portability of sacred objects or the porosity of human bodies, however,
oversimplifies the vodun’s capabilities. According to a consultant in this study, Mama
Tchamba may also assume the guise of one of her adepts, but the disguised body does not
108
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belong to her adept. It belongs to no human being. The spirit enters human awareness in a
human body, but the spirit has not possessed a human body. And still, the spirit creates
causes and effects. It takes an interdisciplinary, quantum approach to theorize this elusive
matter in Vodun.

Using Oral Narratives
The personal oral narratives in this study share some characteristics in common.
First, they are autobiographical. Each story relates important events in the speaker’s life
and communicates which events or experiences lead the narrator to specific ideas or
practices. This study focuses on lived religious experiences relayed through narrative
because while Vodun uses Fa divination as its sacred text, individual practitioners have
unique encounters with spirits and modify their religious practices, rituals, and
worldviews accordingly. While some researchers conclude, “for most people religion is
more about living a life than about establishing a tightly argued philosophical system,” I
treat personal narratives about lived religious experiences as supplemental foundational
texts supporting philosophical concepts in their worldview.109 To plumb personal oral
narratives for theoretical insights into Vodun ontology and epistemology is a direct
attempt to study how “living a life” is integral to “establishing a tightly argued
philosophical system” that explains human and nonhuman being-in-the-world. Second,
while these stories discuss interactions with spirits in detail, they differ from supernatural
experience narratives because the speakers neither describe him- or herself “testing
109
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alternative explanations” nor “including an indication of reluctance to interpret what
occurred as ‘supernatural.’”110 The striking lack of doubt in my consultants’ personal
narratives is not because they believers in a religious paradigm but rather because their
experiences include tactile interactions with entities they confirmed through their
sensorium were nonhuman. It is not belief but the body—human and nonhuman—that
anchors these experiences in reality and prevents their drift into the imaginary. It is
limiting to call these narratives “memorates” because, by definition, a memorate is “a
technical term for narratives describing how the speaker personally encountered a
supernatural being or experienced a paranormal event, which he/she interpreted in terms
of traditional beliefs.”111 As I argue in this chapter and the next, tactility is the central
measuring tool the consultants use to verify the presence of a supernatural being. Their
embodied knowledge produces conclusions about what types of beings populate the
world and the spectrum of participation available to humans and otherworldly beings. To
be clear, these narratives describe spirits who behave not only as “copresences,” or
agential “energies” felt “on, around, and within practitioners’ bodies,” but as
independent, contemporaneous bodies that are concrete, co-existent participants in the
same spatiotemporal location as human beings.112 These stories are about bodies that take
to the street, the bar, and the bedroom to render effects in human lives.113
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Orality in African religions transmits a communal worldview and the performance
of narratives relays implicit messages about how the world operates.114 Sometimes oral
narratives become part of an African religious group’s liturgical practices, such as the
orally composed prophecies and testimonies written down, distributed, and performed in
African Initiated Churches.115 The consultants in this study did not say their personal
narratives have become part of what their community believes at large, but telling these
stories had specific affects on the speaker and the person listening. Étienne, for example,
refused to repeat his story to me more than once. During the interview, he spoke in a low
voice with his head lowered. Throughout his story, he identifies moments of regret,
surprise, and disbelief. He did not pause for questions or invite responses to his
statements. Étienne’ posture, tone, and cadence conveyed our meeting was not a standard
interview; he wrested control from the researcher created no space for questions.
Furthermore, he withdrew from this study immediately following his initial interview;
consequently, it became untenable to pursue follow-up questions about details in
Étienne’s narrative. Étienne’s act of speaking his narrative caused him to experience
anew a spectrum of emotions and to admit mistakes he now regrets. Furthermore, his
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speech turned his emotions into accessible data the listener could use to comprehend how
his intimacy with an embodied spirit altered his approach to the deities. His story about
his relationship with Wabisa, whom he now knows as Mami Sika, may have been
unrepeatable because it requires the goddess permission. As discussed later in this
chapter, Étienne used four-cowrie divination to request Mami Sika’s permission to tell
me his story. He spoke only after receiving an affirmative answer. Significantly, Étienne
utters Mami Sika’s praise name intermittently during the narrative. Uttering memories
about Wabisa transports her from the past to the present and, most importantly, summons
Mami Sika into the speakers current space-time. As a result, the spirit enters the speaker’s
and the listener’s presence.
Similarly, Alice related her narrative privately after a busy evening at the temple.
Despite participating in rituals alongside several initiated women at Temple Guda Fli
Gbé, Alice worried the other adepts would become jealous if they heard her story. These
women may have all participated in the same ritual activity at the same temple, but their
physical proximity and joint religious identity did not translate to trust. Alice worried the
women would become too nosy should they notice her sitting in front of my recorder. Her
need to relate her story in private was a measure of self-preservation. Jealousy often
results in a person seeking to cause spiritual harm to another person. Relating her story in
private would ensure the other adepts had no reason to harm Alice. Alice’s narrative is
autobiographical and serves to situate her religioeconomic practices within the broader
context of her birth and her family’s multiple generations of vodun practitioners. That she
now serves the spirits and earns the majority of her income as a traditional healer seems
apropos. Unlike Étienne, Alice seemed comfortable relating her story. She did not seem
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to call into attendance the water spirits featured in her story, but she seemed very clear
that her life and her encounters with spirits may counter other practitioner’s everyday
experiences.
Sylvie’s personal narrative rationalizes serial unfortunate events in her life. She
cried at one point while recollecting the poverty she experienced while in living away
from her home in Porto Novo. Revisiting these events caused her to re-live her pain, but
telling the story did not invoke Mama Tchamba, the spirit she claims has used calamity to
force Sylvie’s initiation. Unlike Alice, Sylvie presented her story in an area where anyone
passing by could sit and listen. She seemed unperturbed by the presence of other initiated
women. Her situation seemed personal and inconsequential to anyone but herself.
Though she did not intend for the narrative to teach lessons to the listener, her story
certainly warns one to seek careful spiritual guidance and to complete one’s initiations as
soon as possible.
Gérard’s narrative about Zangbéto and Klegbéto contains three types of
narratives. First, he provides a personal narrative describing why Zangbéto is important
to him and his family. This personal narrative does not evoke the divinity but rather
situates this spirit within his family’s personal history. This personal history is the first
strand in what becomes a three-part rationale for the spirit’s relevance. The second strand
emerges in the institutional narrative about who controls Zangbéto, which Gérard also
relays during the interview. As Nancy Ammerman and Roman R. Williams note, “[those]
institutional accounts exist in conversation with our own internal autobiography….”116
Gérard situates his personal history with Zangbéto within a broader discourse about the
116
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Zangbéto secret society’s organization. These details explain the spirit’s role in public
life. Third, Gérard’s account contains a public narrative about Zangbéto’s shapeshifing
abilities.117 He notes the Zangbéto change form in public, thereby implying the public
and those initiated into the Zangbéto secret society co-own knowledge about this vodun’s
abilty to alter its form. Because shapeshifting has transpired in public space, Gérard
situates these details as generalized knowledge rather than secret knowledge. In sum,
Gérard’s narrative serves a didactic purpose: it aims to teach the listener about
Zangbéto’s history and its relevance to public life.
In this study, the oral narratives become data one may dissect, analyze, decode,
and interpret. Each narrative functions as a repository for numerous observations made
by the consultant him- or herself.118 The listener may not be able to observe with their
own senses the objects, people, places, scents, and sounds with which the consultant
interacted, but the consultant’s narration acts as a ledger where various forms of matter
are notated and their observations recorded. If “[m]aterializing the study of religion
means asking how religion happens materially, which is not to be confused with asking
the much less helpful question of how religion is expressed in material form,” then it is
important to consider how oral narratives operate as texts, as tapestries weaving together
experience and theory in order to reflect not only what a person knows but how they
know it. 119 These texts are not made of matter in the same way a divining board,
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tchambaga, or statue-person of Legba may be.120 Nevertheless, oral narratives may
disclose the theories a particular worldview mobilizes. Investigating the personal stories
critical to a Vodun practitioner’s choice to utilize this indigenous resource in daily life is
a query into the intangible material at the core of his or her lived religion. In David
Morgan’s view, “material culture is the skeleton on which the thought-world and felt-life
of religion take shape.”121 Personal oral narratives constitute the middle space between
concrete material culture and the intangible “thought-world and felt-life of religion.”
Personal oral narratives not only disclose the individual’s thoughts and feelings, but also
record the physical and extrasensory data at the foundation of his or her worldview. The
uniqueness to these stories speaks to the local, personal, lived, and embodied knowledge
mobilizing Vodun epistemology.

Organization of the Chapters
The project opens with two chapters on methodology. Chapter 1 explains a
quantum approach to lived religion in detail. It also explains the difference between
Orsi’s “abundant events” and the “quantum events” described in these pages. Chapter 2
reinterpretes a Vodun cosmos and examines it as a sociogeographic space. This chapter
contains a case study, “Zangbeto,” and discusses Zangbéto’s social role, relationships
with other spirits, and its ontology. Chapter 3 explores indigenous forms of knowing and
motile quantum knowledge. It features the next case study, “Abiku Penalizes Ivonne,”
which describes a spirit being who snatches Ivonne’s phone as a consequence of her
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behavior toward her daughter. A subsequent case study in this chapter, “The Mami
Garçon and the Mami Woman,” describes to physical encounters between an adept and
two marine spirits. The goal is to explicate the tactile and other empirical datapoints an
adept uses to interpret her experience. The fourth case study, “Étienne’s Sika,”
constitutes the bulk of Chapter 4. The fourth chapter also features discussion on transcorporeality and transphysicality. Chapter 5 demonstrates the new sacred oral texts found
through oracular divination at Temple Guda Fli Gbé. It explores Mama Tchamba’s
political profile and examines knowledge production in lived religion. Overall, the goal is
to “think through” the things most dear to those who live with, alongside, and through the
vodun.122
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Chapter 1: Rethinking Approaches to Spirit Encounters and Knowledge
in Vodun
This chapter establishes the theoretical ground for the analysis conducted in
subsequent chapters. Whereas later chapters will retell the consultants’ personal oral
narratives and interpret them, this chapter previews the forthcoming content and explains
the theoretical approaches used in this project. I use a new materialist approach to reorient an ethnographic investigation of Vodun. New materialism offers a useful
perspective on materiality and helps connect an indigenous hermeneutic to a theory of
presence. While Manuel Vasquez’s materialist theory of religion remains useful for
studying Vodun, I contend scholars should use a quantum approach to lived religion to
better comprehend agency, embodiment, and space in Vodun. Finally, this chapter
classifies the Vodun practitioners’ experiences as “quantum events” to convey these
events emerge from African concepts about embodiment, space, time, and knowledge.

Vodun, an Orientation
A new materialist focus on lived religion in Vodun invites scholars to reconceive
Vodun in the study of religion. Though Dana Rush is on the right track when she
describes Vodun’s portability, relegating Vodun to a “state of mind” detaches it from its
materiality.123 In Rush’s view, “Vodunland is a transportable state of residence. … Vodun
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has no power outside vodunland, but in vodunland it reigns supreme.”124 This description
classifies Vodun as a space abstract from the bodies inhabiting it. A new materialist
perspective, however, reintegrates the body and fosters a matter-centric view of Vodun.
Vodun is an orientation, not a state of mind. In Sara Ahmed’s formulation, orientations
refer to “the ways in which bodies are directed toward things.”125 “To be oriented in a
certain way,” she explains, “is how certain things come to be significant, come to be
objects for me.”126 When Rush describes Vodun as a mental state, she places emphasis on
the ephemerality of ideas and she gives weight to lenses through which a viewer sees
phenomena; however, she has not considered the viewer’s proximity to the lenses they
use to see the world. Admittedly, the argument at this moment uses Ahmed’s idea of
orientations as a metaphor. Ahmed, following Husserl, uses a table as an example of how
a body comes to matter, but it is difficult to replace the metaphor of a concrerte table with
the metaphor of an intangible critical lens.127 Nevertheless, Ahmend’s model is useful. If
one envisions the “state of mind” Rush describes as a set of 3-D glasses, then it would
only make sense to examine the view through those lenses as something in relationship to
the eyes doing the viewing. It would not make sense to discuss the view through the 3-D
lenses without talking about the person who sees it. Proximity between the viewer and
the view orients the viewer’s body to space and to objects. Describing Vodun as an
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orientation points to the proximities that “affect how subjects and objects materialize or
come to take shape in the way that they do.”128
Husserl’s phenomenological theorization of objects provides the groundwork for
Ahmed’s theory. Husserl uses the writer’s table as an example, and Ahmed follows suit.
Husserl concludes familiarity with an object can move it to the background and thereby
make it difficult to see.129 Ahmed suggests, however, “the background would be
understood as that which must take place in order for something to arrive.”130 In my
interpretation, the background Ahmed describes behaves like field of potential wherein
particular processes enable what is visible to take shape. In the study of materiality in
Vodun, the most dominant objects in the foreground include the human body and its
performances (i.e. singing, dancing, eating, praying, cooking, etc.), the shrines, and the
concerete objects significant to a person’s religious practice (i.e. prayer beads, bracelets,
concecrated jewelry, headwraps, etc.). The processes in the background include the steps
individuals and communities take to make these objects in the foreground present and
meaningful. Rituals and practices are part of this process of materialization. At the same
time, the lived religious experiences of Vodun practitioners indicate everyday contact
with the spirits also qualifies as a process of materialization. These experiences include
agential exchanges; humans and spirits use their agency to engage one another. The
outcome of these exchanges, whether it is a conversation or sensual contact, informs the
creation of the objects in the foreground of the practitioner’s orientation.
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In Ahmed’s thought, the background has a “temporal dimension” because it
references an individual’s family background, past events, and any other histories
pertinent to a person’s emergence.131 This sense of background as a temporality is
important to Vodun ontology. On one hand, Vodun communities claim a newborn child
may possess an ancestor’s reincarnated soul, but the infant may have a completely
different destiny than the ancestor.132 Despite these differences, which come into being
through diviniation, the child must maintain a respectful relationship with the ancestor
connected to him or her.133 On the other hand, the narrative about the head priest at
Temple Guda Fli Gbé suggests a person’s previous life bears great consequences for his
or her present existence. Gerard Bankolé’s youngest son, Akintunde, is also known as
Hounon Ogunjobi. Ogunjobi is Gérard’s warrior ancestor from the Oyo kingdom who
fought alongside King Degbeon of Hogbonu to protect what is now Porto-Novo from the
kingdom of Dahomey’s attacks. The Bankole family’s oral history describes Ogunjobi as
a fierce warrior who, upon losing a gruesome battle in Hogbonu, did not die but instead
disappeared into the earth. Gerard Bankolé realized this ancestor had reincarnated in his
son after he consulted the Fa to learn why his two-year-old son continually carried a knife
while walking around the house. The metal knife embodies Ogun, the deity of metal,
technology, and war. Ogun was Ogunjobi’s patron divinity. Young Akintunde’s behavior
indicated there was a prior narrative affecting his propensity to walk with sharp metal
objects in his hands. Divination confirmed for Gérard his son was Ogunjobi, an ancestor
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returned. It also explained his son’s previous life as a warrior contextualized Akintunde’s
behavior. By thinking about Vodun as an orientation, it becomes clear one’s past-life
operates in the “background” by which the human in the foreground takes shape.
A more extreme example of how previous lives inform the the shape bodies take
is the abiku child. Abiku are “born-to-die” children who plague their mothers with a
devastating pattern of birth and early death. The concept of abiku exists among the Gbe
speaking people and among the Yoruba. A priest’s counterattack may include maring the
child’s body so it will not return to earth. If it does return, the newborn’s body may bear
deformaties in the same place where it had been harmed in the previous life.134 The
activities in the previous life operate as the background determining the corporeal shape
the new body will have. This example illustrates how Vodun already contains an
argument about temporality and its relevance to the body. Vodun already claims the body
has an orientation to time.
Over the course of my fieldwork and during previous visits to Temple Guda Fli
Gbé, Gerard Bankole explained to me an individual inherits their divinities through their
bloodlines.135 The spirits constituting a person’s soul have to do with the deities in their
family background. A woman with a water spirit is likely to bear a child who also has
water spirits. The spirits comprising an individual’s ontology will then determine the
specific bodily practices and rituals a priest or diviner will encourage the person to
perform. For example, a person who has Mami Wata will be encouraged to wear white, to
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abstain from sex on Fridays, and to avoid consuming pork and crustaceans. In addition,
the individual may participate in weekly ritual offerings of a soda, an egg, and splashes of
perfume and powder because this ritual will fortify the person’s connection to his or her
water spirits. In part, a person’s bodily practices become oriented toward water spirits
because of their family background. Yet the most important determinant over which
spirits a person will honor is the individual’s kpɔli, the unique geomantic sign describing
which stories, proverbs, prohibitions, and divinities bear relevance to a person’s life.136
Kpɔli is “the sign which has presided at the birth of the individual” and it is “the word by
which the individual was created, this word contains his being and his becoming. ...it is
considered as the soul of its possessor.”137 Through several rounds of divination, the
diviner makes clear to the individual and his or her family which geomantic sign controls
their destiny. Several processes are involved in making the kpɔli “a conscious component
of one’s personhood.”138 The kpɔli itself materializes over a ritualized process involving
divination and ritual offerings in the sacred forest. The sacrifices serve to appease any
deities manifest in the person’s geomantic sign or to remove roadblocks from the
person’s destiny. Subsequently, the person who receives their sign may need to enact
physical or social adjustments so as to abide by their newfound personalized prohibitions.
In effect, bringing the kpoli into being is processes through which spirits and divine laws
operative in a person’s background become known in order to bring into being a
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spiritually-conscious human being. As a result, the process of the kpɔli’s materialization
is also the process of materialization of a more powerful human being.139
Vodun suggests spirits are part of the background informing how bodies come
into view because “background” includes “the conditions for the emergence of not only
the object (we might ask: how did it arrive?) but also the act of perceiving the object,
which depends on the arrival of the body that perceives.”140 The “arrival of the body that
perceives” involves the orientations of the individual or community receiving the person
who arrives. For example, a diviner who uses Fa divination to discover the spirits
comprising part of a person’s identity is himself oriented toward spirit bodies. Because
the diviner can perceive spirits in the background, he can interpret the consultant and
bring the consultant into being by making his or her hidden ontology intelligible to the
community and to the consultant him- or herself. Spirits are part of how bodies are
interpreted and these interpretations have consequences for how bodies will orient
themselves to space and place.141
Applying new materialist theories to a study of lived religion in Vodun excavates
spirits from the background. Theory can perform a type of frottage when it becomes
oriented toward spirits, not just humans. This frottage brings into relief the proximal
encounters between humans and spirits at the core of Vodun. To argue Vodun is an
orientation is to contend Vodun is a process of materialization that has visceral effects on
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tangible bodies. Personal oral narratives describing lived religious experiences among
Vodun practitioners, which supply the ethnographic foundation for the theorization in this
chapter and hereafter, reveal Vodun is a orientation through which spirit bodies “come to
be objects” for individuals and communities. The examples so far indicate the spirits
become objects due to their position in Vodun concepts about the person. When Vodun
practitioners speak about their lived religious experiences, however, spirits become
corporeal objects to whom humans orient themselves and who themselves have an
orientation toward humans. The spirit bodies in these narratives, according to the
consultants, are not human-made objects like shrines made from materials practitioners
say embody the spirits.142 The consultants in this study speak of bodies who operate as
self-propelled agents: actors who are causes generating effects. Implementing a theory of
materiality oriented toward agential spirit bodies brings to the fore the spirit agency
responding to human agency in lived experiences among Vodun practitioners. To use
Ahmed’s language, a materiality of religion oriented toward spirit bodies brings into view
the slippery material nodes formed when humans and spirits “co-incide,” when they
“happen at the same moment” and “bring things near to other things, whereby the
nearness shapes the shape of each thing.”143 In order to meet the consultants halfway, to
take seriously their embodied experiences and their practices, it becomes necessary to see
materiality in Vodun as a co-incidental process. In addition, that process should included
nonhuman actors such as embodied spirits who have agency.
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For many practitioners in this study, a Vodun orientation is not a state of mind but
rather the product of their family background. As Ahmed states,
...if our arrival is already an inheritance, (which is what puts the family into the
background), then we inherit the proximity of certain objects, as those things that
are given to us within the family home. These objects are not only material, they
may be capital, aspirations, projects and styles. We inherit proximities.144
When the vodun exist in a family’s lexicon or even as material entities in a family’s
shrine, members within that family can become oriented toward spirit bodies. The
practices, performances, rituals, and spirits passed from one generation to the next brings
a person nearer to spirit bodies and brings spirit bodies near to a person. In this way,
individuals can inherit proximities. Similarly, the prevalence of Gorovodun, Christianity,
Islam, and numerous other religions within southern Benin’s public sphere may orient the
community toward various kinds of spirit bodies. This is not to say all Beninois
inevitably believe in spirits. Rather the point is Benin’s religious diversity provides
multiple orientations, each with some recognition of nonhuman agential entities. Even if
a person remains agnostic, spirits remain part of the public sphere literally (through
public shrines and annual events such as the National Vodun Festival) and discursively
(through folklore, music, and art). In this way, several Beninois generations may inherit
perpetually-evolving proximities to spirits.

Critical Materialism and Epistemological Location in the Study of Religion
Manuel A. Vasquez advances a critical materialist approach to religion. It is a
posthumanist view of materiality wherein the body consists of “multiple materialities”
stemming from the “interaction between [discursive practices] and matter.”145 His
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framework examines embodiment in its sociocultural, historical, and biological
contexts.146 Rather than reduce embodiment to discursive practices, Vasquez prioritizes
the effects one’s environment, sociocultural milieu, and historical location have on
experience and he explores the processes by which people classify these experiences as
religious. In this critical materialism, religion is “the open-ended product of the
discursive and nondiscursive practices of embodied individuals, that is, individuals who
exist in particular times and spaces.”147 Crucially, Vasquez’s model pivots on embodied
realism, which “sees reality emerging from our ongoing physical-cultural interactions
with the environment.”148 Vasquez’s materiality reorients phenomenology toward
embodiment and the “complex relations of determination among sociocultural,
psychocognitive, and ecological factors that enable the construction of life-worlds.”149
Unlike transcendentalist perspectives on religion, cultural realism addresses “the
differential circulation of capital, commodities, and cultural artifacts in social fields laden
with power.”150 Sara Ahmed’s idea that orientations entail the processes through which
things come to matter compliments Vasquez’s argument at “a materialist approach is
interested in the processes behind the naming and articulation of religion as a relatively
stable and patterned reality recognized by both insiders and outsiders.”151
Vodun’s evolution over time indicates several confluences of sociocultural,
biological, and historical factors. For example, the divination practices in Dahomey
changed in response to cultural exchanges between the Fon and Yoruba people. In
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addition, the history of orisha worship among the Yoruba entails complex histories about
founding fathers, divination versus possession trance, and the political economy among
conflicting communities.152 Gorovodun, Alexandra Brivio explains, migrated from Ghana
to the Republic of Benin amid antiwitchcraft campaigns in the early 20th century.153 In
addition, Mami Wata and Gorovodu practices have absorbed Hindu iconography and
altered its meaning to reflect a Vodun cosmos.154 In short, both global and local
exchanges of ideas and practices situated in the context of evolving politics of power
continually transform Vodun. Vasquez is right to assert a social constructivist
materialism designed to “restore the full materiality of our being in the world.”155 A
difficulty emerges, however, when the lived experiences under study share a common
theme: human bodies touched by spirit bodies. In Vasquez’s formulation, spirits cannot
exist because the concept of a spirit stems from sociocultural, psychocognitive, and
historical processes.156 Vasquez strongly condemns any intellectual entertainment of
transcendent entities:
By immanence, I simply mean here that the study of religion can and should
proceed without making any appeal to some supernatural or supra-historical force
or entity such as God, the Holy, or the sacred. Whether these forces exist is not a
question that religious studies can answer or should spend time contemplating.
For getting entangled in these intractable metaphysical questions is both a
symptom and source of Cartesian anxiety, somatophobia, and all kinds of
disabling dualisms.157
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The problem here is Vasquez declares thinking about spirits means the scholar is not
thinking about bodies or embodiment. “Somatophobia” supposedly ensues because
supernatural or supra-historical beings, he implies, do not have bodies; theorizing spirits
would inevitably move away from a discussion about bodies in specific spatiotemporal
and psychocultural locations. Vasquez identifies Descartes’s philosophies as a source for
the divide between flesh and spirit in the study of religion. The personal oral narratives of
lived religious experience in Vodun at the core of my research, however, lead to a
discussion about spirits who have flesh and the human flesh that experiences spirits.
Vodun is essentially oriented toward bodies.
Vasquez references Descartes and, implicitly, reminds scholars his study of
religion grounds itself in a Western intellectual history whose epistemology has
maintained global hegemony for centuries.158 According to sociologist Bonaventura de
Sousa Santos, Western perspectives on human experience have become a “hegemonic
knowledge” whose core consists, in large part, of “metonymic reason, a kind of reason
that claims to be the only form of rationality and therefore does not exert itself to
discover other kinds of rationality or, if it does, it only does so to turn them into raw
material.”159 Moreover, “metonymic reason claims to be exclusive, complete, and
universal, even though it is merely one of the logics of rationality that exist in the world
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and prevails only in the strata of the world compromised by Western modernity.”160
Metonymic reason undergirds Vasquez’s critical materialism. This does not mean his
method becomes useless. To the contrary, his interdisciplinary perspective on
embodiment and enacted subjectivity is a necessary turn away from the primacy of
semantics in the study of religion. Perhaps it is an unintended connection, but it appears
writers such as Alessandra Brivio, Timothy R. Landry, Nadia Lovell, and Eric
Montgomery and Christiaan Vannier have each moved away from Judy Rosethal’s
textually-driven approach to Vodun to investigate how particular histories, biological
environments, psychocultural practices, and global flows transform religious experiences
and how those experiences transform bodies.
The point I raise is lived religious experiences grounded in empirical data
collected through the body ask scholars to assume an epistemological location wherein
discussion about the “supranatural” no longer dislocates theory from embodiment.
Indeed, both Western science and Vodun forms of knowing value empirical data. A
tension emerges, however, when the empirical data Vodun practitioners report contradicts
what Western science has proven possible. For this reason, scholars of religion could
benefit from a different epistemological location from which to consider what humans
know about the world and how they know it. My primary concern with the segregation
Vasquez presumes must exist between a discussion about spirits and a discussion about
bodies comes from the implications this assumption carries. The consultants in my
research on lived religious experiences in Vodun speak about their bodily encounters
with different flesh. Their narratives recount moments when a consultant felt with his or
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her hands a body quite distinct from his or her own, a flesh whose temperature, for
example, registered as empirical data supporting the conclusion that a taxonomical
difference exists between “that body” and “this body.” The metonymic reason
undergirding Vasquez’s materiality of religion claims this “other” flesh cannot be
possible. As a result, the scholar must hunt for historical, sociocultural, and psychological
explanations for the empirical data the practitioner’s body collected. Read from another
angle, this amounts to scholars with epistemological privilege telling their interlocutors:
(1) they have less epistemological privilege and, consequently, their interpretations and
taxonomies carry less weight; and (2) the scholar knows better than the consultant what
the consultant can or cannot feel in his or her flesh. I am not pursuing a materialism that
limits how much people of color’s bodies can matter or that questions the reliability of
black and brown bodies simply because they emerge through different, underprivileged
processes of materialization. My goal is to figure out where the scholar needs to be
epistemologically to develop a theory anchored in embodiment and befitting the
consultant’s data.

Indigenous Hermeneutics and the Study of Indigenous African Religions
Jacob Olupona implements a marked methodological shift toward implementing
indigenous ideas as a theoretical device in City of 201 Gods: Ilé-Ifè in Time, Space, and
Imagination, his triumphant ethnography on Yoruba tradition, cosmology, and “sociospatial identity” in Ile-Ife.161 He argues scholars must “go beyond phenomenology by
privileging… ‘indigenous hermeneutics’: that is, exploring paradigms and modes of
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interpretation that are explicitly embedded in the traditions we study.”162 An indigenous
hermeneutic will “emanate from the insider’s perspective” and it “requires the
development of a new and responsible hermeneutics that focuses on a culture’s
orientation to the transcendent and the sacred and on what religious culture means to the
people within that culture. … At root it requires a willingness to go outside Western
conceptions of rationality.”163 Importantly, an indigenous hermeneutic springs from the
ontological beliefs a community develops through experience over time.164 Olupona calls
for decentralizing Western rationality and in its place position African worldviews and
experience-based knowledge at the center of the theorist’s toolkit. Interpretative
processes developed through African lived religious experience become the “modalities,
methodologies, and theories” grounding the study of African religions.165 An indigenous
hermeneutic uses the consultants’ perspectives on the transcendent to interpret
phenomena. The emphasis on African logic, rationality, and African modes of
recordkeeping—especially oral texts—suggests scholars should bring African
worldviews and philosophies to bear on oral texts. As the discussion in a later chapter
illustrates, oral narratives of Vodun practitioners’ encounters with transphysical beings
requires an ontological range Western rationality struggles to encompass. Indigenous
hermeneutics point the researcher toward new theoretical resources with which to report
and interpret such experiences.
An indigenous hermeneutic is particularly evident in Olupona’s discussion, “The
Àràbà as King and Ferocious Leopoard,” in which he reports the moment in the Ifá
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festival when the chief priest of Ifá becomes a leopard king. Olupona describes the event
from an emic perspective without resorting to Western explanations. Consequently, the
comments from local participants stating “As I looked back to see the king, the Àràbà had
become a leopard,” and “He had become a cat, transformed into a mysterious wild being”
have the final say on the kings transcorporeality.166 A Yoruba ontology, wherein a human
body may assume diverse modes, dominates the discussion. Olupona does not explain the
chief priest of Ifá’s transformation but allows the consultants’ observations to direct the
reader’s attention and determine the conclusion. In so doing, an indigenous hermeneutic
in this instance emphasizes the overlapping ontologies human bodies may assume. The
festival participants Olupona cites noted changes in the Àràbà’s eyes and mentioned the
chief priest’s ability to see beyond the human; “[s]pirits appear to him constantly.”167 In
other words, the Àràbà processed through the human domain with a sharp awareness of
the intermingling between the human and the spirit realms. Such an interpretation pivots
on the Yoruba definition of reality: it is a reality composed of multiple inhabited
dimensions and traversed by various intersecting and/or overlapping forms of being.
Tactility also becomes important in Olupona’s report; he notes other diviners told him the
Àràbà’s bath water would become potent medicine due to the medicinal herbs and special
ointments applied to the Àràbà’s skin.168 Because medicine men activated these herbs and
ointments, the Àràbà’s body became spiritually activated and transformed. The às̩ e̩ in the
herbs made contact with the às̩ e̩ in the chief priest of Ifà, thereby completing a formula
for transmutation known only to spiritual specialists. The herbs and ointments’ tactile
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contact with the Àràbà distinguishes the chief’s bath water from the prior herbal
preparation. And it is tactile contact with this bathwater that will deliver healing power
and protection from diseases to those who drink it.169 Writing an ethnographic account
via an indigenous hermeneutic enables African forms of knowing, African modes of
being-in-the-world to surface and inspire new questions.170 Olupona does not follow this
account with a phenomenological explanation; instead, the practitioners have the final say
on the Àràbà’s transformation. The plausibility of his transphysicality hovers over the
discussion as an unspoken conclusion made epistemologically possible by re-centering
African modalities in the ethnographer’s practice.

Rethinking Materiality in Robert Orsi’s History and Presence
Oluopna’s indigenous hermeneutic weaves productively into Robert Orsi’s call to
incorporate spirits into the study of religion and into the history of religions, and thereby
orient theory toward presence. In Robert Orsi’s view, this could change how scholars
discuss personal religious histories as well as the history of religion at large. He claims:
…what is called for is a fundamental rethinking of the study of history, beginning
with how ‘history’ is constituted in the first place, in both its content and its
method, and of the study of ‘religion,’ again beginning with its most basic
coordinates. The gods never departed lived experience. … I am proposing that we
let the gods out of their assigned places and that we approach history and religion
through a matrix of presence. Once the gods return and once their presence is
acknowledged, functionalism yields to a messier, less predictable, and perhaps
169
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less recognizable past, one that is not bound to a single account of human life or
to a single, short period of time or to a single ontology.171
Orsi’s theory aims to reintegrate meta-reality into the reality examined through a
scientific study of religion. It situates spirit beings within the same spatiotemporal and
dimensional location, therefore both humans and spirits may inhabit the same historical
event. Orsi aims to tell a more complete narrative about experience in the world by
including the experiences of spirit beings. “The study of religion,” he claims, “ought to
be the study of what human beings do to, for, and against the gods really present…and
what the gods really present do with, to, for, and against humans.”172 Agency, in this
case, is about what humans do with, through, or by the gods and what the gods do with,
through, or by humans. If a scholar implements an indigenous hermeneutic, then the
indigenous ontologies familiar to the community under study will provide the material
possibilities within the scholars interpretation of lived religious experience. In the case of
Vodun, the orientation toward bodies and the spirit bodies made possible by granting
attention to the processes of materalization in Vodun further enable the scholar to create a
history of presence informed by a new materialist approach to religion but anchored in
indigenous concepts. As Eduardo Vivieros de Castro explains, “To treat indigenous ideas
as concepts is to take an antipsychologizing stance… The domain of concepts does not
coincide with subjects’ cognitive faculties or internal states: concepts are intellectual
objects or events, not mental states or attributes.”173 Several indigenous concepts become
evident in the narratives discussed in this dissertation: spirits in various forms, spirit
bodies, spirit agency; oracular divination, Fa divination, cowrie shell divination; a
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multidimensional cosmos; and a four-part metaphysical component to human ontology.174
These are a few examples of the concepts scholars of religion and anthropologists may
use to interpret lived religion in Vodun. Indigenous concepts emerge in oral texts,
sacralized and authoritative forms of knowing (divination), and through lived religious
experience. As such, the collection of concepts available to researchers varies by
sociocultural and historical context and can expand or contract depending on the
interlocutor.
Orsi defines “gods” as “all the special suprahuman beings with whom humans
have been in relationship in different times and places.”175 Since the ethnographic data
fueling Orsi’s thinking originates among Catholics, contact with the gods in his study
transpires through iconography of the Sacred Heart of Jesus, the Virgin Mary, and the
saints; Marian apparitions; shrines to the Virgin Mary; holy dirt from a desert shrine; and
the eucharist. His interlocutor hear, feel, see, taste, and touch presences. Orsi proposes
the relationships between humans and presences conveys “[s]ubjectivity is not singular.
There is only intersubjectivity. Humans are always accompanied, and any account of a
single human life must include these others that accompany that life, for better and for
worse.”176 In this formulation, spirits are agents who generate cause and effects in a
steady stream of activity with human beings. Importantly, Orsi’s interviews with women
who encountered Marian apparitions and women who worship the Sacred Heart of Jesus
show the spirits, too, have emotions. They have affect. As much as Orsi relies on lived
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religious experience and the history of religion to frame activities between humans and
spirits, he has not explained what concept of materiality enables spirits in various
embodied forms to become agents. Orsi, in other words, shows concern about spirit
materiality but he has not suggested how theorists can or should account for it. If one
combines Olupona’s and Orsi’s methods, a new route emerges. The ontological range
described with study of lived religion will depend on the types of bodies the consultants
engage. In the spirit of Vasquez’s critical materialism, a history of presence informed by
an indigenous hermeneutic should continue analyzing the connections between space,
environment, globalization, and embodied experience. At the same time, a history of
presence in lived religion based upon indigenous hermeneutics should also pursue
creative routes toward theorizing how spirit “presence” materializes. Posthumanist new
materialist ontologies promote such theorization.
Robert Orsi attempts to contest the disenfranchisement of indigenous knowledge
in the study of religion by proposing researchers take a “third way” toward knowledge:
“This alternative...is characterized by a disciplined suspension of the impulse to locate
the other (with all her or his discrepant moralities, ways of knowing, and religious
impulses) securely in relation to one’s own cosmos.”177 The third-space Orsi envisions is
not for “confessional scholarship” or for a complete rejection of the supernatural.178
Rather than propose one epistemology or knowledge about the world has more relevance
or gravitas than another, this third-space asks scholars to inhabit a liminal realm “located
at the intersection of self and other, at the boundary between one’s own moral universe
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and the moral world of the other.”179 Orsi envisions an epistemological location Western
science’s hegemony will not overshadow.
Orsi also critiques the “rank distinction between the humanity of the theorist and
the humanity of the theorized,” a problem “built deep into the foundations of the modern
world and of modern knowledge.”180 Orsi proposes,
to engage the other as a subject, … The scholar must become subject as well,
because the irony here is that the reification of the other as the projection of the
scholar’s desires reifies the scholar too, and one cannot be restored without the
other. … Our working in other peoples’ lives must be grounded in the recognition
of our common subjection to history, contingency, and fate, no less than the
people we write about are.181
This approach to theory, like the aforementioned “third way,” brings the researcher’s
experience under theoretical examination. Attuning to lived religion thus requires the
researcher to think critically about his or her positionality and what may or may not be
common ground she or he shares with the consultant. Importantly, however, the scholar
cannot settle for the comforts of acknowledging “history, contingency, and fate”—
ambiguous terms that allow the researcher an opportunity to ignore the axes of
oppression upon which she or he and the consultant stand. Elizabeth A. Pritchard faults
Orsi’s proposed “third way” for the reinscription of liberal blindness to power and force
along the lines of the researcher’s and the consultant’s identities. She finds it dangerous
to elide the power and privilege a scholar brings to their subject of study. Consequently,
Pritchard argues, “Scholars must make choices—the scholar cannot help but rule out
some versions or supply some interpretations that will be rejected by some or perhaps all
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of the group studied.”182 Furthermore, the “political implications” of the scholars
interpersonal, cultural, or intellectual interactions with the consultant will not disappear
simply because the researcher assumes “the power to domesticate difference and forestall
conflict indefinitely so long as the scholar stays in the liminal in-between space he
enjoins in the humanistic study of religion.”183 Pritchard is right to critique the erasure of
power in Orsi’s third way. His proposal makes space for indigenous African worldviews
to comment critically on human experience, but Orsi’s third way limits a radical
application of African hermeneutics because it presupposes those hermeneutics may be
applied without confronting the capitalist and colonialist paradigms embedded within
Western science and Western epistemologies.
An ethnography of history and presence in lived religious experiences of Vodun
practitioners, so far, requires three things. First, the scholar should recognize Vodun as an
orientation so as to bring into view the processes of materialization that bring into view
the spirit bodies and spirit agency dwelling the consultants’ backgrounds. In addition,
understanding Vodun as an orientation anchors an ethnography of lived religion in the
human bodies’ enactments. The “history of presence” in lived religion becomes apparent
when the scholar examines how humans orient themselves toward spirits and how spirits
orient themselves toward humans. Second, an ethnography of history and presence in
lived religion in Vodun should use an indigenous hermeneutic to ascertain the ontological
possibilities available in the consultant’s experience. The scholar should keep an eye on
the unpredictable material forms spirits take and construct a theory grounded in
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embodiment. Because the consultants are without question shaped by their sociocultural,
environmental, historical, and psychological environments, the scholar would make a
good choice to keep in mind how intersectionality and the body’s location in time and
space are important to understanding religious events. Third, the scholar should inhabit
an epistemological location founded upon indigenous concepts so as to actively
deconstruct Western science’s hegemony in the study of religion and, most importantly,
to utilize the consultant’s forms of knowing as the means for studying phenomena.

A Quantum Approach to Lived Religion
Theorizing African religions from an indigenous African episteme contests
Western reasoning’s presumed objectivity. It implies myriad perspectives on reality may
make equal analytical claims, thereby revealing “the diversity of the human.”184 “The
issue at stake is:,” for Charles Long, “What is the meaning of the human now that the
West must realize that those who were formerly considered lesser or second-class human
beings have in fact always been human?”185 Vodun practitioners offer a reply: the human
is multidimensional and transpositional; we are not alone. The human is a
multidimensional bounded field played upon by various ontologies. It is a malleable
organism responsive to personal will. Simultaneously, the human contains a flexible,
intangible component, of which transdimensional vibrations comprise a part. These
vibrations manifest as an individual’s personality, an individual’s destiny, and, notably,
as coexisting transdimensional entities who use the human body as a vehicle for social
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interaction.186 The human is an entity whose measurements exceed empiricist tools. Spirit
bodies intersect the human node on the vast ontological continuum perceptible via by
indigenous African concepts. Therefore, using an indigenous hermeneutic to analyze
history and presence in Vodun necessitates a quantum approach to lived religion.
Whitney Stark uses the term quantum “to describe movement/presence/agencies
similar to or perhaps the same as how movement/presence/agencies work on a quantum
level.”187 Her usage works well here, but I use quantum to reference the particle-level
convergences creating unique and momentary types of matter. Quarks and antiquarks can
combine to create mesons. At the same time, identical quarks and antiquarks can
annihilate one another; certain quark-antiquark pairs cannot be seen.188 Quantum
therefore references the types of particles and particle interactions that are difficult to
hold within view. Quantum considers multiquark states as a metaphor describing the
kinds of matter and processes of materialization active in the world.189 The consultants in
this study reference activity that cannot be seen directly, but traces of it remain in the
consultants memory and manifest in the consultant’s practices. Thus a quantum approach
to lived religion examines the materiality of religion at the multiquark level.
A quantum approach operates from the opposite side of the abyssal line created
by Western reasoning. As Bonaventura de Sousa Santos clarifies, “[f]rom the point of
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view of a subaltern cosmopolitan reason, reality cannot be reduced to what exists because
what exists is only the visible part of reality that modern thinking defines as being on this
side of the [abyssal] line and within whose confines it elaborates its theories. … In sum,
whatever is on the other side of that line is produced as nonexistent.”190 A quantum
theorization recovers the epistemologies and forms of knowing Western rationality
considers nonexistent. In tandem, it recovers the cosmologies and ontologies attached to
these epistemes.
The first trait of a quantum approach to lived religion is its attitude toward matter
and materiality. Materiality includes “the material things that people use and value, but
also the practices, places, attitudes, and schemes of thought and value that shape their
perception and value of things.”191 Yes. A quantum approach, however, recouperates
indigenous concepts of matter. It theorizes what matter can do and what it can become by
implementing indigenous forms of knowing such as a consultant’s sensorium and
divination. The narratives in this study indicate Vodun practitioners experience matter
whose capacities exceed Western scientific notions of physics. Instead of assuming the
consultant has imagined something impossible about the world, a quantum approach
looks to know the different objects within the consultant’s perception. Consequently, it
differs from Manuel A. Vasquez’s materialist approach to religious studies wherein,
“religion scholars should not appeal to supernatural and supra-historical forces or beings”
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while holding open the “immanent frame”; nevertheless, “[t]ranscendence is an essential
feature of an immanent frame that is attentive to the complexities, contradictions,
paradoxes, relations of reciprocal determination, multicausal dynamics, and more
generally, the indeterminacies in the ways in which various materialities interact to
constitute us in the world.”192 Because spirit bodies become entities people touch, hear,
see, smell, and taste, the question for religion scholars is about material, agential entities
(objects) known as spirits. The question begins with embodiment. Vasquez’s exquisite
theorization on materiality in religion certainly remains useful. Yet it seems lived
religious experiences could bear interpretation from a different orientation, one that does
not reduce a consultant’s experience to brain behaviors and sociocultural effects. Because
spirit bodies are central to lived religious experience in this study, a quantum approach
enables embodied spirits as a concept to direct the theory of materiality.
Embodiment, a second critical component to a quantum approach, emphasizes
what consultants know through their bodies about the world. Tactility, though central to a
Vodun sensorium, is likely a tool both the researcher and the consultant use. How they
use it and what meanings they derive from tactile data may differ. For this reason, a
quantum approach interprets embodied experience through the concepts and forms of
knowing relevant to the consultants’ sociocultural location. In other words, a study on
lived religion in Vodun examines embodiment through indigenous African concepts and
indigenous African forms of knowing. These resources constitute the epistemological
location form which a quantum approach to Vodun operates. The consultant’s
sensorium, which includes tactility, becomes the databank of descriptions for interactions
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with spirits. Divination, dreams, and motile quantum knowledge (explained below)
become tools for theorizing what the consultant learns about spirit ontology.
The third component to a quantum approach, therefore, is its unique
epistemological location wherein Western knowledge no longer retains its hegemony. It
operates upon indigenous concepts, indigenous forms of knowledge, and indigenous
knowledge systems. In this way, it stands along the ontological turn in anthropology and
the participatory turn in religious studies. Eduardo Viveiros de Castro initiated the
ontological turn when he argued, “There is no question that the native is a subject; but
what the native forces the anthropologist to do is, precisely, to put into question what a
subject can be” and suggested the native, the Other, is “the condition for passage from
one possible world to another”; furthermore, “…if [the native] is objectively a subject,
then his thinking also takes objective form—just as the anthropologist’s thinking does—
as the expression of a possible world.”193 Vivieros de Castro opens an opportunity for
indigenous people’s worldviews to comment on the same subject as the anthropologist.
The idea is that indigenous concepts can become the tools scholars use to study
phenomena. African religions are interpretive traditions containing enough concepts
within them to propel a rigorous analysis.
Embodied forms of knowing, including motile quantum knowledge, contribute to
what the researcher and the consultant know and how both the researcher and the
consultant know it. The term motile quantum knowledge consists of terminology from
Martin Holbraad. Holbraad uses “motile logic” to reference the “motility of meaning” in
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Ifá divination.194 Holbraad argues truth emerges when the client’s and the diviner’s
interpretations meet. Holbraad indicates knowledge, as a phenomena, is a co-constituted
product possible only when two forces intertwine. It is this generative entanglement that
best describes the form of knowing often mislabled as intuition or ESP. I explain motile
quantum knowledge in detail in chapter 3. A quantum approach does not presume the
researcher must experience this form of knowing, but rather the method suggests the
researcher recognizes it as part of how humans and spirits co-create knowledge in Vodun.
At issue, broadly, is what a theory of materiality in Vodun can become if it
wrestles with spirit bodies. The goal is to think through what the consultant knows with
the consultant’s way of knowing it so as to develop an materiality reflective of his or her
experience. Spirit bodies include the whole ontological continuum in a practitioner’s
experience, especially the bizarre and unanticipated embodiments. These emanations
often surprise the consultant and revise what they know about spirits. A quantum
approach looks for spirits in trans-corporeal and transphysical forms (see chapter 4).
Transphysical bodies become affective participants in the human dimension through
sociogeographic relationships. For this reason, a quantum approach examines how bodies
are situated in sociogeographic relationships across intersecting fields. As a later chapter
will show, a quantum approach to Vodun situates the transphysicality of spirits within
myriad sociogeographic relationships in a Vodun cosmos comprised of intersecting
dimensions. These dimensions behave like fields where the polarity of power between
human and spirit agents recalibrates moment by moment. This approach advances the
analytical viability of (in)visible bodies. Researching lived religion, therefore, becomes
194
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an exercise in describing and theorizing relationships between or among entities across
the whole of Vodun’s ontological scale. Again, the affect theory and new materialism
within a quantum approach is imperative. Spirit bodies are not only the subject of
analysis but also central to ideas about causation and agency in the human realm.195
So far a quantum approach interprets experience by combining indigenous
concepts and indigenous forms of knowing with new materialism. The effect is a method
that breaks materiality into quantum-level parts. After attuning to the diverse ontological
statements excavated from personal oral narratives, a quantum approach becomes
presence-oriented. This fourth trait means it seeks to analyze a consultants story and
create a critical narrative inclusive of presences in their numerous forms. Presence, based
on Robert Orsi’s formulation, would include ancestors, nature spirits, gods, and other
forms classified as spirits. A quantum approach integrates indigenous ontological
concepts with affect theory to examine spirits in two modes.196 On one hand, the
consultants in this study describe spirits who are classical agents who function as causes
and produce effects. On the other hand, spirits are forces operating, at times, beyond
human consciousness. Affect theory helps explicate what these modes mean for ontology
in Vodun. Spirits who operate as classical agents have emotions; they display affect. For
this reason, a phenomenological affect theory is useful. Spirits who operate like forces
benefit from the application of Deleuzian affect theory. If a spirit is a force, it is possible
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to rethink how it behaves in space. Affect theory, in both forms, becomes an important
tool for discussing causes, effects, and phenomena in Vodun.
Finally, a quantum approach to lived religion is intersectional. It must keep
within its purview the overlapping identities mapped onto practitioners (i.e. class, race,
gender, etc.) and use intersecting forms of oppression as a lens to consider spirit effects,
the changes attributed to spirit bodies taking action in the world. The personal oral
narratives in this study contain references to the consultant’s socioeconomic status,
family structure, and gender roles. The consultants’ references to spirit agency by no
means omit the relevance a person’s political position has in their meaning-making
process. A quantum approach should address the ways heteropatriarchy and capitalism
bear upon practitioners and upon their engagement with (in)visible bodies.

Turning from “Abundant Events” to Quantum Events
Robert Orsi has taken great risk to theorize anew the lived religious experiences
posing the most difficult challenges to the theorization of religion. He aims to create “a
radical empiricism of the visible and invisible real.”197 A radical empiricism highlights
what Orsi calls “abundant events,” the occurences stemming the ontological connections
between people, communities, and their divine beings.198 In abundant events, “Time may
become fluid… Spatial boundaries, between here and there, oneself and another, may
give way. Relationships also come under the power of the unlocked imagination,
relationships between heaven and earth, between the living and the dead, among persons
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as they are and persons as they are desired to be by themselves and others.”199 Orsi opens
an opportunity to explore the phenomena of lived religious experience without gutting it
of presence. From a new materialist perspective, the category he calls “abundant events”
invites scholars to reevaluate how ontology materializes. A new materialist approach to
lived religion does not take for granted matter, agency, and space in when examining how
the “visible and invisible real” come to matter.
Orsi’s use of the word imagination makes it difficult to understand how he
interprets the experiences that exceed the possibilities outlined by a given culture or
society. He states: “Abundant events are characterized by aspects of the human
imagination that cannot be completely accounted for by social and cultural codes, that go
beyond authorized limits… .”200 If he receives the benefit of the doubt, then it seems he is
interested in the things humans experience and express that defy categorization in a
community’s standard taxonomies.201 He wants to embrace the experiences considered
weird or strange according to a person’s society and culture. At worst, Orsi’s formula
hints at an underlying standard against which he measures all experience. Specifically,
Western categories of analysis become definitions for what is “visible” and what is
“invisible.” Using an indigenous hermeneutic to articulate a history of presence in lived
religion avoids this confusion. It uses indigenous concepts to broaden the scholars
thinking about what constitutes the Real and uses the consultant’s experiences to set the
limits for what is either in or out of bounds. Abundant events change their range when the
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researcher applies indigenous forms of knowing and indigenous concepts to the
interpretation of lived religion.
For example, using indigenous concepts helps avoid the distinction between
“sensory errors” and “dreams.” Orsi writes, “abundant events are real to those who
experience them, who absolutely know them not to be dreams, hallucinations, delusions,
or other kinds of sensory error, even though others around them may and often do contest
this.”202 Dreams are an important form of knowing in indigenous religions.203 For Alice, a
traditional healer and mami wata adept from Ghana who now lives in a beach community
outside Cotonou, dreams become meeting spaces where spirits interact with human
beings. She states, “If I lay down, it is not the sleep like others. I see serpents all over me.
[When] I dream, it is living, I am there, I am not sleeping. But I see things.”204 Alice
implies two types of dreams are active in her lived religious experience. The first is a lifelike dream through which she sees various spiritual phenomena and interacts with
nonhuman beings. The second type of dream is one in which these experiences do not
occur. Vodun forms of knowing enable practitioners to differentiate between misleading
dreams and dreams leading to knowledge.205 Incorporating Vodun forms of knowing into
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an analysis of abundant events would enable the observer to incorporate multiple
experiences of the real into a theory of “how the really real becomes so.”206
Examining the traits associated with abundant events helps clarify why the
personal narratives consultants in this study offer do not fit neatly into the category Orsi
formulates. First, like abundant events, the encounters presented by consultants in this
study “present themselves as sui generis: people experience them as singular, even if they
are recognizable within cultural convention.”207 Take, for instance, Klebéto, the spirit
who is the diurnal companion to Zangbéto who is the guardian of the night (chapter 2).
Klebéto’s public appearances present an exception to Orsi’s rule. Uninitiated men,
women, and children witness Klebéto move, speak, and manifest myriad objects and
deities during public demonstrations. While the audience seems not to know which items
will emerge from beneath Klebéto’s raffia exterior, the knowledge of Klebéto’s
capabilities exists in the culture. In this way, the dancing Legba, an entirely distinct spirit
of the crossroads, who emerges from beneath Klebéto’s raffia exterior is not sui generis.
The dancing Legba confirms the Klebéto’s potential in a social, cultural, and teleological
context where such behavior is expected. A sui generis event involving Klebéto would
be, perhaps, if the Klegbéto made objects appear before a noninitiate without the requisite
divination, invocation, music, or other steps taken by initiated men to activate the
vodun’s raffia exterior.
Second, whereas “abundant events arise at the intersection of the conscious and
the unconscious,” the narratives reported here recount occurrences taking place when the
consultant is in an explicitly conscious state. Notably, the story of Étienne’s Sika
206
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describes a beninois man who dated a goddess who materialized in a female human body
without using possession trance (chapter 4). Étienne travelled, shared meals, and had
intimate relations with this vodun-in-human-form while fully awake and conscious.208
Likewise, Ivonne was fully cognizant when she felt Abiku snatch her phone from her
hands (chapter 3). Alice was travelling by foot when she encountered the mami garçon, a
male water spirit, at the crossroads (chapter 3). Finally, Mama Tchamba, the vodun who
cares for the souls of slaves and those who die in war, manifested incognito for Sylvie’s
niece’s neighbors to witness (chapter 5). The reports and accusations lodged against
Sylvie stemmed from witnesses who said they saw her use a key to enter and exit her
niece’s home, but the body of the person they saw was the vodun. Similar to abundant
events, the experiences shared in these personal narratives utilize information gained
through unconscious states such as dreaming and trance. Quantum events, however, pivot
on sensory data perceived through the body while conscious.209
Third, Orsi observes abundant events “arise at the intersection of
past/present/future (as these really are or as they are dreaded or feared or hoped for). At
the moment of such an event we have a new experience of the past while at the same time
the horizon of the future is fundamentally altered.”210 From one perspective, time in
Orsi’s construct highlights the ways past interactions with spirits transform a
practitioner’s perspective on the present. The personal oral narratives in this study show
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Orsi.
On two separate occasions, a woman in trance confronted Sylvie—once at the market and once at the
border between Ghana and Togo. Each woman delivered a message to Sylvie encouraging her to seek
initiation into mami wata. Note also dreaming plays a role in Étienne’s narrative. After Wabisa disappears
as a consequence of his infidelity, Étienne dreams about the altar he should create. A voice in the dream
says to him, “Make it for me,” and he then constructs his altar to Mami Sika (Étienne. In discussion with
the author. 3 February 2015. Malahoui, Bénin.)
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Vodun practitioners interpret past events and use them to rationalize the present. Étienne
claims he became a hounon (priest) after Wabisa disappeared and asked him, through a
dream, to construct an altar to Mami Sika (chapter 4). Gérard’s discussion about
Zangbéto, the spirit who guards public space at night, discusses this vodun’s role in
Porto-Novo’s historical past and reveals the spirit’s continued effects on the social
dynamics in contemporary society (chapter 3). Alice claims she is a successful traditional
healer because she received knowledge from a mami woman (chapter 3). Sylvie
concludes her legal battles and intrafamilial conflicts are negative consequences
engendered by not undergoing initiation into Mama Tchamba sooner in life (chapter
5).211 In each case, the vodun’s manifestation changes the practitioner’s course of action;
the “horizon of the future is fundamentally altered” when practitioners develop a new
identity such as changing their religious practice from Celestial Christianity to Vodun or
experience new consequences as a result of the vodun’s interaction in the practitioner’s
community (e.g. Zangbéto shouting a man’s name to bring calamity upon him). From
another perspective, a linear temporality defines abundant events whereas time in
indigenous African thought systems ranges widely in its conception and characteristics.
John S. Mbiti concluded circular, African concepts of time posit “time is a twodimensional phenomenon” and future events “constitute only potential time, not actual
time. …Actual time is therefore what is present and what is past.”212 Yet several studies
show Mbiti’s statement oversimplifies time in African philosophy. Among the Akan,
time includes the past, present, and future but also refers to abstract and concrete
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reality.213 For the Bamana and Dogon, rituals mark the passage of time and signal the
need to examine time in its socioeconomic, cultural, and political contexts.214 Among the
Yoruba, future time includes an afterlife.215 Indigenous temporal frameworks are crucial
for understanding time in the lived religious experiences Vodun practitioners relate
through personal narratives. Coterminous, interconnected, and consequential interactions
between human beings and spirit beings in Vodun benefit from a theoretical analysis
grounded in African time because African concepts of time open a temporal plane closed
by logical positivism. If an afterlife or interdimensional space-time, such as a dream,
remains beyond the bounds of rational positivism, then nonhuman agents and the events
they cause beyond human space-time remain imaginary and therefore conceptually
imperceptible due to the observer’s epistemological location.
Last, “abundant events arise and exist among people. They are intersubjective
(although this intersubjectivity may include the dead, for instance, or saints).”216
“People,” for Orsi, categorically excludes nonhuman beings. Incorporating “the dead”
means ancestors, a key group of spirits in Vodun cosmology, participate in the
development and transference of events. Nonhuman beings, in contrast, have no entryway
into Orsi’s perspective on intersubjectivity. They remain non-subjects. Based on the
narratives presented in the previous chapter, interactions with the vodun are
intersubjective because they transpire between human and nonhuman beings. Zangbéto’s
and Klebéto’s role as law enforcers and peace protectors illuminates how the vodun
213
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intersect civil life in southern Bénin. Gérard does not reduce their presences and effects,
however, to communal imagination. Instead, each vodun’s ability to exist as a vibration,
inhabit a raffia exterior, and then morph into a living wooden snake exhibits to the types
of being-in-the-world Vodun forms of knowing and Vodun concepts recognize.
There exists a tension around the topic of permissible and impermissible subjects
in a theoretical or ethnographic approach to lived religious experience, which speaks to
the underlying Western rationality undergirding religious studies.217 Positivism produces
nonexistent epistemologies, meaning epistemologies that cannot exist; thereby, it
classifies nonpositivistic reasoning “as a noncredible alternative to what exists.”218
Indigenous African thought exemplifies the kind of knowledge positivism mutes.
Scholars in African philosophy have labored for decades to prove indigenous African
thought is as rich, complex, and philosophically fruitful as ideas developed in the West;
truth, time, reality, being, and knowledge are not exclusive to European thinking about
the world.219 In both anthropology and religious studies, indigenous African thought is
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often the object studied rather than the rationality from which scholars draw their tools to
construct and examine categories of analysis. A reversal should occur if Vodun
practitioners are to become rational partners in the theorization of Vodun as a lived
religion. So long as African thought is the phenomena one studies rather than an
epistemological location from which one studies phenomena, observers are likely to
repeat the claim that Vodun—as a lived experience, an identity, a culture, a spirit-human
multidimensional existence—is a mental state; such an argument projects Western
rationality’s hegemony and, perhaps unintentionally, reifies the colonial assumption that
indigenous African people are out of their minds.220
Personal narratives about interactions with spirits within and beyond the context
of ritual supersede the descriptive boundaries Orsi outlines for “abundant events.” The
subjectivities involved remain imperceptible so long as positivist frameworks undergird
the rationality from which an analysis of lived religion develops. The experiences related
in this dissertation constitute quantum events in which numerous forms of being intersect,
are detected through the body (including the mind), and are evaluated via indigenous
African forms of knowing. “Vodu(n)” includes beings in infinite forms and lived
experiences disclose the diverse embodiments involved in human-spirit contact. The
term “vodu,” etymologically, stems from two words: “Vo = free, liberty itself,
independence and Du = country, city-state, city, village or farm (place of habitation). Vodu is in its place of habitation; one can also say having liberty to found, create a city-
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state.”221 Since practitioners also define it as “things that help them to live better in their
place,” the term also means “mysterious entities that facilitate better life.”222 The term’s
wide breadth includes the invisible, material, and interstitial ontological forms cited
within the oral narratives reported by contemporary Vodun practitioners. Whether it is a
goddess in disguise or a cold-skinned man on a motorcycle, the spirits are the agentive
entities with whom Vodun practitioners develop relationships and memories; they are the
beings remembered through material objects, rituals, and practices. Classifying
encounters with vodun as quantum events emphasizes the body-as-instrument vital to
indigenous African forms of knowing.
Moreover, quantum events happen in multiple timescapes. Assessing the temporal
location in which Vodun ontologies are situated is key to understanding how humanspirit encounters transpire, inform the present, and enable practitioners to reinterpret the
past because, as Barbara Adam argues, “we cannot embrace time without simultaneously
encompassing space and matter, that is, without embodiment in a specific and unique
context.”223 “A timescape perspective stresses the temporal features of living. …
Timescapes are thus the embodiment of practiced approaches to time.”224 The
relationship between time and praxis opens a new window into thinking about Vodun as a
lived religion, especially when the “practiced approaches to time” are upheld not only by
humans but by the vodun as well. As discussed in chapter 4, Wabisa, the woman who
221
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disclosed herself to be Mami Sika, suddenly abandoned Étienne at the nightclub close to
midnight on a Friday morning because it was a taboo for her to participate in sexual
activities on Fridays. Wabisa adhered to Western calendrical concepts by abstaining from
sex for one day in a seven-day week and for all 24-hours in that day. Likewise, Mami
Wata initiates practice the same taboo, though some temples teach their adepts to abstain
from sex on Thursdays. The timescapes in quantum events ask the researcher to consider
how spirits use time to navigate human networks in addition to the effects of temporality
on daily practices, rituals, and the interpretations of events. In addition, the space critical
to Vodun timescapes includes the spirit realm, a dimension humans may access through
dreams and where journeys, conversations between humans and spirits, and rituals may
also occur. Dreams are one of many spaces characterizing Vodun timescapes. Time in
the spirit world, when accessed through dreams, may or may not be synchronous with
time in the human realm but activities in the dream constitute a continuance of the
practitioners action and existence in the world. Next, dreams provide access to time by
revealing the past, the present, and the future to the dreamer, thereby granting a person an
opportunity to take action in space-time different from her or his waking life. For
instance, dreams transport Alice into a present-time in the spirit world wherein she and
the mami garçon strengthen their relationship, an action that in turn informs her spiritual
practice in the present-time in the human realm. In general, a person may take action in
present- or future-time in a dream and then use that experience to guide her or his action
while conscious in the human realm. Indeed, “the influence of the dream manifests itself
each day; in the number of decisions and acts of his [or her] private and public life, the
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individual is often guided by the dream.”225 In this way, dreams accrue effects in the
practitioner’s waking life.226
Dreams, however, should not be confused with the ontological space-time
inhabited during the night by women who use their àjé, the “embodiment of power and
an expression of the matrix of potentiality from which that power emanates.”227 The time
spent in the spirit world while the body sleeps becomes part of the practitioner’s
temporality, crucially, because events occurring during this period accrue somatic
consequences for the human and nonhuman body. In Fon thought, the body, wutu, is
“above all something solid and accessible to touch”; it is the first domain through which
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human beings interact with the environment and all living things.228 Using one’s àjé for
negative purposes enables one of these four souls to leave the body at night and either
enter an animal or transform into one in order to conduct nefarious business or to meet
with other women who manipulate their inner power in a similar fashion.229 Gérard and
Adèle Bankole explained to me if an individual catches, harms, or kills this animal, it will
mean the person whose soul it incarnates will perish. For this reason, when a small, black
bat flew into the Bankole compound one afternoon and landed on the side of the house
near where Adèle sat, she asked me to smash the bat with my shoe. I stunned it but it flew
and landed on the temple window, at which point it seemed unable to resume flight.
Adèle said Mama Tchamba brought the bat to the window and held it there so Daimmen
could use his shoe to finish the job. She then instructed Daimmen to seal the bat in a jar
so she could show it to Gérard later that day. When Gérard learned about the incident, he
burned the creature’s corpse in fire, wrapped it in newspaper, and tore it to shreds, which
he then buried in the uncultivated area behind the house where he disposes household
trash. Without Vodun forms of knowing and Vodun epistemologies in the observer’s
toolkit, the observer misses the opportunity to link this interaction to a theory about
ontological space-time. Namely, transphysicality enables human and nonhuman beings to
participate in space-time in simultaneous yet disparate modes and produce consequential
effects. In Vodun theory, timescapes are dangerous fields.
Another space bearing upon timescapes in Vodun thought is the ancestral realm
where the djoto, the ancestor who presides over a child’s birth and guides the newborn to
228
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her destiny, dwells. In order to become a djoto, a person must live a virtuous life. These
ancestors may return to their progeny in the form of a new child. 230 A person’s moral
actions in life determine three existential outcomes: first, it bears upon whether or not an
individual will live a socially-acceptable life while on Earth in her or his given
community; second, it determines whether or not she or he will dwell in the special place
set apart for esteemed ancestors and therefore be able to assist the Supreme Being by
ushering new souls toward their ultimate purpose; third, it determines whether or not an
individual may re-enter earthly space-time in a new human body. Reincarnation in Vodun
thought is a theory about multiple timescapes enveloped within a theory about
multidimensionality. Abundant events account for time’s linear progression in the human
world whereas quantum events examine linear time’s intersections with multidimensional
timescapes. Space-time becomes a field traversed by the living and the dead as well as
the human and the nonhuman.

Conclusion
This chapter discusses how to rethink Vodun through new materialism. First,
describing Vodun as an orientation generates a matter-centric view of Vodun. It enables
scholars to bring into view the processes of materialization producing spirit bodies and
spirit agency. Importantly, it highlights how contact between spirits and humans is part of
the materialization process. Second, new materialist routes to ontology help extract new
ontologies from the history of presence exemplified in lived religious experiences. The
scholar should use indigenous forms of knowing and indigenous concepts to bring these
230
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ontologies to the surface. Third, a quantum approach to lived religion describes an
approach researchers may use to interpret lived religion in Vodun differently. Finally, it
is clear a quantum approach enables scholars to pay attention to quantum events, the
experiences defined with indigenous concepts that explain what practitioners know about
spirits and how they know it. The following chapters aim to deploy this quantum
approach. The overall goal it to present new understanding about Vodun drawn from
theorizing lived religion on a subatomic level.
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Chapter 2: Space and Relationships in a Vodun Cosmos
It is important to conceptualize the cosmos in Vodun because the lived religious
experiences reported throughout this project convey spirits partake in multidimensional
engagements with space. Some literature about African worldviews presents the human
and spirit dimensions as static, parallel realms the spirits may traverse and enter the
human arena. 231 Lived experiences among practitioners, however, suggests the spirit
dimension and the human dimension are continuously acting upon one another, and they
continually flex in response to one another. The case study in this chapter, like others
throughout this project, describes spirits who move in the physical spaces inhabited by
humans as well as describe spirits who exist in a vibrational state whose actions on the
behalf of human beings transpire elsewhere but have consequential effects on humans.
The lived religious experiences recounted here call for reinterpreting the classic
model of the indigenous African cosmos. First, the interactions between humans and
spirits described in lived religious experiences reveals a Vodun cosmos is a sphere
created by three intersecting circular planes, or dimensions.232 Second, power between
humans and spirits is not polar. Third, a vodun cosmos is a sociogeographic space
populated by human beings and spirits. Sociogeographic relationships exist in three
231
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primary forms: between humans and spirits, among spirits, and among humans. Fourth,
the vodun participate in these sociogeographic relationships in various embodied forms.
The following analysis of sociogeographic relationships arises first from Gérard
Bankole’s personal narrative. The case study below will explore Gérard’s discussion on
Zangbéto, the guardian of the night, and Klegbéto, its diurnal counterpart. The case study
on Zangbéto explores vodun embodiment and the mechanics of vodun-to-vodun and
vodun-to-human sociogeographic relationships. Chapter 2 continues this discussion by
commenting on intimate relationships between spirits and humans. For now, it is
important to establish how sociogeographic relationships function within a Vodun
cosmos.

A Multidimensional Vodun Cosmos
Anthropologist Bernard Maupoil interviewed a high-ranking bokonon, Bokɔnon
Gɛdɛgbɛ, who explained to him the Vodun perspective of the Universe, which Maupoil
represents in a diagram wherein earth (where humans dwell), the ancestor’s realm (above
the earth, but beneath the sky), and the atmosphere are enclosed in a circle. A semicircle
surrounds the lower half of the circle; this is a sea Maupoil labels “Waters invisible to
man.”233 From the diagram, it seems the water realm exists outside and surrounding Ifè,
but Maupoil explains, “The ideal place, inaccessible to man, the horizon where the sky
and the sea meet, is called Ifè. At Ifè the residence of all the vodũ is located.”234 The sky
and the sea are the domains where spirits dwell and metaphors for the infinite,
233
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immeasurable expanses surrounding Earth’s finite, measurable boundaries. Sky and sea
represent the universe and connote the vodun’s dimensional location. In effect, Maupoil’s
consultant states the earth and the cosmos are two different yet proximal realms. Maupoil
summarizes Bokɔnon Gɛdɛgbɛ’s thought by stating the vodun reside at the horizon, where
the sky and sea meet, but earth is present at that junction as well. In effect, the vodun are
found at the junction where the visible overlaps the invisible. Maupoil acknowledges this
concept in Vodun by interpreting a bas-relief image from the palace of Gbɛko-Hũli
displaying two concentric circles as two calabashes separated by an interval, which he
implies, is Ifè.235
Similarly, Henry John Drewal, John Pemberton, and Rowland Abiodun state the
Yoruba worldview consists of “aye (the visible, tangible world of the living) and orun
(the invisible, spiritual realm of the ancestors, gods, and spirits).”236 The Yoruba depict
this cosmos as two gourd halves fitted together.237 Consequently, Drewal, Pemberton,
and Abiodun’s two-dimensional image depicts a horizontal dotted line dividing a sphere
into two halves. The upper half represents orun and the lower half represents aye. Unlike
Maupoil’s diagram, these authors depict the ancestral realm as part of orun; it appears
above the human world, despite the ancestors’ affiliation with the earth. Similarly, water
spirits such as Osun inhabit the dimension above the human realm even though water
exists on the same physical plane as the earth. In sum, Drewal, Pemberton, and Abiodun
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delineate the human and spirit dimensions while also identifying the domains associated
with various orisha.
Similar to the Fon and Yoruba people’s description of the world as a closed
calabash, the personal oral narratives examined in this research portray a cosmos
comprised of a spirit dimension and a human dimension. In the calabash model, the sky
comprises the upper half of the calabash’s sphere.238 The human realm exists in the
middle space, and the world of the ancestors (the underworld, sometimes depicted as a
water world) exists in the lower half of the calabash. In the calabash model, spirits may
enter the human realm from above or from below. Unlike in Christian cosmology,
“above” in Vodun and Yoruba cosmology does not denote “positive” or “good” and
“below” does not denote “negative” or “bad.” “Above” and “below” are neutral
dimensional locations.
The calabash model of a indigenous African worldview suggests the sky, the earth
(human realm), and the underworld are distinct, coexistent, and transversable realms. It is
possible to read this diagram as an image of three parallel realms. A calabash, however, is
a sphere. Like a round fruit, it is possible to cut a sphere into several circular slices. Each
slice is a plane in the sphere. When three circular planes intersect, much like a Venn
diagram made with three circles, they create a space where three circles overlap. It is a
space unique to spheres and it requires all three planes.239 In other words, the calabash
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metaphor describes a multidimensional cosmos whose dimensions include planes distinct
from yet intersecting the physical plane human beings encounter every day.
Now picture a woven mesh filling each circle. The warps and wefts are lines
along which activity transpires.240 The human realm, the sky realm, and the underworld
are each fields of activity. The space created where they overlap is a space where where
both spirits (from above or below) and humans operate as causes who generate effects. In
Vodun, both humans and spirits create trails of activity; the movement along these trails
creates a relation.241 Spirits can relate to humans and to other spirits; humans can relate to
spirits or other humans. The sum of these relations constitutes a meshwork.242 The
calabash metaphor is, effectively, an indigenous conception of the “domain of
entanglement” and “animic ontology” Tim Ingold describes.243 The multidimensional
space the calabash metaphor depicts is a meshwork cosmos.
The calabash also represents a spherical world in motion. The dotted lines
between the realms in the calabash show movement between dimensions is possible.
spirits and humans, as agentic matter, have propulsive effects. Spirits and humans are
agents whose actions set events in the world into motion. In Vodun, this motion centers
around an axis: divine law. Obeisance to divine law, ideally, maintains balance in a
cosmos composed of intersections between humans and spirits. Vodun cosmology claims
the Supreme Being, Mahou/Mawu-Lisa/Sêgbo-Lisa-Agbadou-Honon instigated the force
propelling motion in this cosmos, thereby spawning the birth of numerous twinned
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divinities whose domains are various components in the natural world (e.g. water, earth,
air, fire).244 Sociogeographic relationships between humans and spirits as well as
sociogeographic relationships among spirits contribute to the continuation of rotational
force in this cosmos.

Agency in a Vodun Cosmos
Agency moves like an electric current along the warps and wefts in the meshwork
comprising the field in which sociogeographic relationships between spirits and humans
take place. A missing piece in the current academic discussion on Vodun has been the
accountability of spirit agency. Sociological and anthropological approaches to spirits
often position them as the output of a community’s imagination in response to social,
political, or economic changes. The personal narratives in my study suggest spirits are
themselves classical agents. According to the consultants in this study, spirits are actors
who generate causes and effects. The idea that spirits are classical agents is the first
component to understanding materiality in Vodun. Keep in mind, however, other case
studies in this project will require one to consider the Vodun are agential in a new
materialist sense (see chapter 4). Applying the classical conception of agency to spirit
beings sounds outrageous because it requires attributing intentionality and mental states
to metaphysical beings.245 If, however, the researcher occupies an epistemological
location anchored in indigenous African forms of knowing and through which the
researcher implements knowledge gained through Vodun technologies, then accessing
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spirits becomes an ontological possibility and attributing mental states to embodied
spirits becomes feasible (see chapter 1). Generating theory from a differnt
epistemological location enables scholars to see the universe illustrated in my
consultants’ lived religious experiences, a posthumanist cosmos where agency belongs to
human and nonhuman actors.
Power in a Vodun cosmos is not polar, but instead it is wavelike. Power within
sociogoegraphic relationships mimics a wave because the dynamic relationship between
humans and spirits fluctuates as humans and spirits interact in the space created by the
intersecting great circles described above. Measuring the distribution of power in a
human-to-spirit sociogeographic relationship resembles calculating the slope of a curve,
also known as the slope of a tangent line. The curve is one of many curves along a wavelike pattern of interaction between a human and a spirit where the wave’s amplitude is
determined by distinct interactions between humans and spirits. The slope would be the
measure of the line touching a specific point on that slope. In other words, to figure out
the power in a sociogoegraphic relationship in a Vodun cosmos, one should consider the
unique circumstances involved at a particular juncture. The power dynamics during a
ritual differ from the power dynamics in an intimate relationship between a spirit being
and a human being.
Thinking about how particles on a wave behave brings forth another useful
metaphor for how human and spirit agency behave in a Vodu cosmos. Heisenberg’s
Uncertainty Principle models the micro-level shifts in human agency and spirit agency
that may transform the dynamic between a spirit being and a human being. Say a wave
represents a spirits agency. The particle on the wave is the spirit’s specific action. Say
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another wave is the human’s agency. The particle on the wave is the human’s specific
action. Both waves indicate the variability in each entity’s actions. Like in quantum
physics, this “particle” evinces wavelike behavior.246 With respect to the particle on the
wave:
a strictly localized wave has an indeterminate wavelength; its associated particle,
while having a definite position, has no certain velocity. A particle wave having a
well-defined wavelength, on the other hand, is spread out; the associated particle,
while having a rather precise velocity, may be almost anywhere. A quite accurate
measurement of one observable involves a relatively large uncertainty in the
measurement of the other.247
Consequently, “[a]ccording to quantum mechanics, the more precisely the position
(momentum) of a particle is given, the less precisely can one say what its momentum
(position) is.”248 This means there is great indeterminancy, great yet at times
unpredicatble possibility for human and spirit agency. What a spirit does to, for, or in
response to a human and what a human does to, for, or in response to a human vacillates.
It is not a predictable straight line. This also means power in the relationship between
spirits and human beings is not polar. The uncertainty surrounding agency means either
the human or the spirit could have the upper hand in a given moment. The personal oral
narratives discussed in this chapter and throughout this project highlight the microlevel
interactions recalibrating the distribution of power in sociogeographic relationships in a
Vodun cosmos.
The example of a statue person, an altar, or possession trance demonstrates how
spirit activity in the human dimension may at times depend on human agency. A spirit’s
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ability to manifest through these tangible forms depends on humans using their agency to
create a space—either in a statue, through an altar, or through the individual’s body—for
the spirit to inhabit. Spirits inhabiting human-made forms is a type of sociogeographic
relationship dominated by human agency. This is an instance where humans have more
power because the spirit’s embodiment remains contingent on human action.249
Vodun-to-vodun relationships highlight the interconnections between spirits.
Paulin Étienne Edah’s research for the the Organisation Béninoise pour la Recherche et la
Définition de la Tradition Divinatoire (ORBDD) illuminates this point in detail. Because
Edah’s research and the work of the ORBDD stems from “more than twenty years” of
research and discussions with “collaborators” such as “sorcerers, specialized seers,
fetichizers, and adepts of Vodoun,” it shares in common with my research an emphasis
on lived experiences and indigenous forms of knowing as the basis for generating
theories about the Vodun.250 According to Edah, all vodun emanate from the Supreme
Being but they are grouped under specific signs of the Fa. In addition, Edah observes
there are thirteen orders or categories or orders of Vodun, which one may divide into
superior and inferior orders.251 For this reason, Edah develops a visual schema depicting
deities who “are members of,” who “emanate from,” or who “are an incarnation of” other
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divinities.252 Edah uses hierarchical terminology such as “inferior order” and “divine
superior order” to describe certain groups on his diagram, but the diagram has a
bidirectional organizational flow. It indicates the Aguidi-Godo is the “Judiciary Council”
and he places it at the top of the page. Yet Mahou, whom he notates as “the AllPowerful,” is at the bottom of the page. The web of relationships between the spirits is as
significant as their proximity to the creator god of the judiciary council. Importantly,
Edah avoids describing any vodun as more powerful than another. Rather, the categories
describe each group of deities’ function. Edah’s research emphasizes the
complementarity among each of these functions and he highlights each group’s relevance
to the great creator. For this reason, a web of arrows on Edah’s visual schema connects
several intermediate groups to Aguidi-Godo and to Mahou. Edah points out the divnities’
rank depends on its proximity to the Supreme Being and the rank ascribed to the sign of
the Fa under which it operates. In effect, all divnities have power, but how they interact
with one another depends on the broader cosmic order framing their interaction.
Nadia Lovell avoids schematizing Vodun cosmology at all because, as evinced
among the Watchi of Togo, “The vodhun’s power was seen in relative rather than
absolute terms, and their position in the cosmology was consequently malleable.”253
Moreover, Lovell notes, “…there exists a cosmology, but it is experiential as well as
ideological, and the two are intimately intertwined.”254 She accounts for the role lived
experience plays in how Vodun practitioners comprehend the spirits’ power and place in
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the world. Read together, Edah’s and Lovell’s work point out the imperative role lived
religious experience plays in how individuals and communities come to understand the
spirits’ power in sociogeographic relationships.
Many scholars writing about Vodun in Bénin and about spirits in African-inspired
religions discuss the materiality humans manipulate to create meeting points (e.g. altars,
statues, pots, calabashes, mounds, etc.) wherein or through which humans may commune
with spirits. This dissertation undertakes a different investigative arc. The stories
examined in this chapter and in subsequent chapters describe manifestations of spirit
being-in-the-world arising independently from human agency. The consultants in this
study share stories wherein spirits don material forms the consultants say human beings
did not create. The consultants’ personal oral narratives offer data points through which
researchers may understand the operation of sociogeographic relationships in a Vodun
cosmos.

Affect Theory in a Vodun Cosmos
Affect theory is a strand within new materialist ontology. Donovan O. Schaefer
explains, “affect or affects can be understood as the propulsive elements of experience,
thought, sensation, feeling, and action that are not necessarily captured or capturable by
language or self-sovereign ‘consciousness.’”255 In Gregory J. Seigworth and Melissa
Gregg’s formulation, affect(s) are “a supple incrementalism of ever-modulating force
relations … that coincides with belonging to comportments of matter of virtually any and
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every sort.”256 Affect theory attunes to the forces compelling fine-grained interactions
between any type(s) of bodies. Affect theory, thus, shares new materalism’s posthumanist
leanings. Schaefer’s insightful genealogy of affect theory indicates affect theorists
occupy two camps, namely a group inspired by Gilles Deleuze and a group inspired by
phenomenology. Deleuzian theorists argue affect should not include emotions because
emotions are predicated upon consciousness but affect is beyond conscisousness.257
Contrarily, phenomenological affect theorists claim affect must include emotion in order
for theorists to reckon with lived experience.258
Both the Deleuzian and phenomenological branches of affect theory apply to
lived religion in Vodun. Vodun practitioners speak of spirits in two coterminous
manners. From one angle, spirits are distinct, bounded bodies who are actors generating
causes and effects. The phenomenological approach to affect theory applies to spirit
bodies in the sense these bodies can possess and express emotion. Spirit bodies are not
only material components in the lived experiences of Vodun practitioners, but spirit
bodies may have their own lived experiences. As such, phenomenological affect theory
facilitates a theory-based exploration of vodun emotions, where emotions are “something
felt, something that rises into embodied spheres of awareness.”259 I explore vodun affect
in greater detail in the chapter on transcorporeality in Vodun. From another angle, Vodun
practitioners understand spirits to be forces compelling the body to act. As such, the
vodun are “bodies defined not by an outer skin-envelope or other surface boundary but by
256
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their potential to reciprocate or co-participate in the passages of affect.”260 According to
Vodun ontology, part of what sets into orbit a person’s experiences, thoughts, sensations,
feelings, and actions is the preconscious component attributed to spirits. Spirits, in other
words, can also function like preconscious elements. In this way, it is possible to state
“the vodun are affects.” In short, the Vodun practitioners consulted in this study
recognize spirits emerge as felt, fleshy bodies and also as reciprocative forces. These are
two ontological options for spirits. Vodun’s material range is wide enough to withstand
the contradictory tension these coexistent possibilities create.
Affect theory enables a fresh perspective on vodun activity in the meshwork of
the cosmos. For example, Brian Massumi, a theorist along the Deleuzian branch of affect
theory, follows Henri Bergon’s idea that space is a fluid field. He argues a body’s
movement is more theoretically useful than its positionality because focusing on a body
in one fixed moment in space produces an analysis of only one dimension of reality. 261
Massumi observes change and relation are integral to understanding the fields in which
bodies move because a focus on positionality omits the change happening within the
field. Change characterizes the movement in the field, thus necessitating a focus on
emergence. Events in the field must be ontogenetic, not only ontological.262 This is useful
for thinking about the vodun. The spirits’ transitions from one bodily form to another
across space-time is as significant as the ontological forms the spirits assume. Said
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another way, a spirits transition (movement) from body A to body B is as important as
body A and body B.
This chapter discusses Zangbéto’s various embodiments and charts the numerous
forms it can assume, but it is necessary to recognize the movement from one form to the
next is a type of emergence. Consequently, it is possible for sociogeographic
relationships to remain intact in between ontological states. “For the in-between, as
such,” Massumi states, “is not a middling being but rather the being of the middle—the
being of a relation. A positioned being, central, middling, or marginal, is a term of a
relation.”263 For this reason, a picture of vodn-to-human and vodun-to-vodun
sociogeographic relationships must keep in view the connections maintained yet
transformed by the spirit’s in-between state. The spirits state as a vodun-in betweenforms is as meaningful as the embodied form it transitions from or transitions to.264
The meshwork where vodun-to-human relationships transpire is a fluid field.
Despite the presence of divine law, agentic entities—human and nonhuman—produce
change in this space and texture the relations played upon this field. Massumi uses a
sports metaphor to describe the relation between individuals and a society. The language
in his metaphor helps illustrate the meshwork of vodun-to-human relations. First, “[t]he
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formal rules of the game capture and contain the variation [within the sport]. They frame
the game, retrospectively, describing its form as a set of constant relations between
standardized terms. A codification is a framing derivative that arrogates to itself the role
of foundation.”265 The variation in Massumi’s sports metaphor correlates with the agency
humans and spirits exert. The human’s and the spirit’s ability to act independently from
one another creates infinite possible forms the relationship may take. The rules of
engagement shift based on the ways each participant pushes and pulls upon the other. The
patterns, rules, practices, and policies produced by this agential exchange generate a
protocol for the relations between humans and spirits. These connections may exist on
very personal levels as well as on communal levels. There are personal, intimate agential
exchanges between humans and spirits and these exchanges produce their own protocols
and contracts within the bracket of divine law. Divine law is the codification to which
Massumi refers, but it contains within it flexible clauses (framing derivatives, in
Massumi’s metaphor) that change in response to the agential exchanges between humans
and spirits. Thus divine law, as a codification, may contain within it numerous framing
derivatives. Innumerable sociogeographic relationships take shape; they pivot on the
nanoscopic changes unique to specific vodun-to-human interactions.

Understanding the Vodun’s Domain versus Dimensional Location
Many vodun have specific domains, sociogeographic territories over which they
preside; however, these domains do not define the spirits’ dimensional locations. In
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Porto-Novo, Vodun knowledge uses colors to indicate a spirits domain. For example,
Sakpata’s domain is the earth and the sociopolitical governance of the home and the
community; in addition, this divinity is reknowned for causing and healing smallpox.
This divinity’s color is red. At the same time, there is Mami Apuké, also known as
Sakpata Wiwe (Sakpata White) whose color is white and whose domain is the sea,
healing, and the family. “Earth” includes both dry land and land covered by water.
Sakpata’s plurality indicates the necessity to differentiate between a domain and a
dimensional location. To state “earth is Sakpata’s domain” conveys the deity’s elemental
association is earth; on the other hand, Sakpata’s descriptive category is all things
pertaining to illness, healing, and governance on land.
A descriptive category is the specific attributes used to describe, identify, and/or
manifest the vodun as well as things, events, and behaviors associated with or attributed
to a particular spirit or group of spirits. For example, Dah Alignbonon Akpochihala,
Superior Chief of the Aligbonon Cult, states
In Africa the earth is venerated under the name Sakpata. This divinity
guarantees the protection of the innocent population. It is responsible for
all illnesses. It manifests by an epidemic of smallpox following a series of
malicious acts within a family, or a collectivity or a community;…266
Earth is Sakpata’s primary element and its descriptive category includes disease and the
regulation of morality within a community. “Earth” names where Sakpata operates as
well as what Sakpata is. Earth is one of Sakpata’s embodied forms.
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Aligbonon Akpochihala is less concise when describing the mami wata or Mami
Wata.267 He lists this divinity as a manifestation of Dan, a divinity called the “king of
space” that inhabits “space, water, forests, mountains, termite hills, and big trees”; “The
Dan divinities are universal.”268 Dan and Mamiwata “stay in water”; the latter in
particular brings prosperity and “manifests through dreams and intimate relations with
strangers.”269 Mamiwata’s ability to become manifest on land far from water and to exert
agency in these terrains highlights the spirits’ ability to assume numerous embodied
forms. Each of Akpochihala’s descriptions refer to Mamiwata’s and the mami watas
descriptive category; however, the phrase “stays in water (reste dans l’eau)” reinforces
the claim water is the water spirits’ elemental association. An elemental association is the
vodun’s affiliation with a particular primary material element. According to Marc
Monsia, Vodun knowledge identifies four primary material elements: fire, air, water, and
earth.270 Monsia states water, the mami wata’s domain, represents contraction, cold, and
darkness; its positive aspect brings life but its negative aspect causes decomposition.271
Water is the primary element; what it represents and its effects on objects are what water
as a descriptive category embodies. Identifying a vodun’s descriptive category in tandem
267
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with its elemental association opens the possibility for new awareness of the spaces
through which spirits move and how Vodun practitioners theorize the water spirits’
location.
Most important, a divinity’s descriptive category and domain does not limit the
dimensional location encompassing the diety at a given moment. Because the vodun are
fluid entities who can inhabit multiple terrains in various forms simultaneously, it is
important to acknowledge a spirit’s multiple and coterminous dimensional locations. A
spirit may inhabit a statue at a temple and a body of water while also existing in an
ethereal vibrational state at the same time. A Vodun cosmos’ mesh-like quality means the
spirits may inhabit multiple cross-sections of space and time. A spirit who “stays in
water” is not confined to the water’s dimensional location.

Sociogeographic Relationships in a Vodun Cosmos
As stated in the second component to this chapter’s thesis, the vodun initiate and
sustain sociogeographic relationships. Social geography refers to the behaviors and
experiences of certain social groups in public space.272 The diverse bodily forms the
vodun assume highlight the vodun’s desire to be touched by their human worshippers.
They seek nourishment, attention, and relationship with human beings by whatever
extraordinary means necessary. Similarly, individuals and communities affected by
contact with the vodun, especially in unforeseen forms, aim to maintain their contact with
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the god(s). The city street, the bar, a dancehall as well as the shrine or temple each serves
as a location where the spirits become manifest and interact with other beings.
Human-to-spirit interactions and spirit-to-spirit interactions transpire in various
power arrangements. The polarity of power in some instances seems horizontal whereas
in others, the polarity of power seems vertical. Vertical power structures emerge in
relationships between spirits and humans; the human-to-vodun relationshp may either
straddle the human world and the spirit world or transpire solely in the human realm.273
Horizontal power structures occur in vodun-to-vodun, vodun-to-spirit, or human-tohuman relationships that occur in the same dimensional location. These do not straddle
both the human dimension and the spirit dimension. A horizontal power structure may
characterize sociogeographic relationships in the spirit world as well as in the human
world. In the spirit world, these relationships are the cosmic cooperation between
multiple vodun through which effects arise in the human realm. An example of a
horizontal sociogeographic relationship between vodun in the human dimension, as
described below, is Zangbéto, the guardian of the night, who visits Legba’s shrine prior
to patrolling the village in order to ask permission via Fa divination to perform his duty.
The two spirits, incarnate in concrete forms, use indigenous forms of knowing to
communicate and determine whether or not Zangbéto will traverse public space. When
spirit entities cooperate from their location in the spirit realm to produce healing,
blessings, or protection on behalf of human beings, they work within a spirit-to-spirit
sociogeographic relationship. The spirit world is a sociogeographic space because it is a
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spatiotemporal locale characterized by interactions, communications, and relationships
among spirits.

CASE STUDY #1: Zangbéto
An Introduction to Zangbéto
Gérard Bankole, a tall, middle-aged man, has achieved great wealth-in-people and
modest material gains. His four adult children have given him six grandchildren and he
maintains strong connections with influential people in Porto-Novo. Gérard serves as the
Spiritual Chief of Oro in the community of Wadon in Adjarra.274 In addition, he is the
Vice President of the Council of Dignitaries of the King of Porto-Novo. Recently,
Gérard’s life experience and commitment to the community earned him a position on the
Counsel of Sages in the City of Porto-Novo.275 When I invited him to speak about the
materiality of the vodun, he provided a detailed explanation about the vodun called
Zangbéto and its counterpart, Klegbéto, whom I return to later.276 Geoffrey Parrinder
notes, “The Zangbéto were said to be spirits of the sea, or revenants, and it was taboo to
274
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aussi celui qui révèle à la société ses défautstout en l’invitant à se corriger sous peine de punition.” JeanClaude Quenum, “Education Traditionnelle au Bénin, la Place du Sacré dans les Rites Initiatiques,”
International Review of Education 45.3(1999): 283, https://www.jstor.org/stable/3445228 (my translation).
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“The Council of Sages have for their mission to regulate the divergences between the population and
the government. The Council of Sages denounces with wisdom that which should not happen in the city
such as the cutting of electricity on the public highways, the insecurity. If the mayor and his council do not
listen to the people, the Council [of Sages] [mediates] between them. [If] Two political parties argue badly,
the Council intervenes. If the government has problems with the union, [the Council intervenes]. social
balance and development—[the Council of Sages] intervenes in the settling of religious conflict.” g
Bankole, WhatsApp message to author, June 22, 2017 (my translation).
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Gérard Bankole informed me Zangbéto differs from Klegbéto. He notes, “Zangbéto is for guarding the
population during the night and Klegbeto guards the population during the day. (Zangbéto est pour garde la
population pendant la nuit et Klegbeto garde la population pendant la journée.)" Gérard Bankole,
conversation with the author, 4 February 2015, Agata, Benin.
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speak of them as human. But by day their grass robes could be seen in various parts of
the town, sometimes with horns or masks, hanging under thatch shelters.”277 Parrinder’s
observation hints at the Zangbéto’s multiple forms of being: it is both a nonhuman entity
from the sea and a raffia cage bearing horns. Gérard’s explanation below about the
Zangbéto also suggests this vodun has an ontology independent of human creation.
Zangbéto’s multiplicity, evident in Gérard’s narrative of an entity that is at once a
socially-created cultural form and a nonhuman entity, calls for careful theoretical
analysis.
Several researchers agree the Zangbéto are the “guardians of the night” who
police the city or village and protect citizens from criminals.278 The name Zangbéto also
“represents a group of men who are involved in policing the community and who also
double as members of Zangbéto as a cultural masquerade group”; “Zangbéto is also used
to convey the notion of a socio-cultural phenomenon made up of a series of beliefs and
practices.”279 Similarly, “Zangbéto," Gérard explains, "played the role of the police in the
old times. Before colonization, around 1600-and-something. Before colonization. In that
time, there was the law, the law of Zangbéto over all it protected: women and
children.”280 According to Gérard, women needed an initated son or another initiated
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Geoffrey Parrinder, “Dahomey Half a Century Ago,” Journal of Religion in Africa 19.3(1989): 269,
https://www.jstor.org/stable/1581350.
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See Rashidi Akanji Okunola and Matthias Olufemi Dada Ojo, “Zangbéto: The Traditional Way of
Policing and Securing Community Among the Ogu (Egun) People in Badagry, Nigeria,” Issues in
Ethnology and Anthropology 8.1(2013): 199-220, https://doi.org/10.21301/eap.v8i1.9; Folashade Hunsu,
“Zangbeto: Navigating between the Spaces of Oral Art, Communal Security and Conflict Mediation in
Badagry, Nigeria,” The Nordic Africa Institute, Uppsala, (Ligthening Source U.K., Ltd., 2011); Geoffrey
Parrinder, “Dahomey Half a Century Ago,” Journal of Religion in Africa 19.3(1989): 264-273,
https://www.jstor.org/stable/1581350.
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Hunsu, 10.
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“Zangbéto joue le rôle de la police pendant les ancien temps. Avant le colonisation, ver le mille six-cent
et quelque. Avant la colonisation. Donc, en ce moment, il y avait la loi, la loi de Zangbéto sur tout qu’il
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male to escort them if they travelled late at night because this vodun would be on the road
and women are not permitted to see it. Gérard says a young boy would undergo initiation
at nine or ten years of age in order to help his mother with her late night tasks or guide
her to the hospital if she fell ill at night. Zangbéto’s voice reverberates for fifteen or
twenty kilometers, by Gérard ’s estimation, so one could certainly know if the vodun
were near. If the woman and the initiated male hear the spirit’s voice on the road, the
initiated boy would need to provide the vodun with the sacred, coded personal name he
received during initiation and identify the temple at which his ceremony occurred.
Because the iniate is travelling with a woman, he would declare to Zangbéto, “Here I am
with someone who prepares vegetables.” In the local dialect, Gérard informs me, this
phrase refers to women who prepare vegetables for men and indicates the initiate is
walking with a woman. On the surface, it seems this statement reiterates heteropatriarchy
within Beninese society by describing women according to their domestic labor and
illustrating the work they perform for men. The phrase, however, codes a cosmological
reference to female power in Vodun cosmology. The vegetables symbolize the herbal
remedies and spiritual effects women produce by manipulating plants. In particular, this
refers to a capacity attributed to Our Mothers, also known as the Ajé , who “control
agricultural fertility and plant life” and are associated with “holistic healing” and
“incomparable knowledge and ownership of flora and fauna to create nourishment,
healing elixirs, and poisons.”281 Vodun practitioners refrain from mentioning Our
Mothers after sundown. Consequently, it becomes necessary for the Zangbéto and its
protège: la femme et l’enfant.” This quote and the information about Zangbéto in this case study hail from
the same source: Gérard Bankole, conversation with the author, 4 February 2015, Agata, Bénin.
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Teresa N. Washington, Our Mothers, Our Powers, Our Texts: Manifestations of Àjẹ́ in Africana
Literature, (Indiana University Press, 2005), 14.
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initiates to use a coded phrase for referencing this cosmic female force while the
Zangbéto patrols the night. Zangbéto polices the community at night, but it is not the
primary judicial force in a Vodun cosmos. Female entities such as Our Mothers and
Gbadu generate and sustain life, dispense punishment, and regulate the community’s
compliance with divine law.282 Upon hearing the initiated man’s or initiated boy’s
reference to someone who cooks vegetables, Zangbéto would say the woman must cover
her head and look neither left nor right. The vodun would monitor the pair’s actions until
they arrive at their intended destination. If, on the other hand, a person walked about at
night without a woman and Zangbéto deemed this person suspicious (e.g. someone
carrying things he should not have or carrying weapons) the vodun would tie up the
individual until dawn when the men of the village would come investigate the situation.

Personal Narrative: Zangbéto’s Significance in Gérard’s Family
Gérard recalls a particular instance when Zangbéto assisted his wife to hospital
the night she went into labor with his second son in Ouémé. Gérard was not in town at
the time and Zangbéto was out that night as his wife went into labor and had to walk to
the medical clinic. Zangbéto stopped her on the road and asked, “Where are you going,
you women?” because Gérard ’s wife travelled not with an initiated male, but instead her
sister-in-law. Gérard says Mrs. Bankole replied, “I am in labor, I am going to have a
baby.” Zangbéto continued interrogating her, “You come from which family?” She
282

“Other important African goddesses include Minona fo the Fon (Benin). She is believed to be the sacred
mother and grandmother of powerful goddesses and is a guardian of women. Minona is the mother of
Mawu, the Earth goddess creator of the universe (alongside her husband, Lisa = Mawu/Lisa). She gives
birth to another important Fon goddess, Gbadu. As the African goddess of Fate, Gbadu shuns human
warfare” (Bankole, 294). Katherine Olukemi Bankole,"Goddesses,” in Encyclopedia of African
Religion, eds. Molefi K. Asante and Ama Mazama, (Thousand Oaks: SAGE Publications, Inc., 2009), 294295. SAGE Knowledge, http://dx.doi.org/10.4135/9781412964623.n184.
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provided her family name and the vodun instructed her and her sister-in-law to cover
their heads and walk in front of the vodun. Gérard says, “Zangbéto was playing the drum
and dancing behind them until [they reached] the clinic. They entered the clinic,
Zangbéto left again. And some time later, a baby was born: a boy we call Durojaiye.”283

Zangbéto’s Role in Public Space
At the outset of this conversation, Gérard defines Zangbéto as a vodun who
enforces the law. Which laws? In general, “it is the executor of punishments against
social deviants: those who disobey their parents or the public authority, steal or rape,
court their father’s wife, commit armed robbery, cut down trees against the ban in place.
These are also the people suspected of sorcery, those who commit death with
premeditation or who harm the social, ecological, or religious balance.”284 According to
Gérard, the laws include prohibitions against taking another man’s wife and beating one’s
child after 9:00 PM. Such actions would cause this vodun to travel from house to house
in the community during daylight hours and declare out loud, “Tell such-and-such person
to beware or else if he does it again he will have a problem with us!”285 When this occurs,
the person at fault must immediately visit the male elders, the neighborhood chief, and
the chief of Zangbéto to present one’s apologies and, if necessary, pay a fine. In the event
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“Zangbéto est en train de jouer tamtam et danser derrière eux jusqu’à la clinique. Elles sont rentrées
dans la clinique, Zangbéto est ressorti. Et quelque temps après, le bébé est né : un garçon qui s’appelle
[Durojaiye].” Gérard Bankole, in conversation with the author, 4 February 2015, Agata, Bénin.
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“Il [Zangbéto] est l’exécuteur des punitions à l’encontre des déviants sociaux: ceux qui désobéissent à
leurs parents ou à l’autorité publique, volent ou violent, courtisent la femme de leur père, attaquent à main
armée, abattent des arbres malgré les interdictions. Ce sont aussi les personnes soupçonnées de sorcellerie,
celles qui commettent des meurtres [avec] préméditation ou qui portent atteinte à l’équilibre social,
écologique ou religieux.” Quenum, 286 (my translation).
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“Dites a telle personne de se méfier ou bien si il fait ça encore, il aura une problème avec nous!" Gérard
Bankole, in conversation with the author, 4 February 2015, Agata, Bénin.
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the man refuses to correct his erroneous behavior, Zangbéto will place an embargo on
him:
All your children will not have the right to go to the market. You yourself will not
have the right to have water from the market. Before, there was public water. We
would use public water [from the market]. How are you going to live? You do not
have permission to talk to your neighbors. You have rights to what? You see? No
one would have the right to sell you anything to eat. It is so that you suffer.286
The embargo disrupts the offender’s social bonds and dispossesses him of his rights as a
community member. It enacts through the broken human-to-human social bonds the same
disruption between humans and spirits the individual’s action has created. The
transgression against the spirits becomes manifest and consequential in the same domain
as the transgressions against humans. Excluding the culprit’s entire family from the
market isolates them from the interpersonal interactions necessary for daily life to
operate, such as purchasing foodstuffs from the family’s preferred merchant and gleaning
the latest news from discussions in the marketplace. Denying a person access to the
communal water pump is a severe threat to the person’s welfare, hence Gérard’s
rhetorical question, “How are you going to live?” If the deplorable behavior persists, the
vodun will shout the offenders name to the sky. “Crier en haut,” or to shout an offender’s
name to the sky, is more than yelling. It is an invocation.
When Zangbéto shouts your name, he shouts the names of your ancestors who are
dead and who are living. And all the spirits of these people will come attack you
because you have disobeyed the community. And when you want to make like
you are the stronger one [stronger than Zangbéto], you leave the village to go to
someplace else [but] the Zangbéto which is someplace else will begin to shout
your name because it is organized everywhere in all of Bénin. … But the worst
thing is: when Zangbéto shouts your name,…and you do not react, you act like
you are the stronger one, you will begin to lose everything valuable to you.
286

“Toutes tes enfants n’ont pas droit d’aller au marché. Toi-même tu n’as pas droit pour avoir d’eau au
marché. Avant, il y avait de l’eau publique. On va aller utiliser l’eau publique. Tu ne dois pas avoir accès à
l’eau publique. Tu vas vivre comment ? Tu n’as pas droit à parler avec ton voisin. Tu as droit à quoi ? Tu
vois ? Personne n’a pas le droit de te vendre à manger. C’est ceux que tu souffris.” Gérard Bankole.
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Because sickness comes to the person. There will no longer be living animals in
your house. There will no longer be women who want to have children. There will
no longer be men who are going to have children. All is destroyed in this
house.287
Invoking the ancestors in order to punish an individual upsets the sociocosmic balance
necessary to maintain wellness, prosperity, and peace for an individual and his family. In
Vodun, the ancestors have the ability to hinder and advance their descendant’s progress
in life. To anger one’s ancestors is a sure way to create difficulty in one’s daily life.
Ancestors also play a role in childbirth; some ancestors reincarnate as newborns in the
family. If the ancestors become angry, they may refuse to assist in the natural cycle of
(re)birth. As discussed above, power in the relationships between humans and spirits
(inclduing ancestors) is wavelike. Power is variable because it shifts in response to
human and nonhuman agency. Despite the threat Zangbéto may pose to a living human,
the human being may choose not to conform to Zangbéto’s wishes. Indeed, the escalation
of consequences for a person who defies the guardian of the night exemplifies how
humans may wield power in relationships with spirits and alter the distribution of power
in a human-to-vodun sociogeographic relationship. It also illustrates how spirit agency
responds to human agency. zangbéto’s actions toward the accused are contingent upon
what actions the accused person will take (e.g. to surrender or to protest). Finally, the
sociogeographic space wherein Zangbéto punishes the defiant person illustrates the
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“Quand Zangbéto crie ton nom, il crie le nom de tes ancêtres qui sont morts et qui sont vivant. Et tous
les esprits de ces gens vont t’attaquer parce que tu as désobéi à la communauté. Et quand tu veux faire le
plus forte encore, tu quittes le village pour aller ailleurs, le Zangbéto qui est ailleurs là va commencer par
crier ton nom parce que c’est organisé partout dans tout le Benin. … Mais le plus pire des choses : quand
Zangbéto crie ton nom, … et tu ne réagis pas, tu fais le plus fort, tu vas commencer perdre tout que tu as
comme fortune. Parce que la maladie rentre chez la personne. Il n’y aura pas des animaux vivant chez toi. Il
n’y aura pas des femmes qui vont faire d’enfant. Il n’y aura pas d’hommes qui vont faire des enfants. Tout
est détruit dans cette maison.” Gérard Bankole.
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meshwork of a Vodun cosmos exists in a domain accessible to human beings. Cosmos is
not “out there” but rather “right here.”
The severity of the punishment, Gérard claims, teaches the community to respect
the law and resect the sacred. Jean-Claude Quenum’s research finds this event is also
called MAN and notes,
it is a matter of a strong psychological pressure practiced on the individual to
bring him to recognize a fault that his is supposed to have committed. In the
course of this operation, all the gods of the pantheon contribute. Over seven days,
the name of the accused is cried by the adepts of different gods. … On the seventh
day, if the guilty party does not recognize the thing for which he is being
reproached, he is destined for a certain death. If he agrees to repent, ceremonies of
conjuration of fate are executed to remove it [his fate] from marginality and death.
It is thus necessary for him to make sacrifices to all the gods who participated in
the operation for power to recover his dignity.288
Quenum calls it “strong psychological pressure practiced on the individual,” but for
Gérard, the Zangbéto’s punishments surpass mere mind games.

Zangbéto and Vertical Sociogeographic Relationships
In fact, Quenum’s language signals a stark difference in the rationality used by the
French scholar and the rationality the practitioner deploys. Quenum uses logical
positivism to rationalize his sociological observations of Zangbéto. As a result, he
implements a hegemonic knowledge incapable of addressing questions about the things it
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“Le MAN ou rage dirigée contre un déviant est la plus grande opération punitive, qui pousse le
châtiment jusqu’à la mort. Il s’agit en fait d’une forte pression psychologique exercée sur l’individu pour
l’amener à reconnaître une faute qu’il est censé avoir commise. Au cours de cette opération, tous les dieux
du pathéon sont mis à contribution. Pendant sept jours, le nom de l’accusé est crié par les adeptes des
différents dieux. … Le septième jour, si le fautif ne reconnaît pas les faits qui lui sont reprochés, il est voué
à une mort certaine. S’il accepte de se repentir, des cérémonies de conjuration du sort sont exécutées pour
le soustraire à la marginalité et à la mort. Il lui faudra donc faire des sacrifices à tous les dieux qui ont
participé à l’opération pour pouvoir retrouver sa dignité.” Queneum, 286 (my translation).
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cannot measure, such as spirit agency.289 Since Quenum cannot hold spirit agency within
his theoretical perview, he loses sight of the other material consequences Zagbéto’s
shouting will bring about for the accused individual. First, Gérard’s account
demonstrates Vodun is a series of relationships one maintains through moral action (e.g.
obeying spiritual and civic law), ritual (e.g. providing sacrifice when necessary), and
practice. To suggest the zangbéto’s punishment is a “psychological pressure” denounces
the experiential knowledge practitioners like Gérard gather from taking moral action,
completing rituals, and upholding Vodun practices. Second, Quenum’s rationality
dislodges Zangbéto’s embodied effects. His perspective implies the vodun’s agency is the
figment of an indigenous African worldview and the vodun’s efficacy pivots upon
upholding a rationality based on perceived consequences rather than a rationality
grounded in the practitioner’s experiential knowledge about those consequences. Quenum
reduces the Zangbéto to a psychological practice performed, he suggests, by those
initiated into this secret society. In his account, agency belongs soley to humans. The
relationships Zangbéto’s decrees maintain are, from this perspective, human-to-human
social bonds created in public space. Gérard’s perspective, on the other hand, triangulates
the agency attributed to deities, ancestors, and human beings because Vodun forms of
knowing enable him to perceive and account for nonhuman agency, the very quantity
Western reasoning restricts to the metaphysical and deems immeasurable.
Gérard’s experiential encounters with Zangbéto are the data upon which he has
founded his commitment to respecting Zangbéto and his ancestors. He does not doubt
“crier en haut” signals immanent destruction, a peril one may avoid through humility and
289
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submission to the vodun’s reproach. Both Gérard and Quenum observe this final
punishment threatens the accused person with destruction, be it financial (through
destroying property and livestock) or physical (the threat of immanent death). Whereas
Gérard suggests all the Zangbéto in Benin will cry a person’s name, Quenum notes
Zangbéto partners with other divinities to inflict punishment on an individual. In other
words, refusing correction from the Zangbéto may result in the collapse of a person’s
cosmos, a breakdown in a human being’s ability to maintain harmonious sociogeographic
relationships with the gods and the ancestors.

The History and Organization of the Zangbéto Secret Society: An
Institutional Narrative about Horizontal Sociogeographic Relationships
The Zangbéto secret society is also a system of horizontal sociogeographic
relationships in the human realm. One one hand, initiated men cooperate within a
hierarchical organization designed to scaffold law and order in the city. These
relationships transpire within the human realm but function along a hierarchy of power
and status, thereby designating who maintains control over which aspects of Zangbéto’s
function in civil society. According to Gérard’s information, the King of Porto-Novo,
King Kpoto-Zounme Hakpon III, commands all the Zangbéto in Bénin. Porto-Novo, in
his words, is the “global seat (le siège mondial)” of Zangbéto. The mandate for “crier en
haut” is under the auspices of the Superior Chiefs of Zangbéto, called the Zanga, who
report to the king.290 Importantly, the Zanga work closely with the Legbaklunon (priests
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Hunsu explains the Zanga are “a highly respected elderly man who is well tested and reliable. The
Zanga occupies a position of responsibility in dealing with sensitive issues affecting individuals, families
and the larger community. …the Zanga is not just the head of the Zangbeto group, but also a representative
of the people. The Zanga is in effect a traditional chief who functions within the Zangbeto group and in the
larger community” (Hunsu, 13). Importantly, “each Zanga is chosen by members of the group in
consultation with the aholu [king] or baale as the case may be” (Hunsu, 13).
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of Legba) because “Zangbéto does not go out without Legba, without permission from
Legba.”291 Each Thursday, the Zanga and the Legbaklunon have a meeting to talk and
judge the wrongdoers in the community. If the problem continues, the Zanga hand the
case to the King for adjudication.292 Thus, on the other hand, Zangbéto’s ability to
function in public space remains contingent on horizontal vodun-to-vodun relationships
in the human dimension.
Gérard’s information complements Folashade Hunsu’s research about Zangbéto,
which she completed in Badagry, Nigeria. According to Hunsu,
Zangbéto dates back several centuries to when an Egun man was said to have
been pursued by his enemies and needed to flee from his hometown unnoticed in
the night. Using supernatural powers, he disguised himself by covering his body
with dried leaves and raffia and by making scary sounds with the horns of an
animal. Thus he was eventually able to leave the town unharmed and undetected
by his enemies. He later founded a settlement, which he named Hugbonu (in
modern Porto-Novo, Benin)… Since then, Zangbeto has been used to keep watch
over settlements and towns of the Egun community. 293
The consultants in Hunsu’s study claim Zangbéto originated in Badagry and later
protected the town from neighboring kingdoms, like Porto-Novo, which sought to
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“Zangbéto ne sort pas sans son Legba, sans la permission de Legba.” Gérard Bankole, conversation with
the author, 4 February 2015, Agata, Bénin.
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Gérard Bankole mentioned there exist a rank lower than the Superior Chiefs, a group known as Zone
Chiefs, who also monitor the Zangbéto temples in their areas. Adjarra, where he resides, has three
Zangbéto temples. Yehive, the adjacent community, has two and Wadon, another nearby community,
claims one temple.
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conquer it.294 Yet, it is also clear Zangbéto’s origins include both Badagry and PortoNovo. Dominic Okure’s research among the Ogu people of Nigeria also confirms
Zangbéto’s historical connection with what is now the Republic of Benin. Okure’s
consultant credits Te-Agbanlin from Abomey as the Zangbéto’s founder. Interestingly,
“Te-Agbanlin was said to be son of Zeririgbe, brother of king of Allada, who migrated to
Porto Novo as a professional farmer in search of new farmlands in [the] 17th century.” 295
Whether or not any leaders in Badagry or Ogu, Nigeria claim to be the ultimate leader of
Zangbéto remains beyond the scope of my research but it is important to highlight
Gérard’s claim that Porto-Novo is central to Zangbéto’s identity compliments the
research Hunsu and Okure have conducted. Hunsu’s research also points to similarities in
Zangbéto’s organizational structure in Badagry and in Porto-Novo. In Badagry, the
Zanga is:
a highly respected elderly man who is well tested and reliable. The Zanga
occupies a position of responsibility in dealing with sensitive issues affecting
individuals, families and the larger community. …the Zanga is not just the head
of the Zangbeto group, but also a representative of the people. The Zanga is in
effect a traditional chief who functions within the Zangbeto group and in the
larger community. …each Zanga is chosen by members of the group in
consultation with the aholu [king] or baale as the case may be.”296
Hunsu’s data adds clarity to the term “Superior Chief” Gérard uses. It also enables deeper
understanding of the linkage between the Zangbéto society and the local sacred kingship.
Okure adds, “While Zangan retains office for life, the position is rotational among
kindred groups represented in the cult, and cannot be inherited. … [Zangan is] directly
responsible to Aholu (king) or Totagan (chief) and also performs legitimate duties of a
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member of the ruling council. Zangan mediates between Zangbeto and the community on
sensitive issues, advises Aholu or Totagan and represents people before him.”297 In PortoNovo, as in Badagry and Ogu, Nigeria, Zangbeto intersects the town’s social fabric and
mediates interactions between common people, dignitaries, and spirits. The town’s social
geography and actors within it are central to understanding Zangbéto’s function in
contemporary urban Africa.

Zangbéto: Existential Concerns about Agency and Control in
Sociogeographic Relationships
A key difference between the Zangbéto in Badagry and the Zangbéto in PortoNovo, per Gérard Bankole’s description, is the entity’s classification as a spirit similar to
other vodun. Hunsu finds Zangbéto in Badagry is not considered a religious cult; its
songs state it is not a spirit to be worshipped. Consequently, many Christians feel
comfortable participating in this secret society and find no conflict between their religion
and their Zangbéto membership.298 According to Hunsu, who agrees with Oyesakin,
Zangbeto has neither an altar nor requires a sacrifice.299 Gérard Bankole, on the other
hand, makes it clear ritual offerings are critical to Zangbéto’s nocturnal operations. As
Gérard explained above, Zangbéto must request Legba’s permission before patrolling the
night. In fact, the Fa, Gérard says, indicates there exist several sorts of Legba; the
Zangbéto Legba belongs only to the guardian of the night. Since the Zagan and the
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Legbaklunon consult the Fa in order to know if Zangbéto has permission to patrol on a
particular night, Legba becomes a key player in this vodun’s activation.
When they do the consultation, and there are sacrifices to make, they do
the sacrifices, they give everything to Legba. And Zangbéto Legba is
going to entrust that to Zangbéto and distribute it other Legbas, those who
want to make a blockage, that they should not block [Zangbéto]. The
Legba of Zangbéto is there to open the door and when Zangbéto want to
appear, automatically it arrives, it goes toward the Legba, asks for
permission from Legba and then it goes into the community. And if
Zangbéto comes back again, it passes also by Legba again before leaving
again. The two [Zangbéto and Legba] communicate with each other
because Zangbéto is not there permanently, but Legba is permanent
opposite the [Zangbéto] temple in order to talk to him. What is it about? If
it is good, Legba will tell him. If it is not good, Legba will tell him. It is
Legba who opens the way for Zangbéto to go.300
Ritual offerings are instrumental to Zangbéto’s ability to supervise the community at
night. In addition, Zangbéto Legba and Zangbéto appear inseparable; initiates cannot
engage one without the other. The field of interconnection binding humans to spirits also
binds spirits to spirits. Brian Massumi’s suggests, “In motion, a body is in an immideate,
unfolding relation to its own nonpresent potential to vary.”301 The connectivity between
Zangbéto Legba and Zangbéto implies Zangbéto-in-motion is also in a present, continual
yet unknown relation to Legba’s “nonpresent potential to vary.” Zangbéto’s “permission
to go,” it’s persmission to move in the community alludes to the affective
interconnections it shares with Legba.
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Gérard does not differentiate between the ontological status of Zangbéto Legba
and Zangbéto. Both are vodun and both use sacrifices to remove complications that may
hinder Zangbéto. Moreover, Gérard points out the Zangan and the Legbaklunon use
either cowrie shell divination or the Fa to discern whether or not Legba gives Zangbéto
permission to go out at night, thereby emphasizing the role divination plays in Zangbéto
practice. Evidently, in Porto-Novo, the Zangbéto secret societies maintain practices
essential to Vodun: sacrifice and divination. The separation between Zangbéto and
indigenous religion apparent in Badagry seems untenable in Porto-Novo because
indigenous religion delineates the Zangbéto’s existential possibilities and the rules
regulating vodun being-in-the-world, especially as it pertains to social relationships in
public space.
Considering the king’s, Zangan’s, and Legbaklunon’s significance, it would seem
Zangbeto rests under the control of human beings but Gérard points out this vodun may
turn against its own chief. “If his Superior Chief commits errors, paf! Zangbeto will
shout. It does not know its chief. Zangbeto, with Zangbeto, there is no chief.”302 Because
power is wavelike, one cannot assume the spirits are subject to human determination
simply because a human being titled “chief” serves as an intermediary between Zangbeto
and the city’s residents. On another note, Gerard’s comment means the Chief Superiors
and Zone Chiefs are subject to the sacred law as much as any other plebeians.
Simultaneously, Gérard ’s comment suggests this vodun possesses agency independent of
human control. “[T]he poetics of things, that is, their capacity to act upon us, to assert
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agency, to make rather than only to be made,” in this case, involves multiple agencies and
suggests a vodun may assume three interconnected forms: a fabricated entity, an entitythat-makes-other-entities, and a pre-existent entity. 303 It is necessary to explore these
modalities in detail.

Klegbéto—A Public Shared Narrative
On my initial trip to Bénin in 2006, I visited the Mito Aplogan’s palace to watch a
Zangbéto demonstration. Since it was daytime and women, children, and uninitiated men
sat in the audience, it was actually Klegbeto, the diurnal Zangbéto, who put on the
show.304 The vodun’s exterior resembled a conical haystack made from colored raffia.
Gérard confirms, “the cage of Zangbéto sometimes is made with raffia, sometimes it is
[made of] plastic bags striped into fiber.”305 He then clarifies a key point: the raffia
structure enables Zangbéto to “show itself during the day” and present itself as “sweet”
and “play with people.”306 At night, the vodun becomes “severe”; the difference between
Zangbéto of the day and Zangbéto of the night “is like the police and the air force. The
air force is more violent than the police.”307 As security forces aimed at protecting a
society, Zangbéto and Klegbeto seem to be two sides of the same entity.
During the Klegbeto demonstration, a group of men drummed a rapid rhythm
while another group of men sang and clapped their hands. Only specific men were in
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charge of handling the raffia figures. The first Klegbeto had an airplane figurine on its
head and it spoke through a mesh window on its frame. Its gravelly, nasal voice sounded
like someone wheezing in a kazoo, dolling out syllables with the fluidity of a person in
conversation. Those of us who were uninitiated had no idea what the phrases meant. Most
strikingly, this particular Klegbeto zipped across the earthen courtyard seemingly
irrespective of human control. The second Klegbeto was burgundy in color and did not
move except if the men handling it raised it from the ground. At the outset, the gentlemen
made a point to tilt the cone onto its side and reveal to the audience an empty interior free
of any hidden traps, human beings, or mechanical devices. By my obeservation, the
interior consisted of mere raffia and branches. Nothing covered the construction’s
handmade quality. Then the same men placed the figure right side up, tapped it with a
stick, and spoke as they shook the raffia frame. They repeated this a few times before
opening the cone again. This time they retrieved from beneath it a large basin brimming
with purification leaves in water, which they passed around to the audience so we could
dip our fingers into it to cleanse ourselves.
The men then sat aside the basin and returned to the raffia cone, to tap it and
shake it again. Each time they performed these motions, a new manifestation occurred: a
statue of Dan, the serpent deity of wealth; a live kitten; a diminutive Legba made, it
seemed, of an upside-down calabash with a long grass skirt around its lower edge. This
Legba propelled itself back and forth across the courtyard, protruded his oversized erect
penis and wiggled it up and down to the children’s amusement. As I sat with Gérard
several years later, I hoped to understand from his knowledge what transpired at that
event. I asked him if there was a human being underneath the raffia Klegbeto who
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procured the objects, and he responded, “No, there is not a person there. It gets up like a
person but it is not a person. You see often they open it to see if there is someone inside.
You can see Legba inside… and Legba dances and sings with a big penis like that, he
moves to show the energy of man."308
I offer the aforementioned account as a “public shared narrative” because it was
an event I witnessed alongside an audience of tourists and local women and children.
Gérard also attend the event. We saw the same activities and behaviors and, due to this
public performance featuring Klegbéto, it is possible for us, the public, to attribute the
same behaviors to this vodun based on what we saw. This is not to say we interpreted
these action the same way. In fact, one tourist in my group at the time said to me after the
event, “There had to be a little person hiding under [the raffia exterior]. There had to be a
little person in there making that voice.” Gérard confirms the Klegbeto on display to the
public consists of a raffia or shredded plastic exterior, which he referred to as a “cage,”
but what Gérard believes it contains differs from the tourist’s conclusion.
Studies on the materiality of religion would focus on Klegbéto’s raffia exterior,
the baton the initiates tapped against it before tilting the raffia exterior, and the objects
extracted from beneath the Klegbéto. Scholars interested in the materiality of religion
might also take interest in the music played and the songs performed during the Klegbéto
demonstration. What they might miss, however, is the space beneath/within the Klegbéto
itself. It is necessary to theorize the space inside the raffia cone sealed off by the ground
once it is closed. Thomas A. Tweed proposes space is “kinetic, interrelated, generated
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and generative.”309 By “kinetic,” he means spaces are processes and they evolve over
time.310 “Interrelated” refers to the connection a space has with other sites and events.311
Space is “generated,” meaning it “comes into being through embodied perception,
figurative imagination, and ritual practice.”312 Space is generative, according to Tweed,
in the sense space can act upon the people who engage it. Each component from Tweed’s
theory facilitates a statement about the space inside Klegbéto. Some aspects of the
following analysis differ from Tweeds intentions but expanding the possible meanings in
Tweed’s theory enables a productive conversation about Klegbeto. In the end, it is
possible to see space can be a body.
The space created beneath Klegbéto’s upright raffia exterior is kinetic in the sense
that a ritual process enables that space to become generative. It is the rituals the Zangbéto
initiates perform prior to the Klegbéto demonstration that enable Klegbéto to be effective.
Without the ritual processes, the space beneath the raffia remains an inactive void. In
contrast, the space beneath the raffia changes over time in response to the ritual
processes, including the singing, clapping, and drumming performed during the
exposition at the Mito Aplogan’s palace. Similarly, it is relevant that an initiate shakes
and taps the raffia cone before tilting it to reveal new contents. These processes transform
a mere geometric space into a generative field. The ritual processes also indicate the
kinetic space beneath the raffia cone is an interrelated space. Matter congregates within
the raffia cone, but it has to come from somewhere; the space inside the Klegbéto has to
connect or relate to some other matter. Things come from somewhere; whether it is from
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cosmos or from a hidden pocket is beside the point. The key point is to recognize the
space inside the Klegbéto is a meeting point. Interconnectivity is, literally, at the core of
how the Klegbéto operates. Since the space inside the Klegbeto is kinetic and
interconnected, it follows that this is a generated space. The ritual processes and
interconnectedness produce a unique field of potential. One could say the space inside
Klegbéto becomes a slice of the cosmos, a swath of the meshwork upon which spirits and
humans act. This kinetic, interconnected, field of potential is generative because it is the
space from which matter emerges. If the vodun are forces acting along the strings in this
meshwork, then this swath of the cosmos behaves like a body if “body” indicates a web
of affective processes through which agency becomes apparent.313
Gérard referred to the raffia exterior as a cage Zangbéto can use to show itself to
the community and play with people. Cages contain and/or restrain an entity whose
agency someone seeks to monitor or control. Zangbeto becomes safe and accessible to
the uninitiated public through its raffia exterior. The public sees the raffia cone-shaped
object move about but they cannot see what produces its voice. Klegbeto’s tangible
material form enables observers to experience this vodun visually and aurally. By
extension, the drumming accompanying Klegbeto’s manifestation reverberates through
the body. Comprehending Klegbeto’s materiality, therefore, begins as a sensory
encounter that triggers all components of a person’s sensorium. Using the word “cage” to
describe the Zangbeto and Klegbeto indicates this vodun does not manifest as a statue
person animated by relationships, interactions, and negotiations with its worshippers.
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Gérard makes it clear human agency does not animate neither Zangbéto nor Klégbeto.
Nevertheless, relationality operates on several levels. According to Amy Whitehead,
Relationality is dependent on three things: relationships, performances and the
moment. It is a practice, a co-inspired form of active, mutual relating that emerges
from the unique, personal, even intimate relationships that take place between
human and other than human beings rather than a religious label, an ethic or a
worldview. … It asserts that moments of active relating contain the possibility of
bringing ‘persons’ (exemplified through statue persons specifically) into
‘liveliness’ or being insofar as we are relating with them, not before, not after
(which also extends to temporal relating).314
Whitehead’s theory of relationality considers only the relationships between statue
persons and humans. She describes a bidirectional flow between two entities alone.
Zangbeto and Klegbeto, however, suggest relationality also exists among the vodun
themselves. Gérard triangulates Zangbeto, Legba, and the Fa. Zangbéto asks permission
from Legba; Legba distributes the sacrifice to other Legbas in order to ensure they do not
block Zangbéto’s way; the Fa articulates Legba’s will. Fa divination facilitates
communication between the Zangan, the Legbaklunon and the vodun. At the same time,
it facilitates a conversation between Zangbeto and Legba. The relationships enabling
Zangbéto’s activation include a relationship between two vodun. In effect, relationality as
demonstrated by Zangbéto and Klegbeto requires vodun-to-human relationships and
vodun-to-vodun partnerships.
The moment of active relating, the third key piece to relationality in Whitehead’s
formulation, is contingent upon Legba’s agency as expressed through the Fa. This
communication transpires in the face-to-face interaction between Legba and Zangbéto,
and is signified by Legba’s installation across from (facing) the Zangbéto temple.
Zangbéto illustrates how relationality involves both horizontal (vodun-to-vodun) and
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vertical (vodun-to-human) relationships. Simply put, the rituals and practices required to
interact with Zangbéto and Klébeto reveal the intra- and interdimensional choreography
critical to sustaining sociogeographic relationships among spirits and between humans
and spirits. The social interactions between humans and spirits in the city take place
within an earthly geographic location. The vodun’s role in public life in the city and the
numerous rituals conducted prior to the Zangbeto’s sortie highlight the social aspect to
the vodun-to-human relationships these rituals maintain in order to produce security,
peace, and harmony in the city. In addition, the vodun-to-vodun interactions and the
Zangbeto’s ability to invoke a human being’s ancestors suggests the rituals performed in
earthly geographic locations have effects in both the human realm and the spirit realm.
The social geography in Vodun is as important as the rituals and practices that sustain it.

Ontological Observations about Zangbéto and Klegbéto
Human beings, raffia ‘cages’, and the objects produced by surprise during a
Klegbeto demonstration show that various types of materials are involved in interactions
with this vodun. If Zangbéto’s raffia exterior is a “cage,” what does it contain? The raffia
cage functions like a suit the vodun manipulates in order to interact with a non-initiated
public. Only select initiated members of Zangbéto may actually touch the raffia exterior;
this embodied form should not make physical contact with uninitiated people. In this
way, The raffia container becomes a surface for limited contact but it is a type of body
the vodun can manipulate. In this sense, the raffia cone is a body Zangbéto uses. It is one
form of embodiment this spirit becomes. At the same time, the raffia is not the vodun
itself. Rather the open space inside the raffia cone, the swath of meshwork described
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earlier, seems to be a space where the vodun known as Zangbéto is generated and is
generative. For this reason, one could say the raffia body is a space, an interactive site
where vodun agency becomes discernable to the uninitiated public. interestingly, more
than one spirit may use the raffia cone as a body through which to enter human
awareness.315
To further explain Zangbéto’s various forms, Gérard notes non-initiates are
prohibited from seeing the Zangbéto unmasked. Doing so would incur upon their family a
burdensome monetary fine. In the event a non-initiate tips over Zangbéto’s raffia cage in
order to see what is underneath, Gérard says the initiated people put the raffia exterior on
the ground,
they sing, they call it, it gets up just like that. It does not sing; it does not
dance. It is to show that it is animated by spirit. … Zangbéto transforms.
Sometimes it transforms into a caiman, crocodile, or a large wooden
serpent.316 You open it, the wood comes out just like that. A big [piece of]
wood three meters [long], it comes out from the cage. Alive. … To show
that it is from nature.317
Gérard ’s comments suggest the “cage” contains the vodun itself who, once uncovered by
a non-initiate, manifests in the form of a caiman or a living wooden serpent. Gérard
explains these forms indicate the vodun is from nature. The case Zangbéto’s
transformation presents is one wherein the deity transforms without using divination or
315
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human intervention in constructing the vodun’s form. Moreover, the “object-god,” “a
material object which is a deity and part of its material actualization,” is not the vodun’s
most basic form. 318 Gérard concludes another ontological state exists:
The vodun, it is a vibration. The vodun is vibration. You vibrate. Without
vibration, the vodun is not there. The vodun is vibration. Because no one can see
the bottom of vodun. The vodun is the air; like one cannot see the air, but the air
vibrates the leaves and you see it. It is vibration. The vodun is alive. And the
material we see, like there is Sakpata, there is Abiku, there is Ogun, it is material.
But underneath there is this vibration that vibrates, that manifests and you see that
it is a vibration that manifests. The vibration arrives at the moment of intention, at
the moment that you are praying, at the moment of invocation of the spirit. You
pray, you take your glaglosh [metal handbell], when you are finished and you
give the divinities something to drink, paf! It can fall on a woman or a man, the
vibration. It is in the air. … It surprises like that. … It often comes like death
arrives to surprise people. That is how the vodun surprises people. And to
surprise, it comes to give revelation, that which is going to happen with this
person or rather it talks about the past, the present, [and] the future like the Fa.319
To say the vibration is “air” signals its invisibility and reiterates its agential properties in
the sense that air cannot be grasped per se but it can move and touch things. To be clear,
a vibration is an immaterial entity with material effects. It is not, however, what Thomas
Csordas calls “raw existence,” or the “energetic intentionality without yet being fully
formed subjectivity, even less a developed capacity for reflectivity.”320 Zangbéto, as a
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vibration, retains what Gérard perceives as consciousness. The vodun, as a conscious
entity in vibrational state, may choose to “surprise” people through spirit possession. If
anything, Gérard’s commentary indicates there exists in Vodun a posthumanist
interpretation of embodiment and the consciousness inscribed therein.
Like sound, a person cannot see it but a person can feel it through the body. This
vibration, Gérard observes, exists underneath the earthen and fabricated materials used to
create vodun installations, such as the Ogun and Sakpata altars at Temple Guda Fli Gbé.
He names “vibration” and “material” as distinct yet interconnected entities. Similar to
what Diana Espirito Santo concludes about materiality and ontology in Cuban spiritual
systems, in Vodun,
matter directly affects the ontological spectrum (rather than just
representing it in its manifold registers) by providing the spirit world with
the tools with which to generate and manifest difference, materially.
Matter and spirit seem to work with each other as alternate figure-ground
perspectives, where perspective shifts (spirit, person) in this ontological
spectrum—namely, through actions on both levels—are what allow for
cosmological relations to occur in the first place.321
Moreover, the moment Gérard states, “You vibrate,” he identifies a vibration as a thing a
person generates and thus possesses. Vibration, then, seems to be an ontological trait
humans and vodun share.
A second key point surfaces when Gérard states, “The vibration arrives at the
moment of intention, at the moment that you are praying, at the moment of invocation of
the spirit.” Similar to Yoruba practice, invocation involves empowered speech.
Empowered speech is one example of às̩ e̩ , or aché in Fongbe. “In Yorubaland, depending
on the context the word ase is variously translated and understood as ‘power,’ …; the
321
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‘vital force’ in all living and non-living things; or ‘a coming-to-pass of an
utterance….”322 “Às̩ e̩ is the power of transformation.”323 Às̩ e̩ is potential energy and
kinetic energy in matter. It is “the energy stored in a body” as well as the “energy of
motion…defined as the work that will be done by the body possessing the energy when it
is brought to rest.”324 If matter is movement and às̩ e̩ is the power to transform movement
into another manifestation, then matter can transform itself and/or be transformed by
another being. What Gérard points to is an ontological theory in Vodun that states: the
cause behind a transformative effect may be attributed to agential matter (matter that
transforms itself) and to agents who manipulate matter (e.g. human beings). For example,
Klegbeto’s raffia exterior evinces human manipulation of matter. Zangbéto’s
transformation into a living wooden snake, however, suggests matter (the vodun) altered
itself in order to assume a new ontological form. In effect, the vodun are transcorporeal
entities. The following diagram depicts Zangbéto and Klegbéto’s corporeal transitions:

vibration

humanmade
concrete
form

agential
animal
form

vibration

Figure 1.
Zangbéto and Klegbéto’s corporeal transitions
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As explained above, a vibration is an invisible material state felt in and upon the body. A
vibration may also manipulate matter in the human world. A human-made concrete form
is any physical object a human being creates to house or transport a vibration. In this
case, the raffia cage is a human-made concrete form designed to encapsulate the vibration
that is either Zangbéto or Klegbéto. An agential animal form is the image or body of an
animal the vodun uses as a body in the human world. In the narrative above, Zangbéto
manifests as a caiman, crocodile, or a wooden snake. Each of these is an agential animal
form; each one is agential because its agency is self-generated and it does not, according
to Gérard, derive from human beings manipulating the animal form embodying the spirit.
The diagram above shows the Zangbéto and Klegbéto returning to a vibrational state
once the vodun abandons the agential animal form. To be clear, these transmutations are
not instances of representationalism. Where representationalism assumes “two distinct
and independent kinds of entities—representations and entities to be represented,” the
spirit’s multiple embodied forms are each themselves distinct phenomena.325 Zangbéto’s
raffia cage does not represent the spirit, but it is in fact part of the spirit’s embodiment.
Similarly, the living wooden snake does not represent the spirit, but incarnes it.

Conclusion
Complex sociogeographic relationships characterize Vodun and texture Gérard’s
life. Furthermore, vodun-to-vodun and vodun-to-human relationships interweave the
public sphere and become part of the community’s shared experience. Everyday Vodun
325
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involves instances when the relationships the vodun have with humans and with other
spirits produce consequential effects on daily life. These exchanges may be casual or
formal, but the agency attributed to the Vodun remains an ever-present variable for
individuals, family, and entire neighborhoods. For Porto-Novians, the Zangbéto’s
presence and public function remains attached to and, according to Gérard, inseparable
from the city’s history.
In Vodun, spirits are things a person has as well as vibrations constituting the
invisible forces that make up a human beings existence. On one hand, the vodun are
material objects to feed, clothe, bathe, and supplicate through prayers and offerings. On
the other hand, the vodun are invisible frequencies who can animate a human either by
constituting the humans interiority (e.g. soul or spirit, kpoli) or acting on the world
through a human (e.g. possession trance). A vodun perspective on the “propulsive
elements of experience” would attribute this force to spirits. It is possible to theorize the
vodun through both genealogical branches in affect theory. In this chapter, I have argued
the Deleuzian approach to affect theory supports the theorization of fluid fields in a
Vodun cosmos. Zangbéto and Klegbéto’s role in public space suggests divine law situates
humans in relation to these particular spirits. Yet the hierarchical sociogeographic
relationships between humans within the Zangbéto secret society (which encompasses
Klegbéto as well) shows human beings produce variations in the relation. These relations
inform how the Zangbéto exert agency in public space. In addition, the sociogeographic
relationships between spirits, such as the alliance between Zangbéto and Zangbéto Legba,
illustrate the spirits use their agency to produce affects and to effect one another’s actions
and experiences. Gérard’s narrative about Zangbéto reveals human and spirit agency
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produces nanoscopic changes in relation and, thereby, alter the course of vodun-to-human
and vodun-to-vodun relationships.
Vodun embodiment should be examined on two levels: first, as an ontogenetic
event, meaning as a process of emergence; second, as an ontological event, meaning as a
materialization of matter. Theorizing vodun embodiment becomes the practical next step
in an examination of sociogeographic relationships in a Vodun cosmos because the
arguments presented in this chapter hinge upon the idea that spirits are agential,
embodied entities producing consequential effects in multidimensional space.
Sociogeographic relationships between humans, between spirits, and between humans
and spirits are significant not simply because they point out how entities interact with one
another to produce events and outcomes. Sociogeographic relationships are significant to
Vodun because they produce insights into theoretical statements about vodun being-inthe-world.
The consultants in this study suggest a spirit’s embodiment may occur sans
human agency. This kind of statement invites scholars to theorize materiality in vodun
through indigenous forms of knowing. The following chapter explores how practitioners
come to know spirit beings. It considers what forms of knowing are important to
theorizing spirit bodies. Importantly, the following chapter uses new materialism to
theorize the node produced when where a spirit body touches a human body. This node is
part of the materiality of Vodun scholars can access through a quantum approach to lived
religion.
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Chapter 3: Indigenous Forms of Knowing in Lived Religious
Experiences
This chapter explores indigenous forms of knowing and discusses their relevance
to interpreting quantum events. In particular, I argue Martin Holbraad’s definition of
motile logic requires expansion if it will sufficiently describe how knowledge
materializes in Vodun. This chapter also contains two case studies. The first describes
Ivonne’s encounter with Abiku. Based on Martin Holbraad’s concept of “motile logic,” I
argue motile quantum knowledge is crucial to Ivonne’s meaning-making process. The
second case study retells Alice’s encounters with two different spirit bodies whom she
calls a mami garçon and a mami woman. Alice’s body collects crucial data points she
uses to produce ontological statements about spirits. Based on new materialist theories by
Karen Barad, Donna Haraway, and Sarah Ahmed, I identify “somatic co-incidences,” the
fleshy node where a human body meets a spirit body. My theorization shows “somatic
co-incidence” is a process of materialization and its diffraction patterns change what
practitioners know about the world. Finally, the chapter concludes with a comment about
the relevance of theorizing Vodun through a quantum approach.

Indigenous Forms of Knowing in Quantum Events
Quantum events differ from abundant events by using indigenous forms of
knowing to rationalize spirit encounters. The most well-studied form of knowing in
Vodun is the Fa, a geomantic divination system imported into Dahomey from the
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Yoruba, among whom it is known as Ifá.326 Ifá and Fa divination function via the same
techniques, concrete signs, and similar sacred text. Ifá and Fa divination illustrate the
known in Vodun pertains to several subjects: etiology and healing; the activities of
human beings and vodun; the origin stories; history; and moral codes. The scholarship
on Ifá helps assess the importance geomantic divination holds in Vodun, a spiritual
system that has borrowed and shared rituals, practices, and cosmology with the Yoruba
people for centuries. William Bascom offers a concise explanation of Ifá divination’s
mechanics:
Ifa is a system of divination based on sixteen basic and 256 derivative
figures (odu) obtained either by the manipulation of sixteen palm nuts
(ikin), or by the toss of a chain (opele) of eight half seed shells. The
worship of Ifa as the God of Divination entails ceremonies, sacrifices,
tabus, paraphernalia, drums, songs, praises, initiation, and other ritual
elements comparable to those of other Yoruba cults. …The sixteen palm
nuts are grasped in the right hand, leaving only one or two nuts in the left;
if two nuts remain, a single mar is made on the divining tray; if one nut
remains, a double mark is made. Repeating this procedure four times will
give one of the sixteen basic figures…; repeating it eight times gives a pair
or combination of the basic figures, i.e. one of the 256 derivative
figures.327
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According to Hounwanou, in the Fa divination system in Benin the sixteen “mother
signs” are called “Dougan” or “Dou-mêdji”; the remaining 240 “secondary” signs are
called “Vikando” or “Douvi.”328 In short form, the concrete signs in Fongbe are called
dou. He observes these signs can be grouped into signifiers such as day and night, odd
and even, and male and female.329 As Hounwanou explains, diurnal signs indicate
“active, visible and mobile” things or anything that happens in the day or is related to the
visible world; nocturnal signs indicate “hidden, passive, inert, discrete” things and
pertains to all that is made hidden and all that is mysterious.330
The divining chain, called “kplé” in Fongbe, is made of eight seed casings tied
onto a cord.331 When the seed shells fall concave-side up, the diviner marks a |; when the
seed shell falls convex-side up, the diviner marks a ||. The divining chain, once bent into
a U shape on the diviner’s mat, produces two separate columns. The diviner reads the
pattern of positive and negative values from the top of each column to the bottom, thus
identifying one dou for each column. For example, a column on the right containing all
concave sides up will be marked | | | | and identified as the dou, Djogbe. If the left column
contains all convex sides up, a || || || || pattern, it will be identified as the dou, Yeku.
Reading these two signs from right to left produces the concrete sign named Gbe-Yeku.
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After naming the sign, the diviner recites the sacred verses, stories, poems, rituals, and
sacrifices associated with this dou.332
Several scholars have pointed out no single bokonon (diviner) knows all the text
of Fa and, furthermore, the content evolves over time.333 In addition, scholars have noted
this divination system’s ability to absorb historical events and changes. For instance,
Wande Abimbola recorded an odu/dou in which horses are mentioned as signs of
wealth.334 Jacob K. Olupona has observed Ifá’s ability to record and respond to Islam’s
arrival among the Yoruba, noting the odu Ika’bara “domesticates this new religion and in
the process expands its own horizons to encompass Islamic rituals and beliefs.”335
Rowland O. Abiodun points out “[e]ven though we cannot be certain of the fact time that
the horse-rider motif first appeared in Ifá divination sculpture, a reasonable assumption
would be that it coincided with the introduction of the horse into Yorùbáland.”336 Andrew
Apter argues “recursive forms of temporality and historical consciousness” make possible
332
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this divination system’s flexibility and adaptability.337 “The deep histories or itan jinle
that characterize the ‘archive’ of Ifá divination emerge, in this form of recursive
recollection, not from a hidden transcript of fixed sacred texts but from dynamic
instabilities of situated readings that sustain multiple interpretations of the past.”338 These
multiple interpretations of past events enable diviners and their clients to come to the
most applicable interpretation of the present by interpreting the clients present dilemma
through the past event recounted in Ifá. In fact, Ifá celebrates what seems to be its eternal
relevance to daily life in the following passage:
Ifá ló l’òní
Ifá ló lọ̀la
Ifá ló l’ọ̀túnla pè ̣lú è ̣
Ọ̀ rúnmìlà ló n’ijó mé ̣rè ̣èrin Òòṣà d’ááyé.
Ifá is the master of today
Ifá is the master of tomorrow;
Ifá Ifá is the master of the day after tomorrow.
To Ifá belongs all the four days
Established by Òòṣà on earth.339
Effectually, Ifá and Fa divination claim to provide knowledge applicable throughout the
ages. An individual’s location in the twenty-first century, then, would not prohibit her or
him from finding explanations, justification, or rationality within Ifá or Fa divination
today.

On Holbraad’s Theory of Truth in Ifá Divination
Martin Holbraad argues an anthropological analysis of Ifá requires the researcher
to redefine truth such that the revelations produced through divination become
337
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indubitable truths. Holbraad redefines the intention behind the word “truth” in the
researcher’s usage to make it convey the same intention as the practitioner’s use of the
word “truth.”340 His “ontographic method” aims to identify the “ontological premises of
native discourse,” but Holbraad’s ontographic theorization of Ifá writes vodun agency out
of the ontological statements embedded in his new definition of the concept of truth.341 In
Holbraad’s view, Ifá explains the “why” rather than the “how” behind a coincidence.
Coincidence, for Holbraad, refers to interactions or relations created from intersecting
causal chains.”342 He describes truth as “revelatory” because “at issue here is not the
veracity of the way things are thought about or represented, but rather the capability that
things—moving things—have to reveal themselves to each other, when they come into
relation through mutual proximity,” where things refers to “meaningful data that register
(and can interact) in motion and as motion.”343 This is the crux of what he calls “motile
logic.”344
Holbraad’s “motile logic” combines Western philosophy and Eduardo Vivieros de
Castro’s ontological turn to generate a new concept of truth for the researcher by
manipulating the concept’s definition. Because this operation takes Western rationality as
its basis for an analytical method, Holbraad automatically excludes the possibility of
spirit agency. Western epistemology, which Sousa Santos argues is metonymic reason,
cannot measure perceive spirits or make their agency an ontological possibility. As a tool,
Holdraad’s ontographic method cannot recover spirit agency. An ontographic method,
340
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therefore, transforms the researcher’s concepts but it does not shift the researcher’s
epistemological position. Studying lived religion in Vodun through an ontographic
method would still result in an analysis founded in Western forms of knowing the world.
Scholars should use indigenous concepts and indigenous forms of knowing to study
quantum events. Quantum events, in their very nature, lead the scholar toward a new
epistemological location.
Despite presenting an ethnographic anchor for his theory, Holbraad overlooks the
ontological significance of spirit embodiment in the divination session. Several spirits
attend the divination session and each one assumes a specific embodied form noted in
Vodun’s nonlinear ontological scale. Orula is the most obvious spirit present in
Holbraad’s ethnographic account. Orula attends the divination session in two humanmade concrete forms: the “paraphenalia that babalawos receive” and in the “clay pot,
which, among other things, conatins a bunch of twenty-one pam nuts.”345 Ogun is the
next spirit evident in Holbraad’s ethnographic account. The diviner states, “‘Let’s see if
Ogún wants something to open your paths [casts etc.] No. He says he doesn’t want
anything.’”346 Ogun-as-vibration expresses his requirements to the diviner and the
consultant through the geomantic sign produced through the palm nuts. The spirit’s
agency presents a distinct causal chain that passes through the same node as the diviner’s
and the consultant’s causal chain. Consequently, the revelatory event produced during
this divination session stems from three trajectories. Finally, spirit is present in
Holbraad’s ethnographic account in the form of the consultant’s ontological constitution.
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Similar to Vodun thought about the human being, the idea of the person in Santería
indicates spirit beings constitute part of a human’s inner or invisible self. Therefore, spirit
participated in the consultation Holbraad describes by contributing to the agency the
consultant exerted. The ontological statement involved in the definition of truth in a
Santería divination session includes recognition of nonhuman agents who participate in
truth-production. Meaning-making in Ifá evinces three interacting forces: client, diviner,
and spirit(s). It is, effectually, a quantum process.

CASE STUDY #2: Abiku Penalizes Ivonne
On a Friday night, after assisting a woman’s mami wata initiation at Temple Guda
Fli Gbé, Ivonne spoke to her daughter on her mobile phone as she retrieved a change of
clothing from the unlit porch behind the house. When she returned to the front veranda,
she was upset and her phone was in pieces. The battery, SIM card, and backing had
separated completely from the device’s frame. She complained she was only reaching for
her garments when “they snatched it.” Gérard and I listened attentively. “Who?,” I
asked. It could not have been Gérard’s grandchildren because they had remained on the
front porch with us. Ivonne complained, “I was just there getting my things and they
snatched it!” Gérard asked her where this happened and questioned whether or not she
announced her entrance by saying “ago” three times before entering the area behind the
house. Ivonne said she uttered it once and placed her foot over the threshold. It was
then, as she reached for her clothes on the porch’s table, that “they snatched it” and
Ivonne cried out in shock. Gérard concluded Abiku, a vodun, took her phone. I asked
Ivonne if she felt someone grab her hand and take the phone. She replied emphatically,
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“Yes!” Ivonne also claimed she sensed within herself that someone was saying, “Give it
to me!” Gérard then said, “He didn’t like what you did on your phone. You said
something on your phone back there?” Ivonne replied, “Yes, I cursed my daughter.”
Gérard explained the divinity did not like Ivonne’s behavior. He also explained to her the
divinities installed behind the house had come to take their offering because Gérard and
others had performed a ritual for Abiku earlier the same day. Fortunately, Daimmen
found her SIM card and Ivonne reassembled her phone.347
In general, abiku designates children who are born, die before puberty, and are
reborn only to die again.348 The abiku are simultaneously “semi-divine forest dwellers”
after who such children are named.349 Abiku, at Temple Guda Fli Gbé, is also a divinity
characterized by its ability to bring blessings or, conversely, revoke good fortune. Abiku
may cause chaos. Remnants from previous offerings cover the two Abiku effigies at
Temple Guda Fli Gbé. One male and one female figure stand stand on an elevated semicircular platform in Gérard’s backyard. A thick, black layer of decomposed palm oil,
animal blood, soda, and alcoholic beverages cakes each statue. Household items such as
cooking pots and wooden spoons, which were also part of the offerings, remain on the
platform in front of the statues and, according to Gérard, indicate this deity’s association
with domestic life.350
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Gérard rationalizes Ivonne’s encounter with Abiku by explaining why this spirit
would damage her phone. He concludes the Abiku were present in the backyard because
Gérard left an offering for them to consume. Announcing one’s presence by saying “ago”
three times should alert the spirits to a human being’s arrival. Since Ivonne stated the
appropriate phrase to signal her entrance, there remains a question about why the abiku
would break her phone. Interestingly, by Gérard’s explanation, the spirit intervened in a
domestic affair. Abiku disapproved of Ivonne’s vituperative comments to her daughter.
Breaking her phone functioned as retribution for Ivonne’s behavior.
From a psychological perspective, one could conclude Gérard’s interpretation of
Ivonne’s misfortune demonstrates “that the tendency to over-attribute intentions to the
natural world… [which] involves, at least in older children and adults, making inferences
of communicative meaning within a social context.”351 Vodun cosmology and the myriad
forms of being possible in Vodun thought inform the social context for Gérard’s
explanation for the incident. In addition, one could conclude Ivonne dropped her phone
and sought a reason for this unfortunate occurrence. Her conclusion, “they snatched it,”
could be Ivonne’s intuitive judgment, a conclusion “made with little effort based on
automatic processes” such as “thinking that is reflexive, heuristic, associative, holistic or
experiential in nature.”352
Such an argument, however, relies solely on a Western methodology derived from
Western theories about physics, reality, and the body. Vodun forms of knowing include
351
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embodied knowledge, the data received in and through bodily engagements with the
world. For instance, Ivonne notes she felt a hand touch her hand that caused the phone to
fall and crash into pieces on the ground. Physical contact confirms, for her, another
agentive presence caused her phone’s destruction. Next, Ivonne claims she heard within
herself a voice saying “Give it to me!,” meaning she perceived these words through an
internal, motile interaction between herself and the agency she attributes to Abiku.
Compare this activity to the way a human ear produces awareness of sound. When sound
waves enter the human ear, they contact the eardrum and cause it to vibrate. This contact
produces a series of reactions to cause a reaction in the hearing nerve.353 In short, the
contact between the external vibration and the ear drum produces an awareness of sound,
which the human brain then converts into information. Vibrations move through the ear
to help the brain produce information. Vibrations are movement; therefore, movement is
central to hearing. Similarly, the interaction between Ivonne and Abiku-as-vibration
produces knowledge about what happened, or the “why” behind the destruction of
Ivonne’s phone. Abiku-as-vibration in this context is not the same as the kpɔli integral to
human constitution in Vodun perspectives on human personhood. Rather Abiku, in this
case study, is a distinct agential entity whose vibration intersects Ivonne’s body to cocreate knowledge. Similar to how the meeting point of a vibration and the sensory
network of the inner ear produces an awareness of sound, the interaction between Ivonne
and Abiku is the motile engagement between two agents whose trajectories coproduce an
event, a knowing. “Hearing” refers to this motile knowledge produced through
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interaction between Ivonne and Abiku. It emerges like an internal awareness.354
“Hearing” does not refer to sound detected by ear, but instead it refers to a human’s
detection of a co-produced awareness situated at the node where human and spirit meet:
the body.
Ivonne anchors her conclusions in her sensorium, “a pattern of relative imprint
and differential elaboration of the various senses” that “forms the basis of the sensibilities
that are exhibited by people who have grown up within that tradition.”355 Ivonne’s
account shows motile quantum knowledge plays a key role in a vodun practitioners lived
religion.356
Understanding motile quantum knowledge as an epistemological resource in
indigenous African religion enables the scholar to access another level of agential activity
between humans and spirits. Vodun practitioners continue their religious practices in part
because the awareness made possible through motile quantum knowledge. It repeatedly
informs their daily experiences. One could consider motile quantum knowledge an
“extrasensory perception” (ESP) if ESP refers to the way “neuronal activity may include
sub-atomic processes that incorporate information or energy transfer at the requisite scale
to provide genuine quantum connections.”357 Research on ESP has found utility in
354
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quantum models of brain behavior.358 The Vodun practitioners in the study at hand
mention a form of internal hearing and a type of seeing without using physical sight in .
These are entangled states of awareness. Whereas ESP research examines human-tohuman ESP activity, motile quantum knowledge uses indigenous concepts to recover
from the background those agential entities who, per the consultants’ descriptions, utilize
the human brain’s capacity for quantum-level interactions. In Vodun, the brain’s ability
to access spirits in their quantum state leads to peculiar yet significant forms of knowing.
Motile quantum knowledge indicates the body is not merely a container or a surface; it is
a swath of the meshwork constituting a Vodun cosmos, it is a generative field where
human and nonhuman agency interact.

CASE STUDY #3: “The mami garçon” and “The mami woman”
Introduction
Alice is a short woman with warm round eyes and a quiet smile. She is from
Tegbe, Ghana but now lives with her biological brothers in a fishermen’s village on
Bénin’s coast populated by Ghanaian immigrants. On the evening she shares her
biography with Gérard and me, she wears white cloth wrapped around her waist and her
chest, leaving bare her shoulders and arms. This is how adepts of mami wata throughout
Porto-Novo dress during rituals or when present in the temple. Normally, mami wata
http://proxy.library.upenn.edu:2084/apps/doc/A485671443/AONE?u=upenn_main&sid=AONE&xid=ab30
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worshippers also tie a white head wrap around their heads, but Alice leaves her head
uncovered, revealing her long, thick, straight black hair. In the temple’s cool, quiet
fluorescent light, Alice settles in to tell us the events leading to her current role as a
healer.
Alice practiced Christianity for several years, but her mother protested due to the
extraordinary nature of Alice’s birth in the forest. Her mother, a farmer, gave birth to her
in the woods and she was born with natural locs. Alice lived with her father, a civil
servant, for part of her childhood; during this period, she often awoke with snakes on her
head and near her ears. Her father would jettison the creatures into the brush. Eventually
the serpents stopped appearing on her body and were found instead alive at the bottom of
her father’s water container. She notes, “the serpent arrived with powers.”359 Despite
these mysterious occurrences, Alice converted to Christianity and attended an Assemblies
of God church for five years. The portents followed her, nevertheless, particularly on the
day of her baptism. She recounts,
When my mom refused for me to go to church, I did not listen but the day of my
baptism they put me in water, I did not see water. In that moment, it became like a
house to me. And the pastor saw nothing but serpents in the water and the pastor
was afraid at that time.360
It is striking to note the baptism produced a phenomenal sighting for both the pastor and
for Alice. Alice saw what appeared to be a house beneath the water, which may have
been part of the world beneath the water inhabited by mami wata. Elizabeth Allo Isichei
notes mami wata worship exists throughout out West Africa and some communities, such
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“Le serpent est arrivé avec des puissances." Alice, in discussion with the author, 26 January 2016,
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vu rien que serpents dans l’eau et le pasteur a eu peur à l’époque.” Alice.
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as the Ijaw of the Niger Delta, believe the mami wata live in “fine towns under the
sea.”361 Like the Ijaw, Alice associates water with a subaqueous domain with dwellings
similar to human houses. Alice implicitly ascribes this domain to the mami wata.362
Perceiving this alternate domain beneath the water may have signified her unrecognized
connection to the water spirits. The serpents the minister saw in the water may have
embodied the sacred serpent, Dan, often depicted in Vodun imagery as a serpent draped
around the mermaid spirit’s shoulders or held above her head. Their appearance during
Alice’s baptism signifies the water spirits maintain dominance over this woman in spite
of the Christian ritual.
When I ask if she currently follows both Christianity and Vodun, Alice explains
her paternal great-grandfather was a traditional healer who initiated Christian ministers
seeking spiritual power and the ability to have large congregations. For this reason, she
follows her great-grandfather’s practices and believes Christian ministers use the power
of mami wata when laying hands on people. “God is there but is the power of the angels
of mami wata that make [people] fall.”363 In Pentecostal and Charismatic churches, the
minister lays hands on the parishioner in order to deliver the Holy Spirit’s power. This
power manifests when a person becomes “slain the spirit,” meaning they fall upon the
ground, and sometimes begin shaking, due to God’s power.364 While the ministers and
fellow witnesses attribute the effect to the Holy Spirit, Alice points out some Christian
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ministers use mami wata’s power to produce this same effect. For her, indigenous
religion remains important and potent.

The “mami garçon”
Alice’s confidence in Vodun stems not only from her great-grandfather’s acts, but
also from her personal encounters with marine spirits. In one instance, a water spirit,
what she calls a mami garçon, appeared at a crossroad while Alice walked home. 365 She
recalls approaching the crossroad and finding a small fire burning there. Beside it were
three eggs and three small cloths. She left the items untouched and continued walking. As
she proceeded, she came upon a tall, light-skinned man with on motorbike. He stopped
her and said, “You saw your thing there but you did not take it.” She explained it was not
hers and, for this reason, she left it behind. As she turned to depart, the man said, “No,
wait, give me your hand,” at which point Alice shook his hand and noticed it felt as cold
as ice. She remembers he then handed her 3,000 francs in old currency, a 25 francs coin,
and a 10 francs coin. She took the money in order to examine it closely, but her hand was
empty the moment she opened it. The man on the motorcycle also gave her a bracelet and
ordered her to retrieve the items she passed at the crossroad. At the time of this resarch,
Alice continued to safeguard the bracelet, the cloths, and the small stove from the
crossroad. While it is unclear what purpose the mami garçon intended for these objects, it
is clear these items now have a mnemonic effect. They remind Alice her encounter with
the mami garçon actually occurred.

365

The name “mami garçon” derives from a term Alice used during the conversation we began earlier that
day, when I did not have my recorder on hand. Though she did not repeat that phrase in this interview, she
knew to which story I referred when I used the term in my prompt during the recorded conversation.
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Alice’s encounter illustrates how the body’s senses become crucial to knowledge
in Vodun. Sight and sound confirmed she spoke with a tall male with light skin—an
uncommon physical feature often associated with marine spirits. The handshake,
however, becomes the most crucial measuring tool. Tactile interaction enabled Alice to
realize the thermal difference between his constitutionality and her own. Touch became
the means for assessing the presence of a nonhuman being. The money disappearing from
her hand further aligns him with the mysterious and the nonhuman. In fact, his ability to
produce money instantaneously indicates his association with the mami wata, who are
believed to bring wealth to their followers.
Contrary to her comfort discussing the encounter now, the event originally
frightened Alice; she and her parents consulted the Fa to learn more about the incident.
Through the Fa, the man on the motorbike communicated that he is her divinity, her
husband from the sea. Since then, the mami garçon visits Alice in two forms. First, he
appears to her in vivid dreams. She describes these moments as “live” and declares she is
not asleep but rather “there,” in a location as palpable as the environment she perceives
when she is awake. Second, she encounters the male marine spirit when he visits her at
night like a husband would a wife. “He stays with me,” Alice remarks,
But when it is a matter of coming toward me at night, I see the upper part [of him]
but not the bottom but I know it’s the man. He lies with me. I am there, he is
there. Afterward, he’s off. … I don’t know where he comes from. 366
Inasmuch as to “lay” with a person may refer to sex or some other sensual contact, it also
signals the activation of the body as a measuring instrument. Alice’s body functions as
the test site where human and nonhuman meet; her sense of touch records and interprets
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the mami garçon’s corporeality. Equally important, these dream visits indicate multiple
timescapes operate in Alice’s relationship with the mami garçon. When Alice sees him in
vivid dreams, this is an encounter in a different space-time than the one in which her
body exists. Curiously, when the mami garçon comes to her at night and interacts with
her physical body, this is a moment when the vodun enters Alice’s spatiotemporal
location. The “live” timescape in her vivid dreams and the corporeal encounter she has in
the human realm seem to be two concurrent timescapes; they are two slices of the
spherical triangle in which human agency and spirit agency interact. Last, these
timescape are the field through which the spirits have affective encounters with human
beings.

Spirit Bodies and Tactics
The conjugal visits between Alice and the male water spirit have caused her not to
marry. Her three children were born prior to the mami garçon’s appearance and she has
not had any other children since meeting him. Interestingly, she credits this vodun for her
healing powers. “The power he gave me is the power to heal children and pregnant
women,” she attests.367 This work replaces her typical employment. Alice operates a
small store but it is not as lucrative as her spiritual work. Furthermore, the mami garçon,
whose name she does not know, provides financial support. Alice says if she needs
money, she exclaims aloud, “Ah! I don’t have money!” and, soon after, she will find a
brand new monetary note while walking on the road, which she then retrieves to satisfy
her and her family’s needs. An important part of Alice’s intersectionality is her identity
367
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as a working-class, female, merchant who struggles when the nation’s economy
contracts.368 In Bénin, “[t]he country’s entrepreneurs are mostly young, with 80.4% under
45, and 46.1% of them are women. More than two-thirds (67.2%) have not completed
primary education.”369 To note, Alice could neither confirm her date of birth nor speak
English or French, the colonial languages learned in formal school programs in Ghana
and Bénin respectively. For these reasons, it is likely Alice has received very little formal
education. “The economy [in Bénin] slowed down to an estimated 4.0% from 5.2% in
2015,” the time this dissertation research occurred, “mainly due to electoral activity and
lower growth in neighbouring Nigeria.”370 Importantly, “Female-headed households
experience lower levels of poverty (28% compared to 38% for male-headed households),
but women suffer from a lack of economic opportunities and are underrepresented in
high-level decision-making positions.”371 Despite selling goods in the market and gaining
some income through her work as a traditional healer, Alice struggles in the nation’s
postcolonial economy.
The order of events in Alice’s relationship with a marine spirit is a variation on
the notion that Mami Wata offers monetary wealth in exchange for wealth in people. She
remains without a human husband; nonetheless, she still has children. The mami garçon
368
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approached Alice long after she bore children. The money the vodun provides sustains
her and her children. This contrasts the image of a water spirit who provides prosperity
but leaves the adept without a family to support with those funds. From a
phenomenological persepctive, this male water spirit assumes the role of household
provider as well as the adept’s intimate partner. By entering her life as a provider, he
yields the support a heteropatriarchal society mandates women obtain in life. An affective
approach to African theories of ontology, however, brings to light how the transactions
sustaining Alice and the mami garçon’s loyalty to one another functions as tactic
deployed jointly to counteract socioeconomic oppression by generating cash for the
marginalized in a cash-strapped economy. Michel de Certeau explains, “…a tactic is a
calculated action determined by the absence of a proper locus. … The space of a tactic is
the space of the other. Thus it must play on and with a terrain imposed on it and
organized by the law of a foreign power. … It operates in isolated actions, blow by
blow.”372 If Alice attributed her socioeconomic oppression to an individual, it would
become possible to devise a spiritual attack against a specific individual. Her situation,
however, lacks “a proper locus” such as this. Consequently she and her vodun must
launch from the margins a counterattack against an amorphous and omnipresent
antagonist: capitalism. The mami garçon “plays on and with a terrain imposed on” Bénin
by supplying Alice with cash, a concrete mechanism for mobility in a capitalist society.
More precisely, providing her CFA notes functions as a survival strategy in an economic
system imposed, at it core, by a foreign power: France. Alice invokes the mami garçon
by complaining about her economic situation; unlike ritualized invocations conducted in
372
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a temple, she deploys this practice spontaneously and at-will. Consequently, the vodun’s
response is an “isolated action” detached from Alice’s other income-generating
enterprises. Each instance when Alice finds money on the street is a “blow by blow”
assault against her socioeconomic oppression.

The “mami woman”
Alice attributes her healing power and pharmacologic knowledge, the core of her
economic enterprise as a traditional healer, to not only the mami garçon but also to
another encounter with a mami wata. She recalls someone knocking on her door one
night. Alice arrived at the gate and saw “a giant, beautiful woman with long hair,” and
she felt a vibration over her body. The woman smacked Alice’s palm firmly as she came
out of the gate, after which Alice remembers feeling a “power” on her that caused her to
follow the woman through the bush for three days. The strange visitor, whom my
consultant calls a mami woman, taught her to identify medicinal leaves and she explained
each leaf’s purpose. Since then, Alice no longer consults other healers or hounons; she
creates her own remedies based on the knowledge she received from the mami woman.
To note, Alice’s orientation toward the spirits began long before her corporeal
encounter with the mami woman or the mami garçon. She inherits proximity to the spirits
by growing up in proximity to “certain things” like “values, capital, aspirations, projects,
and styles” through which her grandfather, mother, and father expressed a tendency
toward spirits.373 Importantly, this background “is not simply behind the child: it is what
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the child is asked to aspire toward. The background...can orient us toward the future: it is
where the child is asked to accept his or her desire by accepting the family line and his or
her own inheritance.”374 Alice became a traditional healer in part because her background
indicated she should aspire toward working with spirits. Indeed her proclivity during her
childhood to attract snakes while she slept pointed out her proximity to the spirits. In
addition, her grandfather’s practice exposed her to the values and practices associated
with Vodun. Despite choosing to become Christian, Alice finds her way back toward the
spirits because of the gradual process of materialization of her own embodiment. Over
time, her family’s proximity to spirits becomes more apparent in her life.
Similar to her initial encounter with the mami garçon, Alice’s contact with the
mami woman yields three specific data points that enable her to confirm the entity’s
nonhuman identity. First, Alice sensed a vibration while standing in the visitor’s
presence. As discussed earlier, the vodun are said to be vibrations. The human body,
given its ability to sense and conduct electrical signals, may sense this vibration as an
electrical frequency.375 Therefore, on one hand, to say Alice sensed a vibration from the
mami woman suggests a vodun, in its vibrational state, is energy perceptible to the human
body in the form of a vibration producing an electrical frequency. On the other hand,
Alice’s ability to sense the mami woman’s vibration suggests Alice perceived this vodun
via her “internal environment” through which she senses a “feeling in the body, flesh, or
skin,” which “includes affective and dispositional conditions” and can be used to describe
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“ ‘extrasensory perception’.”376 The body’s ability to measure contact in its external and
internal environments is key to how the body functions as a measuring tool. More
significant is the vodun's ability to maintain this vibrational state while simultaneously
manifesting as a human body. The mami woman emitted a frequency, which registered
within and upon Alice’s body and compelled it into submission, while also manifesting as
a human female whose hands were solid enough to slap Alice’s hands forcefully. In
effect, this oral narrative discloses the overlapping ontological possibilities perceptible in
a Vodun sensorium.
Second, the mami woman’s firm slap on the palm resembles the greeting vodun
use during possession trance. When the vodun possesses a person, it salutes the public by
using the possessed individual’s body to greet the people present at the gathering. The
greeting includes a firm, sometimes painful, smack on the palm followed by a handshake
on the same hand. I witnessed this during possession trances involving Ogun, Agué,
Mama Tchamba, and Sakpata. The mami woman’s greeting resembles this salutation,
thus further marking her a nonhuman entity.
Third, sight and sound enabled Alice to perceive the mami woman’s voice and
comprehend the information she relayed about each medicinal leaf. These sights and
sounds are now Alice’s memories. Memories require verification in order to certify their
accuracy. In this case, the effective herbal combinations Alice creates confirm she heard
and saw details that now constitute an accurate recollection of medicinal information.
Effectually, this oral narrative discloses a key component to Vodun forms of knowing:
the body’s ability to detect, measure, and record data.
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Alice’s narrative demonstrates how instantaneous, radical ruptures in daily life
contribute valuable sensory-based knowledge. “Touch and tactility,” Mary Nooter
Roberts argues, “participate in culturally specific sensory epistemologies, and people and
spirits engage with, wield, and are affected by objects through ontological constructions
of ‘thing-ness.’”377 The thing-ness to theorize in this case study is the juncture where the
mami garçon’s skin-touching-Alice’s-skin and the mami woman’s skin-touching-Alice’s
skin.
The mami garçon and the mami woman’s bodies are a significant types of matter
just as Alice’s body is a crucial material in these encounters. The thin, fleshy node where
the surface of one body meets the surface of another constitutes a newly-accessible type
of matter. It is a previously untheorized component of materiality in Vodun. To
experience something akin to what I consider here, press the tip of your left index finger
against the tip of your right index finger. Pause for a moment. Notice your left finger
feeling your right finger. Notice your right finger feeling your left finger. Perhaps you
will feel your pulse throb in both fingers at once. Realize now there is a third point, a new
node, made visible—experiential—only when your fingers meet. It is the thing called
your-leff-finger-touching-your-right-finger, the conjoined skin itself, the thin line created
when one finger presses against the other. I call this node a “somatic co-incidence.”
“Somatic” emphasizes these nodes are fleshy. What “flesh” means requires further
explanation, but it is important to explain “co-incidence” before moving ahead. “Coincidence” draws on Sara Ahmed’s use of “co-incide”: “To ‘co-incide’ suggests how
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different things happen at the same moment, a happening which brings thing near to other
things, whereby the nearness shapes the shape of each thing.”378 In my usage, “coincide” points out these nodes bring humans nearer to spirits and spirits nearer to humans.
The pressure of the contact between the human’s body and the spirit’s body literally
shapes the shape of the node. Figuratively, the proximity of spirit to human and human to
spirit shapes the shape of what the human knows about a specific spirit (or even the
specific manifestation of a specific spirit). Co-incidental nodes emerge through a process
of differentiation. Touch enables skin to communicate to the brain information about
what the body senses. Thus, the cold sensation Alice felt when she shook the mami
garçon’s hand is a direct communication about the environment conveyed to the brain
through the body’s nervous system. The mami garçon’s body emerges in Alice’s
awareness as a different type of body through a process of differentiation. This
differentiation is a diffractive process. According to Karen Barad, “diffractions are
attuned to differences--differences that our knowledge-making practices make and the
effects they have on the world.”379 In Donna Haraway’s usage, “Diffraction is the
production of difference patterns in the world… .”380 Somatic co-incidences, as processes
of differentiation, produce different bodies--difference patterns in the ontological
contiuum characterizing Vodun practitioners’ knowledge about the world. Diffraction is a
the core of the process of materialization by which different bodies come to matter in
Vodun. Thus somatic co-incidences produce diffraction patterns. “Diffraction patterns
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record the history of interaction, interference, reinforcement, difference. Diffraction is
about heterogenous history, not about originals. … Diffraction is a narrative, graphic,
psychological, spiritual, and political technology for making consequential meanings.”381
The personal oral narratives of lived religious experience in Vodun are diffraction
patterns in the sense they relate to the listener the “narrative, graphic, psychological,
spiritual and political technolog[ies]” practitioners use to generate “consequential
meanings” from their history of “interaction” and “interference” with, and their
“reinforcement” of and “difference” from, spirit bodies. In short, the history of presence
in lived religion is a diffractive interpretation of experience.
Now, return to the “somatic” in “somatic co-incidence.” In Alice’s account, the
ephemeral bodily node described as fleshy includes human skin and the musculoskeletal
system it envelops as well as the surface of a human-like being whose skin differs in
temperature and color from Alice’s. The spirit bodies a somatic co-incidence brings into
view are the bodies humans access momentarily. For this reason, these nodes are shortlived but, depending on how long the enfleshed spirit remains embodied, they can occur
more than once.382 Generally, is not easy to repeat them. Thus these nodes are new to the
study of the materiality of Vodun because they are the nodes scholars may not be able to
see themselves. Scholars may access them primarily through second hand information.383
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Studying vodun from an epistemological location anchored in an indigenous hermeneutic
brings these fleshy encounters to ethnography’s surface.
An epistemological location founded upon empiricism and indigenous forms of
knowing enables the scholar to listen and look differently, and to interpret the
consultant’s embodied knowledge in a new way. It adjusts the scholars attention so these
momentary, corporeal nodes become perceptible. Somatic co-incidences emerge in the
scholars’ purview the way gray dots appear when a person looks at a picture of a grid of
black squares separated by white lines. A person cannot view the gray dots separately
from the black squares and white lines. The gray dots emerge only when the person views
the black squares and the white lines together. Similarly, somatic co-incidences like the
node where Alice’s skin meets the mami garçon’s skin become perceivable to the scholar
only when she or he sees both the human body and the spirit body. This analogy does not
mean the fleshy nodes are not there; rather, the illustration points out how ephemeral
these nodes can be. If the scholar looks away by selecting an epistemological toolkit
incapable of accounting for spirit agency and incapable of holding spirit bodies
accountable, the scholar will not see the somatic co-incidence. Furthermore, Just as the
gray dots alter a person’s perception of the overall image before them—they see black
squares, white lines, and gray dots instead of only black squares and white lines—so too
can somatic co-incidences transform the world a vodun practitioner, a scholar, or a
scholar-practitioner sees before him or her.
Just because Alice grew up oriented toward spirits does not mean she knew the
mami garçon’s flesh was a possibility in the physical world. To return to the analogy,
Alice grew up seeing white lines (humans) and black squares (spirits) but not the mami
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garçon (or the mami woman). He constitutes a kind of black square she had never
experienced. Consequently, the gray dots those black squares make when the mami
garçon and the mami woman meet Alice (the white line) are new. Similarly, these new
components of Vodun materiality—spirit bodies and somatic co-incidences—are what
reseracher on Vodun has missed.
For a moment, consider what other kind of nodes emerge when the black squares
familiar to Alice meet her, the white line. My interview with Alice took place inside the
Mami Wata sanctuary at Temple Guda Fli Gbé. Alice seemed very comfortable and very
familiar with the deities in this space. It was not her first time at Temple Guda Fli Gbé.
Indeed, Gérard had invited her to return because he wanted her to conduct cowrie shell
divination on his behalf. Watching Alice navigate the temple proved she was familiar
with spirits whose bodies consist of numerous objects one could purchase at the market
or find in nature. With respect to the aforementioned analogy, one may conclude the
black squares (spirits) familiar to Alice include shrines, a “material incarnation of the
spirit itself.”384 So what happens if Alice touches one of these shrines? A different
somatic co-incidence would emerge. A somatic co-incidence may include the node where
a human’s skin meets a the surface of a shrine. The flesh discussed above differs
drastically from the layered, (non)degradable substances used to create a shrine body for
a vodun. Nevertheless, a somatic co-incidence between a human and a shrine opens
several questions. For example, how does the node where human skin meets the shrine
(embodied spirit) produce knowledge about the gods? Can somatic co-incidences initiate
motile quantum knowledge? If so, how does that point of contact, as a material object,
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texture what practitioners know about the spirits? Finally, how does the somatic coincidence produce what practitioners know about the spirit’s affect and effects? These
questions inspire the scholar to look again at what researchers normally see when they
examine Vodun.

What May Researchers Gain Through a Quantum Approach?
The goal in these case studies has been to think through the forms of knowing and
the processes of materialization undergirding ontology and epistemology in lived religion
in Vodun. Personal, bodily interactions with liminal, boundary-defying entities become
an epistemological resource for practitioners. Experience changes what the practitioners
know about the spirits, but it does not undermine the authority divination holds in the
practitioners’ lives. Remember, Alice consulted the Fa after meeting the mami garçon at
the crossroads. As explained in the next chapter, Étienne’s mother consults the Fa to learn
more about Wabisa, his mysterious girlfriend. Similarly, Sylvie (chapter 5) consults the
Fa to understand who and what causes dramatic events in her life. Divination as well as
personal experience produce the ideas, terms, and interpretations best suited to discuss
lived religion in Vodun. In effect, this mixture of epistemological resources indicates to
the researcher there is much to gain from implementing indigenous concepts in the study
of Vodun.
Using Vodun knowledge and forms of knowing to study Vodun as a lived religion
counteracts the signification of indigenous knowledge by dislodging spirit bodies and
spirit agency from prohibitive classifications. Charles Long defines signification as “the
ways in which names are given to realities and peoples during [the colonial] period of
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conquest; this naming is at the same time an objectification through categories and
concepts of those realities which appear as novel and ‘other’ to the cultures of
conquest.”385 European schemas of scientific reasoning set the standard for all rationality
because of the global sociocultural, economic, and political hegemony Europeans held.
As a result, hegemonic knowledge “actively produced as nonexistent” indigenous forms
of knowing and indigenous concepts around the world.386 African people’s knowledge
about human experience the concepts they use to convey those ideas became
“noncredible alternatives to what exists.”387 When spirit bodies and spirit agency remain
categorized under “immaterial” or “unknowable,” many somatic co-incidences remain
inaccessible. Worse, the researcher’s consultants appear to lack a rationality as reliable as
the researcher’s way of thinking. Long explains the racialization of non-western people
and the objectification of their worldviews is integral to the intellectual queries pursued
during the colonial era. Religious studies and anthropology sprouted in this discursive
milieu. Therefore, studying African American religious expression, like studying
indigenous religions, has transpired in “a language of signification created by others
about them.”388 Applying indigenous forms of knowing and concepts to a study of Vodun
recovers indigenous ontologies and uses them to describe and interpret human
experience. It also produces an epistemologically integrated toolkit for the researcher.389
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Long argues non-European indigenous people “were present [during colonization] not as
voices speaking but as the silence which is necessary to all speech. … As opposed to the
existential and historical presumptions of human beings making their world, those who
lived as the materia prima…kept the ontological dimension open through their
silence.”390 With respect to Vodun in southern Bénin, this means despite the violent
imposition of French worldview upon Fon, Gun, and Ewe people, those known to
worship the Vodun maintained an embodied self-definition. Using indigenous concepts to
describe and interpret Vodun means indigenous voices can now craft the rubrics used to
name, describe, categorize, and theorize agentic entities in the world.
Using indigenous African forms of knowing to assess and describe human
experience asks scholars to question not simply what is being named (i.e. spirits) but also
by what means its naming comes into existence. Long argues, Black bodies and Black
thought (e.g. worldview, forms of knowing, practices) have been named, categorized,
scrutinized, and cast into a Western mythology about being-in-the-world. Based on this
argument, one may state this mythology conflates the invisible with the imaginary. As a
result, nonhuman nonanimal agential entities such as a mami garçon, Mama Tchamba,
Zangbéto, and Abiku become sociocultural, historical, or psychocultural constructions.
These classifications disassociate (in)visible entities (whose materiality at times may not
be produced, reproduced, or (re)touched) from their agency and cast them into the non-
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real. Entities such as vodun enter this zone under duress. I use “duress” in the legal sense,
meaning pressure put on an agent; agreements made under duress are voidable.391 Spirits
enter the zone of the immaterial by force because one consequence of colonialism is the
hypervalorization of what Western logics can verify and taxonomize. The categorization
of spirit bodies in Cartesian dualism happens under duress. Scholars can implement
indigenous concepts to loosen vodun materiality from metaphysics because, as an
indigenous hermeneutic in new materialist histories of presence demonstrates, the spirits’
meta-phsyicality remains in question. The vodun become consequential for theory when
indigenous perspectives on time, space, causation, agency, matter, and knowledge
become sources for creating critical, analytical commentary on the world.
The integrated toolkit I reference is akin to the ecology of knowledges
Bonaventura de Sousa Santos proposes. An ecology of knowledges is an epistemology
where no single knowledge or way of knowing about the world dominates another.
Western epistemology is not the way to know what can be known about the world. An
ecology of knowledges positions indigenous knowledge as an equally viable resource
from which to draw solutions to the world’s problems. In Sousa Santos’ words, ““For an
ecology of knowledges, knowledge-as-intervention-in-reality is the measure of realism,
not knowledge-as-a-representation-of-reality. The credibility of cognitive construction is
measured by the type of intervention in the world that it affords or prevents.”392 The
knowledge-as-intervention-in-reality Vodun knowledge poses to current scholarship on
African religions is a new perspective on agency and materiality. More specifically, it
391
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opens new connections between quantum physics and Vodun. The behavior of matter in
Vodun contradicts Newtonian physics but quantum physics speaks a language similar to
indigenous African explanations about the world. For example, the idea that the vodun
are vibrations indicates the vodun exist on strings just like particles do in String Theory.
But this is not a metaphor. Vodun is on to something about how matter
(trans)forms/(per)forms in nature. The process of materialization spirit bodies undergo is
not simply an issue of perception. Implementing indigenous concepts in the study of lived
religion in Vodun can bring scholars closer to understanding science.
I am encouraged to pursue this line of thought based on a ritual I observed at
Temple Guda Fli Gbé in 2006. Akintunde performed an offering to Aidohouedo, the
rainbow serpent of wealth, during the day at Temple Guda Fli Gbé. He lit three slender,
white candles and attached them to the floor with their own wax. Then he laid out a
small, blue Islamic prayer mat. Next, Hounon Ogunjobi led Gérard, a few adepts, and
myself through a song to Aidohouedo. As he sang, the hounon suspended a white chicken
in the air by holding it by its feet with his right hand and raising it above his head. He
held a dull metal knife in his left hand. As we sang, the chicken clucked and fluttered in
confusion. Its motion decreased with each passing chorus until finally the hounon held in
his hand a lifeless white hen. When the hounon finally cut the animal, it was a slow
process. The dull knife struggled chicken’s skin. To my shock, no blood remained in its
body. The hounon continued cutting until we could see the animal’s larynx. It was like a
white tube passing through white, rather than pink, muscle. The chicken’s lifeless body
was dry. Here is the crucial question: Where did the blood go?
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The bloodless chicken is as concrete as 2+2=4. I use this formula as a direct
counter to the “2+2=5” Orsi references when he calls for describing inexplicable
religious encounters as abundant events.393 The bloodless chicken is not a religious
artifact. It is an empirical datapoint. Scholars need to pursue the science of Vodun to
understand the quantum physics behind the data points substantiating knowledge created
through lived religious experiences. During my fieldwork, it became clear re-interpreting
divination and the capacity of the geomantic signs in Fa divination will be a useful place
to start. Overall, pursuing the intersections of quantum theory and indigenous concepts
may extend the horizons in religious studies.

Conclusion
This chapter examined two case studies to depict the datapoints practitioners
collect through their bodies. The discussion began with an examination of Martin
Holbraad’s “motile logic.” Holbraad’s concept overlooks spirit participation in the
knowledge production process. For this reason, I contend the sensory ability labeled
“intuition” or “extrasensory perception” is actually motile quantum knowledge, a form of
knowing involving both spirits and humans. Motile quantum knowledge transpires both
through the divination process and within a human being. A more external form of
knowing emerges from the practitioners tactile encounters with spirit bodies. Somatic coincidences, the nodes where human bodies meet the embodied spirit, constitute a key
component to materiality in Vodun. Crucially, these nodes are processes of
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materialization through which practitioners differentiate between different types of
matter. As such, somatic co-incidences produce diffraction patterns. These diffraction
patterns generate for the practitioner new information about their own constitution as well
as the materiality of spirits. The following chapter builds on these themes. The next case
study, “Étienne’s Sika,” explores the intersections of indigenous concepts and new
materialism. Whereas chapter 3 focused primarily on how human bodies ascertain spirit
bodies, chapter 4 ventures further to examine spirit affect.
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Chapter 4: Transphysicality, Affect, and Embodiment in Vodun
This chapter explores the organic connections between new materialism and indigenous
African concepts and argues for a turn away from methodological agnosticism. Stacy Alaimo’s
trans-corporeality and Jane Bennett’s vital materialism both find endogenous expression in
Vodun. Because trans-corporeality differs from the shifting embodiment spirits have, I
recommend pairing trans-corporeality with transphysicality. This chapter examines
transphysicality within Vodun and describes Vodun’s nonlinear range of ontological possibilities.
The body’s significance in a Vodun sensorium remains central to the conclusions drawn in the
case study, “Étienne’s Sika.” This personal oral narrative describes Mami Sika, a water spirit, and
illustrates the intersticial forms of embodiment she assumes. Importantly, the spirit bodies
featured here emerge outside of ritualized contexts such as a ceremony or a temple.394 At times,
the oral narrative reported here makes it possible to verify the vodun’s spaciality. At other times,
however, this becomes difficult. Certifying the vodun’s location in a city at a particular moment
in the past per the consultant’s description is not this chapter’s purpose. Rather, I focus on
Étienne’s personal oral narrative and the data points it generates about spirit bodies.
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Intersections between new materialism and Vodun ontology
In Material Feminisms, an anthology of new material feminist writing, editors Stacy
Alaimo and Susan Heckman argue feminist theory must engage environmentalism if it seeks an
end to “nature/culture dualism, which imagines nature to be the inert ground for the exploits of
Man.”395 “Nature,” in their view, “is agentic—it acts….”396 The posthumanism in material
feminism leads theorists to “explore the interaction of culture, history, discourse, technology,
biology, and the ‘environment,’ without privileging any one of these elements.”397 Stacy Alaimo
theorizes matter in her intricate use of trans-corporeality.
Trans-corporeality, for Alaimo, is “the time-space where human corporeality, in all its
material fleshiness, is inseparable from ‘nature’ or ‘environment.’”398 The prefix, “trans-” in
trans-corporeality indicates the materiality at issue can cross and exceed species-specific
boundaries. It also shows corporeality can shift depending on its context, which can be read as a
type of contact. Alaimo uses trans-corporeality to highlight the natural world is full of agentic
beings “with their own needs, claims, and actions.”399 Nature can make demands of human beings
as well as respond to human demands. Nature’s agency means matter in the natural world acts
upon and reacts to human behavior. Trans-corporeality asks feminist thinkers to consider how
nature acts upon human bodies and shapes human being-in-the-world.
Trans-corporeality helps theorize materiality in vodun by bringing to light the agentic
entities populating space in a vodun cosmos. For example, while participating in ritual activities
at Temple Guda Fli Gbé during my fieldwork, Gérard reminded me to speak to the plants before
picking leaves to make a spiritual bath. Told me to tap the plant’s leave three times to awaken it
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and to speak my purposes and ask permission before picking the leaves.400 This notion implies
there exists an indigenous concept known as “plant” where “plant” refers to an agentic entity can
accept or deny human requests. Similarly, I observed at Temple Guda Fli Gbé that all sacrificial
animals received an offering of food or drink before feeding the animal to the spirits. If the goat
in question ate the cornmeal mixed with palm oil offered to it, then the attending practitioners
knew the goat had agreed to give its life for sacrificial purposes. If the goat refuses to eat and
refuses to drink water, then the practitioners would not use that animal for the offering. The same
applied to chickens, doves, and guinea fowl; they normally received an offering of a small green
leafy plant, water, or gin. If the fowl refused the food or drink, it could not participate in the
ceremony. In effect, there exists in Vodun a concept called “animal” that refers to an agentic
entity whose liveliness humans must recognize and consider much like they would recognize and
consider their own liveliness. Asking permission from plants and animals is posthumanist
because it counters an anthropocentric approach to agency. In Vodun, humans are not the only
beings who have choice and can take action on their choices. Trans-corporeality provides a new
materialist framework for thinking about the agentic matter encapsulated by indigenous concepts
like “plant” and “animal.” It becomes clear trans-corporeality exists within Vodun; practitioners
simply use a different vocabulary for naming it.
Vodun practitioners in this study did not use the word “trans-corporeality,” but the idea
of “interchanges and interconnections between human corporeality and the more-than-human”
lays at the core of Vodun.401 All beings contain acɛ (ase in fon). In Yoruba, ase means “power,”
“authority,” or the “vital force” in all beings.402 “The Fon of ancient Dahomey...,” Rowland
Abiodun explains, “developed two different but related concepts from ase: se, referring to divine
400
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and metaphyscial aspects of ase; and ace (pronouned ache), representing the social an political
dimensions.”403 Medewale Agossou explains sɛ is the “powerful and essential part of a being,” its
“vital principle.”404 Sɛ is the indigenous concept in Vodun describing the vital force in humans,
plants, animals, earth, and water. It is ubiquitous and it belongs to nonhumans and humans. Sɛ
exists on a subatomic level because each component of an entity contains this vital force. A
fragment of a leaf contains the same vital force found in the entire leaf. Hypothetically speaking,
one particle of a plant would contain the same sɛ as the whole leaf.
Sɛ is an abstract indigenous concept with the capacity to dialogue productively with the
vitalist materialism Jane Bennet, a feminist new materialist writer, seeks in her essay, “A Vitalist
Stopover on the Way to a New Materialism.” Bennett deploys Hans Driesch’s thinking about
entelechy to describe the “vitalism” in her “vitalist materialism.” Bennett explains entelechy is
“[Driesch’s] notion of vital force: a life principle that activated the dull stuff of matter.”405
Crucially, Driesch’s vital force is not the same as a soul; it is “not the unique possession of each
individual but rather a vitality flowing across all living bodies.”406 Though the concept of sɛ in
vodun refers to a component of the four-part soul in Fon ontology, sɛ also refers to this same
animating force common to all entitites. In my experience, practitioners do not say plants or water
have a “soul,” but rather they have a force often interpreted as a vibration. Bennett’s vitalist
materiality focuses on “a cosmos of lively materiality that is my body and which operates outside
it to sometimes join forces with it and sometimes to vie against it.”407 Similarly, sɛ embeds
human bodies in a mesh of agentic matter that acts through the body, acts upon the body, and acts
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against the body. Similarly, spirit bodies become enmeshed in the wider material world. The
vibration in metal is why it constitutes Ogun’s body.408 Metal, like all matter in vodun, has
“Thing-Power: the curious ability of inanimate things to animate, to act, to produce effects
dramatic and subtle.”409 From a quantum perspective, sɛ identifies the common denominators
between all matter. It is an indigenous concept for the quantum operations active in all
substances, whether they are human or nonhuman. Nature may serve as the body for a spirit. As
such, agentic matter in Vodun remains inextricable from spirits. Since spirits are a type of matter
on the same dimensional plan as plants, animals, and humans, then spirit bodies become part of
the trans-corporeality in Vodun. Spirit bodies are one form of agentic matter whose agency can
integrate, overlap, and coincide with human agency. Overall, sɛ is an indigenous African concept
of the posthumanist vital materiality uniting all matter.
Though Bennett refrains from including spirit beings in a vitalist materiality, sɛ asks
thinkers to remember spirits have bodies and they are vibrations continuously in motion. Spirits
can intersect human bodies through a person’s kpɔli, through motile quantum knowledge, and
through touch. They are outside human bodies but can integrate human bodies. For this reason,
spirits are part of an indigenous African concept of vital materialism. In Vodun, “human power is
itself a type of thing-power.”410 Through the concept of sɛ, it becomes possible to theorize the
Vodun cosmos as not only a meshwork, but a field of agentic matter of which humans, animals,
plants, spirit bodies, and all other matter constitute an ecology of ontological possibility.411 A
quantum approach to lived religion in Vodun recognizes new materialism is not a foreign concept
to Vodun. Integrating new materialist theories in an articulation of Vodun ontology does not force
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Western concepts onto African thought. Instead, indigenous concepts in Vodun offer organic
expressions of new materialist ideas.
Alaimo’s use of trans-corporeality also generates a unique epistemological space
designed for interdisciplinary multi-modal conversations about ethics, politics, embodiment,
agency, and ecology.412 As such, it is a useful theory to include in a quantum approach to Vodun.
Alaimo’s theory involves the human realm, but avoids allotting theoretical space to vodun
participation. The lived religious experiences recounted in this study show a study on the
materiality of Vodun should include spirit bodies. Matter in Vodun is not only trans-corporeal,
but it is also transphysical. Spirits span the spectrum of ontological possibility. I offer
transphysicality as a conceptual partner to trans-corporeality. The goal is to implement a
“thinking across bodies” that includes multiquark modes of embodiment, meaning the strange and
elusive material forms featrued in personal oral narratives about lived experience with embodied
spirits.413 Spirits in Vodun traverse and exceed ontological distinctions. Yet no matter their form,
human beings use their bodies and their sensoriums to collect information about spirits. The
serves as the primary instrument for gauging trans-corporeality and transphysicality. On a
theoretical level, transcorporeality and transphysicality become an interwoven theoretical space
where new materialism and lived religion unite.
In Vodun, human interiority consists of four parts: yɛ (shadow), wensagun (messenger),
sɛ-lidon (cause of being and soul), and kpɔli.414 Basile Toussaint Kossou explains,
In the metaphysical sense, they call ‘kpɔli’ the sign which presided over the birth of the
individual and that the Fa reveals in the final stage of the initiation in the sacred forest,
the ‘fazun’. This sign is the word by which an individual has been created, this word
412
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contains his being and his future. It is absolutely individual, and it is thanks to it that the
will of the ‘Supreme Being’ can be understood in the consultation of the Fa. This
becomes then personal, taking rank among the divinities and requiring a particular
devotion, it is considered as the soul of its possessor, as vital and advantageous for him as
the light that guides the lost in the night.415
Kossou describes here the ritual of taking one’s Fa, an individualized reading in which a person
learns which du (geomantic sign) is unique to him or her. In a subsequent ritual, the person may
“wash” his or her Fa and have the du concretized into a physical object made of clay and cowrie
shells. The du, a spoken word and agential force, is transformed into a concrete object one can
cleanse ritually. The du demonstrates transphysicality in that it exists as both intangible divine
word, intangible yet agential force, and tangible, human-made object used to mediate relationship
between a human and a nonhuman entity. Transphysicality is readily evident in Vodun. The
personal oral narrative in this chapter discloses the various forms of being spirits assume and
examines when, how, and why spirits transfer themselves or are transferred by humans from one
form to another.
In Vodun, the spirits assume myriad forms in order to interact with human beings. No
one state is required before another, but it is possible to examine a personal oral narrative and
trace a vodun’s ontological transitions. Vodun’s nonlinear ontological continuum includes several
embodiments such as vibrations, human-made, concrete forms, and agential animal forms. A
vibration is an invisible material state, an energy pattern felt in and upon the body. A vibration
may also manipulate matter in the human world. A human-made concrete form is any physical
object a human being creates to house or transport a vibration. For example, a statue of Mami
Sika houses the spirit’s vibration and serves as a physical point where humans may commune
with the vibration known as “Mami Sika.” An agential animal form is the image or body of an
animal the vodun uses as a body in the human world. Sometimes people perceive this body as an
actual animal, like a sacred snake. At other times, the vodun may appear through a dream, vision,
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or oracular divination in animal form. Vibrations, human-made concrete forms, and agential
animal forms have agency. The personal narratives collected in this study suggest vodun agency
may not always derive from human agency.
Indigenous African epistemologies conceptualize nonhuman agentic matter. Unlike new
materialist thinkers, agentic matter in Vodun includes spirits because spirit bodies are part of the
natural world. Agentic matter in Vodun is interconnected, but a single agentic entity may become
several embodied forms. For this reason, it is useful to partner trans-corporeality with
transphysicality. Both trans-corporeality and transphysicality describe the agentic matter
highlighted in my consultants’ personal accounts about lived religious experiences. To be clear,
Jane Bennett’s vital materiailsm and Stacy Alaimo’s trans-corporeality exclude spirits or
suprahuman entities from their frameworks. When Bennett and Alaimo speak about the natural
world or matter, they refer to modes of life ascertainable through empirical evidence. This
reliance on an empirical knowledge of the agentic world, however, is what brings new
materialism into conversation with Vodun. The argument in chapter 3 states Vodun is an
orientation whose processes of materialization illuminates the spirit bodies and spirit agency
involved in a human’s proximity to spirits and in the spirits’ proximity to humans. Spirit bodies
are material entities Vodun practitioners ascertain through the body. Data points such as somatic
co-incidences generate the empirical data practitioners use to comprehend their trans-corporeal
connection to transphysical beings. In effect, interpreting Vodun’s intrinsic new materialism
resists methodological agnosticism.
It would seem Manuel A. Vasquez’s materialist phenomenology would offer a useful
launch into theorizing transcorporeality within Vodun, but Vasquez’s theory sets prohibitive
epistemological boundaries. First, Vasquez exorcises his method from metaphysical realism,
“which assumes that there is an independent world outside of our understanding that our minds
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can copy or mirror through concepts when we adopt the right philosophical method,” and
advocates instead an “embodied realism” that
sees reality as emerging from our ongoing physical-cultural interactions with the
environment. Our bodies and the environment in which we act ‘afford’ each other, they
make each other available. Our bodies, which have been shaped by the surrounding
environment, which includes cultural artifacts of various kinds, allow us to perceive,
transform, and accommodate to the environment.416
In a Vodun cosmos “metaphysical” does not accurately describe spirits or their environs because
spirits may intersect the same interdimensional spatiotemporal locations as humans. Additionally,
spirits may assume concrete embodied forms. Humans and spirits acknowledge and make space
for one another’s possibilities through agential engagement. The question becomes: what happens
to human bodies when they contact agential, nonhuman entities in environments designed and
populated by humans? The case study in this chapter pursues this question. The case study also
illustrates why methodological agnosticism is difficult to use if assumes an epistemological
location in which the consultant’s embodiment and experiences produce knowledge.
This chapter explores a personal oral narrative titled, “Étienne’s Sika.” It is a case study
on transcorporeality’s consequences for human interaction with the world. The narrative features
Étienne, a beninois carpenter in his twenties, and his girlfriend, Wabisa, whom he discovers is a
vodun-in-human-form. In this account, both the human being and the vodun undergo “physicalcultural encounters with the environment” such as dancing in a night club, eating at a tea shop,
and engaging in market activities. Furthermore, the local cultural protocols for women’s and
men’s gender roles inform how Wabisa and Étienne interpret each other’s actions and maneuver
within their intimate relationship. Both the vodun’s and the human’s body can “perceive,
transform, and accommodate to the environment.” Wabisa is in between; she wields two
identities during her relationship with Étienne: a human woman (Wabisa) and a spirit (whom
Étienne eventually identifies as Mami Sika). Her body omits the divide between the metaphysical
416
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and the physical, and suggests instead there is a meta-component embedded within reality, a
slippery space through which multiple forms of being are possible. Vasquez’s requirement for
materialism to remain “humbly agnostic about the ‘supernatural’ sources of religion,” however, is
a rule stemming from a discrete epistemological statement: meta-reality is nonreality because it
cannot be known. Whereas Vasquez wants “humble agnosticism” to circumvent meta-reality, it
instead becomes a roadblock to theorizing spirit agency.417
A narrative such as Étienne’s, wherein human bodies unveil nonhuman agential entities
who enact consequential events in the human realm, requires rethinking “the conditions that made
it possible for these sources to be recognized and felt as supernatural.”418 The “selves” in the
personal narratives reported by Vodun practitioners constitute “material in their own right,” but
they do not, as Vasquez would have it, only “acquire their distinctive materiality through social
practices that mediate how we experience the world and our own embodiment.”419 Wabisa’s
body, by Étienne’s account, is a concrete entity that conforms to particular social practices but
experiences the human realm through the protocols and practices unique to the human realm
where Étienne lives in addition to those practices and behaviors unique to the spirit realm from
which Wabisa-as-Mami-Sika emanates. The “spatiotemporal institutions and environments that
regulate the behavior of bodies” are not owned and operated solely by human entities. In Vodun,
spatiotemporal institutions and environments span multiple dimensions and populate fluid
fields.420 Human and nonhuman agency create diffraction patterns in these fields. Therefore, “the
task of the scholar of religion is to study how embodiment and embeddedness in time and place
enable and constrain diverse, flexible, yet patterned subjective experiences that come to be
understood as” ontological, not as “religious.”421 a study of lived religion in an African context
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may circumvent methodological agnosticism and its epistemological limitations by using: (1) a
quantum approach situated in (2) an epistemological location based on indigenous concepts and
indigenous forms of knowing so as to (3) implement a new materialisms anchored in (4) the
ontological and epistemological possibilities made evident through the consultant’s lived
religious experience. This method helps scholars understand how lived religious experiences in
Vodun come to be understood as reality enfleshed.
The body’s multiple senses remain integral to interpreting transphysicality in Vodun. A
Vodun sensorium, as illustrated through Étienne’s narrative, consists of sight, sound, taste, touch,
smell, and motile quantum knowledge. Étienne’s narrative highlights moments when data
obtained through each of these senses relays important information about Wabisa. He verifies his
encounters with her through his senses. Interestingly, he rationalizes Wabisa’s identity through
divination. Since Étienne withdrew from my project before I could pose new questions, it is
unclear why he did not infer for himself Wabisa’s identity. Étienne’s interview, nonetheless,
highlights sensory perception’s key role in his ability to interpret Wabisa’s distinct material
forms. As such, thinking about Wabisa’s materiality calls for examining her effects on the world
and her affect in the world.
Affects, as emotions, are a key part of Vodun materiality. They relates to the spirit
agency spirit bodies possess. Identifying spirit affect in Étienne’s narrative reveals spirits have
feelings. As Donovan O. Schaefer explains, “the phenomenological current within affect theory
stresses the urgency of including emotion in any account of embodied life. This is not merely to
enrich description however: attending to affects helps us produce more detailed analyses of how
bodies are moved by systems of power.”422 Affects arise in moments when either Wabisa or
Etienne exert power in their relationship. It becomes apparent Mami Sika, a vodun, has human
emotions. Her affect becomes just as significant to the story’s meaning as Étienne’s feelings.
422
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Mami Sika is a felt entity who also has feelings. Throughout Étienne’s narrative, Wabisa, who is
Mami Sika in human form, demonstrates ardor, jealousy, covetousness, disdain, displeasure,
vengefulness, and remorse. Understanding these emotions adds depth and dimension to the
enfleshed reality Étienne experiences through interaction with Wabisa’s body.

CASE STUDY #2: ETIENNE’S SIKA
Vodun Bodies and Gender Performance in Nonreligious Contexts
Étienne’s narrative begins the day an entrepreneur invited him to work at a construction
site in Djougou, a large city in northwestern Bénin.423 He arrived on a Wednesday and sat down
to drink tea at a small tea stall owned by an aboki, a Nigerien who sells small comestibles. As he
drank his morning tea, something told him to look behind him, at which point he saw a winsome
woman. Something inside him told him to call out to her and the woman made eye contact with
him at that exact moment. In French, Étienne uses the phrase “le truc” or “the thing” to refer to
the propulsion compelling him to speak to the woman. “Le truc” could indicate motile quantum
knowledge, an important component of a Vodun sensorium. Étienne called the woman over to
him and she approached without hesitation. Étienne remembers she wore ochre, the same color as
the 500 CFA note and the color associated with Dan, the oceanic serpent divinity of prosperity
and gold. He greeted her and noticed her shining eyes were in fact black; Étienne used sight to
determine he was blocked from perceiving something important about Wabisa. Nevertheless,
Étienne began relaying his life’s story to the woman and made it clear he was unmarried. He said
he wanted to be with her and requested her name. She replied, “Wabisa.” At this point in the
narration, Étienne interjects in Gun rather than French, “The snake that owns the world slithers
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and no one can tie it,” a praise name for Dan, the sacred serpent often depicted around Mami
Sika’s shoulders in Vodun imagery.424 It is as if speaking the name is an invocation and requires
respect.
Étienne invited Wabisa to go for a walk but she declined his persistent requests.
Suddenly, he said to her, “You know, when I see you, it is like you are my wife.”425 He noticed
her eyes begin to glisten as if she were on the verge of tears. Wabisa’s ardor, her affective
response to Étienne’s statement, suggested to Étienne she appreciated his comment and she
desired further connection with him. Their social interactions in a specific cultural milieu traced a
pattern of behavior socially acceptable for heterosexual individuals interested in pursuing each
other’s companionship, especially intimate companionship. Wabisa’s ability to use her emotions
to communicate within this social pattern illustrates Wabisa’s affective capacity and the
importance her emotional life has for the sequence of events transpiring in Wabisa and Étienne’s
relationship. Étienne does not yet know Wabisa is a spirit; consequently, the import of the
vodun’s affect has yet to dawn on him.
Affect emerges as the “drama of contingency” between Étienne and Wabisa. Precarious
steps converge to produce their first contact.426 Should Étienne respond to “the thing,” the motile
quantum knowledge, telling him to speak to the woman? This is a risky moment. He trusts the
knowledge within him and invites the woman to join him. Would she respond, and respond
affirmatively? She does. If “happiness is an orientation toward the objects we come into contact
with,” then Étienne’s joy in this moment depends on his contact with Wabisa.427 Similarly,
Wabisa’s affect surfaces through the contingent acts in their encounter. If Wabisa, as Mami Sika,
contributes to the motile quantum knowledge happening within Étienne, then the entire encounter
424
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hinges on whether or not Étienne responds to this knowledge. He does. Will he notice her ochre
dress, her pretty eyes? Will he respond with attraction? He does. Wabisa’s immediate response to
Étienne’s invitation to join him implies his actions pleased her. This pleasure is part of Wabisa’s
happiness; as such, “it may play a crucial role in shaping...the world that takes shape around
[her].”428 Mami Sika’s affective experiences, as she knows them through a body called
“Wabisa,” take shape based on what her encounters with Étienne.
Étienne asked when he could see Wabisa again and she offered her phone number. They
met again at a bar that night for a spaghetti dinner, which is interesting because Wabisa’s ability
to consume food confirms her human bodiliness rather than her otherworldliness. Étienne does
not state whether Wabisa could taste her food, but the experience of dining with Wabisa seems to
reiterate her human form. She eats just like he eats. Étienne could taste his food and the visceral
experience of a spaghetti dinner is one material data point eliminating, for Étienne, any possibility
this encounter with Wabisa could be imaginary. Étienne attempted to pay, but Wabisa stopped
him, opened her wallet, and took out a newly minted 10,000 CFA note. Her generosity shocked
Étienne perhaps because he did not expect her to pay for their meal. Étienne’s affect, shock,
implies Wabisa’s behavior defied his ideas about the sociocultural norms for Beninese female
partners in heterosexual relationships.429 Until this point, Étienne had positioned himself as the
initiator in their romance by making advances and extending offers for future contact. Wabisa’s
decision to pay for the meal, however, inverts the heteropatriarchal hierarchy Étienne seems to
expect their courtship will conform to. She becomes the provider rather than the dependent
partner. Furthermore, Wabisa uses clairvoyance to seize epistemological control of her interaction
with Étienne. On the way to his residence, Wabisa began telling Étienne details about himself that
he had not shared with her. For example, she described his neighborhood in Porto Novo and told
428
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him he “wears the Bible,” meaning he belongs to the Celestial Christian Church and wears a long,
white garment.430 Again, her clairvoyance stunned him and he is unsure what to make of these
uncanny insights. By presenting herself as a sentient discerner of hidden facts, Wabisa
momentarily strips Étienne of his ability to weave an appealing narrative about himself, thereby
leaving him vulnerable and surprised. This vulnerability further stimulates Étienne’s ardor for
Wabisa and, later that night, they made love in his abode. This marked the beginning of a
physical relationship that lasted several months.

Bodily Practices and Sociogeographic Relationships
One night, Wabisa and Étienne visited a nightclub. It was a Thursday and at midnight it
would become Friday. Étienne recalls they were there enjoying themselves when Wabisa
mysteriously disappeared. At this point in the narration, he turns his head to the altar and states in
French, “Wabisa, it looks like I’m bullshitting but I am not.”431 Étienne remembers searching for
her inside and outside of the nightclub. He did not find her. He called her phone but she did not
answer. Étienne explains, “I did not know because I was a Celestial Christian, I did not know she
could not do the thing with men on Thursday into Friday. She had to stay, that is to say, holy. I
did not know all that.”432 Mami Wata adepts consecrate themselves either form from midnight on
Thursday morning to midnight Friday morning or from midnight Friday morning to midnight
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Saturday morning.433 During this time, adepts may receive visitations from their divinities or have
spiritual dreams as they sleep. Conversely, the adepts presume the spirits know these dates and
times are spatiotemporal windows when the water spirits may interact with their adepts
intimately. Étienne notes Wabisa left the club suddenly because she needed to maintain this
practice.434
It was eleven o’clock at night in Djougou and the zimigens (motorcycle taxis) had
stopped operating. Étienne was in a bind because he needed a zimigens in order to search for
Wabisa at her home. Consequently, he began to walk home when he suddenly saw a motorcycle.
Étienne explains,
It was a moto nat, that is a moto, that is a motorcycle taxi man that stopped. I smelled
perfume there. This perfume, I still—I still search for this perfume. I don’t know the
perfume. It was like I was in the icebergs, that is to say in a place of ice. It became cool
automatically. There was a cool perfume, terrible. I said, “What in the world is going
on?” [I] said, “Zim, I am going to Taifa,” the place I was going is at Taifa. The person
did not answer. The person told me to get on. When I got on, it was like I was in the
snow. There was a smell there. Upon arriving at the intersection, where I had to get
down, the person stopped. I got down. I was about to pay him money, but he left.
Completely. I was looking at the person; I don’t know where he was.435
Étienne emphasizes his sensory perception in this moment: the perfume and the cool temperature
on the taximan’s motorcycle indicate to him the presence of nonhuman beings. Sudden unfamiliar
perfume filling a space is associated with the mami wata’s presence.436 Étienne cites these
sensory observations to communicate to the listener the otherworldly nature of his encounter with
433
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the motorcycle taxi man. From Étienne’s perspective, this motorcycle taxi driver may have been
another water spirit, an agent working on Wabisa’s (meaning, Mami Sika’s) behalf. If this is the
case, then the moto nat’s emergence in this story points to another type of vodun-to-vodun
sociogeographic relationship: there are spirits who work for, and may be subordinate to, other
spirits.
Once Étienne arrived at home, he slept until a knock at his door awoke him at 6:35 AM.
It was Wabisa. At this moment in the narrative, Étienne lowers his voice and says, “That day, she
showed me who she really was. God!”437 Wabisa transformed before his eyes. She transitioned
from one ontological form to another and Étienne witnessed her ontogenesis—the emergent state
in between her agential humaniod form and her apparition. Although Étienne avoided describing
exactly what he saw, he noted, “I was scared because I was a Celestial Christian. I thought I saw a
demon, that is to say, Lucifer himself.”438 Evidently, whatever form Wabisa presented before him
was not human and it was unfamiliar, something extraordinary and, as suggested by the reference
to Lucifer, otherworldly. Wabisa then asked Étienne, “Do you want to marry me?”439 He
answered affirmatively. Importantly, she posed this question to him seven times, indicating the
question’s gravity, the import of his answer, and the extent of her covetousness. This marriage
proposal invites Étienne to maintain a vertical, interdimensional, sociogeographic relationship
with Mami Sika through the practice of a horizontal, intradimensional, heterosexual,
sociogeographic relationship. Like spiritual marriages in Haitian Voodoo, accepting the spirit’s
proposition enters the human into a spiritual-physical relationship wherein dreams become the
mechanism for sensual encounters between humans and spirits.440 What differs here is Wabisa,
the vodun, aimed to live out her marriage to Étienne as a human being in the human world rather
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than as a vibration who visits her lover in the psychophysical spatiotemporal realm of dreams.
Wabisa also asked Étienne if he was sure he did not have a wife. He denied having a spouse
despite the fact he had a girlfriend in Porto-Novo. This moment foreshadows a serious conflict in
Étienne’s relationship with Wabisa because the mami wata are fiercely jealous.
During the interview, Étienne admits he was amorous with other women; he had another
girlfriend to whom he made love. Once, after a tryst with this woman, he returned home and
Wabisa kept her distance from him. According to Étienne, she said, “Uncle, go wash yourself
first. Take this. It is necessary that you wash yourself with it. Be careful. I love you, Uncle,
otherwise, I am going to leave you.”441 Wabisa uses the moniker “Uncle” to show respect for
Étienne’s position as a male who has higher sociocultural status than she in a heteropatriarchal
society. Wabisa seems to comply with the gender-based norms informing his expectations of her
since she is the female in their heterosexual relationship. As a result, her relationship with Étienne
parades in public space as a horizontal human-to-human relationship in the human dimension.
Indeed, Étienne’s infidelity and Wabisa’s threat to leave him as a result mimics the dynamics
between men and women in some heterosexual partnerships where the pair claims to practice
monogamy. The moniker “Uncle” suggests Étienne has power and status in their intimate partner
dynamic. Nonetheless, Wabisa impresses upon him the need to obey her protocols. Evidently, in a
romantic relationship between a goddess and a man, “loving ‘happily’ means knowing the
peculiarity of a loved other’s likes and dislikes. Love becomes an intimacy with what the other
likes and is given on condition that such likes do not take [them] outside a shared horizon.”442
The shared horizon consists of two parts. One component is Étienne’s sociocultural norms for
romantic relationships. The moniker “Uncle” seems approprite to him. In addition, he finds no
fault in having more than one girlfriend. Polygymous relationships are a familiar concept in
Benin. The second component to their shared horizon is the sociocosmic limits surrounding Mami
441
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Sika. The ochre color Wabisa wears; the white, blue, and yellow sheets she sleeps in with
Étienne; the money she carries; her sexual abstinance on Fridays; and her need for purity all
reflect the social practices Mami Wata adepts uphold so as to maintain their cosmic connection
with the marine spirits. These same protocols govern Wabisa’s limits on earth. The taboos and
proscriptions associated with Mami Wata worship set the boundaries for Mami Sika’s
engagement with the world.
Wabisa’s warning to Étienne conveys more emotions: displeasure and disdain. Like
jealousy, these emotions surface whenever Wabisa wants Étienne to reiterate his loyalty to her
discursively and nondiscursively. She wants him to keep his loyalty to her by refraining from sex
with other women. So doing would support his marital pledge to her. Mami wata adepts practice
ritual cleansing after sex, after eating a prohibited food, and before entering the temple to interact
with the vodun. If the adept is female, she will also practice ritual cleansing upon completing her
menstrual cycle. Wabisa’s physical distance from Étienne prior to his bath reflects the impurity
he carried and his need to remove “dirt” before interacting with her. She may have handed him a
specific leaf used for purification or some perfume to add to his bath in order for him to become
clean. To note, since Wabisa is a vodun, her relationship with Étienne is another type of vertical
vodun-to-human relationship.
Mary Douglas’s thinking about dirt helps clarify the problem Étienne’s sex with another
woman posed to his relationship with Wabisa. Douglas argues, “[dirt] implies two conditions: a
set of ordered relations and a contravention of that order. … Where there is dirt there is a system.
Dirt is the by-product of a systematic ordering and classification of matter, in so far as ordering
dirt takes us straight into the field of symbolism and promises a link-up with more obviously
symbolic systems of purity.”443 The “ordered relations” is the primacy Mami Sika claimed in
Étienne’s life. As divinity-incarnate that aimed to provide him with prosperity in exchange for his
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fidelity and admiration, she was supposed to be his only romantic partner. For this reason, she
asked him several times if he was certain he did not have a wife. Étienne contravened this order
by continuing his romance with another woman. Consequently, sex itself is not impure but sex
with another woman constitutes an impurity. The “systematic ordering and classification of
matter” seems to be performed by Wabisa (the vodun) rather than by Étienne. He agrees to the
ordered relationship he shares with the spirit being but he does not create the system’s rules.
Douglas states a discussion about dirt leads to a discussion about symbolism, but bathing with
special ingredients does not seem symbolic in Étienne’s narrative. Wabisa’s agency in this
situation complicates theoretical attempts to reduce the purification practice down to symbolic
elements because the vodun use purification objects not for their symbolism but for the aché, or
power, these items carry. Certain types of matter (i.e. leaves, perfume, or powder) have intrinsic
purifying abilities. The objects Wabisa handed to Étienne to bathe with were integral to his ability
to regain close proximity to this divine being. Wabisa’s admonition to Étienne and her insistence
upon his cleanliness signals the polarity of power in this vodun-to-human relationship is unstable.
Heteropatriarchy affords Étienne male privilege, but Wabisa’s status as a vodun, especially one
who aims to bring prosperity, enables her to assert her demands based on the threat of removing
good fortune from Étienne’s life. In effect, human and spirit agency vacillate and power, like a
particle, is wave-like. One would think Wabisa’s power as a vodun would control, perhaps
compel, Étienne to remain loyal to her. Human agency, however, remains detached from vodun
control; from the vodun’s perspective, human agency is an evanescent variable.
Étienne’s sex with Wabisa produces somatic co-incidences. Each time Étienne and
Wabisa touch, their conjoined skin creates ephemeral nodes that are present only when their
bodies touch. This touch necessitates a quantum theorization. Because Wabisa is a divinity who
may share trans-corporeality with Étienne, it is possible to examine the somatic co-incidences
they create as a form of self-touching. Karen Barad’s explanation of virtual particles in quantum
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physics illuminates this metaphor. Barad explains virtual particles are characterized by their
indeterminacy; virtual particles “are ghostly non/existences that teeter on the edge of the
infinitely fine blade between being and nonbeing. ...virtual particles are quantized
indeterminacies-in-action.”444 Somatic co-incidences resemble virtual particles because they
happen only through action but they are unstable and momentary. They are indeterminate because
it is difficult to hold in view the fine line that joins and separates one skin’s surface from another.
According to Barad, the infinities virtual particles create are “marks of self-interaction—the selfenergy takes the form of an electron exchanging a virtual photon...with itself.”445 In this way, the
electron touches itself. In Barad’s interpretation, “the very notion of ‘itself,’ of identity, is
radically queered” and this touching produces another object for theory—“touch touching
itself.”446 This idea of a touch that can touch itself is the most curious part about the physical
contact between Étienne and Wabisa.
In Vodun ontology, “[t]he Vodu person in her most private and public avatars, …, is
already a plurality of desiring subjects and relationships. … The kpɔli includes nature spirits,
plant stories and myths… The kpɔli…may bring particular vodus into the personhood of a
child….”447 For Étienne, Wabisa embodies a divinity who is already connected to him. Wabisa
emerges in Étienne’s life because Mami Sika is already in his personhood through his kpɔli. Thus
the somatic co-incidence between Wabisa and Étienne consists of Mami Sika-as-kpɔli touching
the touch Mami Sika-as-Wabisa creates with Étienne. Since Mami Sika-as-kpɔli effectually
touches Mami Sika-as-Wabisa, the corporeal encounter boils down to Mami Sika touching
herself. This is a virtual somatic co-incidence one cannot see without using indigenous concepts
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such as kpɔli to circumvent methodological agnosticism. A quantum approach to materiality in
Vodun reveals infinite, particle-like contacts contribute to the materiality of Vodun. Étienne’s
Sika demonstrates spirit bodies are not only touchable, but they also touch themselves.
Étienne’s sensual contact with Wabisa satiates his physical desire for her. Since
“touching the Other is touching all Others, including the ‘self,’ and touching the ‘self’ entails
touching the strangers within,” Étienne’s erotic contact with Wabisa connects him to a heretofore
unknown component of his inner self. Furthermore, Vodun ontology holds the kpɔli can come
from an individual’s ancestor.448 As such, Vodun contains an endogenous expression for the new
materialist argument that “every finite being is already threaded through with an infinite alterity
diffracted through being and time.”449 Again, a quantum approach to lived religion in Vodun
discloses the patterns these diffractions create by highlighting the embodied knowledge formed
through somatic co-incidences.
With respect to the spirit, Mami Sika’s contact with Étienne suggests she desired her self.
“Matter is an enfolding,” Barad notes, “an involution, it cannot help touching itself, and in this
self-touching it comes in contact with the infinite alterity that it is.”450 Mami Sika desired her own
materiality and she experienced it by connecting the circuit between Mami Sika-as-vibration (via
Étienne’s kpɔli) and Mami Sika-as-Wabisa. Transphysicality identifies the material states
through which a spirit may contact itself, at times through intimate physical encounters. “Touch
touching itself” in Vodun materiality indicates spirits, as vibrations, plug into their own circuit
through contact with human bodies. This circuit grants the spirit another type of mobility through
the meshwork of a Vodun cosmos. Virtual somatic co-incidences enable rapid fire, electric
transmissions of spirit agency through sociogeographic space.
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Epistemological Tensions in Detecting Spirit Bodies
Étienne called a holy, a spiritual leader in the Celestial Christian Church that
prophesizes and has visions. Étienne provided the holy Wabisa’s name and the visionary
said he did not see a woman, but a serpent like a rainbow. It is unclear by which
mechanism or device the holy saw Wabisa; Étienne did not specify whether the religious
leader had a vision, used oracular divination, or utilized some other means. Nevertheless,
the seer’s conclusion is revealing. The holy asked Étienne, “Where did you find this
demon?” and implored him to pray because this serpent is very strong.451 He directed
Étienne to do everything within his power to leave her. The spiritual leader from the
Celestial Christian Church saw Wabisa not as a woman but as a rainbow serpent. Like
Etienne, the holy encountered her nonhuman form and ascribed her to a nonhuman
category. While it is unclear how the holy saw this image, it is clear he accessed a second
bodily form concealed by her human embodiment. Importantly, the rainbow serpent he saw

may have been an image of Aidohouedo, the rainbow serpent considered to be a powerful
mami wata spirit. Aidohouedo is both the serpent that holds the world together and also a
divinity of prosperity. it is unclear why Etienne later concludes Wabisa is Mami Sika and
celebrates her by using praise names for Dan, but it is important to note Mami Sika, Dan, and
Aidohouedo are all ocean spirits associated with prosperity. The holy’s response confirms

Wabisa’s ability to produced monetary notes at a whim is because she is a spirit with easy
access to wealth. It also confirms Wabisa’s ability to attract prosperity, which Étienne
observed during the time they lived together in Porto-Novo. He says he became an
entrepreneur whose carpentry business prospered. In his words, “I had money!” As
evinced in much scholarship on Mami Wata/mami wata, this divinity brings material
451
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wealth to her adepts. Eventually Étienne consulted the Fa about Wabisa. His mother
consulted on his behalf and disclosed to him Wabisa was indeed Dan, a serpent who will
bring a person great abundance so long as the person never does wrong against the
serpent. “This girl, it is necessary to guard her well,” explained his mother.
Étienne’s initial confusion about Wabisa’s identity and agenda stemmed from an
epistemological tension. On one hand, both the holy’s vision and the Fa told him Wabisa was a
sacred serpent. Étienne’s mother consulted the Fa on his behalf and declared Wabisa was Dan.
The holy Étienne consulted at the Celestial Christian Church had a vision wherein he saw Wabisa
was a rainbow serpent. Both sources agree the woman is actually a spirit in animal form. On the
other hand, Étienne’s mother deemed Wabisa a positive presence to keep with care because she
came to increase Étienne’s prosperity, but the holy in the Celestial Christian Church urged
Étienne to depart from Wabisa because she was a demon. “There is a congruence between
Yoruba religious thought,” Afe Adogame explains, “and the [Celestial Church of Christ]
worldview in their belief in the reality of ajogun, aje, oso and other malevolent forces even
though the medium of control has changed. …the CCC now attempts to cope with these
enigmatic forces through eto adura (prayer), prophecy, visions and dreams which are in their
proper language referred to as ‘spiritual messages.’”452 In the Celestial Church of Christ,
benevolent divine presences include the Holy Spirit and the angels, especially the arc angels.453
The holy’s vision categorized Wabisa outside the rubric for angelic presences in the Celestial
Church of Christ’s cosmology. Étienne does not state which interpretation he trusted more. It
seems his personal interactions with Wabisa guided his final decision to maintain his relationship
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with her. In other words, knowledge gathered by using the body as an instrument became critical
to rationalizing this long-term encounter with a spirit.

Changing the Sociogeographic Relationship by Altering Bodily Forms
“One day, I did her wrong,” Étienne recalls, “How did I do her wrong? I went to do that
which I should not do with another woman.”454 Afterward, he returned home and his girlfriend
from Porto-Novo came to his home. Upon seeing Wabisa, she became hurt and angry. She argued
with Wabisa and hit her three times. Wabisa also demonstrated an affective response: fury. Upon
the third time, Étienne explains, the woman fell upon the floor as if she were dead:
She was like a dead body you wash before a funeral. I swear to Ogun, it happened at
Kpota.455 This happened in Kpota, that is to say in the community of Adjarra. … There
were many people who arrived, who said, “You killed her!,” that I did it, whereas the girl
was not dead. This is because Wabisa, she had energy.456
Wabisa and Étienne fled Kpota. For Étienne, Wabisa’s identity as a Mami Wata was now
indubitable. It is at this point in his narration he first calls Wabisa “Mami,” meaning Mami Sika.
Étienne remembers shortly after this drama in Kpota, Wabisa said to him, “I arrived to bring you
goodness, money, everything, but you did not believe. But from now on, you will be the one who
will serve me.” After speaking to Étienne, Wabisa retrieved her luggage and departed. From that
point onward, Étienne’s prosperity diminished significantly. He whose business once flourished
now struggled to earn 50 francs.
Étienne’s sex with Wabisa creates a contract between the vodun and the human. Wabisa
asks Étienne to pledge his loyalty after their physical romance began; she secured his affection
and his comfort with her financial provisions prior to requesting his vow. Importantly, after
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Étienne betrayed Wabisa, she revealed she had come to serve him but now he would serve her by
becoming his hounon. In effect, a human’s sexual contact with a vodun-in-human-form binds a
fragile social and spiritual agreement. Étienne claims he selected Wabisa as a partner by initiating
communication with her in the bar and by vowing to keep her as his sole wife, but one could also
consider their entire encounter a set-up Mami Sika designed. The water spirit’s affinity for
Étienne may result from his kpɔli and his odu. They could indicate his soul comes from the
direction of the water and that water spirits constitute the invisible aspect of his being. In so
doing, Wabisa’s relationship with this young man in the human dimension aimed to activate a
spiritual-social connection between her and Étienne. Their romantic relationship rendered
material and spiritual effects such as financial success, sexual pleasure, and joy.
One night, Étienne had a dream in which he heard the phrase, “The serpent who owns the
world” and he saw an image of the altar beside which he now sits. A voice in the dream said,
“Make it for me.”457 Étienne attributes this voice to Mami Sika, who at this point in his narrative,
had returned to a vibrational form. Note, Mami Sika-as-vibration is not “raw existence,” what
Thomas Csordas calls “energetic intentionality without yet fully formed subjectivity, even less a
developed capacity for reflectivity.”458 At the time of this research, the altar room smells sweet
like powder and perfume—fresh, crisp, floral, and sugary. Two images of Hindu goddesses hang
on the wall above the altar. One depicts a Hindu goddess dressed in gold jewelry and gemstones
while playing the flute. The deity’s elaborate adornments and her instrument are two key
iconographic components in Mami Adelan’s image on the wall at Temple Guda Fli Gbé in which
the divinity, a brown-skinned mermaid, wears a gold crown and plays a flute. It is possible this
print image on Étienne’s altar represents the same marine spirit In between Étienne’s two
paintings appear two symbols drawn in white chalk: the “Ohm” symbol and a three-pronged spear
457
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associated with Shaivism and also with Mami Adelan, the warrior mami wata. Etienne describes
his current role as a “guardian” who “does everything,” despite the fact Wabisa does not answer
when he calls.459 In effect, his role as a hounon is the role of a servant; he must perform rituals at
the altar in order to placate the goddess and communicate with her. She no longer responds to the
moniker “Wabisa,” but instead seems responsive only to Étienne’s worship of Mami Sika, the
marine divinity of beauty, creativity, and prosperity.
When Wabisa leaves her vodun-as-vibration form, she removes the immediate monetary
benefits she previous provided her lover. Shedding her human body, however, does not terminate
her relationship with Étienne; instead, her transition requires Étienne and Wabisa to renegotiate
their terms of agreement. Mami Sika, in the form of Wabisa, no longer purchased spaghetti
dinners for Étienne. Nonetheless, at the time of this research, Étienne earned more money by
conducting vodun rituals for clients than he earned as a carpenter. He also established a new
romantic relationship and became a father, despite his unprecedented financial difficulties. It is
unclear whether or not he would have had children if he had maintained his relationship with
Wabisa.460 Étienne did not comment on this topic but the sequence of events leading to his
marriage and the birth of his child raises the question.461 Nevertheless, Mami Sika maintains her
spiritual-social bond with Étienne despite changing her ontological form.
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Affect and Spirit Bodies
In Wabisa’s final words to Étienne, she states she wanted to bring into his proximity an
object that operates as a “feeling-cause” to produce happiness: money.462 If, however, she
intended only to give rather than take, she should not have been upset. What was at stake for
Wabisa? Her words relay the spirit’s vengefulness and anger, but what generated her fury?
Perhaps Mami Sika had a genuine desire for Étienne and she did not appreciate the insult his
infidelity caused her. Remorse may underlay the bitterness in her tone. Yet the stakes are higher.
In Vodun, a god’s efficacy is critical to the perpetuation of their worship.463 Mami Sika needs to
prove herself effective in Étienne’s life so she may sustain her emanation in a Vodun cosmos.
Wabisa’s interaction with Étienne, however, suggests efficacy is not the only crucial factor. An
affective feedback loop emerges between Mami Sika and Étienne. The propensity for one agential
entity to produce an affective response in the other agential entity mobilizes the discursive
practices in their relationship (i.e. Wabisa calling Étienne “Uncle,” or Étienne saying Wabisa is
like his “wife”) and crafts an emotional landscape unique to their interaction. They have highs,
and lows, peaks and valleys, unique to their actions toward one another and the emotions those
activities produce. Sex, spaghetti dinners, and new shoes produce highs just as much as an
affirmative response to a marriage proposal. Disappearing from a date a night club and beating
Étienne’s sidechick produces lows just as much as uncleanliness and infidelity. All the while,
Étienne and Mami Sika map their emotions across this terrain.
The repetitive emotions in their relationship create grooves in this affected cartography.
More importantly, This affective feedback loop has propulsive effects. It keeps their relationship
going. It gives a reason for the spirit and the human to take action toward one another. This
propulsion generates opportunities for the goddess to prove herself effective. It also generates
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opportunities for Étienne to prove himself responsive, and thereby useful to the spirit’s
ontological perpetuation. Propulsion is a vodun’s primary objective. The vodun, as a vibration, is
a motile entity that needs to stay in motion. Attaching itself affectively to a human opens spaces
for the divinity to take action in an individual person’s life. It establishes a rhizomic connection to
a human population. A person who can testify to the vodun’s efficacy may also perpetuate that
spirit’s adoration in the community. The worship of Mami Sika may spread if more people prove
she produces happiness. Affective attachment produced in a feedback loop between an individual
and a spirit enables that deity to propel itself in public space. Its presence in history continues
because of this propulsion.464 In other words, a thread of Mami Sika’s survival depends on her
success with Étienne. Mami Sika’s happiness is at stake. Consequently, her final words express
disappointment. Disappointment comes from “the gap between the affective value of an object
and how we experience an object.”465 Mami Sika’s rage becomes apparent because the “object
that is ‘supposed’ to make [her] happy,” meaning Étienne, “is attributed as the cause of
disappointment.”466 Spirit bodies, it turns out, are deeply affected bodies.

Vodun’s Ontological Continuum: New Possibilities
What ontological forms do the vodun in Étienne’s narrative display and how has
Étienne’s body measured them? Yoruba worldview, which shares many elements in common
with the Fon and Gun people of southern Benin, use the term abara méji, meaning “owner of two
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bodies,” to describe beings who are animals in human bodies.467for instance, the Yoruba classify
the harnessed antelope (àgbọ̀nrin) as a shapeshifting creature who “in the beginning of its
existence...was not created as an animal, but as an àlùjànú, a kind of spirit being. …it assumed the
shape of an animal whenever it would benefit as an animal and that of a human being whenever it
would benefit as a human being.”468 Wabisa, however, does not transition between only two
embodied forms. Like the antelope, she begins as a spirit being; yet unlike the antelope, she
returns to being a spirit when she becomes a vibration. Wabisa, per Étienne’s conclusion, is a
water spirit. The Fa and the holy’s vision each confirm Wabisa has an animal form hidden by her
human exterior; however, following Wabisa’s disappearance, Étienne claims Mami Sika, a water
spirit accompanied by Dan (serpent deity of prosperity), spoke to him in a dream and commanded
him to construct an altar dedicated to her. The deity transitioned from a serpent-in-human form to
a vibration who resides at Étienne’s altar. Her human form and her serpent form are two options
in a broad range of embodiments available to Mami Sika. For this reason, it is too restrictive to
classify Wabisa under the category of an agabara méji.
It is possible to put in a sequence Mami Sika’s ontological transitions over the course of
Étienne’s narrative. First, Mami Sika manifests in a concrete, agential female humanoid form and
names herself “Wabisa.” This body performs human actions such as flirting, eating spaghetti,
taking money out of a wallet, riding a bus, and making love. Étienne measures her physciality
“through the paramedium of his body.”469 “Paramediation…,” Jeremy Biles explains, “refers to
those modes of materiality through which believers take themselves to be in the presence of
467
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something heterogeneous, paranormal, or deriving from the beyond.”470 Étienne uses his body to
gage the “interpenetration of the material with the otherworldly.”471 Importantly, Wabisa’s
physical interactions with others, such as her fisticuff affair with another woman, provide Étienne
a third-party confirmation that her physicality is measurable.
Second, Mami Sika discloses a nonhuman apparition of herself to Étienne. This visual
perception enabled Étienne to perceive the vodun’s new form, leaving him astonished and
terrified. Whatever Étienne encountered probably was not a human form because Wabisa, Mami
Sika in human form, attracts and entices him. This new form seems to produce shock or fear in
Étienne. This undescribed manifestation of the vodun registers as “Lucifer” in Étienne ’s
knowledge. Nevertheless, he seems positively affected despite what his initial reactions. His fear
gave way to awe, which promoted his happiness and drew him near to Wabisa. “To be affected
by something is to evaluate that thing. Evaluations are expressed in how bodies turn toward
things.”472 Étienne evaluates Wabisa’s form through visual perception which “involves a complex
mixing...of language, affect, feeling, touch, and anticipation.”473 An individual’s visual perception
relates to his or her orientation because “the act of perception is permeated by implicit reference
to the position and mood of one’s own body in relation to the phenomenal field.”474 Importantly,
sight and touch interact; how a person perceives what they see relates to their record tactile
interaction with the world.475 Wabisa’s newly-disclosed form takes Étienne aback, in part,
because he had no “anticipatory expectations” based on memory to help his mind interpret what
he saw.476 This moment when Étienne stood before Mami Sika without her human form allowed
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Mami Sika to see Étienne, the subject of her desire, and it allowed Étienne to see Mami Sika.477
This moment is a type of initmacy between a spirit and a human.478 Importantly, the goddess
looks back. Mami Sika uses visual perception to evaluate Étienne, where perception means “the
imbrications between embodiment, language, disposition, perception, and mood are always in
operation.”479 Mami Sika’s affect toward Étienne emerges as she discerns his affect and confirms
his response to her when responds to her marriage proposal. To be clear, Mami Sika’s sight of
Étienne is not a moment of “visual tactility” because “visual tactility” indicates the spirits use a
human’s eyes to see the objects humans create for the gods to see.480 Mami Sika wants to be seen
by Étienne; her purpose is to garner his recognition and, in turn, serve him by providing him
prosperity. The material goods and good health prosperity includes are intended to make Étienne
happy. Wabisa’s need to see and be seen by Étienne pertains to the “end-oriented” intentionality
behind the happiness she wants Étienne to receive.481
Third, Mami Sika appears to be a serpent in the holy’s vision; the holy uses prophetic
sight to confirm her bodily form. This is not an apparition. The holy uses sight to access a bodily
form hidden in the guise of Wabisa’s female agential humanoid form. This type of sight differs
from visual perception because it may not involve the viewer’s actual eyes. For example, while
conducting fieldwork, I accompanied my research assistant on a trip to consult a holy from the
Celestial Church of Christ. This holy conducted divination on Mobolaji’s behalf by “seeing.” The
holy sat on an elevated chair in front of Mobolaji and me and then gazed at us and away from
each of us. He then communicated verbally what he saw. This form of sight operates like motile
477
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quantum knowledge. It emerges through the holy’s contact with an agential force who, through
pictures, produces a “vision” the holy can “see.”482 In the same way Ivonne used an internal
auditory function to discern Abiku’s words, so to has Étienne’s holy utilized an internal visual
function to observe Wabisa’s hidden form.
Fourth, Wabisa-the-woman disappears and the vodun, Mami Sika, re-enters Étienne’s life
in the form of a shrine. Having been a member of the Celestial Church of Christ, Étienne was
already in the proximity of spirits. He was already familiar with God, Jesus, the Holy Spirit, and
the archangels.483 What he did not know was the spirit known as Mami Sika. The goddess’s series
of embodiments aim to integrate “Mami Sika” into Étienne’s awareness. The shrine results from
his orientation to Wabisa.484 The shrine enters Étienne’s “bodily horizon,” or “his horizon of
likes” after his contact with a particular spirit, Mami Sika.485 The objects he uses in her worship
are objects he learns to associate with happiness once Mami Sika confirms through a dream that
these items will satisfy her. Effectually, Étienne learns to “anticipate that happiness will follow
proximity to this or that object,” and moreover, happiness will follow one’s embodied orientation
toward Vodun practices. The objects Étienne uses to create Mami Sika’s shrine and the practices
he conducts to honor her materialize what he “promises to give to [her] as an expression of love”-they concretize the happiness he hopes Mami Sika will have.486 It is worth keeping in mind:
“Affect is what sticks, or what sustains or preserves the connection between ideas, values, and
objects.”487 The emotional cartography Étienne crosses over the course of his experience with
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Wabisa (Mami Sika) contextualizes his lived religion. Étienne practices Vodun not only because
it works, but because it sticks.
Fifth, and last, Mami Sika is a vodun; according to Étienne, the vodun are energy. In
Étienne’s words,
Mami, vodun--it exists. … There are spirits who talk. There are things that move. … You
can be President Barak Obama, you can be all you like but one day, when you have this
blood [Étienne taps his forearm to indicate he means the blood of African people], it will
call. That’s for sure, it exists. The vodun, it’s energy, it’s a good force, it’s love of your
fellow man. That is to say, it is to have the best.”
“Spirits who talk” and “things that move” refer to the concept of agentic matter in Vodun
ontology. In Vodun, all matter has force, or “thing-power”: nonhuman matter has the ability “to
make things happen, to produce effects.”488 In chapter 2, Gérard spoke about the vodun inhabiting
nature. Étienne adds the vodun inhabit human DNA, specifically the DNA of African and African
diasporan people. When he refers to President Barak Obama, he indicates neither a person’
socioeconomic status nor his or her nationality nor his or her power and privilege separates a
person’s ontology from the vodun. Despite a person’s orientation away from the Vodun, the
spirits may still “call” or pull an individual into proximity with the spirits. For Étienne, the spirits
are “energy,” a “good force,” and they enable a person to have the best in life. Through the lens
of Robert Orsi and new materialists like Sara Ahmed, Stacy Alimo, and Jane Bennett, one could
interpret Étienne’s statement to mean: presence is agentic and it sticks.
Overall, the narrative about Étienne’s Sika recounts a nonhuman entity manifesting in
several gradients on Vodun’s nonlinear ontological continuum. Wabisa’s ontological progression
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may be visualized as follows:
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Figure 2.
Wabisa’s ontological progression in Étienne’s narrative

Vodun’s ontological continuum is actually nonlinear. The diagram above illustrates
Wabisa’s progression, but the vodun need neither to pass through each possibility on the
continuum nor begin in a particular form. Spirits hopscotch across the continuum and can mutate
multiple times in a single narrative. Indeed, a single vodun may occupy multiple and concurrent
ontological forms. This adds complexity to the existing scholarship on Vodun, such as Nadia
Lovell’s research among the Watchi where practitioners believe the vodun begin as vibrations in
the air or in nature that require human-made containers in order to be worshipped and to interact
with the human community.489 My research confirms the vodun use human-made forms to
commune with human beings. The statues of Mami Sika, Papa Densu, and Abiku at Temple Guda
Fli Gbé confirm this. At the same time, consultants associated with Temple Guda Fli Gbé suggest
the vodun may exist first as vibrations, but then become manifest to an individual in concrete
material forms. The vodun exist as vibrations in need of bodies but those bodies are not always
human-made objects whose form is determined by human agency. The consultants do not credit
human beings with the creation of these concrete material forms. To note, Wabisa becomes
accessible to Étienne through several overlapping ontological modes. The agential humanoid
form, “Wabisa,” contains an undescribed apparition that offers Étienne visual contact with a
manifestation of the vibration known as Mami Sika. Mami Sika’s ability to change her
489
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ontological form indicates her transphysicality. Her ability to assume several ontological forms at
once demonstrates the vodun’s metacorporeality.
Figure 3 (below) depicts the nonlinear ontological continuum in Vodun. its circularity
indicates the spirits need not pass through every single node en route to a particular form.490 The
elemental form is the vodun as an element in nature. In the mami wata’s case, this element is
water. Other elements assigned to the spirits in Vodun cosmology are earth, air, and fire. The
environmental form is the particular natural environment in which a spirit becomes manifest. For
example, the Densu River in Ghana is said to be Papa Densu, the papi wata.491 A vibration is the
invisible, agential force producing material effects in the human world. An apparition is an image
of the vodun a person sees but cannot touch. Human made concrete forms include statue persons,
mounds, powders, and assembled objects designed to house the vodun-as-vibration and function
as its body in the human world. As stated above, an agential animal form is an animal body the
spirit uses to navigate the human world. An agential nonhuman nonanimal form is a body that
does not resemble a human being or an animal and may be produced by nonhuman means.
Consider, for example, an animated Legba in the shape of an upturned calabash wearing a raffia
skirt that propels itself across the ground, and jests with its penis that emerges from a Klegbéto,
the guardian of the day, during a public display of the vodun’s power.492 In contrast, an agential
humanoid form is a human body created by a nonhuman form and used to interact in
sociogeographic relationships in the human world. The agential nonhuman nonanimal form and
the agential humanoid form exist in the theoretical gap between the invisible forces and material
490

The word “vodun” appears in the figure’s center in a position distinct from “vibration,” which has its
own spot on the continuum. The visual separation from “vodun” and “vibration” may lead one to think the
vodun may assume a pre-vibrational form, some mode different from the vibrations humans can feel. This
idea is an unintended, speculative hypothesis whose question could remain open indefinitely. The
consultants cited in this study offer no argument to support the idea. Nevertheless, if the theory of parallel
universes, a component of string theory, remains applicable to Vodun, then it is possible to conceive
theoretically spirit bodies in a plethora of modes in a dimension elsewhere. See Brian Greene, The Hidden
Reality: Parallel Universes and the Deep Laws of the Cosmos (New York: Vintage Books, 2011).
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Whereas mami watas are female water spirits, papi watas are male water spirits.
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I discuss Klegbéto’s embodiment and agency at length elsewhere in this dissertation.
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objects spirits that constitute spirits in the theorization of materiality in indigenous African
religions.

elemental form

agential
humanoid form

agential
nonhuman
nonanimal
form
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Figure 3: Vodun’s nonlinear ontological continuum

Conclusion
Étienne’s oral narrative demonstrates a person’s interactions with a transphysical entity
alters his or her knowledge about spirits. The encounter also re-orients an individual and expands
his or her bodily horizons. A “practitioner” comes into being after the experience with the spirit
brings them into the vodun’s proximity. The practices maintaining sociogeographic relationships
with spirits evolve in response to datapoints obtained through Fa divination, motile quantum
knowledge, dreams, tactility, and embodied knowledge. Transphysicality becomes important to
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understanding ontology in Vodun. Furthermore, a new materialist perspective on embodiment in
Vodun indicates the spirits share two common denominators with human beings: agency and
affect. Spirit bodies produce causes and effects. In turn, they are affected by their encounters with
human beings. A quantum theorization of touch shows there are virtual somatic co-incidences
that bring the spirit in contact with itself such that the process of materialization enables the spirit
to experience itself anew. Mami Sika’s affective reponse to Étienne reveals spirits crave
propulsion, the contiuance of their emanation in the world. this propulsion leads the vodun to
assume material forms outside ritualized contexts. In doing so, the spirits differentiate themselves
from human beings and revise what humans know about spirit agency. A quantum approach to
lived religion in Vodun brings into the forefront the spirit bodies that previously remained in the
background of research on Vodun. As a result, Vodun’s nonlinear ontological continuum is now
apparent. The (new) ontological classifications the vodun embody create (new) data and
continually revise the taxonomical possibilities in a Vodun cosmos. Ultimately, transphysicality
invites researchers to apply a different epistemology, one built upon the consultant’s concepts and
forms of knowing.
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Chapter 5: The Goddess Speaks--The Making of Sacred Narratives
This final chapter contains two case studies about Mama Tchamba, the divinity at the
center of most activities at Temple Guda Fli Gbé. Case Study #5, “Mama Tchamba, Incognito”
examines how an embodied spirit damages the relationships between an adept and her family in
order to propel the adept toward initiation. Based on Diana Coole’s theorization of agency, I
argue Mama Tchamba evinces agentic capacity and participates in numerous sociogeographic
relationships. Case study #6, “Interview with a Goddess,” examines an oracular divination
session. Mama Tchamba is the deity upon whom oracular divination at Temple Guda Fli Gbé
depends. The spirit’s vocality through a human who is not in possession trance becomes a key
component of her presence. Following Nils Bubandt, I situate Mama Tchamba as
methodologically real in a quantum approach to lived religion and argue the sacred oral narratives
produced through oracular divination revise Mama Tchamba’s political profile.

Case Study #5: Mama Tchamba, Incognito
Introduction
Sylvie is a portly middle-aged woman who was born and raised in Porto-Novo. She
makes a living as a decorator and as a jewelry maker specializing in the patterned necklaces,
bracelets, and anklets mami wata devotees wear. Since her ancestors are repatriated slaves from
Oyo, she notes Mama Tchamba, a divinity associated with the enslaved and the families who
enslaved them, is the vodun she would normally honor. Both her maternal and paternal families
worship the mami wata, but her personal journey toward venerating Mama Tchamba has taken
several detours. In fact, at the time of our conversation, Sylvie had not yet undergone her Mama
Tchamba initiation, though it was her intention to do so at Temple Guda Fli Gbé.
Early in the morning on the first day of festivities celebrating the National Vodun
Festival at the Bankole compound, Sylvie disclosed to me she had incurred serious legal trouble
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as a result of her vodun. She recalls a vodun manifested in the form of a woman bearing Sylvie’s
face and sporting a wig in order to steal 1,500,000 CFA ($2,604 USD), a white basin, and jewelry
from her niece. These items are significant. Offerings performed in honor of Mama Tchamba
often require the use of a large, white, metal basin. The large sum of money indicates the
prosperity the mami wata bring their adepts. Finally, the jewelry signifies the mami wata’s
preference for beautiful jewelry. The items taken, in other words, signify the blessings the mama
wata and Mama Tchamba will retract from Sylvie’s life.493
It is strange enough to fathom a vodun would mask itself in the guise of a prospective
initiate, but the story becomes more complex when Sylvie describes the details. According to her
understanding, the specific vodun that faked her appearance is none other than Mama Tchamba.
She states Mama Tchamba wore a wig and bore a face identical to Sylvie’s with the exception of
the facial scarification. Mama Tchamba’s facial scars indicated her membership in the Gambali
ethnic group, to which the real Sylvie does not belong.494 In addition, the vodun adopted a
moniker that rhymed with Sylvie’s name. In this guise, Mama Tchamba entered Sylvie’s niece’s
neighborhood where Sylvie is well-known and sat down to drink at a bar, as Sylvie tends to do.
493

“One day, the vodun took my face with scars, the facial scars, put on a wig, and left to go steal. Steal
from my niece’s house. Ask me what she stole. She stole 1,500,000 CFA [$2,604 USD], a white basin, and
some jewelry. But when she was on the ground, she left chalk, not the round one. The long kind. She left it
there and left. So, [there is] such a lot of story—the problem exists up to now. That divided the family.”
“Un jour, le vodun a pris mon visage avec la balafre, la cicatrice comme ça, a mis perruque, est parti à
voler. Voler chez une nièce. Demande-moi ce qu’elle a volé. Elle a volé un million cinq cent francs, un
basin blanc, et des bijoux. Mais quand elle est par terre, elle a laissé kaolin, ce n’est pas le rond, eh ? Le
long. Elle l’a laissé, elle est partie. Donc, l’histoire tellement—le problème existe jusqu’à aujourd’hui. Ça a
divisé la famille.” Sylvie, conversation with the author, 23 April 2015, Agata, Bénin.
494
According to Vieux Farka Toure, a famous Malian guitarist, “Gambali” is a type of music particular to
the Fulani, a minority ethnic group in Bénin who are predominantly Muslim. The Fulani originate in
regions north of Bénin. Mama Tchamba’s facial scarifications, therefore, may have indicated her
association with northerness, otherness, and Muslim identity, which are central to this vodun’s identity. See
Scott Baldauf, “Timbuktu, the birthplace of blues,” Christian Science Monitor, 5 March 2010.
http://www.csmonitor.com/World/Global-News/2010/0305/Timbuktu-the-birthplace-of-blues. Accessed 22
march 2017; The Editors of Encyclopædia Britannica, “Fulani,” Encyclopædia Britannica, Encyclopædia
Britannica, Inc., 17 December 2010. https://www.britannica.com/topic/Fulani. Accessed 22 March 2017;
Judy Rosenthal, Possession, Ecstasy, and Law in Ewe Voodoo (Charlottesville: University Press of
Virginia, 1998); Dana Rush, Vodun in Coastal Bénin: Unfinished, Open-ended, Global (Nashville:
Vanderbilt University Press, 2013).
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She used a key to enter the niece’s residence. The vodun left behind only small sticks of white
chalk, which some mamaissi use to prevent possession trance.495

Vodun Embodiment and Agency
Sylvie’s story, similar to the earlier narratives in this chapter, demonstrates vodun forms
of being include concrete, agential bodies mobilized by nonhuman volition. Most important, it
indicates the vodun’s agency exists apart from and prior to human involvement. Vodun
materiality as perceived through experiential knowledge and Vodun forms of knowing “is not the
result of an infusion of spirit into substance, or of agency into materiality, but is rather
ontologically prior to their differentiation.”496 In theory, the spirit dimension is a field of
potentiality housing vibrations—energy, matter in motion—in which the transition from
amorphous invisible force to a bodily form remains independent from but responsive to human
initiatives. A priest may consecrate a tree to Mami Sika and then ask an artist to carve the tree
into a statue of the goddess, thus making visible and tangible the vibration the priest has invited to
inhabit the wood. Nevertheless, this does not mean the vibration’s ability to exist in the human
realm is contingent solely upon human agency, creativity, and interaction with matter.
495

“It is that one [inside the mami wata temple at Temple Guda Fli Gbé]—Tchamba! The scars there, she
put ‘lali.’ She wore a wig. She took my face. She but scars [on her face] of the Gambali people. Put there
[on the face]. She wore a wig, but all the face was me. Only the scars [were different]. She said her name is
“[Ona]”, me, my name is [Kola]. So, she left [to go] in the neighborhood. She went to get a drink. The door
[to my niece’s house] was open. She [Mama Tchamba] opened it. She had a key. As the people know me,
they cannot ask me, “What are you looking for?” So, the people said it was I who arrived because
sometimes when I come, like [if] my sister in law and my niece were not there, I sit down in the bar. And
everyone in the neighborhood knows me.”
"C’est ça la—Tchamba ! La cicatrice la, elle a mis « lali ». Elle a mis perruque. Elle a pris mon visage. Elle
a mis les cicatrices des gens Gambali [du nord du Bénin]. Met là. Elle a porté une perruque, mais tout le
visage c’était moi. Seulement les cicatrices. Elle a dit que s’appelle « Ona », moi je m’appelle « Kola. »
Donc, elle est partie dans le cartier. Elle se fait boire. La porte était ferme. Elle l’a ouvrit. Elle avait une clé.
Comme les gens me connaissaient, ils ne peuvent pas me demandaient, ‘Qu’est-ce que tu cherches ?’ Donc
les gens dit que c’est moi qui est arrivée parce que parfois quand je viens, comme ma belle-sœur et ma
nièce n’étaient pas là, je m’assois dans la bouvette. Et tout le monde me connait dans le cartier." Sylvie, in
conversation with the author, 23 April 2015, Agata, Bénin.
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Tim Ingold, "Rethinking the Animate, Re-Animating Thought,” Ethnos 71, no.1 (2006): 10,
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Mama Tchamba’s agency, when she disguises herself as Sylvie, is more complicated than
classical agency. Sylvie’s narrative certainly depicts Mama Tchamba as a self-determined agent
who creates causes and effects. It is more useful, however, to think about Mama Tchamba in a
spectrum of agentic capacities, which Diana Coole argues does not limit agency to human
beings.497 Coole’s spectrum has at one end “pre-personal, non-cognitive body processes.”498 At
the other end are “transpersonal, intersubjective processes that instantiate an interworld.”499 The
middle section consists of “singularities: phenomena with a relatively individual or collective
identity whose provisional forms and activities come closer to modernity’s sense of agency
without coinciding with it.”500 Mama Tchama, in her human disguise, traverses this spectrum.
First, her agency evinces some traits Coole associates with the “pre-personal, non-cognitive body
processes.” Mama Tchama agency displays “bodily knowing: a practical reasoning whereby
disparate elements are gathered into existentially meaninful forms.”501 Simply put, Mama
Tchamba has a corporeality capable of gathering data through the senses. She can see where she
is walking, taste what she is drinking, touch the things she wants to take from Sylvie’s niece, she
can balance when she walks. In addition, Mama Tchamba’s agency can assemble this sensory
information into meaningful components and is “efficacious in changing its world.”502 She can
function as a cause who produces effects in her environment. She uses her senses to know where
to go, what to do to mimic Sylvie, and what actions to perform to produce specific consequences.
Next, Mama Tchamba’s agency is “intentional and motivated in its relationship with its
environment.”503 Its exertion is purposeful and toward a particular end. Mama Tchamba
maneuvers her environment intentionally. Last, Mama Tchamba’s agency has “an inter-corporeal
497
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communication where meaning is conveyed via gestures and styles of comportment that carve out
architectural and emotive spaces of engagement.”504 Mama Tchamba uses culturally appropriate
gestures and emotions to communicate verbally and nonverbally with people in Sylvie’s niece’s
neighborhood. These verbal and nonverbal interactions convince witnesses they are seeing no one
other than Sylvie. Moreover, Mama Tchamba’s agency enables her to manipulate her
embodiment so as to perform bodily practices socioculturally acceptable in spaces like a local
bar.
“Singularity,” the middle space in Diana Coole’s spectrum, “is constituted by the
stylisation of a particular way of being-in-the-world, a particular manner of weaving together the
perceptual and cultural fields.”505 Mama Tchamba’s physical appearance and behavior indicates
her agentic capacity enters the middle space on Coole’s spectrum. The goddess mimics Sylvie’s
bodily appearance and social behaviors. She copies her adept’s being-in-the-world and in doing
so integrates her perception with the culture milieu she has entered. Merging perceptual and
cultural fields enables witnesses to use visual perception to confirm they are seeing Sylvie, not a
copy of her. Coole contends, “[i]t is through lived, practical relations with the world and with
others that singularities appear and find sustenance, so they always rely upon and incorporate
alterity.”506 The meshwork constituting the Vodun cosmos remains embedded in the sociocultural
environments and political, affective, and moral economies in which humans are situated. This
context informs the stylization Mama Tchamba uses to traverse the concrete domain humans
experience through their bodies. The everyday experiences of a racialized, gendered, classed and
politicized body in Bénin’s public sphere informs Mama Tchamba’s embodiment. This
intersectionality makes the deity’s manifestation in a middle class, black African, female citizen’s
body durable. Furthermore, Mama Tchamba’s facial scarification reiterates her alerity. It signals
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discretely to her witnesses she an ethnic other, a body who is not from there. Just as alterity is
important to how Tchamba spirits announce themselves in Vodun ceremonies, alerity is important
to Mama Tchamba’s materialization in Sylvie’s community.
Finally, Mama Tchamba’s agentic capacity enters the interworld, what Coole considers
to be “an intersubjective field.”507 It is where “situations do appear as dense, intersubjective
configurations whose generative properties and ambiguous meanings are irreducible to agents or
structures.”508 Coole take interest in what happens politcally in this intersubjective space. She is
thinking about the politics of agency in segment on the spectrum of agentic capacities. Coole is
not referencing a sociocosmic space, but her concept helps think through Mama Tchamba’s
agentic capacity. As discussed in the second chapter, a Vodun cosmos in a meshwork. Humans
and spirits are interconnected. Interconnectivity is apparent in the idea of agentic matter
expressed in the concept of ase or se as well as the ontological concept of kpɔli. A Vodun cosmos,
in effect, is already an interworld where situations arise because all matter, the transcorporeal and
the transphysical, can create causes and effects. The phenomenology of Vodun ontology eschews
the Cartesian thinking Coole aims to avoid and it is inherently transpersonal, to use Coole’s
word.509 Vodun ontology does not reify hardlines between different types of agency. Coole
indicates the interworld “is where acts and desires congeal, as traces and residues that ensure it a
complex temporality and historicity.”510 Similarly, the history of presence in lived religion among
Vodun practitioners depicts a cosmos laced with affective and material convergences formed by
propulsive contact between humans and spirits.
Consequently, it is possible to position Mama Tchamba’s agentic capacity in Sylvie’s
narrative at the transpersonal end of Coole’s spectrum. For Coole, the agentic capacity at this end
of the spectrum “has transformative efficacy because it exhibits an immanent generativity that is
507
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intercorporeal, intersubjective, and differential.”511 Mama Tchama generates transformative
effects in Sylvie’s life in part because she is Sylvie’s divinity; they share a corporeal connection
that imbricates their subjectivity. The divinity’s actions not only create differences, but they
create different differences across the gradient of Sylvie’s embodiment in particular social,
economic, and environmental locations in space-time. in the end, Mama Tchamba’s agentic
capacity produces diffraction patterns that change what Sylvie knows about her own being-in-theworld.

The Consequential Effects of Vodun Agency
Unfortunately, Mama Tchamba’s actions divided Sylvie’s family. Once her family
discovered what transpired, they blamed Sylvie and took immediate legal action against her. She
received a convocation demanding she present herself to the Commercial Court in Cotonou where
she was certain to be imprisoned. She and her husband (who is now deceased) called a lawyer but
he could not meet with them. At this point, Sylvie’s maternal family decided to consult the Fa
because the circumstances of the case seemed unusual. The family learned through Fa divination
that Sylvie’s “serpent had come,” meaning her water spirit manifested itself in the form of a
woman, and is responsible for the theft. The vodun took this action so that Sylvie would become
initiated. The Fa’s conclusion stated she would go to prison if she did not complete her
ceremonies immediately. 512
The convocation to the Commercial Court caused Sylvie to flee Porto-Novo, Bénin and
reside in Lomé, Togo. She almost cried as she mentioned how thin she became while living in
Togo, suggesting she suffered greatly while in exile. Moving away, however, did not free her
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“Ils ont commencé pour consulter le Fa. Et quand ils ont consulté le Fa, le Fa a dit que mon serpent est
venu. Ils ont dit, « Ah hah ! ». C’est qu’elle a fait ce maintenant et je vais lui connaitre, de vite courir parce
que c’est elle qui a tout causé. Que ce qu’on n’a pas fait mes cérémonies là que j’irai en prison." Sylvie, in
conversation with the author, 23 April 2015, Agata, Bénin.
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from the Fa’s message. One day, while standing beside the gate to her home, a woman stopped
and foretold to Sylvie a forthcoming problem and stated Sylvie was in chains. Sylvie disbelieved
the strange woman but an occurrence at the Ghana-Togo border forced her to pay attention. She
recounts,
One day, we arrived at the Ghana border, not far from Lomé, in Aflao. It is there
that I saw a woman. It is there I had a weird feeling in my stomach. And a
woman began to shout, “Welcome! Welcome!” She started to call my mom’s
name, the name they say in the family. I said, “I do not know you.” She said,
“Welcome! You are not going to do that? You will know me." [I said], "What
business do you have with me?” [She said that] it is well done, that she gave me
everything—beauty, riches, all I ask. That even I am at home and money comes
to knock on my door. She gave me everything [but] that I did not know. It is now
that she is going to do it to me. That she will put me in prison and I am going to
reflect one day. She will let me leave, yeah? And I will go say that she was in
it.513
Sylvie is describing a woman in trance through whom the vodun spoke to her. Witnesses near the
event began to beg the spirit on the body of the woman to leave Sylvie in peace. They prayed and
told her she must do a ceremony for mami wata that costs 300 000 CFA [$521 USD] and requires
the initiate to spend one month in seclusion. Sylvie agreed to the fee, but she could not commit to
one month in seclusion; instead, she agreed to stay for one week. She feared disclosing this
information to her husband because they both were members of the Celestial Christian Church at
the time and she worried he would not agree to her initiation. Surprisingly, her husband consented
and this ritual became her first ceremony for Dan, the golden serpent divinity of wealth and
beauty. Afterward, the people who performed the ritual told Sylvie she would no longer need to
speak of her legal problem. They assured her that even if she presented herself to the court, they
would tell Sylvie the case is no longer pending. This proved inaccurate. Sylvie states,
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“Un jour, on arrive à la frontière du Ghana, n’est pas loin de Lomé, à Aflao. C’est là que j’ai vu une
dame. C’est là que j’ai eu écouté quelque chose dans le ventre. Et la dame a commencé de crier, « Bon
arrivée ! Bon arrivée ! » Elle a commencé d’appeler le nom de ma maman, le nom on dit dans la famille ça.
Je dis, « je ne te connais pas ». Elle a dit, « Bon arrivée ! Tu ne vas pas faire ça là ? Tu vas me connaitre. »
« Tu m’avais quoi ? » Que c’est bien fait, qu’elle m’a tout donné, la beauté, la richesse, toute me demande.
Que même je suis à la maison et de fois l’argent vient me taper à la porte. Elle m’a toute donné que je n’ai
pas connu. C’est maintenant qu’elle va me fait ça. Qu’elle va me mettre en prison la et je vais réfléchir un
jour. Elle va encoure me sortir, eh ? Et je vais dire ce qu’elle est dedans." Sylvie.
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“Unfortunately, the people said that I stole and they were still after me. I had to take my Fa
because even in my Fa there was a thing about imprisonment inside. I did not know. So, I refused.
So the people started things again in secret."514

Causation and Agency in Sylvie’s Personal Narrative
At this point in the narrative, Sylvie begins disclosing the causation behind her legal
problems. Mama Tchamba’s actions in her niece’s home are one layer to the problem. A second
cause is Sylvie’s fate, the destiny foretold in her personal du as revealed by Fa divination. The
phrase “take my Fa” refers to a ritual and a divination session designed to understand which
geomantic sign contains an individual’s destiny. Normally, a Fa consultation would enable the
diviner and the client to determine which proverbs, stories, songs, remedies, and sacrifices apply
to the client’s problem. In this case, the bokonon consults the Fa in order to determine which life
events await the client; which food and clothing prohibitions are healthiest for the client’s mind,
body, and spirit; and to identify which vodun brought the individual into the world and into which
vodun the person should be initiated. When Sylvie says she “had to take [her] Fa” because in it
“was a thing about imprisonment,” she is saying the root cause of her legal woes is a life event
written in her fate. Taking her Fa provides an opportunity to discover such travesties prior to their
occurrence and then complete the sacrifices, prayers, and offerings necessary to avoid it. Sylvie’s
narrative suggests the convocation to the Commercial Court happened for two reasons and thus
514

"Malheureusement, les gens ont dit que j’ai volé là, et ils étaient toujours derrière moi. Je devais prendre
mon Fa parce que dans mon Fa même il y avait un truc d’emprisonnement dedans. Je ne savais pas. Donc,
j’ai refusé. Donc les gens encore a commencé par ça sous le lit." Sylvie. To take the Fa is to undergo a
ritual in which a bokonon (diviner) uses Fa divination to discover the dou personal to the individual. This
dou indicates which divinities escorted the person to earth and to which domain (red or white; earth or
water) the divinities on the person’s head belong. Additionally, it provides information about the person’s
character and dictates which prohibitions the person should follow. Most important in Sylvie’s case, it
foretells the future and the person’s destiny. This is what Sylvie means when she says there was something
about imprisonment insider her Fa. Her personalized dou foretold she would go to prison. In effect, she had
imprisonment coming to her not only from the divinity she offended but also from her destiny. It is unclear
whether these are one in the same, but it seems Sylvie interprets there to be two causes for the threat of
imprisonment in her life.
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required two resolutions: countering her destiny through ritual sacrifice and appeasing her
divinities through initiation.
The ritual for Dan would be the first of several Sylvie would undergo upon returning to
Porto-Novo. After another woman in trance accosted her at a market in Cotonou, Sylvie
completed an initiation into Papa Densu, the three-headed male water spirit. The priest told her to
avoid consuming beef and to require people to call her “Papsro,” meaning “Wife of Papa Densu,”
instead of her first name. She then visited another hounon who told her Mami Sika is her primary
divinity and instructed Sylvie to perform another initiation ritual for this divinity. Despite
completing these initiations and taking her Fa, Sylvie’s legal troubles persisted. She says the
hounons did not accurately discern her divinity, Mama Tchamba. It was only after having a
dream wherein the spirits spoke to her directly that she obtained clarity about which divinity’s
name she should bear and which divinity she needed to appease in order to avoid imprisonment.
All this confusion, according to Sylvie, cost her much misfortune. When I asked her if
she blamed Mama Tchamba for the continuing discord in her family and her troubling legal woes,
she replied,
No! What happened was [because of] me. I had not done my ceremonies for a
long time. If they had found me someone good who read the Fa for real and who
saw that it was Tchamba who was in front, then I would have the ceremony for
Tchamba only. I would have done nothing else. It is because of that when they
did [the other ceremonies] she is angry. She said she gave me everything. She
gave me beauty, she gave me money, health—everything. But I did not know.
That is what she said. This is what I am going to do.515
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"Non ! Ce qui s’est passé c’est moi-même. Je n’avais faire pas mes cérémonies depuis. Si on m’a trouvé
quelqu’un bien qui a fait le Fa vrais vrais et qui a vu que c’était Tchamba qui était devant, donc je vais lui
fait la cérémonie vraie et je vais faire la cérémonie de Tchamba seule. Je ne vais plus rien de faire. C’est
pour ça quand on m’a fait ça elle est fâchée. Elle a dit qu’elle m’a tout donné. Elle m’a donné beauté, elle
m’a donné l’argent, la sante—tous. Mais moi je ne connais pas. C’est ça qu’elle a dit. C’est ça que je vais
faire." Sylvie.
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In the end, Sylvie still has remorse over the division in her family, but she regards Mama
Tchamba as “kind” and “sometimes mean,” but nonetheless a “loveable mother” who becomes
angry when a person does not recognize her.516
This portion of Sylvie’s oral narrative addresses the why behind Mama Tchamba’s
actions. Sylvie attributes causation for the vodun’s actions to Sylvie’s inaction. Though she spent
her childhood among vodun practitioners, Sylvie became a Celestial Christian and hand not
completed the initiations necessary to appease the water spirits. The perspective on agency in
Sylvie’s narrative is as important as her thinking about causation. From her perspective, the
primary cause for her misfortune lays in her neglectfulness. She did not undergo the necessary
Mama Tchamba ceremony; thus, she has suffered misfortune. At the same time, she notes the
outcome to her problem would have been different if the diviner consulting the Fa on her behalf
had been more skillful at reading the Fa. From her standpoint, the Fa cannot lie so the error must
derive from human error. Sylvie’s comments imply she blames herself for not having an
effective diviner and for not recognizing Mama Tchamba’s benevolence throughout her life.
Despite instigating drama in this woman’s life, Mama Tchamba retains Sylvie’s affection, as
conveyed when Sylvie refers to her as “loveable mother.” It becomes clear Sylvie shifts
responsibility onto herself and thereby enables herself to maintain a relationship with Mama
Tchamba.

Understanding Causation, Agency, and Vodun Affect through a Quantum
Approach
But what would be the opposite choice? If Vodun ontology holds, as expressed above,
spirit agency can operate independent from human determination, then harboring resentment
toward a vodun and withholding one’s ritual attention from it could result in further personal
516
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devastation. From Sylvie’s perspective, cooperation and compliance—submission, even—
become the only routes to freedom. At its core, Sylvie’s oral narrative reflects on the vodun’s
regulatory function in society. “Vodhun are described as regulating social relationships and
providing humans with appropriate protection. ...vodhun are omnipotent and permeate all of
life… .”517 Sylvie’s account, however, adds two important points. For one, the vodun may
instigate problems in human relationships, thereby upsetting the social bonds humans share.
Vodun, as agential entities independent of human determination, may remove their protection
from a human being and indeed become a source of danger. Second, Sylvie’s experience, like
Étienne’s, shows the vodun regulate relationships between themselves and human beings. Each
vodun has a set of expectations that, when met, may bring blessings to a human being.
Conversely, disregarding these expectations may bring adverse consequences upon an individual.
Overall, Sylvie’s narrative is a reflection on submission and power.
Despite how it seems, Mama Tchamba’s decision to disguise herself at Sylvie and then
steal from Sylvie’s niece suggests the legal ramifications were important to this vodun. The legal
consequences were the intended effect. Mama Tchamba, aware of the social and legal mechanics
of Bénin’s civil society, took extreme action in order to compel Sylvie to undergo a particular
initiation. Sylvie describes Mama Tchamba as “loveable,” revealing this vodun can maintain
compassionate relationships with her adepts. Instigating legal trouble, however, conveys Mama
Tchamba can be callous and inconsiderate. Yet, there is another possible interpretation. Sylvie
ascribes causation to her Fa in addition to the vodun, thereby implying her immanent legal woes
existed irrespective of Mama Tchamba’s behavior. Sylvie’s rationale suggests her personal odu,
or sign of the Fa, paved the way for her impending imprisonment. Mama Tchamba merely set in
motion what was already in place for Sylvie. Like dominoes awaiting an instigative force,
Sylvie’s imprisonment was only a matter of time and opportunity.
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By sourcing both the Fa and Mama Tchamba, Sylvie raises questions about the
interactions between the vodun and the Fa. What makes Mama Tchamba’s actions permissible?
Perhaps the dynamic resembles Zangbéto’s dependence on Zangbéto Legba’s permission to
complete its nocturnal activities. The imprisonment written in Sylvie’s destiny gave the goddess
permission to bring about Sylvie’s legal woes. During my research in Bénin, Gérard Bankole
mentioned to me a vodun could not be commissioned to harm someone if that person has done no
wrong. For example, Ogun will not destroy another person at someone’s bequest if the intended
victim is in fact innocent. The causation for violent action must be attributable to the intended
victim, not merely another person’s malevolent intentions. Perhaps Sylvie sees a similar rule
operating in her own case. In order to maintain confidence in Mama Tchamba’s loveability,
Sylvie seems to create a rationale for the vodun’s terrible actions: because imprisonment existed
in Sylvie’s personal du, the causation for a vodun’s radical, malicious behavior against her
remains within the bounds of cosmic law. In other words, Sylvie’s rationale suggests Mama
Tchamba’s behavior was extreme but not unfounded.

Intersections between Human and Vodun Corporeality
Furthermore, Sylvie’s reference to “taking the Fa” points to the interconnectedness
between the vodun and humans as well as among the vodun themselves. According to Kossou,
Fon ontology posits human beings possess a “quadruple soul” whose four parts include the yɛ
(shadow), the wensagun (“a darker shadow that follows the body”), the sɛ-lidon (“ a soul that
maintains the link with the dispenser of life and that will return to him”), and the kpɔli (“the sign
that presided at the birth of the individual and that the Fa revealed…. This sign is the word by
which the individual was created…”).518 Kossou argues the sɛ best encapsulates the most salient
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metaphysical component to human ontology in Fon philosophy. He notes, “As for the ‘sɛ’, it
recalls the ‘cause’ of being, it stands as the very principle of this metaphysical personality.”519
Jacob-Medéwalè Agossou concurs, stating the sɛ signifies “the powerful and essential part of a
being: spirit, vital principal. Providence, destiny, fate.”520 Though the sɛ capitulates the most
important components of the soul in Fon thought, the kpɔli is key to grasping how spirit entities
intersect a human being’s interior meshwork. Kossou notes the kpɔli is the spoken word by which
a person is created, but the du (geomantic signs of the Fa) are themselves spirit beings. As
explained to me by a bokonon who has conducted rituals throughout Porto-Novo, the Fa is the
divinity Orunmila and “the signs we are talking about are the children of Fa. Orunmila, the Fa, he
stayed in a town, he left children on the earth. ... So, those children, they are the signs. Djogbe
Meji was a human being. Yeku Meji was born.”521 The signs of the Fa once walked the earth but
they are no longer human. They are agential and speak through Fa divination and yet they are
recognized in the form of geomantic signs. The du as geomantic signs of the Fa are agential when
divination takes place and also participate in the formation of human identities. This latter activity
seems to occur in the spirit dimension. Remarkably, Hounwanou refers to the signs of the Fa as
“gods,” a notion amplified by the implication that these signs integrate human interiority, first, by
becoming the spoken word from which a human is created and, second, by being the agent doing

métaphysique, on appellee ‘kpɔli’ le signe qui aurait présidé à la naissance de l’individu et que le Fa révèle
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the creating.522 A person’s alignment with a divinity, then, begins not during initiation but prior to
birth. Initiation externalizes in a culturally intelligible form what was previously an interior
identity neither the individual nor the community had named. Importantly, because the du are
considered spirit entities, Mama Tchamba’s coordination with Sylvie’s du is in fact an example of
a vodun-vodun relationship regulating a vodun’s action in the human realm.

Conclusion to the Case Study
In sum, Sylvie’s narrative illustrate how spirit bodies possess what Diana Coole calls
agentic capacity. Spirits use this agency to meddle in human-to-human relationships so as to
instigate the intimacy they want with a particular person. In this case, Mama Tchamba fractured
Sylvie’s relationships with her family to ensure Sylvie would undergo initiation and become
Mama Tchamba’s adept. Sylvies narrative contains another important point: vodun action is
regulated by interaction with other vodun; a code or law determines which actions are permissible
and which are not. Mama Tchamba used mimesis to entangle herself in the physical space of the
human realm as well as to crisscross the social webs at the center of Sylvie’s daily life. The
vodun’s capacity to do this hinged on a regulatory code requiring Mama Tchamba’s actions to
correlate with predestined life events recorded in and declared by Fa. Like the human dimension,
the spirit dimension is a regulated space where the spirits agency seems to abide by rules that
inform each vodun’s action in human society and its behavior toward other spirit entities. Last,
Sylvie’s narrative points to how the vodun, as unpredictable and independent agential beings, can
override human regulations to accomplish a specific goal.
Despite the social, economic, and emotional havoc Mama Tchamba caused in Sylvie’s
life, Sylvie remains loyal to this divinity. She notes the goddess becomes angry when ignored, but
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Mama Tchamba, ultimately, is loving. What other descriptors about Mama Tchamba emerge
through lived religious experience? How does oracular divination change Mama Tchamba’s
profile discursively? In what ways does oracular divination revise a Vodun cosmology? These
questions motivate the discussion in the following pages.

Mama Tchamba as Meta-altern
Before pursuing further discussion about Mama Tchamba in lived religion, it is worth
pausing to consider Mama Tchamba’s subjectivity. Sylvie’s experience, and the oracular
divination at Temple Guda Fli Gbé, illustrate Mama Tchamba is an agential, accountable player
across social, political, and cultural fields. She is mother, protector, nurturer, and provider. She is
agential and accountable. Logical positivism, unfortunately, casts spirit entities, in all their
ontological possibilities, into a subaltern position. Spirits are “imbricated within the idea of nonrecognition of agency.”523 Subalternity is a marginalized position and “cannot be generalised
according to hegemonic logic. That is what makes it subaltern.”524 Entities like Mama Tchamba
become subaltern in the writings anthropologists and scholars of religion create because Western
epistemology constructs their nonexistence. They can neither speak nor act because they are
denied their complete, complex embodiment.525 As a result, they are denied the full extent of their
intersubjectivity. At best, methodological agnosticism operates on the premise a theory of religion
does not require grappling with the supranatural so presence, to use Robert Orsi’s term, becomes
irrelevant.526 Basically, hegemonic knowledge in academia marginalizes Mama Tchamba.
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This particular vodun is subaltern in more than one manner. Mama Tchamba bears the
identity of a subaltern woman. Judy Rosenthal observes, “Mama Tchamba worshippers honor the
slaves of the north” and individuals possessed during Tchamba ceremonies “are possessed by
Iyendi, Mossi, Losso, Bubluma, and Mama Tchamba herself. These names…are also names of
ethnic and linguistic groups and places that were central to the slave trade or the salt trade
generations ago.”527 These groups are also associated with Islam, a religion exogenous to coastal
communities in southern Togo, Ghana, and Bénin. Tchamba worship involves a discourse about
otherness articulated in binary oppositions: “North is to south as slave is to master, divinity to
worshiper, death to life, husband to wife, foreign to family, and wild to domestic.”528 In addition,
“Violent bush death, which is said to be a man’s death, participates in the same uncanniness that
sticks to the foreign, northern, or Muslim Other.”529 Mama Tchamba and the Tchamba class of
spirits represent individuals from a subaltern caste. Tchamba spirits are the souls of former slaves
from the northern regions of Ghana, Togo, and Bénin who once served their adepts’ family.530
Tchamba ritual, imagery, and objects convey the spirit’s identity. The aforementioned portrait of
Mama Tchamba at Temple Guda Fli Gbé shows she carries prayer beads in her hands. These
beads resemble the subha some muslims use. In Ouidah, Dana Rush reports, Mama Tchamba’s

and experienced by specific embodied individuals endowed with sensorimotor and cognitive capacities and
limits, as they encounter the world praxically, as they shape and are shaped by the natural and social
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imagery includes a woman dressed according to local custom but who carries a stool or kola nuts,
wears a tchambaga (slave bracelet), or has cowries on her hat—each of these is an accoutrement
indicating the woman’s slave status.531 interestingly, heritage tourists who propitiate Mama
Tchamba at Temple Guda Fli Gbé often receive tchambaga prior to their departure. Gérard
informs me Mama Tchamba controls the adè, the spirits of former slaves and people who died
violently. Similarly, Rush notes, “that Tchamba is the Vodun of enslavement of any kind,
anywhere in the world—past, present, and future.”532 Alessandra Brivio noticed the colors used in
Tchamba worship communicate the specific ethnic group to which a slave spirit belongs.533 In
effect, the materiality, iconography, and practice associated with Mama Tchamba and the
Tchamba spirits reiterates alterity.
From a third perspective, one could say the prominence of Christianity (including
Aladura Churches) in southern Bénin has pushed vodun worship further away from the center.534
Christians comprise 48.5% of the population versus the 11.6% who identify as Vodun
practitioners.535 Despite Bénin’s annual Vodun Festival, many vodun practitioners still experience
discrimination from various Christian groups. In sum, Mama Tchama is in a marginal position on
three different fronts: first, in the methods and theories in religious studies and anthropology;
second, because she bears the subjectivity of an enslaved Muslim woman from the north; and
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third, because global religions like Christianity and Islam in Bénin denigrate indigenous african
religious practices like Tchamba worship. Mama Tchamba is meta-altern.
Brivio, Rush, and Rosenthal each broaden the picture on what we know about Mama
Tchamba and the Tchamba spirits. Brivio and Rosenthal examines the historical and cultural
meanings within Gorovodu and Mama Tchamba rituals and practices. Rush and Brivio relay the
multivalent interpretations Tchamba vodun arts carry. All three scholars’ outstanding bodies of
work contribute enormously what studies on Vodun. At the same time, in their works, the scholar
speaks about Tchamba spirits, but it does not appear the spirits can determine their political
representation. Thus a quantum approach to lived religion in Vodun asks: can the meta-altern
speak?
Yes. Following Nils Bubant, I argue positioning Mama Tchamba as methodologically
real enables enables this spirit to speak for herself and revise her political profile. Bubant argues,
“spirits, when observed and engaged during possession rituals, are key informants who can be
engaged, interviewed and analysed very much like the conventional key informant technique
suggests.”536 Similarly, Mama Tchamba, whose presence becomes accessible through the bowl of
water, can be engaged, interviewed, and interpreted like a consultant. Bubant uses the term
“methodologically real” to mean spirits can help researchers advance the “studying [of] the social
and political reality of spirits and recognizes that the invocation of spirits does make a difference
in the field (both to the anthropologist and to the people we study).”537 interpreting Mama
Tchamba’s narratives about herself opens new windows onto how Vodun practitioners
(re)position one of the deities who is most significant to them in the broader landscape of Vodun
cosmology. As I will show, treating Mama Tchamba like an informant enables the scholar to
view the differences her narratives create in the field of research on Mama Tchamba, Tchamba
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spirits, and the mami wata. The goal is to consider what the researcher can comprehend about
spirits if the research “begins not from the ‘common-sensical’ notion that spirits are instruments
of manipulation and power but from the fieldwork experience that spirits … have a body and
voice of their own.” Crucially, methodological realism, in my usage, needs the ontological and
epistemological possibilities recovered through a quantum approach to lived religion in Vodun.
Bubandt bases his argument on spirits who emerge through possession trance. The oral narratives
below do not result from possession trance. Oracular divination at Temple Guda Fli Gbé
functions on the concept of spirit bodies being ontologically distinct from human bodies. A
quantum approach keeps in view the spirits involved in oracular divination.
Meta-altern speech acts becomes political. They resist methodological agnosticism.538
Specifically, using indigenous African concepts to theorize Mama Tchamba’s speech acts can
reintegrate spirits into a materialist phenomenology of religion. Empowered speech (às̩ e̩ in
Yoruba or sɛ in Fongbe ), means speech acts are generative.539 Empowered speech bring ideas,
things, and states of being into a practitioner’s bodily horizon.540 “Bodily horizon” is Sarah
Ahmed’s term for a person’s range of likes an object may enter and expand. “To be more or less
open to new things is to be more or less open to the incorporation of things into our near
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sphere.”541 To speak performs more than knowledge creation because it brings into existence
through words the object, states of being, emotions, and effects a person may use to construct
their knowledge about the gods. On the one hand, when a goddess prays she intends for the
subject of her prayer outcomes that should bring happiness: wellness, peace, prosperity, security,
etc. On the other hand, when a goddess speaks, she provides revelation, gives directions, answers
queries, expresses emotions, etc. In the first instance, the vodun’s locution communicates an
intention (the illocutionary act) and its effect on the subject of the prayer (the perlocutionary act)
is the sought-after benefit.542 At the same time, the vodun’s speech act is her opportunity to speak
of and speak for herself. Through methodological realism and a quantum approach to lived
religion in Vodun, the goddess brings into the practitioner’s bodily horizon undisclosed
information about the goddess’s origins, cosmological role, and relevance. She generates new
oral sacred texts.

Oracular Divination at Temple Guda Fli Gbé
Before discussing Mama Tchamba’s narratives, one should first understand the process of
oracular divination at Temple Guda Fli Gbé. Vodun forms of knowing include divination

such as the Fa, dreams, casting cowrie shells, and oracular divination. Each form requires
the interpreter to communicate with the spirits. Participants in divination attribute the
information obtained through the consultation to the deity, not the diviner. For example,
as evinced in Sylvie’s personal narrative, if the Fa’s message is disproven, it is not
because Orunmila lies but rather because the diviner did not interpret or relay the
information correctly. Similarly, the participants who utilize oracular divination at
Temple Guda Fli Gbé attribute the information rendered to Mama Tchamba instead of
541
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crediting the virgin young man who relays the goddess’s messages. At Temple Guda Fli
Gbé, a virgin (usually a child or young adult) gazes into a shallow, white ceramic
bowl in which rests a single white cowrie shell and some clear water. The bowl sits in the
middle of the room upon a low table draped with sparkling blue fabric and mounted with
several bouquets of bright, voluminous synthetic flowers. The virgin can see and hear
Mama Tchamba through this bowl of water.
In addition, he or she can see and hear whatever Mama Tchamba wishes to show them.

Dammien, the house boy who meets the requirements for serving as
Mama Tchamba’s oracle, underwent a purification ceremony several months ago to better
enable him to see this divinity in the water and hear her messages. Dammien is not the first
person to serve as the oracle at Temple Guda Fli Gbé, but his experience is similar to those before
him. Gérard notes the young people who see Mama Tchamba through the bowl of water say it is
like watching television. They can see the goddess’s actions and affect, hear her speak, and
witness anything she decides to show them. Virgins who have this encounter have reported seeing
distant objects such as the planets and stars in the universe or more proximate bodies like the
ancestor of a person who has arrived at Temple Guda Fli Gbé for a consultation. while the visuals
in the bowl of water may be akin to a vision, I suggest the audio aspect to oracular divination
transpires via motile quantum knowledge. An interaction between Dammien and Mama Tchamba
transpires; the agency in oracular divination is entangled and co-constitutive in the sense Mama
Tchamba’s audibility to anyone other than the virgin who sees her will depend exclusively on the
viewer’s ability to reiterate her statements. The meta-altern speech act is a co-produced
phenomena because separating the virgin observer from the spirit in the water would cause
dysfunction. Though the practitioners at Temple Guda Fli Gbé certainly perceive Mama Tchamba
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as a distinct, self-contained agent, they also understand her agency remains entangled with human
agency during the oracular divination process.
To be clear, the goddess in the bowl of water is a projection of the deity. She does not
emerge in a concrete form Dammien can touch with his hands. Dammien interacts with the
projected image of an agential entity whose appearance resembles human form. A painting inside
Temple Guda Fli Gbé depicts Mama Tchamba’s appearance. Gérard says Mama Tchamba
provided the directions for how to portray her. The image is a portrait of a dark-brown skinned,
middle-aged woman wearing a long, multicolor headcovering and a white fabric wrapped around
her body. The image stops at the waist; like the German chromolithograph of Mami Wata, what
remains below is a mystery.543 Mama Tchamba’s headcovering resembles a veil the Virgin Mary
wears moreso than the khimar some muslim women wear. The deity’s headcovering drapes
behind her shoulders and leaves her round shoulders and wrinkled neck visible. A khimar leaves
the face uncovered but it closes around the neck and covers a woman’s shoulders, breasts, and
back.544 Mama Tchamba’s headcovering, in the portrait, is white with blue, yellow, and red near
the front of her head.
Since the image observed through the bowl of water is a projection, the bowl of water
operates like an interface. The image Dammien sees represents a body located in a different space
but in the same time, much like the way an image works on FaceTime.545 Indeed, FaceTime is a
more accurate comparison because Mama Tchamba can also hear and see Dammien through the
interface. Television relays images unidirectionally. When a person speaks to an actor on a
television screen, the images on the screen do not reply. In contrast, the image of Mama Tchamba
in the bowl of water speaks to Dammien. Mama Tchamba can see and be seen, hear and be heard.
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The implications for Vodun materiality and for the ontology of spirit bodies are
numerous. If the interface of the bowl of water works like digital technology, then the image of
Mama Tchamba Dammien views during oracular divination consists of reassembled “pixels,”
nanoscopic datapoints containing fragments of a “camera” image of an object. This is important.
Because the image represents something akin to pixelated still-frames taken in rapid succession,
Mama Tchamba’s image in the water implies she has a concrete form somewhere else.546 That
concrete form has a different dimensional location but it operates in the same time as human
beings. As a result, the conversation between Dammien and Mama Tchamba happens in realtime. This means in Vodun ontology spirits are vibrations, but those vibrations may assume a
concrete form in a separate dimension and yet emerge in the same time as human beings. Vodun
ontology includes an embodied form beyond the vibration. This ontological statement also
indicates a Vodun cosmos consists not a meshwork and several dimensions. Last, these
conclusions also suggest oracular divination operates like digital technology.
FaceTime works by converting pixels into binary code, 1s and 0s. Interestingly, the
geomantic signs in the Fa also consist of 1s and 0s.547 For instance, the diving chain a diviner uses
to consult the Fa consists of eight seed shells or curved metal pieces. Each piece has one
concave side and one convex side. When a diviner casts Ifa with a divining chain, he tosses the
chain and observes which pieces fall concave side up (open) or convex side up (closed). He then
produces a geomantic sign by recording these results in iroko powder with his finger. The
bokonon uses one vertical line to indicate “open” and two parallel lines to indicate “closed.” The
result is a pattern, two sets of four strokes each. An open sign, in binary code, is a “1” and a
closed sign in a “0.” The bowl of water Dammien uses to see Mama Tchamba contains a single
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cowrie shell laying “open.” In four-cowrie divination, four open shells indicates the sign djobgbe
medji, the first and most energetic of the du or odu. The open shell in the bowl of water
references this odu. As such, it references a sign written | | | |, whose correspondent in binary code
is 0000.548 Apparently, there is a connection between the mechanics of the bowl of water, djogbe
meji, and the binary code inherent within Fa divination. While I was unable to explore this topic
in detail with my consultants, it may become possible in future research to use indigenous
concepts of the digital to reinterpret a white bowl of water containing a single cowrie shell. A
next step for a new materialist interpretation of Vodun materiality is to explore the digital nature
of indigenous African technology.
For now, the data collected in this study can illustrate how oracular divination at Temple
Guda Fli Gbé transpires. Oracular divination at Temple Guda Fli Gbé is dialogical.

Communications transpire in the form of verbal exchange between the supplicant;
Dammien, the virgin who has undergone a ritual to strengthen his ability to see and hear
Mama Tchamba; and Mama Tchamba. Those who speak Fongbe or Gungbe need no
interpreter because Dammien can relay the goddesses communication in those same
languages. An exchange between a speaker of Fon or Gun follows a short route: the client
speaks, Dammien gazes intently at the bowl of water and speaks the words he hears and
sees Mama Tchamba say; the consultant reSponds and the cycle repeats. Since he speaks
very little French, I need an interpreter to translate Dammien’s Fongbe or Gungbe.
Consequently, my experience with oracular divination at the temple resembles a relay. I
hand the question in French to Adèle, who passes it in Fongbe or Gungbe to Dammien,
who repeats it in Fongbe or Gungbe to Mama Tchamba; the goddess communicates in
Fongbe or Gungbe to Dammien, who then replies in one of those languages to Adèle,
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who then repeats the statement to me in French. Intermittently, Dammien , Gérard, or
Adèle interjects his or her own questions to Mama Tchamba and their exchanges
supplement the information conveyed to me.
A key component to oracular divination’s efficacy for all participants is a
principal agreement: the vodun cannot lie. Indeed, visitors to Temple Guda Fli Gbé and
the Bankole’s themselves seem to trust the veracity of Mama
Tchamba’s pronouncements. If something goes astray during or after the consultation, it
may be attributed to Dammien’s, exhaustion or inattention. The Bankole household
claims Mama Tchamba punishes dishonest oracles. As Maupoil reports,
Theoretically, the vodun is infallible and perfect. This principle is accepted—
despite that it can be terrifying—with a certain sense of humor, as attested to it,
among others, this sung proverb:…the vodu should not have shame, this is to say
be invalidated. The vodun do not lie, or more exactly: one must not let it lie.549
If the vodun lie, primary forms of knowing by which participants interpret the world fall
apart. If one allows the vodun to lie, it becomes unclear whether or not the propitiating a
specific vodun is effective. Efficacy stimulates offerings and other economic
contributions needed to sustain the temple’s activities. Consequently, oracular divination
is risky business. Visitors consulting at the temple for the first time may choose not to
return if the exchange yields incorrect information or impotent remedies. This has
monetary consequences for the temple and the Bankole family because visitors must
present “prayer money,” funds given in appreciation to the priest or oracle for their
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services. The Bankole family uses this money to purchase staples such as perfume,
powder, gin, and honey for the mami wata. In addition, an effective remedy may result in
the visitor returning to offer an animal to the deities. This animal’s blood nourishes the
vodun and Adèle will prepare its meat for consumption by all who participate in the
ritual. These social, spiritual, and economic consequences act as braces holding in place
the assumed veracity of information communicated through oracular divination. In effect,
an oracular divination session at Temple Guda Fli Gbé is a high stakes environment for
the client, the oracle, and Mama Tchamba. The following case study provides an
ethnographic window into oracular divination at Temple Guda Fli Gbé. It illustrates Mama
Tchamba’s affect and the wave-like vasciliation of power in a human-to-spirit sociogeographic
relationship.

Case Study #6: Interview with a Goddess
One particular encounter with oracular divination at Temple Guda Fli Gbé
transpires the day before I depart Bénin for the United States. After eight months, the
temple for the mami wata at Temple Guda Fli Gbé had become familiar but the oracular
divination process continually mystified me. In a strange twist halfway through my
question-and-answer session through oracular divination, Mama Tchamba suddenly
refuses to answer any further queries, claiming I have not given her the prerequisite
offering. Apparently, I assumed too much to think being called her daughter would
exempt me from the protocol. Despite saying through her messenger, “You are my little
daughter. Always the little daughter speaks with her mother,” Mama Tchamba suddenly
demands from me what I could not instantaneously afford: one bottle of gin, one bottle of
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soda, chalk, and the all important (expensive!) ram.550 The personal nature of my
questions and the depth they demanded from her trigger this sudden request attributed to
Mama Tchamba. During the interview, Dammien reports Mama Tchamba’s words: “You
ask me [about] the bottom of my heart.” Upon arriving in the temple, Gérard begins
negotiating, then pleading, with Mama Tchamba on my behalf.
He restates the problem to me: “Mama says you did not give her anything and you
are asking questions. Second thing, you asked questions that one does not ask her.”551 To
the vodun, Gérard asks, "Why did you call me? All the mess that we are taking! You
asked again for things today. Again, this morning.”552 He refers to an offering we
completed for my ancestors earlier that day. “Ah! It was not for you?”553 Turning to me,
he laughs and exclaims, “She says what you did was not for her!”554
Pleading now with the vodun, Gérard replies, “Mama, its for your daughter—,”
but the deity cuts him off.555 He replies, “And they [the ancestors] who took it [the
offering] are not with you? … This is your daughter! And she did a mission. When you
do a mission, you do not have a lot of money.”556 The banter between Gérard, the
spiritual chief, and Mama Tchamba, the vodun, continues until Gérard finally tells
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Dammien to ask Mama Tchamba to pardon him because Mama Tchamba says “if she
[the goddess] continues, she will get mad with what is inside [the argument].”557
“This is your daughter!,” Gérard tries again.558 Dammien delivers another
combative reply from Mama Tchamba and Bernard, agitated, replies, “What do you
want? She gave you a goat, she gave you a lot, she gave you all and you gave her this
mess! What do you still want? She gave you flowers, perfume, powder, everything! Ah!
… She gave you eggs. She prays to you every day. Are you Sakpata?”559 Asking whether
or not Mama Tchamba is Sakpata is a metaphor for asking if it is protocol for
Mama Tchamba to eat incessantly. Gérard told me he gives the remnants from blood
offerings and left over food stuffs from meals prepared for the gods to Abiku and, if any
remains, to Sakpata by tossing it on the ground. As divinity of the earth,
Sakpata immediately receives these morsels. In this way, he always eats.
“She says—she lies—that she is Sakpata!,” chuckles Gérard.560 In response to the
vodun, he offers a prayer: “Now it is to Mama to give to the children. We want money,
we want health, we want money to construct our house, lots of money to construct our
life!”561 Mama Tchamba finally relents; Dammien passes to us a message from the deity
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saying she was teasing us. In the end, Bernard laughs as he confirms the terms of
agreement: “After, you will pay this debt. We said, ‘Okay.’ … She says she is going to
go into your body now to calm you. No problem. No problem.”562 Up to this point, I had
been extremely frustrated and even in tears. I feel angry and aggravated by her teasing. It
turns out I cannot take a joke. I approached her as her child and felt broadsided by her
request for a goat, but it was a relief to know she would accept the offering at a later date.
Sensing my aggravation, Mama Tchamba says she will enter my body in order to
improve my emotional disposition and undo the agitation she caused me.
Gérard’s banter with Mama Tchamba exhibits the delicate power balance between
humans and the divinities. A key piece is the emphasis on offerings rendered in the
distant and the recent past. Mama Tchamba upholds reciprocity, a key protocol in ritual
life at Temple Guda Fli Gbé governing exchanges between humans and spirits. Gérard
cites my track record in order to convince her I have been consistent about nourishing
her. He also assumes she understands human economics when he reminds her those who
are on a “mission,” like student researchers, often have tight budgets. Moreover, by
describing the power relationship between she and I as one between mother and daughter,
Gérard invokes the goddess’s maternal responsibility towards her adepts. Withholding
pardon or refusing to compromise would prove counter to her character, as illustrated by
a proverb Gérard reserves for instances when Mama Tchamba is most irate: “If a baby
shits on your thigh, do you cut off your leg?” According to Gérard, reciting this proverb

translating into French words attributed to Mama Tchamba, in discussion at Temple Guda Fli Gbé, Agata,
Bénin, May 22, 2015.
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corps maintenant pour te calmer. Aucun probleme. Aucun probleme.” Gérard translating into French words
attributed to Mama Tchamba.
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always cools Mama Tchamba by reminding her to forgive her children for even their
most disgusting transgressions.
Mama Tchamba displays a wide affective range in this encounter. She is at once playful,
provocative, and spirited yet also rebellious and tenacious. She is irritated and worked up over
Gérard’s insistence that she cooperate and participate in the interview. Nonetheless, she shows
herself to be sensitive to the economics prohibiting the offering she requests. She abandons her
antagonistic tone and demonstrates a sympathetic, considerate, and loving attitude. Mama
Tchamba’s affect caused emotional effects in the human beings with whom she spoke. I felt
frustrated and Gérard seemed humored yet impatient and concerned. The event illustrates spirit
bodies wield agency, and their affective capacity is equally consequential for the people they
touch.

A Note About Citing A Goddess
My interview with Mama Tchamba generated several narratives about the goddess. Some
information parallels what published research on Tchamba spirits describe: the Tchamba order is
a group of northern, Muslim spirits who were once enslaved. At the same time, these new stories
defy the current boundaries of Mama Tchamba’s political profile. She is not a slave, but a cultural
hero; she is not only a goddess, but a maker of gods; she embodies historical changes in Benin
and yet emerges prior to human history. A concentric timescape in the narratives about Mama
Tchamba enables an interpretation of the goddess to circumvent the conflict betweeen these ideas.
Reprinting this information is crucial but how does a scholar re-present communication from an
oracular divination session such that meta-altern speech becomes visible?
Since oracular divination sessions are dialogical, the information did not always surface
in order. At times, the conversation looped back to previous topics or jumped forward to new
ones. The questions Gérard, Adèle, and I posed to the oracle caused some of these loops and
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jumps. For the sake of cohesion, I have compiled statements on similar subjects into blocks of
text. The text in block quote format contains the words attributed to Mama Tchamba. The
italicized subheadings state the narrative’s topic.The discussion following the headers examines
these blocks of text one subject at a time. Adèle translated the speech attributed to Mama
Tchamba into French for the first half of the interview. Gérard translated the commentary in the
second half of the interview. The blocks of text compiled below contain statements relayed
during either half of the interview. Let it be known Gérard Bankole and Adèle Bankole translated
into French the Fongbe or Gungbe Dammien used to express the content attributed to Mama
Tchamba. I translated the French into English. Any error is my responsibility. Footnotes appear
when it is necessary to attribute specific sentences cited outside the block quotes of text. I also
make clear when a statement is Gérard’s or Adèle’s direct speech. Hopefully these choices result
in an accessible, cohesive format for the circular, entangled dialogue oracular divination creates.

On Mama Tchamba’s Origin and Purpose
Explaining Mama Tchamba’s origins and purpose becomes one purpose behind
the vodun’s locutions. Dammien relays the following statement about the deity’s reason
for residing at Temple Guda Fli Gbé:
Firstly, before arriving on this land, I left the North. When I left the North, with
all the vodun, we had a meeting. We said, “Here, Bénin, is not good.” So, I want
to go through Akintunde to arrive here, sit down here, and guard Bénin.
Remake Bénin. It is for that purpose I am sitting here. Before leaving the
North in order to arrive in Bénin, they gave me some works to do. These are the
works that I am busy doing, the works that they asked me to do. The gods over
there asked me to do some works.
“This land” refers to the Republic of Bénin. “The North” offers two landscapes: the
North, as a primordial cardinal direction with which certain divinities are associated; and
the regions in northern Bénin and northern Togo which are predominantly Muslim. As
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stated above, Muslim identity and northern identity indicate Mama Tchamba’s alterity.
More intriguing is the goddess’s claim to have “had a meeting” with other spirits who
commissioned her to accomplish specific tasks in Bénin. Such an interaction exemplifies
the vodun-to-vodun relationships characterizing sociogeography in the cosmos. Oracular
divination reveals other high-ranking and powerful vodun sent Mama Tchamba to
accomplish a mission through Akintunde, the chief priest at Temple Guda Fli Gbé.
During the divination session, Mama Tchamba says she works closely with Sakpata,
Ogou, Lissa, and Oduduwa. In addition, the divination session reveals political concerns
underlying Tchamba worship at Temple Guda Fli Gbé. To assert Mama Tchamba aims to “guard
Bénin” implies practitioners at Temple Guda Fli Gbé are worried about the nation’s sociopolitical
and economic welfare. “[The Béninois] are aware of the inherent fragility of their own state and
society, and the historical sparks that can be fanned to violence by contrary socio-political
winds.”563 Mama Tchamba, and by extension the vodun, represent protection amidst what could
become political turmoil. Similarly, considering the advancement of Chinese economic
investment across Africa and the new policies it entails, one could say the spirit’s comment
indicates a second preoccupation among practitioners.564 They are concerned about the
economy’s impact on their daily lives. Mama Tchamba’s mission to “remake Bénin” suggests
the practitioners are also concerned about the nation’s progress. Tchamba veneration, in other
words, functions as a discourse about the present rather than as only a mimetic reference to the
past. The “work” Mama Tchamba “is doing now” refers to the healing, providing, and
negotiating she participates in daily. Here work operates on a microlevel through the changes she
563
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creates in an individual’s personal life. For example, healing a person from sickness or relieving
them from the affects of spiritual attacks. This narrative, however, implies Mama Tchamba
operates on a macrolevel by using her agency to take action to improve the nation. all the while,
Mama Tchamba claims to maintain a close sociogeographic relationship with Akintunde. He is a
resource to her just as she is a resource to him. They use each other’s agency to create change.

As mentioned earlier, research on Tchamba spirits associates Mama Tchamba
with slave spirits. Descendants of former slave owners petition the spirits of their
families’ former slaves. In addition, anyone with slavery in their family’s history may
also propitiate the Tchamba spirits. Mama Tchamba’s communication through oracular
divination expands her domain:
If you go to the delivery room, there are women who die, women who are
pregnant who die in the sea, from accidents, women who have accidents and die.
All these people, one calls them the people of the zogbé.
Zogbé also refers to a private, enclosed space behind the mami wata enclosure at Temple
Guda Fli Gbé into which new initiates must enter and take a spiritual bath. As Judy
Rosenthal explains, it serves as a miniature “wilderness,” a “hot bush (zogbe) inside or on
the margin of the village or compound” into which the uninitiated cannot enter.565
Though the spirits associated with this space died violently, the zogbé itself “is in fact
usually very beautiful and calm, graced with…special trees with healing properties.”566
At Temple Guda Fli Gbé, this is a doorless space with a cement base and is surrounded
on four sides by high cement walls. Several plants grow inside and this is considered a
space of great power. Prayers uttered within the zogbé must come to pass.
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Adèle comments upon Mama Tchamba’s self-description, noting, “It is because of
that we call her Mama Tchamba. She is mother of children. A mother does not leave her
children to suffer.”567 Mama Tchamba’s domain includes the spirits of women who die
while pregnant, women who die during labor, and women who die in sudden and tragic
accidents. She is a goddess for the oppressed who cares for those neglected most in a
heteropatriarchal capitalist society. The souls of enslaved Africans fits in this category. This
new oral narrative, however, expands the category of the oppressed to include all who are
vulnerable, imperiled, abused, neglected, abandoned, and who suffer injustice.

Timescapes in Mama Tchamba’s Origin Stories
Oracular divination also procures a multilayered origin story comprised of
concentric timescapes. The innermost timescape is primordial time wherein Mama
Tchamba emerges first as a primeval force: “Yes, I was there [at the moment of the
creation of the world]. I was there.”18 She later states she was present before the creation
of the sea. The goddess claims “she is in the sea but the sea does not have an end. The sea
occupies many spaces on the earth. And the sea is everywhere. She is grass. She is air,
too.”568 Limiting Mama Tchamba to a vodun who controls the spirits of the enslaved
means she is a historically recent addition to the Vodun cosmos who emerged as a result
of intra-African and transatlantic slave trade. Yet narrative obtained through oracular
divination conveys she was present at the beginning of the world and her domains include
water, earth, and air; pregnant women; and the souls of the dead. Mama Tchamba
567
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explains, “All those who die on this earth, they arrive at my place, Mama Tchamba. It is I
who judges them. It is I who feeds them. It is I who commands them; they do things for
me.”569 Furthermore, “if someone wants to arrive in life, she knows, if someone wants to
leave life, she knows. In advance.”570 Mama Tchamba is an omniscient entity whose
relationship to the dead is one of caretaker, judge, and chief commander. By describing
her primordial position in Vodun cosmology and her control over practically all domains
from earth to water to air to death, the goddess secures her origins far beyond human
history and she elevates her importance in Vodun cosmology.
The next concentric timescape describes Mama Tchamba as a woman who
becomes a vodun:
I tell you the truth. It is Kassoua where I grew up. That is where I lived until I
grew up and returned to become vodun. I had hair until the hair was white. … I
became vodun to come and do things here. Before I sat down here, they named
me vodun. I have personal things for working. So, they named me like that. I
came to heal, to help many people. It is for that purpose directly they named
me vodun and I came to stay here.
In this narrative, Mama Tchamba passes through two important nodes on Vodun’s
ontological scale. First, she emerges as a human being. The story presents a woman who
lived many decades. She remarks upon her white hair in order to show she attained the
status of the elderly, an important rite of passage in indigenous African worldviews.
Living to old age is the first step to becoming an ancestor. It is, therefore, important to
note Mama Tchamba passed this mark when she lived as human being on earth. The
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goddess claims to have “personal things for working,” which may refer to the material
objects associated with her: the four-colored fula, kola nuts, Muslim prayer beads, a sharp
knife, a calabash, leaves, tchoukoutou, tchambaga, and a stool.571 The phrase “So, they
named me like that” refers to the people in Mama Tchamba’s community who knew of
her healing abilities and the objects associated with her work. In life, she aimed “to heal,
to help many people”; her profound healing abilities, according to this narrative,
warranted her return as a spiritual power. she returns to her community in a different form
on Vodun’ nonlinear ontological continuum to continue her work among human beings.

In addition to highlighting her bodily transformation, the goddess addresses her
region of origin:
The two sides that I was born—at Tchamba, there is Tchamba in the north of
Togo. First, they brought me from Tchamba to Kassoua. After, when I
left Kassoua, I left to Togo. There where I was staying, Tchamba, there is a
headquarters there where the adepts of Tchamba, the adepts of Kassoua, they have
their headquarters for giving the name Tchamba. So, I left two regions.
Adèle’s cultural expertise contributed clarity to several points in this origin story. First,
she notes Kassoua is a town in northern Bénin near Malanville, a town on the Bénin-Niger
border. It is perplexing to read the transcript and notice Adèle attributes to
Mama Tchamba a statement saying “Kassua, the north of Togo [Kassoua, le nord du
Togo]” but later in this same conversation Adèle matches this name to a village in
northern Bénin.572 Google Maps shows Ouaké lays near the Togo-Bénin border 59.4 miles
north of Tchamba, which Google Maps pinpoints in the Tchamba Prefecture in the
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Central Region of Togo.573 Both towns, importantly, are far north from the coastal
communities where Tchamba worship is most prevalent. Thus the cartography Adèle
offers corroborates the foreigness associated with Mama Tchamba. One must remember
Adèle attributes this information—the names of the two towns—to Mama Tchamba.
Adèle explains to me where these two towns may be found but it is Mama Tchamba who
first identifies these locales as key cities in her personal narrative. On one hand, the
vodun’s statement makes sense to Adèle because these geographic locations concur with
her geographic knowledge. It is a rational possibility Mama Tchamba could very well
come from these towns because these towns exist. On the other hand, the northerness
Rosenthal describes suddenly takes on new meaning because Kassoua and Tchamba are
not simply places where many enslaved people were procured, but these locales are also
Mama Tchamba’s hometowns.

On Mama Tchamba’s Purpose and Lineage
A third narrative expounds upon Mama Tchamba’s purpose in the world. Through
oracular divination, the goddess adds details to her self-description and reiterates her

connection to other divinities:
My great grandparents sent me. My ancestors. It was they who commanded me to
come to do this work. If you find a tree, are there not leaves on a tree? When my
great-grandparents, my ancestors, took me and helped me to my feet, am I going
to fall or am I going to do? I have to do something, no? My ancestors are the
leaves. If you are sick now and if you take this thing to cure that, that sickness
will heal, no? The leaves are my ancestors. They determined my mission on the
earth. This that I tell you is the truth. This that I am telling you is the truth. When
573
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I came, I found the leaves. When I found the leaves, I went into the leaves. Now,
the leaves said, “I am going to plant you. I am going to turn you into something
and we are going to work together on earth.”
Vodun is vodun. When you call vodun herbs, it will answer you. When you call
creeping vines, they will answer you. When you call water, she will answer you.
The vodun answer under many forms.
The narrative reflects an indigenous concept of agentic matter. In its most literal sense, the
personification of the leaves indicates plants have agency. The speak, act, and have intentions. In
a more figurative sense, the leaves are agentic in the same way the matter constituting Mama
Tchamba is agentic. The leaves and the goddess are transcorporeal entities. Mama Tchamba’s
materiality in human form remains inseparable from nature.574 To say the leaves can “turn [Mama
Tchamba] into something” suggests the vodun’s transphysicality. It appears Mama Tchamba had
a form prior to the leaves transforming her. To “turn into something” is to change ontological
form. Interestingly, the narrative explains the leaves are the ones who initate the shift between
embodiments. Her transphysical transformation has a cause.

When Mama Tchamba discussed her emergence from leaves, Gérard turned to
me, asking, “The vodun have what?” I replied, “Leaves.” “Ah hah!,” he exclaimed as if
to say “Voila!”575 He made meaning of Mama Tchamba’s statement by verifying it with
what he knows about making physical, three-dimensional bodies for the vodun. Since
these forms require specific plant ingredients, it makes sense that Mama Tchamba is
made from leaves. At an earlier point in the conversation, Mama Tchamba stated the
same comment in front of Adèle. Adèle made meaning of this comment by noting, “It is
because of that they say Mama is under the leaves. [Singing] Mama is in the leaves, oh!
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Kai! Kai! Mama is in the leaves, oh! … She has contact with the leaves.”576 Both Adèle
and Gérard used their practice-based knowledge to verify new information disclosed via
oracular divination. Music and materiality play significant roles in how they create
meaning from meta-altern speech.
In general, ancestral beliefs in sub-Saharan Africa relate to human lineages.
“Ancestral beliefs…underscore certain social ideals: the vibrant reality of the
spiritual world…, the continuity of life and human relationship beyond death, the
unbroken bond of obligations and the seamless web of community.” 577 To say a divinity
has an ancestor signals the centrality ancestral lineages hold in Vodun. Ancestry, in some
sense, is an indigenous concept describing an entity’s origins, an entity’s purpose, and the
sociocosmic rationale behind the entity’s existence. In the narrative cited here, the

divinity’s ancestors helped her to her feet, or in other words, provided the causation
behind her arrival in the world. Divination helps discern whether ancestry is the cause behind
particular events in a person’s life. Not every situation a person faces results from their

ancestor’s actions towards them. Reading the Fa or consulting the oracle specifies
whether a problem or event’s cause has physical, spiritual, or social origins in the present,
immediate past, or distant ancestral past. Ancestry, being a traceable sequence, is one
way Vodun forms of knowing explain causation in a universe wherein spirit beings and
human beings may experience multiple manifestations on Earth at disparate points in
time. Ancestry links one manifestation to the next such that the causation could possibly
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originate long before the subsequent effect materializes. Thus Mama Tchamba’s ancestry
functions as an aetiological theory in a cosmic timescape.

Mama Tchamba’s Islamic Practices
A fourth timescape describes Mama Tchamba’s engagement with Islam. Through
oracular divination, the goddess explains why she is a Muslim woman:
I am Muslim. I am Hausa. I learned the Qu’ran. So, I must necessarily have the
prayer beads. I am Hausa. I also make prayers for everyone.

I am Hausa. And I am still vodun. When leaving Kassoua, the people called me.
“Where do you come from?”
I said, “I am vodun.”
And the people said, “You must not say vodun. Come in [among] the
Hausa. Come learn the Qu’ran.”
I was there before the creation of Islam. My race, the race of this divinity, is
Hausa and they saw how I use things and the people reapplied what they saw with
me in their religion because I was the first to use those things. I used these things
before Mohammed arrived in life. He saw it and he started to use it.
The narrative presents a cultural hero who later becomes a god. Mama Tchamba was a
foreign woman with extraordinary healing power who lived until old age. While dwelling
among the Hausa, she adopted Muslim practices and, consequently, Mama Tchamba-asvodun remains Muslim. Mama Tchamba’s story about being a woman invited to join the
Hausa and becomes a Muslim references the centuries-long religious conversion to Islam
in Hausaland beginning in the fourteenth century.578 Importantly, Mama Tchamba’s
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claim to Islam’s origins indicates Vodun’s capacity to absorb exogenous religious practices.579
Note the expression, “I am Hausa. I am still vodun.” That is to say, Mama Tchamba’s materiality
and the practices associated with her include Islamic references and cultural references from
northern ethnic groups while also retaining a distinct indigenous expression unique to southern
communities such as the Fon, Gun, Ewe, and Yoruba people along the coast.
From another perspective, the oral narrative suggests practitioners at Temple Guda Fli
Gbé see Mama Tchamba differently than scholars who write about her. This narrative about the
goddess’s religion counters interpretations that view spirit possession as mimesis, a manner of

copying and critiquing the “other.”580 The narrative about Mama Tchamba claims the
goddess existed prior to Islam and that a key figure in Islam copied her bodily praxes. For
this reason, if Mama Tchamba enters a human through possession trance, that human is not
copying an image of a religion exogenous to African people. The possessed person reiterates an
image of religious practices that have always been African because Mama Tchamba, who first
implimented them, is herself African. The oral narrative communicated through oracular
divination shows practitioners at Temple Guda Fli Gbé see their divinity as politically powerful.
The neighborhood surrounding Temple Guda Fli Gbé is a tense, multi-religious space. A mosque
stands only a five-minute’s walk from the temple doors. An evangelical church stands only down
the road. Gérard notes he has experienced aggressive discrimination from both Christians and
Muslims because he honors the vodun. To attribute to Mama Tchamba a narrative describing her
as the source of Islam grants validity and import to Vodun. It gives Gérard an epistemological
foundation for defending Vodun.
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A final observation about this particular narrative concerns the terms “Hausa” and
“vodun” in the narrative. In an earlier narrative, Mama Tchamba declares she is from the north.
“The Muslim nature of the north (in the eyes of southerners) is highly significant in Gorovodu
and Mama Tchamba culture.”581 Hausa operates as a generalization for northern identity.582
Tchamba spirits “are named after the actual Tchamba people of northern Togo… .”583 The term
“vodun” refers to spirit possession practices among southern communities like the Ewe and Fon
people.584 In effect, hausa/vodun referes to the contrast between north and south expressed in
Gorovodu and Mama Tchamba practices.

Such northernness and southernness refer to regional and ethnolinguistic
differentiations employed for a certain commodity market; they also implicitly
address the ensuing inequalities between northerners and southerners, for southern
lineages bought slaves from ‘the north’ and now owe their spirits for their labors
and lives spent during that period.585
The difference between north and south is not rigid, however. On some level, the terms
“northern” and “southern” occlude a possible “nonhegemonic exhange between regional and
national cultures.”586 Creating a cartography for Mama Tchamba based upon migration

between Kassoua and Tchamba demonstrates how social geography in the human
dimension remains critical to Mama Tchamba’s identity. In addition, if Kassoua is a
village near the border between Niger and Bénin, it would explain why she is Hausa and
Muslim since the Hausa are among the largest populations in southern Niger.587
Migration from southern Niger to Kassouan in northern Bénin seems plausible. The name
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“Mama Tchamba” associates this vodun with the Tchamba people whose town bears their
name and who are also Muslim.588 The geographic emphasis in this narrative matches Judy
Rosenthal’s findings about the Tchamba spirits. Mama Tchamba deciding to learn the Quran from
northernerns indicates the history and culture of the Tchamba people and other northern
communities remain significant to the interpretation of Mama Tchamba at Temple Guda Fli Gbé.
At the same time Mama Tchamba positions herself as a southern entity who adopts northern
practices, she also claims to be the origin of the very practices she imitates. In this way, the
language used to dileniate north from south describes the history attributed to Mama Tchamba in
one particular timescape. It because concentric timescapes are important to a quantum
interpretation of Vodun, these conflicting stories do no cancel one another. Instead, it is important
to perceive the way practitioners use timescapes to inscribe and reinscribe the goddess with
political power. As a spirit representing enslaved northerners, she has the right to receive worship
from her former master’s descendants. As a Muslim, she has the caché afforded to cultural others.
Yet as the originator of Islamic practices, she enables practitioners at Temple Guda Fli Gbé to
refute the anti-Vodun bias in the public sphere.

Gender in Vodun-to-Vodun Relationships
Amid the discussion about Mama Tchamba’s origins and her intersections with
human history emerges a narrative about the goddess’s multiple embodiments and her
connection to other spirits. After witnessing the Creator form the earth, Mama Tchamba
set foot upon the land:
On coming to this earth, I came, I was the first to arrive on the earth. I was a man.
When I arrived, I put a white fabric [around my body and over my shoulder] with
[and carried] a wooden stick. I arrived on the earth. I did not find anyone. No one.
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I found animals, trees. Many animals. Now I left toward the sea. They sent me
toward the sea. I was standing there for hours. They told me to go into the water,
into the sea. I went into the sea. I spent some days there. Now, I found an old
woman in the sea. The woman said, “Come.” I arrived.
“What are you looking for here?”
I said, “I am here, they sent me. I am your child.”
It was because of that the woman said, “I am Mama. Come, I am going to
give
You this power.”
And the mother gave me a power. I took her as my mama, Mami, and she took
care of me like her son. I spent days in the sea like that.
When I entered this life, I did not find clothes, habitation. Where was I going to
stay? Where was I going to sleep? And when I saw the water, I had not bathed. I
have to bathe. When I was bathing, I found my second and I should go to her and
join the second in the world. And when I had just joined her, we became two, she
gave me some explanations and we understood each other. She asked me some
questions. “Where do you come from?” and I told her where I came from. It is
from that we began to talk. And it is from that we became siblings. The other, the
woman, she is the small one. I am the big one. Have you never heard how they
call my sister, Adonko? It was Adonko who was the woman in the sea. It was
myself who came to give her the name and she is named Adonko. Mama Adonko.
The same work that Mama Tchamba does, that is what Mama Adonko also does.
It was the woman, Mami Wata, who was in the sea who refused, that I do not
have to be a man. I must be a woman. When I arrived on the earth, I did not find
anyone, nothing but animals. And I went into the sea. It was she that I found. So
we became two women on the earth.
It is striking to hear Mama Tchamba arrives in the form of a man wearing white cloth and
carrying a wooden cane, the same accoutrement associated with Obatala, the orisha in
Yoruba cosmology who initially bore the responsibility to create human life on earth.
Phenomenology asks that we consider the cultural exchanges between Yoruba, Gun, and
Fon people in order to explain the resemblance between these two male figures. But
Obatala is not in the Fon creation story.589 Furthermore, the Yoruba narrative maintains
589
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Obatala’s male gender. Mama Tchamba’s story, on the other hand, features gender
transformation. Switching from male to female operates as a prerequisite for maintaining
one’s status as a creator god. In Vodun, “female” can refer to female anatomy and
women’s physical capacity to reproduce life. A spiritual chief who works closely with the
Mito Aplogan in Porto-Novo once asked me whether men or women have the stronger
internal force. When I hesitated, he answered himself and claimed women possessed the
stronger force because they can carry a baby in the womb for nine months. According to his

knowledge, women have stronger innate spiritual power than men because their bodies
can create, sustain, and bear life. Mama Tchamba’s transition from male to female
symbolizes this increase in power.590
A new materialist interpretation of gender in this narrative reveals Mama Tchamba’s
transition from male to female evinces a change in her orientation to new objects and to a new
space. When Tchamba arrived upon the earth as a male, he spent several days at the water’s edge.
In a sense, she took time to embrace the sea within her bodily horizons. Similarly, she oriented
herself to the ocean when she explored its depths for several days. As Sara Ahmed explains,
“[o]rientations are about the direction we take that puts some things and not others in our
reach.”591 Mama Tchamba approached the sea to include this new body in her awareness. Within
the sea, she encountered the figure she would name Adonko. Adonko becomes an object to which
Tchamba must immediately relate. For this reason, Tchamba orients himself as child in relation to
590
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its mother. In turn, Adonko orients herself to Tchamba as a mother to a child. Adonko’s physical
presence expands Tchamba’s bodily horizon, but this other deity also sets the rules for
cohabitation. In doing so, she further directs Tchamba’s attention to herself and to the space they
share. The shift from male to female reflects the kind of repetitive action Adonko expects Tchama
to do in the sea: create life. Ahmed states, “Bodies...acquire orientation through the repetitions of
some actions over others, as actions that have certain ‘objects’ in view, whether they are physical
objects required to do the work….or the ideal objects one identifies with.”592 Tchamba’s
transformation from male to female seems immediate but this change in gender assignment
indicates Tchamba’s gradual orientation to the power Adonko gives him and to the creative work
he is supposed to do. Tchamba’s body becomes re-oriented toward femaleness because, in the
sea, he repeats the act of creation more than other acts. “If orientations affect what bodies do, then
they also affect how spaces take shape around certain bodies.”593 The sea becomes a femaledominated space because of the bodies oriented toward it. “If spaces extend bodies,” Ahmed
argues, “then we could say that spaces extend the bodies that ‘tend’ to inhabit them.”594 Because
Tchamba and Adonko’s bodies are oriented toward the sea, the as a space reflects the effect of
their repetitive actions. Because femaleness in Vodun is associated with creation and the sea
operates as a generative space, then the sea also becomes a “female” site. “Gender becomes
naturalized as a property of bodies, objects, and spaces partly through the loop of this repetition…
.”595 When Mama Adonko requires Tchamba to become female, their gender becomes an innate
trait of their embodied forms because the emphasis on their creative responsibilities reiterates
their “femaleness.” As a result, the deities’ “[b]odies are shaped by the work they do...where
work involves gendered forms of occupation.”596 As a result, the orientation Mama Adonko and
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Mama Tchamba share designates the sea as a predominantly female, generative space. The ocean,
like the market, becomes a female dominated space; it emphasizes women’s independence,
ingenuity, and self-sustained enterprises.
In a sociocultural environment such as Porto-Novo, Bénin, hegemonic heteronormativity
dominates the city’s ethos. It is difficult to engage consultants in a conversation about same-sex
loving relationships. For this reason, it was practically impossible for me to pursue sexual
orientation as a thematic thread in this research. LGBTQ+ experiences remain a taboo topic,
despite the theoretical possibilities the twinning in Vodun cosmology creates. For example, Papa
Densu manifests in male and female forms. The male aspect of Papa Densu may pair with the
female manifestation of another deity like Mami Sika. When this occurs, what is the relationship
between the male side of Papa Densu and the male side of Mami Sika? If some vodun are both
male and female, are these parts separable and therefore singular when they partner with the
opposite-sex manifestation of another deity? If not, what kind of dynamic exists between samesex manifestations? Are these pairings models of LGBTQ+ possibilities in public life?597 Note the
narrative about Mama Tchamba and Mama Adoko says they became siblings, not lovers This
language is precise and delibrate. But where, when, and how do references to queer identities
emerge discursively for Vodun practitioners? The gender fluidity and duality in each deity
requires closer analysis. Indeed, attention to queer possibilities would fit within a quantum
approaches fifth trait, its focus on intersectionality. It is also the trait whose capacity needs further
development.
Despite asking several consultants questions about homosexuality in Vodun thought,
most concluded homosexuality is a European import. Bokonon Pierre said homosexuality is not
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in the Fa because the odu, who were people and walked the earth, could not have predicted
human beings would devise homosexual relationships. At the same time, he noted a female
person whose personal odu is djogbe meji, the highest and most energetic geomantic sign in Fa
divination, would behave “like a man” because djogbe is a male sign and no other sign dominates
it.598 In other words, female humans may have masculine gender expression, but this is not an
acknowledgement of same-sex loving people. Recognizing the silence around same-sex loving
identities in Vodun communities means a quantum approach may have an uphill climb toward
theorizing non-normative gender expressions and non-normative sexual identities in Vodun. It
seems Fa divination communicates heteropatriarchal ideals; nevertheless, a quantum approach
should not exchange the visibility of spirit bodies for the invisibility of human beings with
marginalized genders and sexualities. Instead, this approach should leave open a malleable, fertile
space awaiting the ethnographic data from which to develop a hypothesis about LGBTQ+
identities in Vodun. Researchers should question the heteropatriarchy in indigenous African
religions by identifying the lived religious experiences, cosmologies, and local interpretations that
illustrate exceptions to the status quo. 599

Mama Tchamba and the Mami Wata
According to the stories reported so far about Mama Tchamba, the Creator fashioned a
verdant earth teeming with flora and fauna. Mama Tchamba, Heviosso (Shango), Ogun, Lissa,
and Oduduwa are emissaries responsible for caring after the world. In this way, the creation story
collected at Temple Guda Fli Gbé cannot be reduced to mere cultural repertoire because it differs
from the recorded cosmology in important ways. The Fon creation story Bernard Maupoil
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collected in his pioneering research on religion in Dahomey differs from Mama Tchamba’s story;
Maupoil’s research does not identify Mama Tchamba as a primordial, twinned divinity like
Heviosso or Ogun.600 Furthermore, Mama Tchamba’s identity as the herbs, the air, the sun, and
the rain surprised Gérard Bankole. He turned to me, saying, “This is the first time I am hearing
this. She is powerful. How is it she is everywhere?”601 His participation as curious observer
contributed to the co-production of knowledge; he asked Mama Tchamba, “Who is the boss
between the All-Powerful and her?”602 This question led us to learn she is not the same as the
Creator but has the power to manage the earth, including other entities populating the earth. The
words attributed to Mama Tchamba state:
The power, it is here on my tongue. If the serpent sticks out its tongue, it stays like
that, in two, no? The power is on my tongue. If the serpent tries to throw its tongue like
that, it stings you and you must die. So, all the power to change form is in my tongue. My
sister Adonko and I created all the rest of the mami wata. It is I myself who created them
and they are my warriors. I command them and they must do it. The power the Creator
gave me, it is which made it such that it is I who organized all the mamis in the sea. It
was myself who made them by the force the creator gave me. I did it with this aché.
Regarding the mami wata, this narrative portrays the marine spirits as Mama Tchamba’s creation,
and by extension, it offers another reason why Mama Tchamba and Mami Wata would appear
together in the mami wata temple at Temple Guda Fli Gbé. The marine divinities are Mama
Tchamba’s warriors, created and commissioned by her. This inverts the power dynamic Dana
Rush observed in temples where vodun practitioners worship Mama Tchamba alongside Mami
Wata because she indicates the exorbitant wealth Mami Wata possesses. This new sacred oral text
teaches Mama Tchamba’s aché, empowered speech, generated other vodun and enabled Mama
Tchamba to chage her own corporeal form. Of further interest is this spirit’s role as a deity who
creates other vodun: the mami wata. Last, when Mama Tchamba credits herself the creation of
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the mami wata, she reclaims for herself the creative power scholars attribute to practitioners.
When humans create physical bodies for the vodun-as-vibration, they replicate this cosmological
act: an às̩ e̩ -empowered entity creating other às̩ e̩ -empowered entities.
At Temple Guda Fli Gbé, Mama Tchamba is the creator and commander of the marine
spirits, a role the current literature on this divinity has yet to describe. The narratives about the
goddess produced through oracular divination demonstrate the ways a spirit may participate in
knowledge production in Vodun. What participants can know through Vodun forms of knowing
continually expands. The stories recounted here discuss Mama Tchamba’s cosmic and earthly
origins, her various embodied forms, and her relationships. Situating Mama Tchamba as
methodologically real in a quantum approach to lived religion in Vodun enables the meta-altern
to speak in an ethnography.

Theorizing Concentric Time
In the previous narratives regarding Mama Tchamba, it becomes apparent multiple pasts
coexist to lend a textured perspective on this divinity. In one instance, MamaTchamba is an
elderly Hausa woman who becomes a reknowned healer and, subsequently, a vodun. Co-existing
with this narrative is a story about Mama Tchamba appearing first as a vodun who walked upon
the earth in a human body and later found acceptance among the Hausa people. A third timescape
points to Mama Tchamba’s presence at the moment of the creation of the universe, long before
the advent of Islam, and yet she had to learn Muslim practices from the Hausa people. Her eyes
are everywhere and yet she must be taught the Qu’ran. She first used prayer beads and head
coverings but also adopted these practices when she became Hausa. These are not contradictions
but examples of how practitioners use Vodun forms of knowing and Vodun ontology to reinscribe
power onto spirit bodies.
From a phenomenological perspective, the cultural hero-become-god explains why a
particular community upholds a particular belief or practice. The phenomenological conclusion is
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vodun practitioners believe in Mama Tchamba because an actual human being once existed in
history.603 The linear progression from cultural hero to god, however, misses the embedded
concept of concentric time. The narratives above suggest time in Vodun has two parts. Time in
the spirit dimension is like a spring coil wrapped around linear time such that linear time in the
human dimension passes through the nucleus of the spring coil but does not touch its sides. To
visualize this, imagine passing a taut string through the center of a Slinky toy suspended in the air
such that the metal coil surrounds but does not yet touch the taut string. The Slinky represents
time in the spirit world (TS). The taught string represents time in the human realm (TH). TS
expands, contracts, bends around, and can touch TH. The Slinky’s spiral shape indicates the
present, past, and future remain interconnected and co-constituative. Because it is a spring coil,
energy generated in the most distant end of the coil continues to reverberate into the opposite and
farthermost end of the coil. Causes and effects in the past reverberate throughout time into the
present and into the future. One of the characteristics of this spring coil time is the movement of
energy along the coil. Spring coil time is kinetic and the spirit dimension (DS) itself is a field of
potential; it is energy awaiting application and it is available to both humans and spirits. Because
the spring coil can intersect the taught string, there can be energy transfers between the two. TS
can bear causes and effects upon TH and vice versa.
The narratives about Mama Tchamba produced through oracular divination at Temple
Guda Fli Gbé illustrate the goddess’s ontological modes at different points in concentric time.
Her narratives depict Mama Tchamba in TS and TH. Her narrative about primordial time recounts
her origins and her cosmological role in relationship to the formation of the human realm (DH)
and her emanation from a pre-existent spirit realm (DS). She claims to emerge from leaves and
cooperate with several other primary divinites in Vodun such as Heviosso and Sakpata. The
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deities’ presences imply they existed in a place—the spirit dimension (DS)—and in a time (TS).
Mama Tchamba’s primordial location can be noted as DSTS. The point at which Mama Tchamba
exists as a human being is her existence in the human dimension in linear time (DHTH). When her
community of Hausa people turn her into a vodun , she exists at (DHTS) x (DSTH). A vodun
manifest in the human dimension still operates in spirit time; a vodun operating in the spirit
dimension may also operate in human time.
When the vodun become manifest and perform work, they conduct two actions: one, they
use the potential in the spirit dimension to create causes and effects in the human dimension; two,
the vodun use às̩ e̩ in the human dimension to render effects in both the human dimension and the
spirit dimension. Their embodiment in the human realm does not nullify their emanation in the
spirit realm, but rather signifies their entangled operation. As multidimensional beings, they can
manipulate and respond to causes and effects in both time in the spirit dimension and time in the
human dimension. For this reason, in Vodun, spirits may be present prior to and within history.

Oracular Divination as Discursive Resistance
The goddess’s narration through oracular divination becomes an act of resistance
countering the linear interpretation of Tchamba worship in Togo and Bénin. Tobias
Wendl researched Tchamba practices among the Mina in Togo and learned the Mina
refer to the northern hinterland generally via the term “adonko,” meaning “the slave
country,” a place associated with “rude, ignorant, amoral, and stupid” people.604 The
terms thcambato and kableto, meaning people of Tchamba and Kabye origin
respectively, became synonymous with adonko.605 Historically, tchamba and adonko are
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the same in the sense both terms indicate groups from northern Togo who were sold into
domestic slavery among the coastal communities, and who also became chattle in the
transatlantic slave trade. The narrative collected at Temple Guda Fli Gbé, however, layers
this linear comprehension with another timescape wherein Tchamba and Adonko are
agentive entities in existence before human beings and before slavery’s commencement
in West Africa. The narrative reappropriates these names and inverts the status assigned
to them. Tchamba and Adonko become individuals who abide by protocol and uphold
morals (i.e. adjudicate status and seniority, use formal greetings, etc.) and who possesses
tremendous wisdom (symbolized, for example, by Adonko’s old age). Because Tchamba
and Adonko become generative, creative entities present before the population of the
world, their names now offer a new meaning to the words tchamba and adonko. The words used
to signify the powerless now represent the powerful; the names for the enslaved now refer to the
masters.
By attributing this subversion to meta-altern speech acts, participants in oracular divination
construct an epistemological and ontological counter-argument. They contest the dominant
narrative about Mama Tchamba in Western literature. Gérard and Adèle often express frustration
when I tell them American and European scholars typically define Mama Tchamba as a slave
spirit. Though Gérard and Adèle acknowledge Mama Tchamba cares for the souls of those who
die violently, they disagree strongly with an interpretation that limits Mama Tchamba to the
mimesis of slavery. The interview Gérard and Adèle translated for me is only one of many
conversations they have had with the goddess. They have a distinct, African form of knowing by
which to know and describe Mama Tchamba’s agentic capacity. Their lived religious experiences
substantiate their revisions to Mama Tchamba’s political profile.
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Conclusion
After combining a quantum approach with methodological realism, Mama Tchamba’s
meta-altern speech acts become texts useful to a study of lived religion in Vodun. The oral
narratives collected through oracular divination at Temple Guda Fli Gbé expand the ethnographic
catalgue describing Mama Tchamba. The data concurs with the image of a northern god whose
Muslim identity makes alterity significant to the materiality and practice of Tchamba worship.
New insights show, for some practitioners, Mama Tchamba is a primordial diety who created the
mami wata. She collaborates with quintessential vodun like Heviosso and Sakpata. They see
Mama Tchamba as a vodun who became a Muslim once she learned the Quran from the Hausa. In
addition, the narratives show Mama Tchamba created the bodily praxes characterizing Islam.
Concentric timescapes enable practitioners to reinscribe Mama Tchamba with political relevance
that grants validity and status to Vodun. The narratives also describe Mama Tchamba’s transcorporeality; she remains inextricable from “leaves,” part of the agentic matter comprising nature.
Furthermore, the oral narratives produced during oracular divination show Mama Tchamba is a
transphysical being whose myriad forms intersect human experience. for this reason, new
materialist insights on gender and space are useful when interpreting these stories.
Examining the narratives from oracular divination with the Sylvie’s personal oral
narrative illuminates Mama Tchamba’s intimate proximity to humans and their relationships.
Despite her cosmogonic role, Mama Tchamba hopscotches across Vodun’s nonlinear ontological
continuum to find a peculiar embodiment suited to Sylvie’s sociocultural milieu. Mama
Tchamba’s agentic capacity enables her to disrupt Sylvie’s family relationships in order to ensure
Sylvie undergoes the correct initiation. For Sylvie, Mama Tchamba becomes angry when her
children ignore her, but she is, more than anything, loving.
Indeed, Mama Tchamba’s affect makes her stick to the hearts of practitioners at Temple
Guda Fli Gbé. She displays sarcasm, wit, and even greed; she can be a stickler for the rules. In the
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same moment, she can be attentive, apologetic, and placable. Her intentions aim to produce her
adepts’ happiness. Like a devoted mother, she keeps her children in mind. Indeed, Mama
Tchamba’s role as compassionate mother, protector, provider and refuge for those seeking
stability in a changing sociopolitical and economic environment continually draws practitioners
into her proximity. Mama Tchamba is a goddess for the oppressed. She cares for the souls of the
dead, especially those who die violently and women who die in childbirth.
The literature on Tchamba spirits is not wrong, per se. The discussion in this chapter
owes a great debt to the enthusiastic research of scholars like Judy Rosenthal, Dana Rush, and
Alessandra Brivio. This chapter explores narratives on Mama Tchamba in order to demonstrate
the kinds of diffraction patterns lived religion can create in scholars’ knowledge about Vodun.
Mama Tchamba’s roles in lived religious experience sheds light on how personal encounters can
transform the epistemological rivets in an individual’s religious practice. Vodun is too expansive,
too nuanced, for any single researcher’s eye to perceive completely. It is constantly in motion. If
this chapter brings into anthropology’s or religious studies’s “bodily horizon” even one quark
from Vodun’s vast materiality, it will have served its purpose well.
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Coda
“We are moved by things. And in being moved, we make things.”
-- Sarah Ahmed, “Happy Objects”
“What is the meaning of the human now that the West must realize that those who were formerly
considered lesser or second-class human beings have in fact always been human?” --Charles Long,
Significations

On a Tuesday in May, Livienne, Adèle’s older cousin, arrived at the Bankole
residence to feed Ogun, the deity of metal and technology.606 Livienne is also a priestess
and two adepts accompanied her. Gérard and I joined her to lead the prayer because
Gérard prefers not to let other people feed his vodun. We strode across the sandy yard,
shed our sandals at the temple threshold, and descended two small steps into the paved
courtyard outside the mami wata sanctuary. At Temple Ato-Ogu, the Ogun shrine is
conjoined with Heviosso’s shrine. The side embodying the deity of metal and technology
bears a brass spade Gérard claims belonged to his warrior ancestor. Livienne knelt before
the shrine while Dammien mixed white corn flour with palm oil and sprinkled it on Ogun
and on Heviosso. Gérard told me this prayer is done with the left hand, so when
Dammien handed me the glaglosh, I shook it with my left hand while calling all the
divinities’ names known to me. My prayer requested prosperity, good health, healing, and
advancement for Livienne and her adepts. Gérard also prayed and I followed his lead
through the rest of the ritual. Upon completing his prayer, he split two red kola nuts
Livienne brought for the ceremony, removed the cotelydons and threw them to Ogun.
afterwards, he passed me the open kola and instructed me to cast them into a tin bowl of
water. This first hand revealed the sign of blessings. Gérard retrieved the bitter kola
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Livienne purchased and cut off the oval ends with a knife and then spilt the kola
vertically. He passed these four pieces of bitter kola to me and asked me to cast them into
the water. This time, it took two hands to ascertain a positive response.
Once we knew Ogun accepted our prayers, we offered the two hens from
Livienne, one red and one grey. Both Ogun and Heviosso ate that day. We poured the
chickens’ blood over the shrines, and cast their bodies several feet away from the shrine
to see if Ogun and Heviosso accepted the offering. The now lifeless hens hit the ground
on their sides and Livienne and Gérard knew we had pleased Ogun.
We then doused the god of war and the god of thunder with handfuls of corn flour
mixed with palm oil, and emptied 2-liter bottles of palm oil atop the shrines. As I sipped
and poured a bottle of 7Up onto Ogun, one of Livienne’s adepts grunted, stomped her
feet, and pounded her heels into the ground as she marched with her fists on her hips. She
reminded me of a military general. When we called the name Ogun, she responded very
firmly with handshakes and hand slaps like the spirits normally do when they descend
and greet the community. Ogun asked for music and the other adepts there started singing
the song for Ogun. Ogun danced. The other adepts poured the soda into their mouths and
aspirated it onto the face now belonging to the spirit. This was ogun in the woman’s
body.
The adepts aspirated the soda onto what was now Ogun’s back, breasts, and face.
The spirit went to the Ogun shrine, and placed her hand in the palm oil, blood, cornflour,
and soda and rubbed it all over her face and all over her body. Gérard said to me, “It’s
power.” Ogun then gave a broad smile as she leaned back and rubbed her belly. She
seemed happy to have finally eaten. Ogun had been hungry. By this time, Gerard, the
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other adepts, Hounon Z and I took a seat in plastic chairs on a semi-covered platform in
front of the courtyard’s rear wall. Ogun, kept walking in the rain and spoke: “I was
hungry. I am really glad I just ate.” Gerard leaned over and told me “It has been 10 days
since I fed Ogun.”
The possession began with grunting, wide-eye expressions, stomping, and
gestures. Now, the spirit spoke. Ogun began to speak in a very high-pitched voice. She
spoke in a local language to Gérard.
“She is asking me do I know her!” Gerard exclaimed with laughter
“Who are you?” he jested in return
“Mami Adelan!”
“Ah, yes, Mami Adelan,” Gérard responded without surprise.
I asked how he noticed the transition from Ogun to Mami Adelan. The spirit did not
laugh upon arrival like Mami Wata would. “Ogun and Mami Adèlan are one,” he
explained, “They go together. If Adèlan wants to leave anywhere, she has to pass by
Ogun first.” From then on, Gerard addressed the spirit as Adèlan. Mami Adèlan delivered
messages to Gerard: “I will guard your home. I will wait at the gate. I will kill all your
enemies. Your house will not know hunger. You’re going to have lots of money.”607
She also spoke to Livienne and told her she, too, would have long life and
financial blessings. Mami Adèlan prayed over Livienne. Afterward, the spirit returned to
Gérard and told him people are jealous of his family, but his family will never ever fall
down. Gérard’s household would succeed. Then, Mami Adèlan asked if I know her and I
replied affirmatively. She said, “you know I am with you where you are, right? All the
607
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way over where you are. I’m there, too. You’re, there, you’re there. Be cool, be cool, cool
cool cool.” Mami Adèlan also admonished me to “stick with my vodun and never leave
them,” even when my family advises me to worship Jesus. “You are strong because of
your vodun.”
Before Mami Adèlan left me, she asked for money. I fetched my wallet from the
front porch near Adèle, who saw me retrieve a 100 CFA note, Bénin’s currency. When
Mami Adelan accepted the money, she smiled and hopped around.
“No, she still wants coins,’’ Gérard concluded.
“Well, I have only peswas, like the Ghana cedis, peswas.”608
“Coins are coins,” he huffed impatiently, “Just get the money.”
The second time Adèle saw me reach for my wallet, she warned, “Don’t spend too much
money, eh! These people, they take the money home. These people come here and now
they are asking for all this money. Show me what you are giving them.” I showed her the
70 peswas from my wallet and she said, “That’s fine. Take that.” With Adèle’s advice in
hand, I gave Mami Adelan the coins. But what is the spirit going to do with money?
When Mami Adèlan asked me for money, Gerard translated for me and he told me the
spirit said, “I came all the way from Ghana. I need money to fly back there.”609
***
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The everyday is cosmic. Spirits attend daily life in various manifestations. Ogun
inhabits the Bankole family’s household as a shrine. The biodegradable cornnflour, soda,
palm oil, and chicken blood touch its body and become part of how Ogun feels to those
who propitiate the spirit. Feeding the gods is to feel the gods in the making, to feel part of
what makes the shrine a body. Ogun also irrupts during ritual and makes itself known
among the community through possession trance. When Ogun spreads the foodstuffs all
over her body, she bathes herself if the power, the sɛ, in each item. The adepts possessed
body becomes the spirit’s body. It consumes through her sensorium. In addition, Ogun
remains a vibration, an energy. On that Tuesday afternoon, Ogun interjected everyday
life in three contemporaneous forms: a vibration, a shrine, and possessed woman. All
three forms are interconnected not only through touch, but also through the vital force,
the agentic matter, at the core of the materiality constituting the shrine and the possessed
woman. In addition, the agencies present became perceptible to Gérard and me through
sight, sound, touch, smell, and taste. Our sensoriums enabled us to make sense of the
spirit’s activity.610
Spirit possession remains a powerful form of interaction at Temple Guda Fli Gbé,
but the spirits are embodied in the shrines and the spirits-as-shrines are present even
when ritual does not take place. During this fieldwork, I observed the courtyard where the
shrines stand is also an area with high foot traffic. Members of the Bankole family and
visitors to the residence walk through the courtyard to access the backyard. In addition,
Gérard sometimes held private conversations or meetings with select visitors in the
courtyard. Nevertheless, menstruating women could not pass through this space. They
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took the long route through the kitchen and around the opposite side of the house. Also,
Gérard and Adèle made a point to close the temple late in the evening so no one would
disturb the spirits while they were “out,” meaning while they became manifest in a form
beyond their shrines and walked through the temple and the area behind the house. Such
activity sometimes transpired during the day. Gérard mentioned to me that if he suddenly
melled a strange, unpleasant odor in the house, he would make a point not to wave his
hand before his nose or to huff and complain about the stench. He attributed the smell to
Da Zodji, a manifestation of the divinity of the earth. He refrained from complaining
about the smell because he did not want to offend the spirit. Another overlooked yet
meaningful recognition of the spirits’ participation in daily life is the tall tobacco plant
Gérard grew near the well outside the temple doors. No special demarcation separated
this plant form any other. He kept the plant as a courtesy to Mama Tchamba, who he said
enjoys smoking. She can take it at her convenience. In this way, the vodun were present
amid the mundane and uneventful happenings at the house and their presence informed
practices.
The cosmic is everyday. Vodun is the entanglement of spirit agency and desire
with human politics, economics, and sociocultural expectations. It is the frayed and
fraught politics of giving and receiving.It is interesting to note that even though the spirit
was in the person’s body, Adèle remained aware of the microeconomics of ritual.
Livienne and her adepts brought two chickens, one bottle of palm oil, two bottles of soda,
red kola, white kola, guinea pepper and some prayer money. They brought the items to
give during the ritual, and yet, the moment of spirit possession became an opportunity for
them to benefit financially. This would suggest there was something false about the
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trance, but Gérard did not interpret it that way. Earlier that day, he had walk out on a
previous episode of spirit possession, saying, “I don’t have time for the theatre, the
drama!” It in this case, he pulled up a chair and emphatically encouraged me to find the
coins the spirits wanted. Adèle, however, remained wary of the entire situation. Adèle
cooks all the animals offered to the vodun at Temple Guda Fli Gbé. She knows the
protocol: the cooked meal feeds everyone in the house. In this way, rituals benefit the
individual and the community. Livienne broke this protocol. Adèle seemed disgusted
later that afternoon when she realized her cousin and the guests accompanying her had
not left enough food to share with the Bankole family. If she seemed suspicious before,
she was certain now. Livienne manipulated the temple to take advantage of Adèle’s
physical labor, Gérard’s time, and my resources. Adèle interpreted the ritual and the spirit
possession as an opportunity for Livienne to profit.
Whether for show or for certain, the vodun seemed preoccupied with one primary
objective: relation. By assuring Gérard she would guard his family and his home, Mami
Adelan proved herself responsive to Gérard’s offerings. By showing up through spirit
possession, Mami Adelan assured the humans present that day they were part of a
reciprocal relation to the divine. The spirits take, and they give. At the same time, Mami
Adelan’s admonition to me indicates a concern about the spirit’s perpetuity. Mami
Adèlan instructed me to hold on to my Vodun “over there,” across the sea in the United
States of America. By noting she is with me in another country, she indicates her
emanation in the world has spread like a rhizome. By encouraging me to “keep” the
vodun in the U.S.A., the spirit advocated for the continuance of her presence in the
microhistories of my daily life. Her goal, it seems, is propulsion, the perpetual
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continuation of her emanation in relation to human beings. Everyday Vodun, in a sense, is
about desire.

Zangbéto walks Gérard’s wife to the hospital the night she delivers her second son.
Abiku snatches Ivonnes phone because she cursed her daughter.
The mami garçon’s icy palms hand money to Alice
and the mami woman’s firm slap threw Alice into trance for three days.
Wabisa, Étienne’s Sika, made love. Mama Tchamba wrecks havoc.
And through a bowl of water, Mama Tchamnba speaks for herself.
All six spirit bodies expand the concept of materiality in research about Vodun.
Spirit bodies are more than shrines, but certainly include them. Zangbéto is a nocturnal
masquerade enforcing social order in public space. Zangbéto is also an entity with many
forms; it becomes a living wooden snake when the uninitiated tip its raffia cage in public.
Zangbeto is from nature. Klégbeto, Zangbeto’s diurnal counterpart, has a body that is a
space. The raffia cage is the embodiment humans (especially women, children, an
uninitiated men) can witness without fear. Klegbéto shows its power playfully. The space
within the raffia cage is generated and generative. The sealed cone-shaped space forms
when the raffia cage stands upright and seals itself off by resting on the ground. From this
generative space emerge basins of purifying leaves; a kitten; and a hypermasculine
Klegbeto Legba, an integral partner to who grants Klegbéto permission to “go out” into
the community.
Abiku is a statue-person caked with the remnants from offerings. It is also a
mischievous, clandestine body who eavesdrops and takes justice into its own hands. The
mami garçon is a papi wata with fair skin and long hair who leaves behind a bracelet and
a small stove to remind Alice he is her husband from the sea. The mami woman also has
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long hair and she possess great beauty. She uses her power to teach Alice herbal remedies
in the bush. The mami woman is also known as Mami Adèlan a water spirit who is a
hunter. Mami Adèlan is a spirit of the adè, the souls who die violently. The mami woman
is an aquatic deity who suddenly becomes terrestrial.
Wabisa, later known to Étienne as Mami Sika, is a goddess who assumes a
corporeal human form but cannot hide her serpent form from the eyes of a visionary
prophet in the Celestial Christian Church. She eats spaghetti, dances at nightclubs, but
will not have sex on Friday. That remains taboo, even for a mami wata herself. Mama
Tchamba materializes in a body resembling Sylvie to commit thievery, which fractures
Sylvie’s bonds with her family. It seems malicious, but when Mama Tchamba speaks for
herself, she expresses wide ranging emotions. During oracular divination, Mama
Tchamba patches in from a remote location to share narratives about her multiple pasts.
Each spirit body illustrates important ontological statements, key concepts about how
bodies, and matter, behave in Vodun.
Spirit bodies are trans-corporeal.611 The vital force in all matter conveys an
indigenous concept of agentic entities.612 Plants, animals, humans, and spirit bodies
maintain connection to one another because a vital force unites them. Mama Tchamba
comes from leaves. The leaves consist of agentic matter. Their vitality contributes to the
vibrant matter that becomes Mama Tchamba. At Temple Ato-Ogu, the shrines are made
of leaves. Thus the spirits’ materiality and agency remain inextricable from nature.
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Moreover, the intersubjectivity of humans and spirits (in various forms) shows humans,
too, have “thing-force.”613 In effect, the indigenous concepts in southern Bénin convey an
endogenous posthumanism familiar to new materialism.
Spirit bodies are also trans-physical. They change from one embodied form to
another. Alice’s mami garçon arrived first in a male human body riding a motorcycle.
Later, he becomes known as a vibration when, through Fa divination, Alice’s family
learns he is a papi wata. Finally, the mami garçon meets Alice in an alternative spacetime in between the earthly space she experiences while awake and the psychological
state she enters when she sleeps. As Alice explains, this is not a dream; she is there. So is
the mami garçon in the form of a man whom she sees only from the waist upward. Like
the mami wata, what lies below remains a secret. Transphysical beings may also inhabit
more than one body at once. As illustrated in the preface, Mama Tchamba can enter a
human being’s body through spirit possession and simultaneously become visible through
oracular divination. The image Dammien can see in the bowl of water represents a body
situated somewhere else. Thus the spirit-in-human form via possession and the spirit-inhuman-form witnessed in the water demonstrates the spirit’s multiple and coterminous
embodiments. In general, the vodun are each vibrations; nevertheless, it does not seem
there is a required progression they must follow. One concludes, thus, Vodun has a
nonlinear ontological continuum, a range of embodiment whose expanse morphs with
each new lived experience. The menu of options depicted on the continuum in this
project reflects the forms spirits take in the lives of the people who participated in this
study. It is one of many possible schemas. It neither purports to be conclusive nor
613
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projects itself as universal. Future studies will certainly generate other models describing
ontology in Vodun.
On one hand, spirits are affects. Affect theorists inspired by Gilles Deleuze think
of affects as forces beyond the conscious mind.614 These forces motivate human action as
discretely as neurons tell the hand to move. They are felt but not thought. Deleuzian
theorists like Brian Massumi argue affects are not emotions because emotions depend on
consciousness.615 Similarly, the indigenous concept of kpɔli illustrates the Vodun also are
preconscious forces. Spirits enter a person’s ontology as a force through the kpɔli, the
geomantic sign under which a person’s creation in the world transpired.616 A person does
not learn their personal sign of the Fa unless they complete specific rituals. Otherwise,
the divinity who compels an individual’s behavior may remain unknown. Nevertheless,
the spirit--the affects--remain.
On the other hand, spirits have affect. Whether in fleshy or ephemeral form,
spirits have emotional depth. Wabisa seemed touched by Étienne’s flattery and appeared
comfortable, perhaps pleased, in his company. Wabisa seemed uneasy when Étienne slept
with another woman. She admonished him and, in the same moment, expressed her love
for him. Jealousy, bitterness, and passion converged when Wabisa hit Étienne’s second
girlfriend. Before leaving her human form, Wabisa told Étienne she had come to serve
him, to bring him happiness. Now, she departed with heartbreak. In the end, Mami Sika
became a vibration and now exists as the shrine Étienne crafted in her honor. Through
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four-cowrie divination, Mami Sika expresses her consent and her contentment. Finally,
Étienne keeps her happy. Practitioners maintain religious practices because of their
intimate, emotional connections to the gods. Vodun sticks.
Vodun is also an orientation. Spirits enter a human’s proximity through the
objects received at home as well as the “values, capital, aspirations, projects, and styles”
she or he receives from her or his family.617 A human inherits proximity to objects;
therefore, a human may inherit nearness to spirits through materiality in the family home
or also through their lineage. As Étienne says, vodun is in the blood. Vodun re-orients
theory. The spirit bodies present in personal oral narratives require the researcher to
conduct a frottage, to press into the friction between Western knowledge and indigenous
concepts, between science and indigenous forms of knowing. This friction brings into
relief the material entities hidden in the background of Vodun materiality.
Spirits engage humans in a meshwork cosmos, a multidimensional space where
spirits and humans generate “trails” of activity “along which life is lived.”618 The spirit
dimension and the human dimension overlap. The calabash model indicates spirits move
back and forth between the sky and the earth, and between the realm of the ancestors and
the living. Furthermore, spirits inhabit the natural world humans occupy. A spirit’s
domain, however, is not always synonymous with its dimensional location. For example,
the mami wata’s domain is water but her dimensional location exceeds any literal
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waterbody. Spirits straddle realms. Their movement between dimensions is an indigenous
concept for the animic ontology and domain of entanglement Tim Ingold describes.619
A Vodun cosmos is a sociogeographic space, a cartography of relations among
spirits, among humans, and between humans and spirits. These relations transpire in
social spaces; the routes Zangbéto walks at night proceed through Porto-Novo’s
landscape and follow the boundaries of social protocols established by the Fa, Zangbéto
Legba, and the chiefs of Zangbéto. Social relations shape the geography within a vodun
cosmos.
Crucially, power is not polar. It is wave-like. The distribution of power changes
depending on how spirits and humans use their agency. Spirit agency takes two forms in
Vodun. The practitioners in this study describe spirits who are actors producing causes
and effects. At the same time, the consultants’ narratives depict phenomena made
possible only when humans and spirits conjoin. These phenomena resemble intra-actions
because they are co-constituted and rely on entanglement.620 In Karen Barad’s
formulation, agency cannot preceed intra-action; agency comes into being through a
process of differentiation.621 Though an indigenous concept of spirit bodies insists spirits
are free-standing agents, spirit agency engages with human agency in a process similar to
an intra-action. The entanglement humans and spirits share produces unique forms of
knowing and elusive forms of matter.
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Somatic co-incidences, the nodes where spirit body meets human body, occur
only when humans and spirits co-incide, when they “happen at the same moment” and
“the nearness shapes the shape of each thing.”622 Like multiquarks visible only when
certain quarks combine, a somatic co-incidence is the fleshy node where human body
touches an embodied spirit. One particular nodal type of great interest in this study is the
empirical unit created when, according to consultants in this study, human bodies touch
spirit bodies no human created. For example, the thing made from Alice’s hand touching
the mami garçon’s hand. In this study, somatic co-incidences enter the researcher’s
awareness through personal oral narratives from Vodun practitioners. Importantly,
somatic co-incidences are also virtual. For example, Wabisa embodied Mami Sika, but
this same spirit may exist in his kpɔli (personal geomantic sign). As such, when Wabisa
touches Étienne, she touches herself. This virtual behavior mimics the virtual particles in
quantum physics.623 The virtual somatic co-incidences model an indigenous concept of
matter behaving like quantum particles. Recovering spirit bodies from the background of
materiality in Vodun provides researchers with a new route to quantum theories
embedded within indigenous concepts.
The personal oral narratives describe how practitioners know what they know
about spirits. The practitioner’s sensorium becomes a crucial epistemological resource.624
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A Vodun sensorium includes touch, sight, sound, taste, smell, and motile quantum
knowledge. Motile quantum knowledge operates internally and consists of interactions
between spirit and human agency. Like Martin Holbraad’s concept of motile logic, this
form of knowing stems from a co-produced awareness. It is quantum in nature because of
the multiple partners involved; this internal knowledge process may include the human,
his or her kpɔli, and a divinity beyond the kpɔli (though it could be the same divinity in a
different form). When this form of knowing transpires during divination, the agents
involved include the bokonon (diviner). Motile quantum knowledge is a sensory-based
knowledge located in the body but, unlike extrasensory perception, Vodun practitioners
claim spirits participate in its function.
Meta-altern speech acts serve as another important epistemological resource in
Vodun. “Meta-altern” refers to Mama Tchamba’s double alterity: her identity as a
religious and ethnic other in southern Bénin and as an ontological impossiblity in
Western knowledge. At Temple Guda Fli Gbé, Mama Tchamba is an embodied spirit
visible and audible to a virgin. Mama Tchamba’s bowl of water functions like a digital
interface. The virigin views a projection of an image situated in an alternate location in
space but in the same location in time. Oracular divination produces new narratives
about the goddess. Some stories explain she was a northern Muslim who learned the
Quran. In this way, the narratives match established literature on Tchamba and Gorovodu
orders. Other stories, however, revise her political profile. Mama Tchamba becomes a
primordial diety who created the mami wata; she first arrived on earth as a man but then
enterd the sea and became female. Similar to Sara Ahmed’s thinking about gender as an
orientation, Mama Tchamba’s gender emerges after she orients herself to a new space
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and participates in the work associated with that space: creation.625 Mama Tchamba
becomes female as her space becomes female. As Ahmed explains, bodies and spaces
shape each other.626 Another narrative says Mama Tchamba lived to be an elderly woman
and a reknowned healer. When she died, her community venerated her in the form of a
vodun. Her association with suffering people indicates she is a goddess for the oppressed.
Furthermore, when the goddess becomes “methodologically real,” her speech acts
illustrate the sociopolitical, economic, and personal concerns facing many beninois every
day.627 Oracular divination at Temple Guda Fli Gbé combines these political discourses
with an embodied experience stemming from motile quantum knowledge the goddess
creates with the person who views her. In effect, an interview with the goddess is a
quantum event.
Quantum events, in contrast to Robert Orsi’s “abundant events,” emphasize the
body’s instrumentality in encounters with presences. These irruptions in daily life happen
beyond the context of ritual. They happen when they are least expected. Vodun
practitioners use their bodies to detect differences between themselves and embodied
spirits. Spirit bodies create trails of causes and effects; they transform the practitioner’s
material world. Some spirits give gifts, others steal valuable items. Some participate in
romance and hope to be adored in return. These transactions, and their implications about
how matter works in the world, are key traits in quantum events.
Quantum events span multiple timescapes and may occur in arenas other than a
person’s waking life. As Alice’s narrative demonstrates, some “dreams” open a liminal
625
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realm where the human and nonhuman interact. This space-time functions as a
dimensional location where meaningful activity between spirits and humans transpire. A
quantum event considers how multilayered timescapes underlie personal narratives about
encounters with presence. Importantly, indigenous concepts and indigenous forms of
knowing establish what kinds of bodies, spaces, and times may constitute a quantum
event. Upon these final pages, one may conclude quantum events describe material
defiance--occurrences when matter (mis)behaves radically. A bloodless chicken, for
instance, shifts the question of materiality from “what happened?” to “how did it
happen?” The data points these irruptions leave behind seed new questions about
quantum-level scientific possibilities.

“We are moved by things.” The first epigraph above summarizes my sentiments
at the end of my fieldwork. The things I encountered in Bénin moved me. My
consultants’ affect had a profound effect on me. Étienne’s remorse when he spoke about
Wabisa, Alice’s certainty when she described the mami garçon, and Adèle’s ardor toward
Mama Tchamba lead me to wonder how I could communicate what they know about the
vodun and how they know it. Quantum events shook my habitus. I reconsidered what I
knew about what I know. My knowledge, my lived experiences and my education, prior
to this fieldwork had been incomplete. They remain unfinished, and always will; no
single person can grasp all of Vodun’s depths. Nonetheless, the months I spent listening
to Vodun practitioners provided me new arrows to follow. The case studies presented in
these chapters convey what happens when spirit bodies touch people, but I hope the
methodological approach exemplifies what happens when the story shapes the listener.
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For instance, Étienne disclosed his story to my research assistant and me in his temple.
When I entered the space, I smelled a distinct perfume and felt a vibration over my body.
It felt like a greeting, as if the spirit Étienne would later describe had joined us for the
interview. Nevertheless, it still surprised me when Étienne frequently turned toward the
altar and directed side comments and praise names to the shrine. We were present among
presence.
“And in being moved, we make things.” After being moved/affected/oriented by
quantum events, a quantum approach is the thing I made. It is my intellectual response to
an affective journey. The goal has been to follow the arrows, the footprints presence
leaves behind in the stories the consultants tell. A quantum approach builds its
epistemological location upon indigenous concepts and indigenous forms of knowing.
The consultant’s sensorium becomes central to understanding Vodun concepts for the
behavior of matter. Because a posthumanist concept of agentic matter already exists in
Vodun, the approach combines indigenous concepts with new materialism. New
materialist thinkers like Sara Ahmed, Karen Barad, Jane Bennett, Diana Coole, Stacy
Alaimo, and William Connolly facilitate a language for explaining how agency and
matter operate in Vodun. None of these thinkers have argued spirit bodies exist, but their
attention to the instability of matter and its inextricability from human subjectivity
supports the ontological statements in the consultants’ narratives. To be clear, new
materialist theorists do not speak for the consultants in this study. Nor do they speak for
all of Vodun. New materialism functions as a common denominator, a way Western
knowledge can know with, understand, facilitate, share, and walk alongside indigenous
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knowledge.628 A quantum approach also concentrates on embodiment. It examines the
datapoints practitioners amass through their bodily engagement with spirits. The
practitioner’s sensorium determines the range of what can be known and how the
practitioner knows it. This approach also attunes to the myriad forms spirits use to relate
to the world and to the other embodied beings therein. Indigenous concepts set the
ontological parameters in a quantum approach. Since spirit bodies, across a wide
continuum, are significant to lived religion, a quantum approach uses an integrated
epistemological toolkit to theorize spirit embodiment, affect, and agency. In short, it
opens the “x-files” in anthropology and religious studies and pursues a robust analysis of
quantum events.629

The second epigraph above is a question Charles Long poses after summarizing
the legacy of racially-biased ideology in academia. Long finds European studies of
indigenous people in the history of religion has generated “derogatory” interpretations
and depicted non-Western “modes of consciousness” as “archaic.”630 Long’s question on
the meaning of the human seeks to know how the human self-definition changes once
Western thinkers realize indigenous people have always commented rationally on human
experience. He senses a sea change could occur once scholars recover indigenous
epistemologies and ontologies. Implementing them in a theorization of the world would
widen the framework for what it means to be human. Said simply, European and
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American chauvinist heteropatriarchal capitalist epistemide must no longer parade itself
as “The” scientific definition of the human. It is merely an “ethnoclass (i.e., Western
bourgeois) conception of the human, Man, which overrepresents itself.”631 Western
knowledge, A form of knowledge whose very operation mutes indigenous voices, cannot
speak for or speak accurately of all humanity.632 “The aim of creating distance in relation
to the Eurocentric tradition,” Bonaventura de Sousa Santo explains, “is to open analytical
spaces for the realities that are ‘surprising’ because they are new or have been ignored or
made invisible, that is deemed nonexistent by the Eurocentric critical tradition.”633 The
quantum approach outlined in the previous chapters comes from the analytical space
created when the researcher refuses to cast aside the events Western knowledge cannot
fully explain. Everyday Vodun demonstrates the theorization made possible when the
scholar confronts methodological killjoys. “Methodological killjoys” obliterate certainty
or complicate the epistemological mechanics—the joy—in methodological approaches
used in religious studies and anthropology. Methodological killjoys include boundary-
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defying phenomena, the kind of entities or happenings that seem incongruent with how
science tells us the world works.634 They expose the hegemony, disenfranchisement, and
subalterity hidden under the hypervalorization of Western epistemologies in academia.
This hypervalorization becomes perceptible through the reiteration of methods and
theories that claim Western epistemologies are reliable, but indigenous concepts and
forms of knowing are unreliable. Denying Western knowledge its hegemony enables
scholars to acknowledge African forms of knowing and African concepts are durable,
robust and fertile. At stake is the decoloniality of knowledge, of methods, and, in turn, the
decoloniality of religious studies and anthropology. Recognizing African people have
always been human means realizing their comment on human experience has always
been part of the human ontological capacity. A quantum approach to Vodun indicates to
be human means being interconnected and co-constituted. It also shows the natural world
is a quantum world. Humans are quantum beings.
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